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Editorial…… 

It is heartening to note that our journal is able to sustain the enthusiasm 
and covering various facets of knowledge.  It is our hope that IJMER would 
continue to live up to its fullest expectations savoring the thoughts of the 
intellectuals associated with its functioning .Our progress is steady and we are in 
a position now to receive evaluate and publish as many articles as we can. The 
response from the academicians and scholars is excellent and we are proud to 
acknowledge this stimulating aspect. 

The writers with their rich research experience in the academic fields are 
contributing excellently and making IJMER march to progress as envisaged. The 
interdisciplinary topics bring in a spirit of immense participation enabling us to 
understand the relations in the growing competitive world. Our endeavour will be 
to keep IJMER as a perfect tool in making all its participants to work to unity 
with their thoughts and action.  

The Editor thanks one and all for their input towards the growth of the 
Knowledge Based Society. All of us together are making continues efforts to 
make our predictions true in making IJMER, a Journal of Repute  

 
Dr.K.Victor Babu 

Editor-in-Chief  
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SOCIAL STRATIFICATION IN INDIAN SOCIETY 

 
Dr Ramakrishnappa D.C 

Assistant Professor in Sociology 
Govt First Grade College for Women 

Chickballapur 
 
Introduction 
                 Differentiation is the law of nature. It is true in the case of human society. 
Human society is not homogeneous but heterogeneous. Men differ from one another in 
many respects. Human beings are equal as far as their bodily structure is concerned. But 
the physical appearance of individuals, their intellectual, moral, philosophical, mental, 
economic, political and other aspects are different. No two individuals are exactly alike. 
Diversity and inequality are inherent in society. Social inequality is``a universal 
phenomenon. It can exist either in the form of a hierarchy of groups or individual or 
without the creation of a hierarchy. When social inequalities do not create hierarchy it is 
called social differentiation. But when social inequality manifests itself in the form of 
hierarchy or gradation of groups that is called social stratification. Social stratification is 
a process of hierarchical arrangement of social strata in a society. Ascription and 
achievement are two normative principles of determining such arrangements in all 
societies. According to Gisbert, “Social stratification is the division of society into 
permanent groups of categories linked with each other by the relationship of superiority 
and subordination’’ . 
 All societies arrange their members in terms of superiority, inferiority and equality. The 
vertical scale of evaluation, this placing of people in layers is called stratification. Those 
in the top stratum have more power, privilege and prestige than those below. 
Stratification is simply a process of interaction of differentiation whereby some people 
come to rank higher than others are. Thus, Stratification is a hierarchy of positions with 
regard to economic production which influences the social rewards to those in the 
positions. In sociology, social stratification is a concept involving the “classification of 
people into groups based on shared socio-economic conditions a relational set of 
inequalities with economic, social, political and ideological dimensions.” 
Theories 
        Social stratification and inequality have been widely debated. Earlier sociologists 
like Spencer believed that society developed through an evolutionary process and those 
who profited from natural selection-”survival of the fittest”-came out on top. 
Accordingly, superior people (fittest) would have more wealth, power, education, and 
become leaders in the society, whereas inferior people would remain in the bottom rank 
of society. This view was challenged by later sociologists. Modern sociology has 
developed two main approaches to the study of social stratification-structural-function-
alist and conflict perspectives [7]. Conflict Theory Conflict theorists are deeply critical 
of social stratification, asserting that it benefits only some people, not all of society. For 
instance, to a conflict theorist, it seems wrong that a basketball player is paid millions 
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for an annual contract while a public school teacher earns less in a year. They believe, 
perpetuates inequality and they try to bring awareness to inequalities, such as how a rich 
society can have so many poor members. Many conflict theorists draw on the work of 
Karl Marx. During the nineteenth-century era of industrialization, Marx believed social 
stratification resulted from people’s relationship to production. People were divided by 
a single line: they either owned factories or worked in them. In Marx’s time, bourgeois 
capitalists owned high-producing businesses, factories, and land, as they still do today. 
Proletariats were the workers who performed the manual labor to produce goods. 
Upper-class capitalists raked in profits and got rich, while working-class proletariats 
earned skimpy wages and struggled to survive. With such opposing interests, the two 
groups were divided by differences of wealth and power. Marx saw workers experience 
deep alienation, isolation and misery resulting from powerless status levels (Marx, 
1848). Marx argued that proletariats were oppressed by the money-hungry bourgeois. 
Today, while working conditions have improved, conflict theorists believe that the 
strained working relationship between employers and employees still exists. As the 
result, stratification creates class conflict. If he were alive in today’s economy, as it 
recovers from a prolonged recession, Marx would likely have argued that the recession 
resulted from the greed of capitalists, satisfied at the expense of working people. 
Caste Stratification  
      Caste is a closed social stratification system in which membership is determined by 
birth and remains fixed for life. Caste is also endogamous wherein marriage is 
prescribed outside one’s caste and their off springs are automatically member of their 
caste. 
       Social stratification is the process in which the society has been divided into many 
layers. It can be compared to a number of layers beneath the ground. The top-most 
layers are rigid and as we move down the layers become more softer. Today, in India 
social stratification is not only because of castes but also class.  
        The division of varnas into four divisions namely Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya and 
Shudra is one type of social stratification. But this is a very simple and holistic 
organization. In reality there are many castes, subcastes, and sub-sub-castes within these 
divisions. And as we go deeper the structural distance between the castes keeps getting 
closer and closer.  
              Another type of stratification which is found in the cities is that of Classes. We 
find lower class- which falls below the poverty line. Then there is the middle class 
which comprises of the significant part of the society and is a major pillar of society. 
The middle class is made up of three parts- the lower middle class, the middle class and 
the upper middle class. And ultimately we have the elites who are the elites of the 
society. According to Marx they may be called the bourgeosie or the capitalists who 
control the forces of market and power in the political institutions.  
             M.N. Srinivas was a popular social anthropologist of India who developed the 
concept of ‘Sankritization’ during his fieldwork. According to his view the caste system 
in India is not as rigid as has been pointed out by Dumont according to his principle of 
hierarchy. Cultural mobility exists between the castes and it is an open structure. 
According to Srinivas sanskritization is a process by which the lower castes move from 
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impurity to purity by imitating the higher echelons, their life-styles and ideology of the 
twice born so that they can become like them through cultural mobility. 
               Thus, we can see that in India the layers of castes are not confined to 
ouccupational division of labour that the Bhramins should be in teaching profession, 
Kshatriyas should be defence personell, Vaishyas should be in trading field and Shudras 
should be in the menial service sector. This breaks the stereotype of what a casual 
holistic eye sees. This was a reality during the days of ancient India and when Manu 
wrote the manusmriti but as India sanskritised itself people changed for the better. The 
panorama of castes has changed greatly in India today.  
        The constitution was drafted in 1950 and the lower castes and other backward 
castes were given special provisions. To help them to increase their status in society the 
government started giving reservations. It has been observed that the lower middle class 
which mostly forms the general category was very hurt when the Mandal Commision 
was started. Most of them committed suicides. The burned themselves in public view 
and were mostly students mostly college going and unemployed.  
              The Mandal commission had given special provisions for the classes which fell 
below poverty line. But the class which felt that it was exploited the most was the lower 
middle class whose structural distance was right above the down trodden classes. 
               Prior to Westernisation, when India was primarily rural classes existed but in a 
very rudimentary form. There were the Jamindars who owned wealth, land and property 
and their were the bonded labourers and the peasants who worked under them. As 
westernization started with the contact of the Britishers the rate of urbanization and 
industrialization also increased. People started migrating from villages to cities and the 
concept of class started to emerge. A component of rationality was imposed.  
Actually westernization accelerated the pace of sankritization. As communication and 
transportation increased it was not convenient to stay pure all the time. A Brahmin could 
not have a bath at every successive train station. At one point he had to get rid of the 
concept of untouchability. Cities brought with them a new culture altogether. Fashion 
changed as Brahmins wore coat and pant instead of kurta and dhoti. They ate in dining 
room wearing shoes. They started taking onion, radish and carrots as salad. It all 
depended on how much wealth a person owned and therefore constituted a class. 
                    Today the fight to be in a class has become competitive. To gain any job in 
the government sector exams and interviews are conducted. Categories like general, 
OBC, SC, and ST are there. These exams test the candidate’s ability to stand in 
stratification system of merit. He needs to achieve his place to climb the stratification 
ladder.  
       Today he can achieve not only by having high marks, but good personality and 
communication skills. In the cities from a community man he has become an 
organizational man. A man of high class has high status, high level of income, high 
prestige and a strong personality. A lower class man is deprived of all these things. The 
probability that he can reach his counterpart’s position depends on many factors. Some 
of which are choice of school, choice of job, choice of college, aptitude, family’s 
position in society, inspirational teachers, healthy work environment, healthy living 
conditions etc. It cannot be presumed that the high class individual achieved everything 
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because everything was perfect for him. But most of the supportive factors might have 
motivated him to climb the status ladder.  
          The other reason why castes are still active in India is because of reservations. 
The government has provided SCs, STs and OBCs special advantages so that they rise 
in their social status. A convenient example would be getting reservations during 
promotions. According to M.N.Srinivas reservations are there because the political 
parties in India want to maintain their ‘vote-banks’. Although, the creamy layer has 
been avoided but still in some states of India reservation in up to 50% for the deprived 
classes. If this continues their will be a separate quota for every caste and separatism 
will encouraged and the unity in diversity of India will be questioned.  
              The very reason why the Mandal report was controversial was because it based 
its facts on the 1931 census when most of the castes were based on occupations. Since 
then a lot has changed; people have migrated, they have changed their professions, they 
have been sankritized, westernized, modernized, and now are even becoming 
globalised. The prominent subaltern public figure Dr. B. R. Ambedkar declared that 
there should be no reservations and every one should be on an equal footing. The 
governments reason that it is trying to calm the tensions between the castes and lift India 
from poverty does no hold as much weight in today’s circumstances when so much has 
changed. Even if Rajputs of Bihar are given reservations as against Rajputs of Gujrat 
does not mean that the former are the victims of discrimination. They might be 
economically backward but that does not mean that they deserve reservations. Our 
policy should be like America where every follows the ‘American dream’- to rise 
socially, economically and psychologically from the poverty of the downtrodden to 
getting wealthy.  
         Some sociologists like Sejvik consider that endogamy results in a healthy 
offspring. This is because interference of outside castes is not there. But this is a 
controversial matter since there is no way to prove this matter. Thus the fact that 
endogamy in castes maintains a pure line of genetics cannot be proved and is without 
any supporting evidence.  
               Castes are also the basis of socialistic structure since today castes have taken 
the shape of caste organizations and they have their own club, trade union etc. 
According to Ghurye the caste system has divided Hindu society into many small parts 
and there is no integration or community feeling among them. Thus it is a hindrance to 
economic development.  
                      A major problem with caste system is that the parents of the lower caste 
are motivated to marry their daughter to a higher caste. The result of this malpractice is 
that they are demanded dowry which results in exploitation of the bride and is a major 
evil in Hindu society. The constitution of India has tried to end lower caste 
untouchability by passing the ‘untouchbility offences act’ which was later refined in 
1976 to ‘protection of civil rights act’. This was after the Mandal Commission Report 
when the caste atrocities were on the rise. 
               What has caused the caste to become class in India is that due to urbanization 
and industrialization people of different castes started working together in one factory. 
This failed the occupational division of labour which was present in the castes before. 
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So mass specialization required the cooperation of many castes. Today castes are 
becoming more open. Many of the caste norms are disappearing and Caste competition 
and conflict is increasing. In this way castes are taking the shape of class. In the cities 
numerous Harijans have established trade-unions.  
            The Castes through Caste organizations in the cities has tried to settle Caste 
disputes. Those Caste organizations which have plenty of money provide medical care 
to their members at a very low cost. They also have insurance for accidents and chronic 
diseases. 
Conclusion- Critiquing Stratification System in India  
Stratification in an Indian society is by and large based on ascription. It means it is a 
type of culture in which not on the basis of achievement but on the basis of "who a 
person is", stratification is done. It could involve inequality on the basis of gender, 
economical status and caste system or age. Thus here, in an Indian society, people are 
placed in the stratification system by their ascribed status and the conventional 
worldview is to follow the caste rules without questioning its credibility. Such a system 
is a classic example of closed Social Mobility. When caste system depicts Closed Social 
Mobility, the Class system reflects Open Social Mobility. In a class system, even blood 
relatives may have different social status where one can move up and around the 
hierarchy based on personal merit and achievements. When stratification is done on the 
basis of wealth or income, a lot of mobility and fluidity is observed. No caste or class 
difference is observed. The major disadvantage of social stratification system is the 
conflict between various strata of the hierarchy. The reason being inaccessibility of 
various resources and lack of social mobility further intensifies this conflict. The wealth 
and luxury remains highly concentrated at the top of the hierarchy. And those occupying 
the topmost strata always try to restrict upward mobility by controlling law and 
authorities with their wealth and influence. The wards of high class professionals would 
grow up with the expectation of achieving a similar occupation as their parent, whereas 
a child of a lower status working class parents will often have much lower aspirations 
based upon what they see around them.  
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NANOTECHNOLOGY HAS REVOLUTIONIZED PEOPLE'S LIVES 

 
Biswajit Saha 

Assistant Professor in Physics 
Gobardanga Hindu College, West Bengal (India) 

Abstract 
 
Nanotechnology is accepted to nearby a creative frontier in existing agriculture 
contributing to the renovation of pioneering applications into core strength within the 
near future. Nanotechnology in agriculture is a special emphasis in the province. 
Agriculture is indispensable for human continued existence and communal constancy. 
Agriculture and civilization are implicated. Agriculture is that the key to solving current 
social exertion because environmentally forthcoming cultivation can take care of the 
ecology associations believes ecosystem services. This new loom the employment of 
nano-principles in agriculture features a huge prospective for worldwide supervision 
environmental security and sustainability, food production, security, global threats to 
safety, and weather transform. Oversimplification, modification of land ownership Land 
mapping, and infrastructural development are essential for the efficient application of 
nanotechnology in sustainable agriculture in the Province. Nano agrochemicals, ceramic 
nanodevices, the use of readily available filters have such great potential to integrate 
and become efficient agricultural supplements by transforming them into appropriate 
agricultural fields. Environmental disparity, pollution, global climate change, food 
emergency, abundant diseases, and undernourishment persevere. A huge concern is for 
generations around the World. Nanotechnology is incredibly obliquely employed in 
present-day fields of agriculture, food manufacture, and food conservation packing 
commerce, dairy business, packaging, food shipping, and excellent control of 
agricultural commodities. 
 
Keywords: Nanotechnology ,. Nanosensors ,. Medicine ,.Environment ,.Agriculture 
,Food 

 

Introduction 
In the earliest times, agriculture expected the cultivation of plants for the making of food 
grains the principle of continued existence. Over time, the meaning of agriculture has 
transformed and now agriculture means the farming of trees, plants, animals, fish, and 
other live things within the World for the great eminence of food, remedy, garments, 
shelter, atmosphere, and public life. Within the previous time, there were lots of 
agriculture usual, and farmers wont to manufacture agriculture in a normal way, that's 
the utilize of the plow to induce ready soil and raw concern recover agriculture ready the 
atmosphere very safe. the utilization of powerful tractors, power tillers, ends up in soil 
corrosion, biological imbalances, noise pollution, salted and mineral imbalances extreme 
use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, artificial seeds, antibiotics within the soil resists 
genetically modified plants, trees, and animals in agricultural growth the manufactured 
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goods creates inequity within the bio-network, causing set of symptoms in humans. 
Sustainable agriculture is that the preparation of applying agriculture that protects the 
ecology, the atmosphere, and human health, similarly as producing enough quantities of 
agricultural goods for grain, meat, vegetation, or any farming product. Nanotechnology 
is often incorporated into the promise of sustainable agriculture eco-friendly process of 
making great promises for agricultural enlargement, deficiency decline, food protection, 
ecological services, and public safety, natural supervision protected capital, and required 
communal outcomes. Nanotechnology is causative a range of nanodevices, nano-
components, and nano-formulations to urge better cultivation Nano-unwanted herbicides 
and bug repellent practices for proficient herbal, pest and weed executive and nano-
fertilizers for resourceful nutrient release, to acknowledge nano-bio sensors the water 
intensity at the placement, the soil wetness and therefore the number of nutrients. 
1. Nanotechnology in Agriculture 
The seed is nature’s nano gift to man. Nanotechnology is wont to harness the complete 
potential of the seed. Seed production may be a very tedious process, especially in 
wind-pollinated crops viz., Wheat, Rice, Maize. The following of sold seeds may well 
be all the way through with be of assistance of nano-barcodes. Nano outside layer of 
seeds using fundamental styles of Mn, Zn, C, and Ag won't only shield seeds bus 
working in far smaller sum quantities today. Technologies like encapsulation and 
prohibited liberate methods have many remunerations. Seed can digest with nano-
capsulations with exact bacterial injure termed as elegant seed. Smart seed may be 
programmed to develop when sufficient humidity is available. Covering seeds with 
nano-membranes, seeds consciousness the stipulation of water and go after seed to the 
proper time of blossoming. Carbon nanotube (CNT) is fresh perforation for water 
maintenance through the episperm and acts ascension to channelize the water into the 
seed. 
2. Crop improvement  
Crop development is one of the most vital responsibilities in existing plant geniture, as a 
huge increase in requirements for the plant-derived crops will occur near potential due 
to the increasing human inhabitants and the exhaustion of remnant assets. Also, 
ecological and airborne toxic waste has an unenthusiastic collision on soil, water, and 
environment, and thereby formation mounting anxiety for growing crops. Consequently, 
harnessing crops alongside stress factors is a second essential task for plant breeding. A 
third challenge is hard worker novel types of crops for conducting raw resources, bio-
fuels, bio-chemicals, or novel types of food and feed. All such hard work stipulates 
phenotypic substantiation of hereditary development and reproduction improvement, 
significance that crop researchers and breeders require to assess the phenotypic 
presentation of the aspirant and fresh genotypes. A lot of studies in functional do 
research and near the beginning reproduction, stages consist of experiment with 
preserved indoor-grown trees or plants. In such farming circumstance, the phenotypic 
evaluation may be operating sensor-to-plant or plant-to-sensor form. 
3. Weed management 
Integrated weed management (IWM) is the process of weed control through continuing 
supervision methods, such as using various weed management strategies. Using a 
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variety of weed control techniques reduces your chances of adapting to weed control 
techniques, perhaps if only one technique is used. For example, if an herbicide is used 
for a long time, weed species can develop resistance to chemicals. A long-term 
integrated weed management plan, which takes into account all available management 
control strategies or tackles for weed control, can be residential for an explicit section. 
Any incorporated weed supervision diagram or policy should spotlight the majority 
inexpensive and efficient management of weeds and consist of ecological 
considerations. Long-term methods included weed executives are supposed to reduce 
weeds and diminish the number of weed seeds in the soil. It should consider how to 
attain this intention devoid of embarrassing the advantageous persona of the land, such 
as its inhabitant ecosystem or farming crops. 
3. ( a ) Physical control 
Physical control is the amputation of weeds by corporeal or automatic means, for 
example, abruption, pasturage, mulching, tilling, and burning or care of. The method 
used often relies on the area of weeds to be guided, what the land is used for, physical 
peculiarity, and the value of the land. It is significant that, when using physical control, 
any article that can shift from a weed- loaded site to an un-infested site, such as 
equipment, vehicles, utensils and even footwear, is threshed free of weed seed earlier 
than stirring, to stop the extend of weeds to new areas. 
3 (b) Cultural controls  
Cultural control is supplementary frequently than not associated with emergent systems, 
smooth though numerous essentials are suitable for land and bush care practices. It 
mostly entangles attained cultivation contemplation put down weed development and 
manufacture, while developing the enlargement of the preferred plant. The norms and 
techniques used in weed control are relevant to cultural control methods to limit weed 
spread across different land areas 
3 (c) Biological control 
Plants that have to happen to weeds in Australia are infrequently persistent and 
bothersome in their normal choice. This is frequently for the reason that expected 
populations are synchronized by a multiplicity of normal enemies such as insects and 
pathogens (Pathogenic organisms such as fungi and bacteria) that show aggression the 
leaves, stems, roots, and seeds of crops. If crops are familiar with a new area that does 
not include these ordinary enemies, their populations may cultivate unrestrained to the 
position where they develop into so established that they are treated as weeds. 
 
3 (d) Chemical controls 
Even though the use of chemicals is not frequently necessary, herbicides can be a 
significant and efficient constituent of any weed manage course. In several conditions, 
herbicides suggest the only realistic, cost-effective, and discriminatory technique of 
supervision convinced weeds. Since herbicides decrease necessitate for agriculture, they 
can put off soil corrosion and water loss and are extensively used in protection farming. 
A weed is only vulnerable to one explicit herbicide and it is significant to use the correct 
product and application rate for control of that particular weed. Familiar mistakes 
consist of wrong recognition of the weed or using unsuitable harvest. In the majority of 
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cases, weeds must be actively growing to be vulnerable to herbicide treatments. 
Herbicide resistance can also be a subject with some diversity. Circumstances such as 
wind speed and path, the possibility of rain, and the unavoidability of waterways should 
also be in use into deliberation while preparing. 
4. Use of nanotechnology in water purification 
Water refinement with the assist of nanotechnology uses nanoscopic components such 
as TiO2, carbon nanotubes, and nanofiltration. It advantages nanoscopic pores on 
zeolite filtration membranes as example nanocatalysts. Nanotechnology may depend on 
the technical specifications that are functional at the water sanitization stage. It may be 
used for the elimination of chemical effluents, sediments, charged particles, bacteria, 
and other pathogens. Toxic materials such as arsenic (As) and abnormal oils can also be 
expelled using nanotechnology. 
 
5. Soil management 
Soil management is an integral part of land management and can shed light on the 
differences in determining specific arrangements for soil types and soil characteristics 
aimed at enhancing soil quality for land selection. Specific soil management practices 
are required to protect and conserve soil resources. Specific interventions also survive to 
boost the quantity of carbon in the soil to moderate ambiance change. Also, some 
practices and treatments relating to other sustainable soil management tools can profit 
the soil. 
 
6. Fertilizers are enriched through nanotechnology 
 
Nano fertilizers refer to a product in a nanometer regime that delivers nutrients to crops. 
Outside covering of nanomaterials on nourishment particles grip matter added 
powerfully payable to exterior anxiety than the conventional surfaces. The supply of 
agrochemicals such as fertilizers that provide macro and micronutrients to plants is an 
important aspect of the application of nanotechnology in agriculture. Conformist 
fertilizers are generally useful to the crops either spraying or distribution. It has been 
predictable that approximately 75-85% of nitrogen, 35-65% phosphorus, and 25-35% of 
potassium contented of fertilizers have vanished to the environment are could not reach 
the plants which cause sustainable and economic victims. Nanotechnology has provided 
the probability of exploring nanoscale and nanostructure resources as fertilizer delivery 
repair is called as elegant fertilizers. Smart fertilizers are new facilities to enhance the 
NUE and reduce environmental pollution. The localized application of a large number 
of fertilizers is harmful to soil health and environmental pollution. Besides most of the 
fertilizers are unavailable to crops as they are lost by runoff, leaks cause pollution. There 
is a potential role of nanomaterials to the slow action of fertilizers. Due to higher surface 
tension than conventional surfaces, the surface coating of nanomaterials or 
nanomaterials in the fertilizer particles holds the plants more strongly. Sulfur 
nanocoating fertilizers are effective as slow-free fertilizers because the sulfur component 
is especially beneficial for sulfur deficient soils. The durability of the coating reduces 
the dissolution of the fertilizer rate. Slow-release nano fertilizer and nanocomposites are 
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excellent alternatives to soluble fertilizers. In Nanotechnology, nutrients are released in 
fertilizers at a slower rate. A group of naturally occurring minerals with layered crystal 
structures such as Zeolites.  
 
7. Nano fertilizers for balanced crop nutrition 
 
As common fertilizers, nano-fertilizers make available an entirely different fertilizer or 
various components with nanostructured formulations that allow effective receipt or 
uninterrupted release of the strong component. The meaning of nano fertilizer is 
arguable. In the manuscript connected to nanotechnology appliance in agriculture, nano 
fertilizer is used for both resources of a physical span between 1 and 100 nm in at least 
one dimension and individuals accessible at the bulkiness size with more than 100 nm in 
dimension but that have been customized with nanoscale materials. The extraordinary 
characteristics of nanoparticles, such as high surface area/volume size ratio and 
enhanced optoelectronic and physicochemical properties, compared to their bulk 
counterparts, are now emerging as a promising strategy to promote plant growth and 
productivity. Consequently of their unique properties, nanoparticles can involve the 
metabolic movement of plants to changeable degrees compared to conformist 
constituent and may have the prospective to gather phosphorus-like inhabitant nutrients 
in the rhizosphere. 
 
8. Nano pesticides  
"Nano fertilizers" and "nano pesticides" have been widely used, but sometimes with 
very different meanings depending on the context. Inventories based on patent analysis 
and scientific literature presented to date indicate that the terms can determine a wide 
range of products related to size, nature, level of development, and even relevance to 
agriculture. In scientific literature, the "nano" prefix is still associated with the idea of 
evolution and undoubtedly suggests higher properties than non-nano-components. 
Therefore, a lot of formulas were named "Nano" with increasing concentration and the 
main purpose, mainly for the convenience of the journal. The sequence, when press 
releases, lead to the performance of non-experts in interviews, reports that there is a risk 
of confusion about what nano-pesticides or nano-fertilizers are and how they relate, for 
example, to definitions that have been intended for regulatory purposes in the future. 
9. Nanotechnology in plant protection 
Currently, pesticide sprays include knapsack which provides huge drops for the 
prohibited stem spray drift splash damage related scattered damage. Additional practical 
problems encountered throughout the pesticide purpose in the field are the contraction 
of spray containers and the congestion of spray nozzles. Modern nanosized pesticides 
and fungicides prevent nozzles and spray tanks. Nanotechnology can be used to improve 
the quality of pesticides. The nanoencapsulation has a nanosize application (CDA) that 
sprays drift with tiny droplets. Limitations due to point size can be overcome by NP 
encapsulated or nanosized pesticides that will be able to deliver powerful sprays and 
particles of the strongest material will be preserved by a thin-walled pouch or shell. 
Advances in nanotechnology towards the free control of the active ingredients can be 
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used to get more effectiveness of the formulation. The reason nano pesticides reduce the 
rate of application is that the number of yields is at least 8-14 times slower than the 
effective one. Soil nanotubes have become an industry as carriers of pesticides at low 
cost. 
10. Plant Growth regulators 
Plant development regulars are little molecules that have an incredible result on a plant's 
improvement, and although found in small concentration, they can have a major 
manipulate on development. Plants create regulators phytohormones, and some 
manufacturers support their plants to use artificial regulators. Everyone knows that 
plants need soil, water, clean air, and nutrients to grow. These elements are soil, air, 
nutrients, and water - all located outside the plant and are therefore identified as external 
factors. Growth regulators and plant hormones are known as interstitial factors. 
Chemical and Intracellular genes control plant development and as result interior factors 
that involve plant continued existence. There are artificial development regulators that 
can be added on the outside to plants. Plant growth regulators are known chemicals used 
to manage plant growth and plants naturally produce these small chemicals to assist in 
their own improvement. Different types of plant growth hormones and their properties 
are different. Different types of plant growth regulators have different chemical 
combinations.  Examples of some phytohormones  

Phytohormones 
Name 

Chemical Structure Working strategy 

1. Gibberellin 

 
 

Seed Germination 

 

2. Ethylene 

  

Growth, reproduction of plants, 
and sensitivity of leaves, 
flowers, and fruits.  

3. Auxin 

 

 

 

Stimulates cell proliferation. 

4. Cytokinin 

 

 

Stimulates cell division in plant 
roots and shoots through 
cytokinesis. 
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11. Nanosensors 
Sensors formed an enormous effective law on the basis of fire accidents, atmospheric 
attempts, and the ban on industrial production of toxic and harmful gases. Although at 
present, the expansion of the reactive substance is ultimately a clear deficit in the 
selection, durability, and other perspectives; Therefore, the research and advancement of 
new high-performance sensors will be of crucial practical importance and practical 
evaluation. The operation of sensing vessels relies heavily on their nanostructures, 
which calls for the improvement of equipment delivery techniques to achieve the 
desired microstructures and morphologies. It has significant significance in future 
technological appeals for understanding how resources are performed on the nanoscale 
while working and how artificially controlled. No material physical or chemical 
training, advanced theoretical supervision, and classification proofs are required to 
explain configuration materials for planning strategies with predictable sensory 
properties. In this issue, different accesses were used to create microstructures in 
different nanomaterials to deal with the sensitive purpose. 
11(a) Nanorods 
The nanorods are very thin (ca. 3-5 nm) covered with silica.  The colloidal stability of 
the nanorods is improved by reducing the aggregate. The size of the nanorods improves 
durability. The nanorods surface is allowed for further modification. 
11(b) Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs)  
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are cylindrical molecules composite of single-layer carbon 
atoms (graphene) rolled-up sheets. These can be less than 1 nanometer (nm) or multi-
walled (MWCNT) with a single-walled (SWCNT) diameter, with several centralized 
attached nanotubes with a radius greater than 100 nm. Their lengths can reach several 
micrometers or even millimeters. 
11(c) Micro- and Nanoencapsulation  
The encapsulation could be a process of capturing core solid particle or liquid droplet in 
concrete or liquid cover made from an extra substance. The procedure also includes 
capturing of small gaseous bubbles in a very liquid or solid cover. Micro-capsules and 
nano-capsules are constructive mostly in pharmaceutical, superficial, or food industries. 
By encapsulation, an environment-sensitive foundation matter, for instance, vitamins, 
enzymes, or nutrients, is protected by a shield. A diversity of polymers, gums, fats 
starch, waxes, oils, dextrans, polysaccharides, proteins, or glucose are most often used 
as shell materials for capsules production. Via micro- and nanoencapsulation within a 
solid wrapping, a liquid is converted to a solid stage, which is solely fluidized for 
transport and dispensation. The core matter is often free from the case via altitude of 
hotness or shield termination. Within the case of drug release, the core substance could 
also be goal and free in a much proscribed way. In agrochemistry, the microcapsules are 
projected to be useful for calculating the discharge of insecticides or pesticides, to 
progress their effectiveness and reduce the number of energetic substances required for 
a given purpose. Within the textile manufacturing, robust textile fragrances, and skin 
softeners within the type of microcapsules were confirmed by Nelson (2002). "Cell 
microencapsulation technology was provided by Orive et al. And Jono et al (2000) 
provided the application of microcapsules to produce pharmaceutical powders”. In 
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recent times, microencapsulation is employed for polyelectrolyte construction. 
However, altogether these publications, little awareness were dedicated to 
electrospraying as a resource of micro- and nanocapsules. 
 
11(d) Quantum Dot ( QD) 
QD is a semiconductor nanocrystalline with exceptional electrical and optical properties. 
QDs have broad assimilation, high clarity, the thin linewidth in release explanation, long 
fluorescence duration with little photoblancing over time, and confined discharge 
maxima. This uniqueness completes the QDs adopted in tablets and biotechnology as 
bright probes of biological size targeting DNA, peroxisomes, and cells. The safe use of 
QD in Kidney is an ongoing research issue. For example, the gadolinium-based contrast 
agents used in the clinical magnetic resonance diagram were shown to cause acute renal 
failure. While some researchers consider QDs to be bio-inert when their metal cores are 
fully activated, other researchers still doubt the safety of QDs. Selenium and cadmium, 
as the most commonly used metals in QD cores, can cause chronic and acute 
cytotoxicities in the spine and can be of significant environmental and health concern. 
 
11(e) Nanoemulsions 
The optical properties of nanoemulsions are important for their application in the food 
industry. Nanoemulsions are optically transparent or odd turbid based on their droplet 
size. Their opacity is articulated in expressions of turbidity (τ) and is characterized by 
infection dimensions. The average particle dimension and fine particle dimension 
allotment affect the cloudiness of nanoemulsions. The rheological properties of 
nanoemulsions alter the structure of the food. The relative droplet size is known to affect 
the rheological properties of nanoemulsions. For example, the viscosity of the drink is 
low. And the nanoemulsions used for their preparation should have droplets that do not 
increase the overall viscosity. The physical stability of these nanoemulsions over time is 
characterized as a stable system due to the instability caused by physiological processes 
(gravitational separation, fluctuation, coalescence) and chemical instability. 
Gravitational dissociation occurs due to different relative densities between scattered 
and uninterrupted phases and as a result of crimping or poly. In the same way, crimping 
in nanoemulsions occurs due to the large particle size because the movement of the 
droplets is affected by gravity.  
 
12. Nanotechnologies in Food Industry 
Over the past few decades, it has become more and more attractive due to the 
application of nanotechnology. The food sector is developing due to the use of 
nanotechnology. It is a technology of nanometer-scale and it works with molecules, 
molecules, and macromolecules with about 1-100 nanometers in size to create and use 
equipment with interesting properties 
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. The manufactured nanomaterials contain one or more exterior dimensions or an inner 
construction on scales starting 1 to 100 nm that permit inspection and exploitation of the 
material in the nanoscale. It is experimental that these essentials have exceptional 
features compared to their macro-scale parts due to their high surface to volume ratio 
and physiochemical properties of other novels like solubility, toxicity, color, magnetic, 
strength, diversity, thermal, thermodynamic, electrical, optical, etc. 
 

 Food Process 
 Food Packaging and Labeling 
 Future Perspectives 

 
13. Application of Nanotechnology in Medical field 
13(a) Drug Delivery  
In nanotechnology, nanoparticles are used to deliver site-specific drugs. During this 
technique, the desired drug dose is employed and side –effects are lowered significantly 
because the active is deposited within the morbid region only. This highly selective 
approach can reduce costs and pain to the patients. Thus the proliferation of 
nanoparticles such as dendrimers and the application of nanoporous materials are 
found. Micelles obtained from block co-polymers are used for drug encapsulation. They 
transport small drug molecules to the specified location. Similarly, nano-
electromechanical systems are utilized for the active release of medication. Iron 
nanoparticles or gold shells are finding important applications in cancer 
treatment. Targeted drugs reduce the cost of medications and treatments. 
 13(b) Surgery  
With nanotechnology, minute surgical instruments and robots are often made which 
might be wont to perform microsurgeries on any a part of the body. rather than 
damaging an oversized amount of the body, these instruments would be precise and 
accurate, targeting only the realm where surgery should be done. Visualization of 
surgery also can be improved Instead of surgeon holding devices; "nano cameras" can 
provide visualization of surgical pack-ups. 
 
13(c) Photodynamic therapy  
A particle is placed within the body and is illuminated with light from the skin. the 
sunshine gets absorbed by the particle and if the particle is metal, energy from the 
sunshine heat the particle and surrounding tissue. Light may be accustomed produce 
high energy oxygen molecules which can chemically react with and destroy most 
organic molecules that are next to them. This therapy is appealing for several reasons. It 
doesn't leave a toxic trail of reactive molecules throughout the body because it's directed 
where the sole light is shined and particles exit. Photodynamic therapy has the potential 
for a non-invasive procedure for managing diseases, growth, and tumors.  
13(d) Cancer  
Nanoparticles have a high expanse to volume ratio. This permits for several functional 
groups to be attached to a nanoparticle, which may search out and bind to certain tumor 
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cells. Additionally, the little size of nanoparticles, allows them to preferentially 
accumulate at tumor sizes.  
13(f) coagulation and Cell repair 
 Blood clots are healthy and lifesaving after they stop bleedings. Blood clots are a 
decent thing, saving us from plenty of trouble. Coagulation and cell repair with the 
assistance of nanotechnology. 
 
Conclusion 
 
 Each nanoparticle has advantages, disadvantages, and uniqueness. Nanoparticles may 
overcome some limitations in phytochemical use for health promotion and prevention 
and may enlarge their bioactivity. Potential toxicity is a major problem for nanoparticle 
use. While nanotechnology offers promising approaches in nutraceutical applications, 
additional innovative research is needed for the cost-effectiveness and long-term 
protection of those nanoparticles. Nanotechnology requires a methodical thoughtful of 
science as well as manufacture and industrial technology with information of 
agricultural methods. The severity of this challenge can attract a bright mind to choose 
agriculture as a career.Many more nanomaterials, such as SPIO and USPIO 
nanoparticles, are broadly used to illustrate different types of cancer under different 
trademarks. . It has been revealed that more than 70 nanomedicines are currently in 
clinical trials for the treatment and imaging of cancer.  
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EXPLORING ROOF SECTIONS TO REDUCE HEAT GAIN IN HOT & DRY 

CLIMATE, JAIPUR 
 

Ar. Tulika Shevkani  and  Ar. Jyoti Jain Tholiya 

 
Abstract: 
 
This research paper aims to illustrate the performance of selected types of Roof 
assemblies with different material in Hot and Dry Climate which will reduce the energy 
consumption and heat gain by choosing the optimum insulation materials based on 
various parameters such as cost, standard sizes, availability, safety and adaptability to 
the environment. 
The study focuses on Jaipur city which has a hot and dry climate. Also, sections are 
designed considering a point to reduce the heat gain for existing buildings which are 
already constructed. A baseline model was developed and simulated in E-quest to assess 
the savings associated with designed roof sections. 
Six Options of Roof Sections have been analyzed: first, the use of sandstone slab as 
insulation material. Second, the use of paper tubes, third, the use of straw bale, fourth, 
the use of rock wool, the fifth is, the use of glass wool and sixth, the use of coir pith 
block. 
The results show that section with straw bale has the lowest U –value which means the 
heat transmittance through this material is very low, keeping the residence cool but is 
also the most expensive compared to other sections. The cheapest roof section is with 
materials glass wool and rock wool with low U value but more than the straw bale roof 
section. Hence rock wool and glass wool can be the most energy efficient roof section.  
 
Key words: Energy Efficient Roof; Selected Roof Assemblies; Energy Conservation; 
Hot-Dry Climate; Radiation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION: 

Thermal comfort may be a subjective evaluation but it becomes the prime concern in 
summers especially in hot climate regions. Solar radiations always effect the horizontal 
surfaces more than the vertical surfaces. It becomes unfavorably problematic for the 
regions prone to hot climates wherein regulating the heat or by any way reducing the 
heat becomes the focal aim. Solar radiation is a vital medium of heat transfer via 
building roof. Solar radiation works in a way that firstly it heats the roof then re-radiates 
the heat on to the ceiling and finally end up troubling the occupants. The roof surface of 
the building is constantly exposed to the sun with its rays falling directly for the longest 
duration of the intense perpendicular solar heat radiations. The heat which gets stored in 
the roof material gradually spreads through the roof into the entire room. This happens 
because of the large thermal mass of roof and this phenomenon does not stop with the 
sunset, it continues even after.  
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Jaipur is Rajasthan’s biggest city and its capital. It is known as the Pink City for the 
distinct color of its buildings. Planned by Vidyadhar Bhattacharya, Jaipur holds the 
capability of being the chief orchestrated city of India. During summers, the temperature 
in Jaipur shoots up between 35 degrees to a maximum of 48 degree which is 
exceptionally hot and dry. The temperature of Jaipur is generally recorded between 30 
to 37 degrees in the month of April while the temperature is highest in the month of 
May and June. To deal with this employing insulation material at the top of the roof can 
reduce the direct heat transfer into the room and can further alleviate the heat storage in 
a parental slab.By this, the area remains cooler in summers and hotter in winters as 
compared with the temperature outside. Choosing the roof section and material aptly 
can help in reducing the structure’s thermal performance. 
 
Thermal Performance, when synthesized with optimization techniques, may give 
solutions for higher efficiency over the lifetime of the building. In the past, people 
living in Jaipur have constructed their house with natural and sustainable materials as 
that of thatch and mud. In his research paper “Innovation and Evaluation of Roofing 
component in Hot and Dry Climate”, Ar. VeerendranathSatrasalahas done analysis on 
thermal performance of roof components in the region of Bhuj- Kutch using locally 
available materials such as mud, paper tubes, country tiles, cement etc. which are also 
economical. His research shows variable temperature reduction of surface inside the 
building which reduces heat gain. 
There are various more local materials such as bamboo, sandstone, coir board etc. which 
can be utilized over the rooftops of existing material to bring down the heat gain inside. 
Also, there are many local materials of Jaipur such as paper tubes, straw bale, vegetation 
and byproducts of waste material such as glass wool, slag wool etc. which can be used 
as an insulation substance over the roof and stop the heat or cold ingress from outside. 
By using these, we can save fossil fuel, reduce the emission of GHG and thereby lower 
the energy losses. They are also impervious to moisture and air infiltration. Another 
aspect is that they are pocket-friendly and are available without any difficulty, thus, the 
transportation cost is also relatively less. 
 
1.1 Background: 
The salient features of the hot dry climates include hot and dry air as well as the dry 
ground. Normally, during daytime temperatures range between 27 and 49 degree 
Celsius and the humidity continue to range from moderate to low. In hot and dry climate 
regions, the buildings get the solar radiations all over the year and to attain thermal 
comfort indoors, a mechanism is needed for bringing down the heat gain by the surfaces 
of any building. As roofs come in maximum contact with the sun, the ambient 
temperature is affected to a greater extent. By and large, heat storage insulation is a 
paramount way which employs the flywheel effect of the outgoing radiation for the 
daily heat balance. This can be achieved by thick insulating materials, evaporative 
cooling on the external surface or radiation screen with ventilation amid it and the roof. 
The most familiar materials used for the roofs in the hot and dry climate regions are 
mud, stone, thatch and bamboo. These building materials are common from the olden 
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times. Using local materials of any location is a good decision because they are not only 
relatively cheap but using these as building materials is quite satisfactory too. A 
traditional house which shows good seismic behavior is the bhunga type and classically 
in Gujarat Bhunga house mud bricks, stones, thatch and wood are used. These houses 
are self-crafted because the construction method is simple and does not require any 
additional energy resources. Usually, the mud bricks used for these houses are made 
from the local soil which may be of homeowner’s yard or nearby area. Mud mortar is 
usually used between the blocks. 
On the peripheries of the pink city, Jaipur, apart from the thatch roof, mud and stone 
houses, one often comes across these sandstone slab houses. When one looks at these 
structures from distance, they almost look unified with each other as they use same 
stone columns, rafters and the sloped roofing materials. These houses are famously 
known as Patod and are completely made by using the slabs of the pink sandstones 
which are locally called as Jodhpuri Patti. The stone Patti roofing aids in lessening the 
thermal heat by means of the roof.  
1.2 Thermal Insulation: 
The appropriate use of thermal insulation in buildings not only contributes to reducing 
the requisite air conditioning system size but also in decreasing the yearly energy cost. 
Furthermore, it helps in lengthening the duration of thermal comfort without relying on 
the mechanical air-conditioning, specifically, during the inter-season period. The 
amount of energy saved as a result of using energy efficient thermal insulation varies as 
per the building type and the climatic conditions at which the building is situated along 
with the kind of insulating material used. The question which troubles the minds of 
many building owners, architects, builders and experts in the construction industry is 
not that insulation should be used in building or not but rather about the type of 
material, where, how and how much. 
Although the graph of insulating materials indicate that the overall demand of 
manufacturing the insulating materials is escalating continuously, but the knowledge of 
using these materials properly to get a proficient result especially in terms of internal 
performances is very limited.The chronology of use of materials for building a roof has 
changed from historic times to the present day depending upon the availability of that 
material and the technology present, for example from dried grass, mud, stone, wood, 
R.C.C. slab and now with a range of insulating material with more efficacy and with 
different combinations. Plants and other vegetation are also evolving as the part of the 
roof system. The roof considerablyneeds solar radiation and plays a vital role in heat 
gain or loss, day lighting and ventilation. According to the climatic needs of the region, 
proper roof treatment is crucial. In a hot region, the roof should necessarily have 
insulating properties to reduce the heat gain. Heat gain from the roof can be minimized 
through the adoption of techniques, few of which are green roof concept, cool roof, the 
high reflective material on the rooftop and over deck insulation. 
This paper focuses on studying how to use over deck insulation to reduce thermal 
performance. In this specific system, a thermal barrier is provided over the RCC so that 
the heat of the sun is obstructed from reaching the RCC slab of the roof. With this way, 
we can shield the RCC from getting heated up. Once the RCC is heated up there is no 
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other alternative for the heat to outflow except radiating inside the building. However, 
even though the insulation is provided under the RCC, akin to underdeck insulation, 
some heat still escapes through it and heats up the air of the space. This situation 
decreases the comfort level of the room and in case the building is centrally air-
conditioned, it increases the load of the air conditioner. 

 
Figure 1- Over-Deck Insulation 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 
 
The current study used six selected roof sections for hot and dry climate that were used 
to evaluate the energy savings. To begin with, a baseline model was developed in terms 
of the following features: building form and orientation, operation, internal loads such 
as lighting, equipment load and an indoor temperature set point. Other variables, such as 
the resistivity (R-value) of the roof were held different to quantify only the effect of the 
different roof assembly in energy consumption. The adopted software simulation in the 
current study is E-quest version 3.65. E-quest is a whole building simulation program 
that can accurately model energy use in buildings. E-quest which is a DOE.2 based free 
building energy analysis simulation program widely used. The main advantages of E-
quest are following: 
E-quest defines building energy consumption over a complete yearthrough hourly 
weather information for the situation beneathconcern. E-quest moreovercomprises an 
active daylighting model to assess the impact of natural lighting on thermal and lighting 
loads. The simulation method begins by developing a “model” of the building supported 
building plans and specifications which might even be developed by importation 
AutoCAD Drawings into E-quest. 
2.1. Selection of Roof Sections 
Following criterion were used to select optimum roof section: Structural Behavior, 
Thermal Behavior, Density, Environmental Impact, Cost, Durability, Appearance and 
Current Adaptability.(1) Structural Behavior: The high vulnerability and the extensive 
damaging suffered by particular classes of structures, including unreinforced masonry 
buildings, in case of a seismic event, mining their serviceability and safety, have 
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brought to light the necessity to strengthen them appropriately. If the seismic behavior is 
taken into consideration, the structure should be retrofitted through the implementation 
of measures to prevent the previously described failure mechanisms and able to improve 
the overall ductility and energy dissipation capacity.2) Thermal Behavior: Heat transfers 
through the roof by 3 different mechanisms: Conduction, convection and radiation 
Thermal Conductivity (K) is defined as the rate of heat flow through a unit area of a unit 
thickness of the material, by a unit temperature difference between the two sides. The 
unit is W/mK. Thermal resistance (R-value): Property denoting a material’s resistance 
to heat. It is dependent on temperature and the thickness of the material. Unit: m².K/W, 
the Thermal transmittance (U-value): Property denoting a material’s ability to conduct 
heat. It is the inverse of R-value. Unit: W /m².K. Materials which have lower 
conductivity are favored, as they are better insulators and would reduce the external heat 
gains from the envelope. (ECM technical information in hot and dry climate 2009) (3) 
Density: Density (ρ) is defined as the mass (m) contained in a unit volume (V) of the 
material, both measured at the same moisture content ρ = m/V (g.cm-3; kg.m-3). 
Specific Heat Capacity Specific Heat Capacity measures the capability of a material to 
store heat energy. It is measured in units of [kJ/kg.K]. 

Materials Density 
(Kg/m³ )  

Thermal 
Conductivity 
 (W/mK)  
 

Specific Heat 
kJ/kg.K 

R.C.C. 2288 1.58 0.88 
cement plaster 1762 0.721 0.84 

Sandstone 2000 712 1.3 
Mud Phuska 1622 0.519 0.88 
Brick Tile 1892 0.798 0.88 

Paper tubes 1000 0.05 - 
cotton wool 150 0.04 0.84 

stone chipping 2050 0.520 0.184 
1mm water-proofing 
membrane (aquaflex) 

1320 0.17 1.47 

Straw Bale 1050 0.07  
Lime Concrete 1646 0.730 0.88 
Cement Screed 1200 0.719 - 
Coir Pith Block 2500 0.06 - 
dry sand layer 2240 0.006 - 

fiber glass 189 0.040 0.92 
Table 1: Thermal Properties of material 
  Source: www.cbri.org.in/www.cbri.res.in  
 
Table 1 shows the values for conductivity, specific heat capacity, and density of 
materials used in designing roof sections. 
                                                                                                                                                                                          
(4) Environment Impact: Firstly, with a variety of construction materials and roof 
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sections, to choose from the current availability, it becomes quite a concern deciding on 
the best ones for the project. Setting up criteria is based on parameters such as cost, size 
safety, thermal performance and adaptability to the environment. (5) Cost: The amount 
of money invested in material production, transportation, placement, operation and 
maintenance. Cost is also the primary factor taken into account when calculating the 
impact of the selected building material and component assembly. (6) Durability: It is 
described as the capability of the roof to withstand weathering action, chemical attack, 
and abrade whereasretaining its anticipated engineering properties. (7) Appearance: 
Aesthetical appearance. (8) Current Adaptability: It is also called percentage of 
acceptability depends upon the availability of material and labor skills. 
 
2.2 Principles of Heat Transfer through Roof  
 
Heat is transported to and from objects, like you and your home through three processes: 
conduction, radiation, and convection. 
 
Conduction is heat travelling via a solid material. On hot days, heat is directed into your 
home through the roof, walls, and windows. So, Heat-reflecting roofs, insulation, and 
energy efficient windows can facilitate to cut back that heat conduction. 
Radiation is heat travelling in the way of visible and non-visible light. Sunlight is a 
evident source of heat for houses. It may take place through a vacuum or even through 
some transparent medium which may be in solid or fluid form. It is the transference of 
energy via photons in electromagnetic waves in much the similar manner as 
electromagnetic light waves transfer light (albeit at different wavelengths). The laws 
that govern the transfer of light (e.g. its speed)also govern the effulgent transfer of heat. 
Convection is another means by which heat is transferred from your walls and ceiling to 
reach the inhabitant. Hot air naturally rises, carrying heat far from your walls and 
inflicting it to circulate all over your home. When the hot air circulates past your skin 
(and you breathe it in), it warms you. 
2.3 Material Selection 

Materials Density 
(Kg/m³ )  

Thermal Conductivity 
 (W/mK)  

 
R.C.C. 2288 1.58 

Sandstone 2000 712 
Paper tubes 1000 0.05 
Straw Bale 1050 0.07 

Coir Pith Block 2500 0.06 
Glass wool & 

Rockwool 
189 0.040 

                         Table 2: properties of material 
Table 2 shows the properties of different materials which are locally available in Jaipur 
which have good thermal properties and by which the roof sections are designed. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study was carried out in Belagavi District to measure the advertising 
messages impact on consumer buying behaviour of two-wheeler customers and to 
determine the main Advertisement message influence on Customer Demographic 
factors and Conceptual advertising messaging factors influence ontwo-
wheelerautomobile sales. The logistic regression model wasemployed to achieve the 
study objectives. Primary data was collected from a random sample of 572 two-wheeler 
customers in the Belagavi district by mean of a structured questionnaire. The primary 
data was supplementedby secondary data collected from different relevant sources. The 
study results showedthat Customer Demographic factors-oriented messages must be 
improve to attract more users. Themain Conceptual advertising messaging factors are 
significantly improving operations of two-wheeler market. 

 
Key words: Adverting messages, Customer Demographic factors, Conceptual 
advertising messaging factorsand Two-wheeler Market 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

India is the second largest two-wheeler market in the world. Indian market 
stands next to China and Japan in terms of the number of two-wheelers produced and 
the sales respectively. Two-wheeler sales in India reached an all-time high in 2019 
around 21 million units sold in the market these figures weremade strong evidence of 
demand for motorcycles, scooters and mopeds in rural and urban areas (Statista GmbH, 
2019).  Indian market influenced by many boosting factors that created growth of 
domestic two-wheeler market. 

According to ICRA study Indian two-wheeler market volumes grow at 8-10% 
during FY2019 driven by strong rural demand as well as expanding urban consumption. 
The demand recovery from rural households in recent quarters drew strength from 
improved farm sentiments as well as cash flows following two seasons of near normal 
monsoons and resultant healthy crop output. This optimism is being complemented by 
Government’s policies to achieve the vision to double farmers’ income by 2022 driving 
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consumption demand from rural sector as well as an expectation of normal monsoon 
precipitation supported by developing widespread conditions (ICRA Limited, 2018a). 

Moreover, pay revision by 3-9 state governments should support urban 
demand. Additionally, the recovery in oil prices has resulted in higher demand from 
select international markets, which coupled with new markets explored by OEMs would 
drive exports in the current fiscal (ICRA Limited, 2018b).However, the two-wheeler 
market in India is segmented on the basis of scooters, motorcycles, and mopeds. The 
motorcycle segment occupies two-third market share of the two-wheeler market in 
India, and is followed by the scooters and mopeds segments (Research and 
Markets,2020). 

All two-wheeler producers are running behind marketing strategies which 
connects marketing with the consumers and ends with the consumers. The satisfaction 
of the consumers becomes the paramount goal of a business enterprise. The effort to 
ensure consumer satisfaction lies in understanding the consumer’s likes and dislikes, 
expectations and motivation. An analysis of the consumer’s behaviour in terms of 
consumer consumption patterns, consumer preferences, consumer motivation, consumer 
buying process and shopping behaviour is very much helpful to formulate a firm’s 
marketing strategy (Reddy, 2007). 

The essential of marketing is to provide satisfactory value to the customers by 
fulfilling their basic needs and requirements. Marketing starts with the buyers and ends 
with the buyer. The consumer satisfaction lies in understanding the consumer, his likes 
dislikes, his expectations and motivation. Now a days the automobile Industry has more 
changes to grow fast in all over the world. In an evolving industry especially in 
emerging economies like India, it is extremely important to formulate policies on 
competitions in order to promote both competition as well as growth (Ramamoorthy, 
2016). 

The marketers can channelize their advertising resources to influence the 
customers at different stages inthe purchase journey. A consumer decision to purchase a 
particular brand of motor cycle consumers result to complex interplay of a consumer 
variables the starting point for the company provides the decision process marketing 
stimuli in shape of brand, promotion, price and distribution strategy. This study seeks to 
understand how adverting messages impact on customer buying behaviour of two-
wheeler. 

Hence, this study motivated to analyze the influence of advertising messages 
on demographic factors of two-wheeler users, and examines the conceptualimpact of 
advertising messages on consumer buying behaviors of two-wheeler. Study hypotheses 
were these is no influence of advertising messages on demographic factors of two-
wheeler users and these is no impact of advertising messages on consumer buying 
behaviors of two-wheeler. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Every consumer consumes many things in everyday life. The effective consumption 
influenced by purchase of products according to needs, preferences and advertising. 
These can be consumable goods, durable goods, industrial goods. Consumer behaviour 
can be defined as the decision-making process and physical activity involved in 
acquiring, evaluating, using and disposing of goods and services. 

In the modern era probably, every person is influenced by advertisement and 
other sort of promotions to some extent. Public sectors as well as private sectors and 
both organizations had learned that with effective communication with the target 
audience will no doubt efficiently lead them towards success. 

Advertising is micro-managerial function of any organization to send the 
information to othermembers of the society he added that it is a macro concept 
representing the entire advertising industry and is an institution (Sontakki, 1999). 

Dhaliwal (2016) explained that advertisement plays an important role in 
modern era as it shapesthe attitudes and perceptions of individuals and society which 
strikingly influences the customer buying behaviour. Any business can get on the road 
of success when it attracts and retains the consumers with profit and this goal is 
achieved when company builds a strong consumer perception for its product or service. 
All the firms  have made significant attempts to ensure quality advertisement and 
fabrication of strong consumer perception through suitable ways that positively affects 
the consumer buying behavior because people get knowledge about product through 
advertisement and other promotional tools and develop perception through company‘s 
activities and his previous experience with that company and past purchase accordingly. 

According to Belch and Belch (2003) observed that advertisement and other 
kinds of promotional techniques are effectively utilized for the purpose of selling and 
promotion of products and services. The initiation of the new millennium is leading us 
through the most revolutionary and dynamic alterations of any era in the chronicle of 
marketing and advertising as well. Due to the rapid growth of media, the alterations had 
occurred due to the advancement in communication and technological channels. 

Goldsmith and Lafferty (2002) opined that advertising is the process which 
creates likelihood, understanding, tendency and inevitably selection towards products 
and services. The model of attitude towards the ad is the most prominent and 
influencing theory of advertising and marketing research. The attitude which is formed 
towards the ad helps in the transforming of attitude of consumers toward the products or 
brands until their purchase intention is formed. 

Attitude towards advertising is an important concept as it is one of the 
determinants of attitude towards specific advertisements (Lutz, 1985) and can influence 
the way a consumer will respond to any particular advertising (Mehta, 2000). However, 
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these studies examined consumers’ attitude towards advertising message influence (Tan 
and chia, 2007). so, advertising messages impact on consumer buying behaviour of two-
wheeler.Consumer behavior is affected by a host of variables ranging from personal, 
professional needs, attitudes and values, personality characteristics, social economic and 
cultural background, age, gender, professional status to social influences of various 
kinds exerted a family, friends, colleagues, and society as a whole. 

At this juncture, India is the second largest producer of two-wheelers in the 
world. Indian market is changing from seller market to buyer market. Indian marketers 
are using advertising messages as a tool to inform people about products and persuade 
them to purchase their two-wheeler brands. Indian marketers have been using various 
media namely print media, electronic media and display media. Due to this reason the 
study is designed to test the advertising messages impact on consumer buying behaviour 
of two-wheeler in Belagavi, Karnataka, India. 

3.  STUDY AREA 

Karnataka one of the 29 states in India, situated at the south western region of 
the country covering an area of 191976 square kilometres, which is 5.83% of the total 
geographical area of India. Considering this, Belagavi is the second largest in the state 
of Karnataka after Bangalore. The city is considered major special economic zone for 
industrial hub particularly for automobile production, and an educational center with an 
estimated student population of over half a million. Belagavi is now emerging as one of 
smart city, as well as a significant agro-business center. Considering issues, study 
objectives, and hypotheses about conduct research on customer behaviour towards 
advertising messages of two-wheelers special reference to Belagavi District, Karnataka 
state. 

4.METHODOLOGY 

The study had adopted descriptive and empirical research design(Kothari, 
2019). Population of the study arepeople of Belagavi district. The primary data has been 
collected from 572 respondents from Belagavi,based on purposive sampling method (R 
Panneerselvam, 2014). Semi structured questionnaire has been used and framed 
questions to analyses the study objectives which has been asked to consumers of 
different age groups, gender, education and occupation using convenience sampling 
from the area of Belagavi District. 

The study further adopted empirical Logistic regression is an extension of 
simple linear regression. It is a statistical technique used to predict the relationship 
between predictors namely independent variables and a predicted variable called 
dependent variable where the dependent variable is binary response, the study considers 
the two possible values is binary namely as one or zero(Gujarati & Sangeetha, 2007). 

=  
1

 0  
 

if the i-th respondent spent less than Rs.75,000.00 on a two-wheeler 
respondent spent more than Rs.75,000.00 on a two-wheeler 
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Logistic model was used to explain the significance of advertising messages impact on 
consumer buying behaviour of two-wheeler in Belagavi. The following factors were 
identified age ( ), education ( ), employment ( )and income ( ) as Customer 
demographic variables. Further, Emotional appeal ( ), promotional 
advertising ( ),facts and statistics( ), unfinished advertisement ( ), weasel of 
words( ), institutional endorsement ( ), ideal fit for family ( ), complementing 
the customers ( ), patriotic advertainment ( ) and questioning the customers ( ) 
as advertising messages. 

Therefore, 

 ( ) = 1−
=  + + + +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

…… (1) 

It is the change in logit  for a one-unit change in the  variable. If there are 
multiple explanatory factors ( , , ,…  etc),  is the change in logit  for a one-
unit change in the variable when the other variables are constant. That predict the 
response variables yes means 1and no means 0 are listed as follow: 

The model as follows. 
Customer Demographic variables are  , ,  , and 
 observed to test effect of adverting messages of Two-Wheeler.Advertisement 

Impact observed through conceptual advertising messages influence variables namely 

 
,  , ,   ,  , 

  ,  ,  
 

,  
 

,   

and  
 

.As mentioned, logistic regression uses number of numerical and/or 

categorical variables to analyze the study objectives and hypotheses. 

5.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table No 1.1: Sample Size of Study area 
Study Area Number of Respondents Percentage 

Belagavi 200 34.97 

Bhailhongal 150 26.22 

Chikkodi 100 17.48 

Khanapur 122 21.33 

Total 572 100.00 
Source: Primary Data (Field Survey) 

The study has selected 572 samples in four talukas of Belagavi District namely 
Belagavi 200 (34.97%), Bhailhongal 150 (26.22%), Chikkodi 100 (17.48%) and 
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Khanapur 122 (21.33%).  The respondents are demographically dispersed in urban, sub-
urban and rural areas. 

The study findings revealed that majority of the respondents were male 537 
(93.88%) while 35 (6.12%) were female. The male-to-female proportion observed is 
inconsistent with the gender distribution of the two-wheeler users. the highest 
distribution of adults 283 (49.48%) were between 18 and 30-years age group, followed 
by 241 (42.13%) between 31-50 and remaining 48 were (8.39%) above 50 years of age. 
More than half the respondents 371 (64.86 %) said they completed College education, 
140 (24.48%) said they completed Secondary education, followed by 54 respondents 
(9.44%) who indicated that they had attained Primary education, and the remaining 7 
respondents (1.22%) indicated No formal education means hadn’t completed their 
schooling. 

Further, results observed that, about 201 (35.14%) respondents were employed 
in Service sector, followed by 196 (34.27%) who were employed in industry/business; 
58 (10.14%) were employed in agriculture sector and 117 (20.45%) were others 
studying/ and working simultaneously. Most of the respondents 248 (43.36%) said that 
they earn up to Rs.10,000 to 25,000 thousandmonthly income, followed by 140 
(24.48%) who said they were earning less than Rs.10,000. Around 94 (16.439%) 
respondents indicated theirmonthly income between Rs.25,001 to 40,000, while 43 
(7.52%) said Rs Rs.40,001 to 50, 000and about 47 (8.22%) of respondents indicated that 
their monthly income was Rs. 50, 000 and above per month. 

Table No:1.2: Conceptual advertising messaging influence on customer 
Advertising technique(s) Yes No Total 
Emotional appeal 459 113 572 

Promotional advertising 339 233 572 
Bandwagon 277 259 572 
Facts and statistics 353 219 572 
Unfinished advertisement 299 273 572 
Weasel words 362 210 572 
Endorsements 403 169 572 
Complementing the customers 299 273 572 
Ideal for family 374 198 572 
Patriotic advertisement 376 196 572 
Questioning the customers 357 215 572 

Source: Primary Data (Field Survey) 

The findings revealed that respective frequencies of “yes” and “no” as 
responses stated by respondents towards emotional appeal, promotional advertising, 
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bandwagon, facts and statistics, unfinished advertisement, weasel words, endorsements, 
complementing the customers, ideal for family, patriotic advertisement and Questioning 
the customers. 
The logit model parameters are producing coefficients i.eEstimate, Standard Error and 
odds ratios and explaining y and x relation. 
Table 1.3 Advertisement message influence on Customer Demographic 

Coefficients 

Variables Estimate Standard 
Error 

Odds 
Ratio Z P 

 (Intercept) 
 

0.245 
 
0.486 

 
1.278 

 
0.505 

 
0.614 

 
 

 
-0.028 

 
0.009 

 
0.972 

 
-3.001 

 
0.003** 

 
 

 
0.014 

 
0.132 

 
1.014 

 
0.103 

 
0.918 

 
 

 
0.032 

 
0.059 

 
1.032 

 
0.537 

 
0.591 

 
 

 
8.944 

 
2.915 

 
1.000 

 
3.068 

 
0.002** 

 
            

Notes. Dependent variable: Spending as buying behaviour of two-wheeler. OR = odds 
ratio, SE = standard error. 

< 0.001∗; < 0.05∗∗; < 0.01.∗∗∗ 

The odds of age and income coefficients were significantly linked with buying 
behaviour of two-wheelers as advertisement impact ( < 0.05∗∗). Remaining results 

 and coefficients were not significantly linked buying behaviour of 
two-wheelers as advertisement impact. 
Table 1.4 Conceptual advertising messaging influence on customer 

Coefficients 

Variables Estimate Standard 
Error 

Odds 
Ratio z P 

 (Intercept) 
 
5.599 

 
1.216 

 
0.004 

 
4.603 

 
< .001 

 
   3.632  1.183  37.792  3.070  0.002** 

 
  

 
1.806 

 
0.940 

 
6.084 

 
1.921 

 
0.055*** 

 
 

 
0.256 

 
0.729 

 
1.292 

 
0.352 

 
0.725 

 
    1.830  0.568  6.235  3.222  0.001** 

 
   0.773  0.834  2.166  0.926  0.354 

 
   0.700  0.590  2.015  1.187  0.235  
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Coefficients 

Variables Estimate Standard 
Error 

Odds 
Ratio z P 

   2.461  0.970  0.085  2.538  0.011***  

   
 
1.741 

 
0.562 

 
5.703 

 
3.097 

 
0.002** 

 
    0.490  0.597  1.633  0.821  0.411 

 
   0.186  0.770  0.830  0.242  0.809 

 
    2.549  0.600  12.798  4.248  < .001** 

 
 

Notes. Dependent variable: Spending as buying behaviour of two-wheeler. OR = odds 
ratio, SE = standard error. 

< 0.001∗; < 0.05∗∗; < 0.01.∗∗∗ 
 
The above model explained that   = 3.632 (S.E=1.183), odds ratio 
37.792 ( < 0.05∗∗) means that if log Emotional appeal increases by one unit, the odds 
that the buying behaviour will be increase by a factor of 37.792.   
= 1.806, (S.E=0.940), odds ratio 6.084 ( < 0.05∗∗) means that if log promotional 
advertising  increase by one unit, the odds that the buying behaviour will be increase by 
a factor of 6.084.   = 1.830, (S.E=0.568), odds ratio 6.235 ( <
0.001∗) means that if log add facts and statistics increase by one unit, the odds that the 
buying behaviour will be increase by a factor of 6.235.  = 2.461, 
(S.E=0.970), odds ratio 0.085 ( < 0.010∗∗∗) means that if log add endorsements 
increase by one unit, the odds that the buying behaviour will be increase by a factor of 
0.085.    = 1.741, (S.E=0.562), odds ratio 5.703 ( < 0.05∗∗) means that 
if logadd ideal for family increase by one unit, the odds that the buying behaviour will 
be increase by a factor of 5.703.    = 2.549, (S.E=0.600), odds 
ratio 12.798 ( < 0.05∗∗) means that if logadd questioning the customer increase by 
one unit, the odds that the buying behaviour will be increase by a factor of 12.798. 
Remaining results , 

 
,  , 

  
 and, 

 coefficients were not significantly linked buying behaviour of two-

wheelers as techniques of advertising message impact. 
Conclusion 

On the basis of the presentation and analysis of above-mentioned data, the 
conclusions were drawn. A study was useful in understanding the advertising messages 
impact on consumer buying behaviour of two-wheeler in Belagavi respondent’s 
preference while choosing the Bike or Scooter. At this stance, advertisement played a 
vital role in creating the awareness of the products of the organization to the potential 
buyers. The advertisement messages are very important for the purpose of the 
promotion of the product. the advertisement message influence on Customer 
Demographic factors as well Conceptual advertising messaging also influence on 
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buying behaviour. The modern advertising messaging techniques are adopted by the 
advertiser/producres and the purchase intentions will change from such techniques. 
These areas must be explored in the upcoming market development of automobile 
sector. 
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Abstract:  

Fe3+ ion-selective electrode has been fabricated from polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 
matrixmembrane containing neutral carrier ionophore. The addition of sodium 
tetraphenylborate (NaTPB) and the plasticizer DBP has been found to significantly 
improve the performance of the sensor. The best performance was obtained with the 
sensor having a membrane composition of Ionophore: NaTPB: DBP: PVC in the ratio 
6:3:62:29 respectively. The sensor shows a linear response over a wide concentration 
range of 1.0 x 10-6 to 1.0 x 10-1 M with a Nernstian slope of 19.53 ± 0.3 mV per decade 
and a detection limit of 9.4 x 10-7 M. It has a response time of 8 sec and can be used for 
3 months without any measurable divergences in its potentials. The proposed sensor 
could be used in a pH range of 3.5 - 8. Potentiometric selectivity coefficients 
determined by fixed primary ion method (FPM) indicate excellent selectivity for Fe3+ 
ion. The proposed electrode was used for the determination of Fe ions in groundwater 
with very good performance against atomic absorption spectroscopy method and used as 
indicator electrode for potentiometric titration of Fe ions with EDTA solution. 
 
Keywords: Coated Graphite Ion Selective Electrode, Iron, Schiff Base, Potentiometry 
 
1 Introduction 

Iron is one of the most abundant metals on the Earth and it is vital to most life 
forms and to normal human physiology. Iron is an integral part of many proteins and 
enzymes that maintain good health1. In humans, iron is an essential component of 
proteins involved in oxygen transport2. It is also essential for the regulation of cell 
growth and differentiation3. A deficiency of iron limits resulting in fatigue, oxygen 
delivery to cells, poor work performance, and decreased immunity2,4. On the other hand, 
excess amount of iron can result in toxicity and even death5. Excess amounts of iron 
ions in the body cause liver and kidney damages. Some iron compounds are realized to 
be carcinogenic. Hence, the need to iron ion determination in clinical, medicinal, 
environmental and different industrial samples has created several methods to measure 
this analyte6-8. 
Despite the urgent need to iron-selective sensors for the potentiometric monitoring of 
Fe(III) ions, only limited reports have been published related to Fe(III) ion-selective 
electrodes in the literatures9-12. 

In the present work, we aimed to design a neutral Schiff base based Fe (III) ion 
selective electrode. Compared to the previously mentioned sensors, the new Fe(III)–
PVC based ion-selective electrode revealed the better characteristics in working activity 
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range, Nernstian slope, response time, stability and selectivity towards Fe(III) ions over 
a wide variety alkali, alkaline earth, transition and heavy metal ions. The recommended 
potentiometric sensor was successfully applied for the determination of iron in 
groundwater samples and used for the potentiometric determination of iron ions in 
solutions.  
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Materials 

The chemicals used are of analytical grade and used without any further 
purification. Doubly distilled water was used for preparing all aqueous solutions. High 
molecular weight polyvinyl chloride powder (PVC), dioctyl phthalate (DOP), dioctyl 
sebacate (DOS), dibutyl phthalate (DBP), tetrahydrofuran (THF), sodium tetraphenyl 
borate (NaTPB), salicylaldehyde, 2-amino phenol, acetic acid were all obtained from 
Merck and salts of nitrates or chlorides we used ( all from Merck) were of the highest 
purity available. All the metal nitrate solutions were freshly prepared by accurate 
dilution from their stock solution of 1M with double distilled water. 
2.2 Synthesis of Ionophore 

Schiff base have been synthesized by condensing the methanolic solution of 2-
amino phenol (2.18g, 0.02mole) with the methanolic solution of salicylaldehyde 
(2.09ml, 0.02mole) in equimolar ratio with a few drops of acetic acid as a catalyst. The 
mixture was refluxed with stirring for 4 hours. The condensation product was filtered, 
washed from ethanol and ether, recrystallized with ethanol and dried under reduced 
pressure over anhydrous CaCl2. The resulting product was red colored, 94% yield, M.P. 
222°C. Schiff base have been characterized by IR.  

 
2.3 Electrode preparation 

The coated graphite electrode was prepared according to previously reported 
method13. Graphite rods (3mm diameter and 10cm long) were prepared from 
spectroscopic grade graphite. The electrode was rinsed with distilled water and allowed 
to dry. A mixture of PVC, plasticizer, NaTPB and ionophore:- 29 : 62 : 3 : 6 
respectively was added to about (total mass 100 mg) 3 ml of THF. 
The polished graphite electrode was then coated by repeated dipping (several times, a 
few minutes between dipping) into the membrane solution and solvent allowed to 
evaporate at room temperature14. A membrane was formed on the graphite surface, 
electrode allowed to stabilize overnight. The coated graphite electrode was finally 
conditioned by soaking in 1 x 10-2 M Ferric nitrate solution for 24 hrs. until it produced 
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stable and reproducible potential. The emf measurements with the polymeric membrane 
electrode were carried out on digital potentiometer using saturated calomel electrode 
(SCE) as reference electrode with the following cell assembly. 
CGE | Test Solution || Hg – Hg2Cl2 | KCl (sat.) 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Determination of Stability Constants 

The formation constant of the ion-ionophore complex within the membrane 
phase is an important parameter that indicates the selectivity of the sensor. The 
complexation behavior of L (ionophore) with different cations was measured 
conductometrically, at room temperature in order to establish the stability and 
sensitivity of the resulting complexes. The 1:1 binding of the cations with the ionophore 
can be expressed by the following equilibrium  
Mn++  L  ↔ ML n+  ……………………(1) 
The complex formation, Kf were evaluated by the molar conductance mole ratio data 
obtained by using the equations given below: 
Kf= [   ]

[ ] [ ]
( )

( )  
… … … … … … … . (2) 

Kf= [   ]
[ ] [ ]

= ˄  ˄ .
(˄ ˄ )

… … … … … … . (3) 

Kf= −  (˄  ˄ .)
˄ ˄

… … … … … … . . . (4) 

Where [C
M

], [M
n+

] and [L] represents equilibrium molar concentration of complexes, 
free cation and free ligand respectively. 

M 
is the molar conductance of the cation 

before addition of the ligand, 
M

 is the molar conductance of the complex, 
obs 

molar 
conductance of the solution during titration and  is the analytical concentration of the 
ionophore. The complex formation constant K

f  
and the molar conductance of the 

complexes. In this experiment, the ligand to cation mole ratio was equal to 1 in all cases. 
The formation-constant values (log K

f 
= 5.42 ± 0.12) of the resulting 1:1 complexes in 

Table-1 show the high selectivity of the proposed ionophore to Fe
3+ 

ions. The results 
showed that the ionophore had a good discriminating ability towards Fe

3+ 
ions over a 

wide variety of alkali, alkaline earth, transition, and heavy metal ions. Therefore, the 
ionophore can be used as potential ionophore for preparing coated graphite Fe (III) ion 
selective electrode.  
3.2Effect of Membrane Composition 

Severalmembranes of different compositions were prepared in this experiment. 
The ratios of PVC, ionophore, NaTPBand plasticizers were varied15. Sensitivities and 
selectivity’s obtained for a given membrane depend significantly on the membrane 
ingredients and the nature of plasticizer and additives used. Therefore, 10 membranes of 
different compositions as shown in Table-2 have been prepared and their response 
characteristics were evaluated. It is clear from these results that the composition of the 
membrane highly affects the response and performance of the electrode. The ratios of 
all constituents should be optimized for best performance of the sensor. 
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The membrane composition which is suitable about Nernstian’s slope was found to 
contain 29 mg PVC, 6mg ionophore, 62 mgDBP as plasticizer and 3 mg NaTPB as an 
ionic additive. 
3.3 Effect of Plasticizers 

Choosing an appropriate plasticizer is essential for the construction of an ion-
selective electrode with high analytical performances, such as Nernstian slope, 
selectivity, fast response, long life, and lower detection limit16. The selectivity of an ISE 
is determined by the solvation of the complexes between ionophore, primary ion and 
interfering ions. By desolvation of free ionophore in case of different stoichiometry of 
the complexes of primary and interfering ions, and by the solvation of interfering ions 
that do not form a complex with ionophore. Therefore, the plasticizers have a large 
influence on the selectivity of ion- selective electrodes. Thus, Fe (III) selective 
membranes incorporating plasticizers of different constitution showed pronounced 
variation when using plasticizers of varying polarity, constitution and lipophilicity as 
solvents. Thus, we examined the effects of three plasticizers on the selectivity to the 
ionophore Table-2. After the evaluation of three solvent mediators (DOS, DBP and 
DOP), it was observed that DBP have almost the best result if the optimum composition 
is used Figure-1. DBP causes the better extraction of the polar Fe (III) ions with high 
charge density. It may have a positive effect on the selectivity behavior of the sensor. 
3.4Calibration Curve and Statistical Data 

The concentrationrange of a potentiometric sensor is the linear part of the 
calibration graph as shown in Figure-2. Measurements could be performed in this 
range, but it should be noted thatclosely spaced calibration points are required for more 
precise determinations. For many measurements concentration range can extend from1 
M to 10-7 M17,18. 
Calibration graph slope for PVC membrane electrode is 19.53 mV per decade of the Fe 
(III) concentration. A linear response towards the Fe (III) concentration was from 1x10-6 
to 1x10-1 M. Detection limit was calculated from the intersection of two extrapolated 
segments of the calibration graph. In this work, detection limit of proposed sensor was 
9.4 x 10-7 M which was calculated by extrapolating the two segments of the calibration 
curves.  
3.5 Effect of pH 

The pH dependence of the electrode’s potential was investigated over a pH 
range 1.0-11.0, for 1.0×10

−3
and 1.0×10

−4
M of Fe(III) ion concentrations (1 M NaOH or 

1 M HNO
3 

solutions were employed for the pH adjustment). The obtained results are 
summarized in Figure-3. As it can be shown, the potential was almost independent of 
pH within the range 3.5 to 8. The observed drift at pH values higher than 8 could be due 
to the formation of some hydroxyl complexes of Fe(III) ions in the test solution. At pH 
values lower than 3.5, the potential increased because the protonated ionophore 
possessed a poor response to Fe(III) ions in the test solution. This is due to the existence 
of nitrogen donor atoms in the structure of the used ionophore which can be easily 
protonated, indicating that the membrane sensor responds to hydrogen ions.  
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3.6 Selectivity coefficient 
For the determination of the selectivity coefficients, the fixed primary ion 

method (FPM) was used19,20. FPM was recommended by IUPAC21. Selectivity is one of 
most important characteristics of electrode. It is source of information concerning 
interference on the electrode response. According to FPM, the emf of a cell comprising 
an ion selective electrode and a reference electrode was measured for solutions of 
constant activity of the primary ion, aA and varying activity of the interfering ion, aB. 
The emf values obtained are plotted vs. the logarithm of the activity of the interfering 
ion19. The intersection of the extrapolated linear portions of this plot indicates the value 
of aB

19that is to be used to calculate(   . ) from the following equations: 
  . = / /  

Where, aAis the activity of the primary ion and aBisthe activity of the interfering ion. 
ZAandZBare their respective charges22. The results are given in Table-3. The electrode 
has a reasonably good selectivity over somecommon alkali, transition and rare earth 
metal ions. Selectivity coefficient values are betterat lower interfering ion concentration. 
3.7 Response time and Life time study 

Dynamic response time is an important factor for any ion selective electrode23. 
The response time of the electrode was evaluated by potential reading for the electrode 
dipped alternatively into two stirred solutions of Fe (III) ions 1.0×10−4 and 1.0×10−3 M 
respectively. The actual potential versus time is shown in Figure-4. As can be seen, the 
electrode reaches its equilibrium response in about 8 sec. 
The high lipophilicity of ionophore and plasticizer ensure stable potentials and longer 
lifetime24 for the membrane. Hence, the lifetime is dependent upon the components of 
the solution and the measured specimens25. Lifetime of the electrode was studied by 
periodically recalibrating and using the electrode to measure its potentiometric response 
to Fe ion in the standard solutions in a period. After the conditioning step, the electrodes 
were repeatedly calibrated three times a day during a period of 100 days. Before 90 days 
no significant change in the performance of the electrode was observed. This shows that 
the lifetime of the proposed electrode was about three months. After 90 days, the slope 
of the Iron selective electrode decreases from 19.53 to 17.2 mV per decade. 
4 ANALYTICAL APPLICATIONS 
4.1 Potentiometric titration  

The Fe (III) ion selective electrodemembrane was found to work well under 
laboratory conditions. It was successfully used as an indicator electrode in the titration 
of 50 ml of 1× 10-3M Fe (III) ionswith a 1.0 × 10-2 M EDTA solution and the results are 
shown in Figure 5. As it is seen, theamount of ferric ions in solution can be accurately 
determined with the electrode. 
4.2 Determination of Fe3+ ion concentration in ground water samples 

To check the analytical applicability of the proposed sensor electrode, it has 
been applied for the determination of Iron in ground water samples collected from 10 
different sampling stations in and around logistic park of Bhiwandi area of Thane 
District. No further treatment for the sample was given except filtration of sample by 
Whatmann filter paper no.41. The Fe3+ concentration in the ground water samples was 
determined directly by using the calibration method. The Fe3+ concentration in the 
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ground water samples was also determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS). 
The data obtained by using present ion selective electrode are in good agreement with 
the AAS and it is given in Table 4. 

Iron in groundwater samples rages from 0.101 to 1.051 ppm during pre-
monsoon whereas it varies from 0.112 to 1.079 ppm in post monsoon season. High 
concentration of iron may be due to construction activities, release of corrosion products 
in the groundwater table. In the present study area high concentration of iron may be 
due to the use of iron material on large scale for construction of logistic part. During 
utilization particles of iron rod or sheet falls on soil bed get oxidized and mixed in soil 
and accumulates. The accumulated corrosion product of this particles found in the 
groundwater. Another source of iron in groundwater is may be due to corrosion of pipes 
installed for water pumps in bore wells. 
Comparison of the proposed Fe3+ sensor with some of the best previously reports 

The Nernstian slope, detection limit, concentration range and response time of 
proposed Fe (III) ion electrode with some of the best previously reports are compared in 
Table 5.  
5 CONCLUSION 

The proposed ion selective electrode is simple to construct, requires short 
conditioning time, fast response time, wide dynamic concentration and pH range, low 
detection limit, low cost. The most it shows good Nernstian behaviorand good 
selectivity.The present electrode is successfully applied as an indicator electrode in 
potentiometric titration of Fe (III) ion solution with EDTA. Its high selectivity permits 
the direct measurement of Fe (III) ions in different ground water samples. The reliability 
of proposed electrode has been checked with the  analytical data  produced by AAS. 
 

Table 1: Stability formation constants of different metal ions with Ionophore 
Metal ions Formation Constant 

(log Kf) 
Metal ions Formation Constant 

(log Kf) 
Fe3+ 5.42 ± 0.12 Na+ 2.66 ± 0.03 
Ni2+ 2.18 ± 0.02 Cr3+ 3.29 ± 0.07 
Pb2+ 1.36 ± 0.03 K+ 3.74 ± 0.05 
Zn2+ 1.14 ± 0.05 Ca2+ 3.57 ± 0.02 
Cd2+ 2.26 ± 0.06 Cu2+ 3.81 ± 0.04 

 
Table 2: Optimization of membrane composition 
No. Composition (w/w, %) Slope 

(mV/ decade) Ionophore PVC Plasticizer NaTPB 
1 0 30 66 (DOS) 4 N.R 
2 3 32 63 (DOP) 2 8.7 
3 6 29 62 (DOS) 3 13.8 
4 5 31 62 (DBP) 2 16.77 
5 6 29 62 (DBP) 3 19.53 
6 7 30 60 (DBP) 3 21.12 
7 3 29 66 (DOS) 2 11.5 
8 6 30 62 (DOP) 2 14.9 
9 4 31 62 (DBP) 3 13.27 
10 6 29 62 (DOP) 3 15.2 
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Table- 3: Selectivity coefficients of various ions 

Interfering 
Ions 
(10-3) 

Selectivity coefficients 
(KFe

3+, B) 
Interfering Ions 
(10-3) 

Selectivity coefficients 
(KFe

3+, B) 

Ni2+ 8.9 x 10-4 Na+ 7.2 x 10-5 
Pb2+ 4.2 x 10-4 K+ 2.1 x 10-3 
Zn2+ 5.1x 10-3 Ca2+ 6.7 x 10-4 
Cd2+ 6.2 x 10-4 Cu2+ 4.8 x 10-5 

 
 

Table 4: Determination of Fe3+ in different ground water samples 

Sample No. Sampling Stations AAS (ppm) Proposed Sensor (ppm) 
1 Kalher( borewell) 0.127 0.117 
2 Kalher pipeline (tubewell) 1.084 1.025 
3 Purna (borewell) 0.130 0.128 
4 Khandagale estate (tubewell) 0.299 0.276 
5 Batcogodown (borewell) 0.133 0.122 
6 Jaipur golden godown (well) 0.104 0.099 
7 Super logistic godown (well) 0.131 0.127 
8 Anjurphata (borewell) 0.127 0.124 
9 Kopar (tubewell) 0.148 0.135 
10 Manibhadra complex (borewell) 0.109 0.101 

 
Table 5: Comparison of the proposed Fe3+ ion electrode and the some previously reports 
Ionophore Slope Concentration 

range (M) 
Detection 
limit (M) 

Response 
time (s) 

Ref. 

1,4,8,11-
tetraazacyclotetradecane 

60 1×10-2 - 1×10-6 _ 25-30 26 

S-MethylN-(Methyl 
carbamaoyloxy) 
Thioacetimidate 

21.2 1.0x10-1 - 
9.1×10-6 

_ 20 27 

3-(2-diethylamino-
ethylimino)-1, 3-dihydro-
indol-2-one 

26 5.0x10-2- 2.0×10-

6 
5.5 ×10-7 12 28 

5-(4-carboxyphenyl)-
10,15,20- tris(4-
phenoxyphenyl)-
porphyrin 

21.6 1.0x10-1 - 
1.0×10-7 

8.2×10-6 20 29 

This work 19.53 1.0x10-1 - 1.0x10-

6 
9.4 x10-7 8 --- 
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Abstract 
 
Tuberculosis is a communicative disease causes thousands of deaths all over the world. 
Many National as well International Health Organizations are making serious efforts to 
complete eradicationof tuberculosis by 2025. To find out the status of MDR TB in two 
district of Punjab state – Ludhiana & Jalandhar, a primary survey was conducted 
through questionnaire. The findings of the study are analysed in this paper. 
 
Key Words :Tuberculosis, MDR TB, Counselor. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Today, people are becoming increasingly concerned about their health and health 
services are now available upto remote rural areas. Tuberculosis, which kills many 
people every year, is the most common communicable disease in the world especially 
developing countries like India is more prone to this disease because of rapid 
urbanization and industrialization. Efforts are being made to eradicate the disease at 
national and international level. Today, eradication of TB is one of major Sustainable 
Developmental Goal (SDG) laid by Government.1Counseling, which is part of the social 
work, plays a major role in the treatment of Tuberculosis. Today counseling profession 
in India is developing very speedy and counseling given to tuberculosis patients helps 
them to to better understand their illness but also helps them to find a cure, routine 
screening and follow-up etc. This paper aims to find out the effect of counseling on 
MDR TB patients in Ludhiana and Jalandhar districts of Punjab state.2 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 To evaluate the concept and present status of social work in India. 
 To critically evaluate counselling practices in India 
 To analyse the impact of counseling intervention 
 
 
HYPOTHESIS 

1. In India social work profession is in developed state. 

                                                
1Agarwal SP, Chauhan LS, Tuberculosis Control in India, New Delhi, Directorate General of Health Services, 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 2005. 
2Sharma, R. N. & Sharma, R. Guidance and Counselling in India. Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 2004. 
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2. In India MDR-TB patients are facing serious problems. 
3. There is positive impact of counseling intervention on MDR-TB patients. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
The study will be both descriptive and anlytical. To find out status of counselling on 
MDR-TB patients, a survey is done in Jalandhar and Ludhiana districts of Punjab. The 
primary data are collected using a questionnaire. Total 100 patients are selected for the 
study, 50-50 patients from each selected districts. 
 
MULTI-DRUG RESISTANT TB (MDR-TB) 
After a certain period of time of taking drugs for tuberculosis bacteria causing 
tuberculosis become resistant to some particular types of drugs. In other words some 
drugs become ineffective for treatment of tuberculosis. The MDR TB or Multi Drug 
Resistant TB is situation where bacteria of tuberculosis that a person infected become 
resistant to drugs namely - isoniazid (INH) and rifampicin (RMP). Thus as the name 
indicated in case of multi-drug resistant (MDR) TB, the bacteria of person infected by 
tuberculosis become resistive to multiple drugs – isoniazid and rifampicin.3TB and 
Drug-resistant TB spread in similar ways. Resistance to anti-TB drugs can occur when 
these drugs are misused or abused. When patients do not complete their full course of 
treatment or the length of time to take the medication; where drug availability is not 
always available; or when drugs are not good. 
 
MDR TB Indian scenario 
In India the due to constant efforts made by government and non-government 
organizations the tuberculosis In year 2018 total 2155894 TB patients were detected in 
Indiaand out 58347 were found to be infected with MDR TB out of which 46569 were 
put on either shorter or conventional MDR TB treatment. First National Drug 
Resistance Survey results showed the rates of MDR among new TB patients to be 
2.84% and that in previously treated to be 11.60 %. 
RNTCP is a programme for prevention and control of TB in country by Ministry of 
Health and Family Welfare, Government of India. It has integrated four strategic pillars 
of “Detect–Treat – Prevent – Build” (DTPB) under National Strategic Plan 2017-2025 
for moving towards TB elimination by 2025.4RNTCP uses the World Health 
Organisation (WHO) recommended Directly Observed Treatment Short Course (DOTS) 
strategy and reaches over a billion people in 632 districts/reporting units. The RNTCP is 
responsible for carrying out the Government of India five year TB National Strategic 
Plans.5With the RNTCP both diagnosis and treatment of TB are free. There is also, at 
least in theory, no waiting period for patients seeking treatment and TB drugs.The initial 
objectives of the RNTCP in India wereto achieve and maintain a TB treatment success 
rate of at least 85% among new sputum positive (NSP) patients and to achieve and 

                                                
3WHO treatment guidelines for drug resistant tuberculosis 2016 available at 
http://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/250125/ 
4 https://www.nhp.gov.in/revised-national-tuberculosis-control- programme pg 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Revised_National_Tuberculosis_ Control_ Program 
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maintain detection of at least 70% of the estimated new sputum positive people in the 
community. 
DATA COLLECTION 
 
A survey was conducted in Jalandhar and Ludhiana districts of Punjab and selected 150 
MDR patients were asked question through a questionnaire. The data collected through 
questionnaire are tabulated and analyzed as follows : 
 
Table :  MDR TB Patients availing Conselling 
 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 65 86.67 66 88 131 87.33 
No 10 13.33 9 12 19 12.67 
 75 100.00 75 100 150 100.00 

 
Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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The above table reveals that out of 150 subjects selected for study 131 (87.33%) MDR 
TB patients are availing counseling. In Ludhiana 65 (86.67%) and 66 (88%) patients 
from Jalandhar are availing counseling. 
Table : Does counseling plays important role in MDR TB treatment? 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 56 74.67 53 70.67 109 72.67 
No 19 25.33 22 29.33 41 27.33 
 75 100.00 75 100 150 100.00 

Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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When 150 MDR TB patients selected were asked that do you think counseling plays an 
important role in treatment of MDR TB, 109 (72.67%) MDR TB patients say yes. 
Similarly, 56 (74.67%) patients from Ludhiana and 53 (70.67%) from Jalandhar say yes, 
counseling plays a very significant role in their treatment. 
 
Table : Who assist you in follow-up and checkup? 
 

Assist in follow-up Total 
Persons % 

Consoler 72 48.00 
Hospital personnel 16 10.67 
Relatives 13 8.67 
Family members 41 27.33 
Others 8 5.33 

 
150 100.00 

Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
 
When 150 MDR TB patients selected from study are asked that who assist you in 
follow-up and checkup, 72 (48.00%) says counselor, 16 (10.67%) says hospital 
personnel, 41 (27.33%) says family members, 13 (8.67%) says relatives, and 8 (5.33%) 
others says assist them for follow-up and check-up. 
 
Table : Are medicines are readily available for you? 
 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 54 72.00 52 69.33 106 70.67 
No 21 28.00 23 30.67 44 29.33 
 75 100.00 75 100 150 100.00 

Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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When 150 MDR TB patients selected were asked that are medicines are readily 
available for you? 106 (70.67%) MDR TB patients says yes. Out 75 MDR TB from 
each district are asked, 54 (72.00%) in Ludhiana and 52 (69.33%) in Jalandhar says yes 
medicines are readily available for them. 
Table : Have paid any cost for MDR TB treatment? 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 57 76.00 59 78.67 116 77.33 
No 18 24.00 16 21.33 34 22.67 
 75 100.00 75 100.00 150 100.00 

Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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When 150 MDR TB patients selected were asked that have you availed government 
sponsored scheme for MDR TB treatment, 116 (77.33%) MDR TB patients say yes they 
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availed benefit of government sponsored schemes. Out of 75 patients in each district, 57 
(76%) in Ludhiana and 59 (78.67%) in Jalandhar says yes. 
 
Table : MDR TB taking regular medicines 
 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 63 84.00 64 85.33 127 84.67 
No 12 16.00 11 14.67 23 15.33 
 75 100.00 75 100 150 100.00 

 
Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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The above table reveals that out of 150 subjects selected for study 127 (84.67%) MDR 
TB patients are taking medicine regularly. Similarly in Ludhiana 63 (84.00%) and in 
Jalandhar 64 (85.33%) out of 75 (100%) patients are taking medicines regularly. 
Table : Do you know about your MDR TB disease? 
 

 Ludhiana Jalandhar Total 
Yes 62 82.67 67 89.33 129 86.00 
No 13 17.33 8 10.67 21 14.00 
 75 100.00 75 100 150 100.00 

 
Source : Primary data collected through questionnaire. 
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When family members of 150 MDR TB patients selected when asked that do you know 
about your MDR TB disease, 129 (86.00%) MDR TB patients says yes.  Out of 75 
patients from Ludhiana 62 (82.67%) and 67 (89.33%) from Jalandhar says yes they 
knows about their disease. 
 
Findings 
 
 It is found in above study that out of 150 MDR TB patients selected for study, 131 

(87.33%) patients are availing counseling, which clearly indicate that counseling 
practices which is part of social work is today in developed stage in India. 

 It is also clear from the study that out of 150 MDR patients, 109 (72.67%) patients 
agreed that counselor plays a very significant role in their treatment, clearly shows 
developed social practices in India. 

 Similarly, out of 150 MDR TB patients 72 (48%) patients agreed that counselor 
help them in their follow-up and check-up, which is also a sign of developed 
counseling practices in India. 

 It is found in the study that 106 (70.67) out of 150 MDR TB patients selected for 
the study agreed that medicines are readily available for them, which indicate that 
MDR TB patients are not facing any trouble in getting their medicines. 

 Similarly, out of 150 MDR TB patients, 116 (77.33%) said that they have not paid 
any cost for medicines for treatment, which shows a serious effort is made by 
government for complete eradication of TB from India and it is ensured that patient 
should not bother for their treatment. 

 The positive impact of improved counseling practices in study area is found that out 
of 150 patients, 127 (84.67%) patients are regularly taking medicines and which is 
very necessary requirement for treatment of MDR TB. 
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 It is found in the study that 129 (86%) out of 150 patients are now well known 
about their disease, which not only helped them to better understand about their 
disease but also motivate them to fought against their disease. 

 
It is clear from above findings that our first hypothesis 'In India social work profession 
is in developed state' is void because in India the counseling and social work practices 
are in well developed stage whereas our second hypothesis ' In India MDR-TB patients 
are facing serious problems' is a null hypothesis as in India MDR TB patients are not 
facing any trouble in their treatment. Similarly, the third hypothesis 'There is positive 
impact of counseling intervention on MDR-TB patients' is also void because there is a 
positive impact on MDR TB patients is seen our study. 
 
Conclusion 
In India due to rapid urbanization there is great threat of unhygienic environment in 
specific areas of urban slump, which may attribute to increased incidences of 
tuberculosis in India. Since ancient times, counseling a form of social work was always 
present in our society. Today, counseling becomes a professional practice in India and it 
plays a very significant role in treatment of MDR TB patients also. There is positive 
impact of counseling on TB patients and counselor helped patients to get the medicines 
regularly and follow-up. To eradicate TB from India and provides medicines to patients 
at no cost and also provide nutrition to these patients, which helped them in their 
treatment. 
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 Abstract  
Man is a social animal, he cannot live in isolation, so his actions affect not only him but 
society in general, society affects a man in so many ways. This research paper gives a 
brief definition of what significance of media is and what are the effects of media on 
society. During the course of this literature various types of Impacts of media on the 
individual, his family and society are highlighted.  Human beings express their nature by 
creating and recreating an organization which guides and controls their behaviour in 
many ways. This organization liberates and limits the activities of men, sets up 
standards for them to follow and maintain. Whatever the imperfections and tyrannies it 
has exhibited in human history, it is necessary condition of fulfillment of life. This 
organization which is responsible for fulfillment of life of every individual is called 
society. Man in every society has suffered from one or the other problems. Human being 
in civil societies are also experiencing various problems and his behavior gets affected 
by many things, media is one of them.: Media is the plural of the word medium. Media 
are the vehicles or channels which are used to convey information, entertainment, news, 
education, or promotional messages are disseminated. This research article to be 
discussed significance of mass media it is to be a relevant to present civil society. 
Eventhough in the present Covid-19 spreading present situation the media to be played a 
significant role in raising of awareness in civil Society.  

 
Key Words:Media, Impacts of media, Theories of media, Mass Media, Communication 
theories, Consciousness Journalism etc 
 
Statement of the Problem 
 
“There’s plenty to criticize about the mass media, but they are source of regular is 
formation about a wide range of topics, you can’t duplicate that on blogs”.  

 
---Noam Chomsky,A familiar American Philosopher, Social Critic and Activist 

 
 
 Human beings express their nature by creating and recreating an organization 
which guides and controls their behaviour in many ways. This organization liberates and 
limits the activities of men, sets up standards for them to follow and maintain. Whatever 
the imperfections and tyrannies it has exhibited in human history, it is necessary 
condition of fulfillment of life. This organization which is responsible for fulfillment of 
life of every individual is called society. Man in every society has suffered from one or 
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the other problems. Men in modern societies are also experiencing various problems and 
his behavior gets affected by many things, media is one of them: Media is the plural of 
the word medium. Media are the vehicles or channels which are used to convey 
information, entertainment, news, education, or promotional messages are disseminated. 
Media includes every broadcasting and narrowcasting medium such as television, radio, 
newspapers, billboards, mails, telephone, fax, internet etc (the main means of mass 
communication). The mass media occupy a high proportion of our leisure time: people 
spend, on average, 25 hours per week watching television, and they also find time for 
radio, cinema, magazines and newspapers. For children, watching television takes up a 
similar amount of time to that spent at school or with family and friends. While school, 
home and friends are all acknowledged as major socializing influences on children, a 
huge debate surrounds the possible effects of the mass media and findings both in favour 
and against effects are controversial. The question of effects is typically raised with an 
urgency deriving from a public rather than an academic agenda and with a simplicity 
which is inappropriate to the complexity of the issue (we do not ask of other social 
influences, what is the effect of parents on children or do schools have an effect which 
generalizes to the home or do friends have positive or negative effects). 
 
Mass Media and Culture 
 

The research paper will provide an in-depth look at many kinds of media, at 
how media trends are reshaping the India cultural landscape, and at how that culture 
shapes media in turn. These topics will be explored through an examination of mass 
media and mass communication both past and present—and speculation about what the 
future might look like. First, it is important to distinguish between mass communication 
and mass media and to attempt a working definition of culture. Mass communication 
refers to information transmitted to large segments of the population. The transmission 
of mass communication may happen using one or many different kinds of media 
(singular medium), which is the means of transmission, whether print, digital, or 
electronic. Mass media specifically refers to a means of communication that is designed 
to reach a wide audience. Mass media platforms are commonly considered to include 
radio, newspapers, magazines, books, video games, and Internet media such as blogs, 
podcasts, and video sharing. Another way to consider the distinction is that a mass 
media message may be disseminated through several forms of mass media, such as an 
ad campaign with television, radio, and Internet components. Culture generally refers to 
the shared values, attitudes, beliefs, and practices that characterize a social group, 
organization, or institution. Just as it is difficult to pin down an exact definition of 
culture, cultures themselves can be hard to draw boundaries around, as they are fluid, 
diverse, and often overlapping. 
 

The possibility of media effects is often seen to challenge individual respect 
and autonomy, as if a pro-effects view presumes the public to be a gullible mass, 
cultural dopes, vulnerable to an ideological hypodermic needle, and as if television was 
being proposed as the sole cause of a range of social behaviours. Such a stereotyped 
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view of research tends to pose an equally stereotyped alternative view of creative and 
informed viewers making rational choices about what to see. Overview articles often 
describe a history of progress over the past seventy years of research which alternates 
between these two extremes -- first we believed in powerful effects, then came the 
argument for null effects, then the return to strong effects etc. -- a history whose 
contradictions become apparent when old research is re-read with new eyes. 
Contemporary media studies sometimes define itself through its rejection of the 
language of effects research -- criticising the laboratory experiment, the logic of causal 
inference, and psychological reductionism. Mass media is a tremendous source of 
information for individuals as well as society. We know a bit about the role of mass 
media in a democracy. Let us now see how the media perform their functions to bring 
about changes.  
 
Mass Media and Its Significance 
 

Using mass media, people‟s attitudes and habits can be changed. For example 
all of us have mistaken or wrong notions about various diseases like leprosy, HIV/AIDS 
or Recent Effected Diseases of COVID-19. Many of us think that by touching people 
suffering from these diseases we would be infected. You might have heard on radio or 
watch television programmes or read messages which tell us that by touching an 
HIV/AIDS patient we do not get infected. Similarly, for eradicating polio there are 
special programmes and messages disseminated through the media. They inform people 
about the need for giving polio drops to children and about the day that is declared a 
„polioday.‟ Special arrangements are made to give polio drops to as many children as 
possible on polio day. Change would also mean things for the better. The concept of 
development of a country is again a matter of change, when old practices and equipment 
are changed and new, better and more efficient means are being used. Mass media play 
an important role in communicating this change. By giving the necessary information, 
and sometimes skills, the media can help bring about this change. You may ask how 
media can impart skills. Mass media like television can demonstrate and show how 
things work. You would have seen on television how a certain dish is cooked using 
modern kitchen equipment. 
 
Mass Media have made the World Smaller and Closer: The speed of media has 
resulted in bringing people across the world closer. Let us take an example. When you 
watch a cricket match between India and another country in England, Australia or New 
Zealand, live on television, you feel you are part of the crowd in that stadium. Events, 
happy or sad, happening anywhere can be seen live. Sometimes we feel that the entire 
world is one big family. You might have heard the term “global village”. It means that 
the whole world is shrinking and becoming a village. Wherever we go to any part of the 
world, we see the same products such as soft drinks, television, washing machine, 
refrigerator etc. and the same type of advertisements. Similarly, the world wide web and 
internet have brought people and countries much closer.  
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Mass Media Promotes Distribution of Goods:  Mass media are used by the consumer 
industry to inform people about their products and services through advertising. Without 
advertising, the public will not know about various products (ranging from soup to oil, 
television sets to cars) and services (banking, insurance, hospitals etc.) which are 
available in the market as well as their prices. Thus mass media help the industries and 
consumers.  
 
Entertainment and informative: Mass media is one of the best means of recreation. 
Television, radio, internet are the best means of entertainment and extremely 
informative. Social media keeps us up to date with the happenings around the world.  
 
We can sum up the functions of media as 
 
1. Media provide news and information required by the people.  
2. Media can educate the public.  
3. Media helps a democracy function effectively. They inform the public about 

government policies and programmes and how these programmes can be useful to 
them. This helps the people voice their feelings and helps the government to make 
necessary changes in their policies or programmes.  

4. Media can entertain people.  
5. Media can act as an agent of change in development.  
6. Media has brought people of the world closer to each other.  
7. Media promote trade and industry through advertisements  
8. Media can help the political and democratic processes of a country.  
9. Media can bring in positive social changes.  
 
Impacts of Media  on Civil Society 
 

The mass media occupy a high proportion of our leisure time: people spend, on 
average, 25 hours per week watching television, and they also find time for radio, 
cinema, magazines and newspapers. For children, watching television takes up a similar 
amount of time to that spent at school or with family and friends. While school, home 
and friends are all acknowledged as major socializing influences on children, a huge 
debate surrounds the possible effects of the mass media and findings both in favour and 
against effects are controversial. The question of effects is typically raised with an 
urgency deriving from a public rather than an academic agenda and with a simplicity 
which is inappropriate to the complexity of the issue (we do not ask of other social 
influences, what is the effect of parents on children or do schools have an effect which 
generalizes to the home or do friends have positive or negative effects?). The possibility 
of media effects is often seen to challenge individual respect and autonomy, as if a pro-
effects view presumes the public to be a gullible mass, cultural dopes, vulnerable to an 
ideological hypodermic needle, and as if television was being proposed as the sole cause 
of a range of social behaviours. Such a stereotyped view of research tends to pose an 
equally stereotyped alternative view of creative and informed viewers making rational 
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choices about what to see. Overview articles often describe a history of progress over 
the past seventy years of research which alternates between these two extremes -- first 
we believed in powerful effects, then came the argument for null effects, then the return 
to strong effects etc. -- a history whose contradictions become apparent when old 
research is re-read with new eyes. Contemporary media studies sometimes define itself 
through its rejection of the language of effects research -- criticising the laboratory 
experiment, the logic of causal inference, and psychological reductionism. This 
rejection is, I will suggest in this chapter, in part justified and in part overstated.  

 
Media effects: a matter of change or reinforcement?  
 

If by media effects, we mean that exposure to the media changes people's 
behaviour or beliefs, then the first task is to see whether significant correlations exist 
between levels of exposure and variations in behaviour or beliefs. 'Change' theories -- 
on which this chapter will focus -- generally presume that the more we watch, the 
greater the effect. Most research does show such a correlation, albeit a small and not 
always consistent one. The next question concerns the direction of causality. For 
example, having shown that those who watch more violent television tend to be more 
aggressive, researchers must ask whether more aggressive people choose to watch 
violent programmes, whether violent programmes make viewers aggressive, or whether 
certain social circumstances both make people more aggressive and lead them to watch 
more violent television. To resolve this issue, the effects tradition has generally adopted 
an experimental approach, arguing that only in controlled experiments can people be 
randomly assigned to experimental and control conditions, thereby controlling for any 
other variables in the situation. Only then can causal inferences be drawn concerning 
any observed correlation between the experimental manipulation and resultant 
behaviour. In research on media violence, some researchers offer a bidirectional 
argument, concluding that there is evidence for both selective viewing and media 
effects. Undoubtedly, many viewers choose selectively to watch violent or stereotyped 
programmes. However, it does not necessarily follow that there are no effects of 
viewing such programmes or that motivated viewers can successfully undermine any 
possible effects. Many remain concerned especially for the effects of violent 
programmes on children and so-called vulnerable individuals, irrespective of whether 
they chose to watch them.  

 
However, if by media effects, we mean that the media do not generate specific 

changes but rather reinforce the status quo, then empirical demonstration of media 
effects becomes near impossible. It is difficult to know what beliefs people might have 
espoused but for the media's construction of a normative reality, and difficult to know 
what role the media plays in the construction of those needs and desires which in turn 
motivate viewers to engage with the media as they are rather than as they might be. 
Nonetheless, arguments than the media support the norm, suppress dissent and 
undermine resistance, remove issues from the public agenda, are central to theories of 
ideology, propaganda and cultivation. Similarly, it is extremely difficult to test the 
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argument that the media, in combination with other social forces, bring about gradual 
social changes over the long term, as part of the social construction of reality. Yet for 
many, these 'drip drip' effects of the media are likely to exist, for television is 'telling 
most of the stories to most of the people most of the time'. There are, then, difficulties in 
conducting empirical research on both change and reinforcement conceptions of media 
effect. As we shall see, the findings of the field are in many ways inconclusive. It has 
been argued, consequently, that the media effects debate can never be resolved and so 
research should cease. This raises two related questions. First, can any general 
conclusions be drawn from effects research to date concerning both the overall balance 
of findings and promising future directions. Second, if the issue will not go away -- as 
the history of effects research and public concern throughout this century suggests -- 
how should the question of effects be reformulated.  

 
Sociological theories of Communication 
 

The sociological approach to communication theory is based on assumption 
that there exists a definite relationship between mass communication and social change. 
Some of the relevant theories which are going to be discussed here are: 

 
[1] The cultivation theory: It was developed by George Gerbner in 1967. It is based on 
the assumption that mass media have subtle effects on audiences who unknowingly 
absorb the dominant symbols, images, and messages of media. He calls it “cultivation of 
dominant image pattern”. According to this theory a long persistent exposure to TV is 
capable of cultivating common beliefs about the world.  
 
[2] Social Learning Theory: It is one of the most widely used theories in mass 
communication. According to this theory the media are active but subtle educators in 
teaching readers, viewers, listeners about the world. An important component of this 
theory is that it explains how people can learn from observations alone. 
 
[3] Agenda Setting Theory: The term was coined by Maxwell McCombs and Donald L 
Shaw in 1972 in the context of election campaign where the politicians seek to convince 
the voters about the party‟s most important issues. This theory tries to describe and 
explain as how stories are selected. (a)Packaged and presented- a process known as 
Gatekeeping,(b)by resulting agenda (c) how this agenda affects what people think about 
the relative importance of the issues presented. This theory also “predicts” that of 
particular news item is presented prominently and frequently by the press, the public 
will come to believe that it is important.  
 
[4] Play Theory: In this theory of mass communication William Stephenson counters 
those who speak of the harmful effects of the mass media by arguing that first and 
foremost the media serve audiences as play experiences. Even news papers, says 
Stephenson are read for pleasure rather than information or enlightenment. He sees 
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media as buffer against conditions which would otherwise be anxiety producing. The 
media provides “Communication-pleasure”  
 
[5] Uses and Gratification Theory: This theory has emerged out of the studies which 
shifted their focus from what media do to the people to what people do with media 
(katz,1959). The uses approach assumes that audiences are active and willingly expose 
themselves to media and that the most potent of mass media cannot influence an 
individual who has “no use” for it in the environment in which he lives. The uses of the 
mass media are dependent on the perception, selectivity, and previously held values, 
beliefs and interests of the people.  
 
Effects of Media 
 
Sex and violence in the media One of the more controversial areas of study of the 
media is what effect the media have on us. This is particularly timely as eyes are on 
Hollywood and the violent and sexy movies it makes.  
Does all the sex in the media, particularly the movies and television, have anything to do 
with the sexual mores of society?  
How about violence in the media?  
Does it have a relationship with the increase in violence in our society?  
Does the media just mirror the sex and violence in society, or does it influence society? 
Remember the theme for this class that we discussed the first week (go back to themes 
lecture for a refresher.)  
There have been countless studies trying to find out. Some of the most famous were the 
Payne Studies in the late 1920s that looked at the impact of movie violence on children. 
And starting in the 1960s people started looking for a cause for the increase of violence 
in society.  
 

Violent crimes in this country were on the rise.  
We were at war.  
A president (John Kennedy) was assassinated.  
A presidential candidate (Bobby Kennedy) was assassinated.  
A civil right leader (Martin Luther King) was assassinated.  
There was an attempt on the life of the Pope.  

 
There had to be a cause. Why the sudden increase? To some, the media 

‐‐especially television‐‐ seemed a good candidate. After all, in the 1960s we had the first 
American generation raised on television. And if you looked at the fare on television, 
you saw all kinds of cop shoot‐em‐up shows. Movies, threatened with extinction thanks 
to television, had responded by including more violence and sex. A number of 
long‐term studies were conducted to determine what, if any results, all that media 
violence was having on us. Four major results came from these studies. A fifth one has 
evolved overtime.  
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Catharsis Theory: The first of these theories suggests that rather than be harmful 
violence in the media actually has a positive effect on society. The central assumption of 
the Catharsis Theory is that people, in course of daily life, build up frustrations. 
Vicarious participation in others' aggressions help release those tensions. In other 
words, every day we frustrations in us build up. Without a release valve we risk the 
chance of becoming violent, or at least aggressive. You do poorly on a test. You have to 
park to far away from the classroom. Some jerk cuts in front of you on the freeway. You 
get home and your significant other, or a child, starts demanding your attention. You 
snap back by yelling or hitting. That counts as violence as much as shooting someone. It 
is only a matter of degree. The Catharsis theorist would say that by watching violence in 
the media you release some of that tension and are less likely to be aggressive or 
violent. But can you say the same thing about sex in the media?  
 
Aggressive Cues Theory : Then there is the opposite view, that violence DOES have an 
impact. Probably most prevalent of these theories is the Aggressive Cues Theory that 
has as its central assumption this: Exposure to aggressive stimuli will increase 
physiological and emotional arousal, which will increase the probability of violence. In 
other words, all that violence gets the adrenaline juices in us flowing and makes us more 
edgy, increasing the chance that we'll be more aggressive or more violent. Aggressive 
Cues theorists are quick to point out that watching violence does not mean we'll always 
be more aggressive or violent, but it increases the chances. And the way in which the 
violence is presented will have an impact on us, too. If we can relate to the protagonist 
committing the violence, or if the violence is presented in a justifiable way, we can be 
led to aggressive behavior. If a bratty kid gets spanked in a media portrayal ‐‐clearly an 
aggressive and violent act‐‐ it sends a message that corporal punishment is acceptable 
under the right circumstances. If steelworkers see a show where steelworkers drink and 
brawl after work every day, they are more likely to accept that drinking and brawling 
are normal behavior.  
 
Observational Learning Theory :The Observational Learning theorist would take the 
Aggressive Cues theory a step further. This theory says that people can learn by 
observing aggression in media portrayals and, under some conditions, model its 
behavior. If there are 50 ways to leave your lover, then there must be at least 49 ways to 
be violent or aggressive. And watching violent media portrayals will teach you new 
ways to be violent. Ever watch a whodunit, such as a Columbo episode, where you spot 
where the criminal makes the fatal mistake? Ever catch yourself saying, "If I ever 
committed a murder I would not make THAT mistake?" What? Are you suggesting 
there is a circumstance where you would kill someone?  
 

Or, how about this? Imagine walking down a dark alley and someone steps out 
in front of you and makes a threatening gesture. What would you do? Anyone think of 
some kung fu/karate moves you might make to defend yourself? That's a pretty 
aggressive/violent thought. And you learned it by watching a media portrayal. So the 
Observational Learning theorist says that not only would the media violence increase 
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the probability of the viewer committing an aggression or violence, it teaches the viewer 
how to do it.  
Does media mirror society or does it influence it? (The answer is both.)  
Further, the Observational Theorist hedges his bet by pointing out that you will not 
automatically go out and mimic the violent act, but you store the information away in 
your brain.  
Again, think about sex instead of violence. Does watching sexual portrayals teach you 
new ways to think about sex and perhaps engage in sexual acts? If you see that sleeping 
with someone on a first date is normal, after a while you start believing that everyone 
must be doing it, so you should, too.  
 
Reinforcement Theory: One theory says that media violence decreases the probability 
of violence by the viewer. Two others say that it will increase the probability of 
violence. And then there is the Reinforcement Theory that debunks both. The central 
assumption of this theory is that media portrayals reinforce established behaviors 
viewers bring with them to the media situation. Violent portrayals will increase the 
likelihood of violent or aggressive behavior for those who accept violence and 
aggression as normal. It will decrease the likelihood of aggression and violence for 
those brought up to believe that violence is bad. Violence merely reinforces prior 
beliefs. Instead of looking for blame in a violent media portrayal, the Reinforcement 
theorist would say that if you want to predict an outcome, look at the viewer's 
background. Look at the person's cultural norms and views of social roles. If person 
grows up in a crime‐ridden neighborhood, then violent portrayals are more likely to lead 
to violence. Obviously, selective perception (go back to the communication lecture) is 
going on here. But the Reinforcement theorist would point out that there is going to be 
the exception to the rule. You are going to run across the gentle old man who everyone 
believed would never hurt a fly who whacks his family into a thousand pieces one day. 
Or you are going to find the gang member who one day recognizes the futility of 
violence and turns to the priesthood.  
 
Cultivation Theory: A final theory on the effects of violence in the media has evolved 
out of more recent studies. It is the Cultivation Theory. Rather than predict that we will 
turn to or from violence, it looks at how we'll react to the violence. The central 
assumption of the theory is that in the symbolic world of media, particularly TV, shapes 
and maintains audience's conception of the real world In other words, the media, 
especially TV, creates fantasy world that is mean spirited and dangerous. It also creates 
stereotypes of dominant/weak folk in society. For instance, imagine a bank robber who 
is big and mean. Is your imaginary bank robber of certain race? Are all people that look 
like this bank robber actually mean back robbers? Or how about this? You are starting 
to show some signs of age with gray hair and wrinkles around your eyes. If you are guy 
in the media, that is good. It shows a maturing. If you are woman, that is bad, it just 
shows that you are getting old and less vital. A male can be dominant and be looked up 
to.  
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A woman who is dominant can be a bitch. All lawyers are crooks. All 
journalists are seedy (as in "The Front Page"). All media stereotypes! And the media tell 
us that it is a mean world out there. Driving freeways is unsafe because of driveby 
shootings and spectacular police car chases. Crime in the neighborhood is rampant if 
you look at the nightly news. Some people who live vicariously through television feel 
it is unsafe to leave their home or apartment and become shut‐ins.  
 
Summing Up 
 

In this research paper we have discussed various positive and negative impacts 
that today media has on society. We find that major chunk of youth is using social 
media networks more than 5 hours a day resulting in decreasing their general health in 
general and mental health in particular. We also found that media is playing both 
constructive as well as destructive roles on one hand it has lots of advantages but on the 
other hand it has lots of disadvantages and at the end it‟s upto the individual and society 
to decide which ones to use.  Mass communication refers to a message transmitted to a 
large audience; the means of transmissionis known as mass media. Many different kinds 
of mass media exist and have existed for centuries.Both the messages and the media 
affect culture, which is a diffused collection of behaviors,practices, beliefs, and values 
that are particular to a group, organization, or institution. Culture andmedia exert 
influence on each other in subtle, complex ways. Eventhough in the present Covid-19 
spreading present situation the media to be played a significant role in raising of 
awareness in civil Society. The media of both print and electronic media can help by 
promoting kindness, preventing stigmatization and instill confidence among the people 
by dismantling factual and accurate reports. It can contribute to creating a positive 
atmosphere to modern civil society.  
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Abstract: 
  Foreign trade plays an important role in the economy of each country. It contributes importantly 
to the GDP of a country. In view of the unprecedented situation arising out of the coronavirus 
pandemic foreign trade of the world facing the serious problem. The disease has risen rapidly, first 
in the China and then it has spread to 216 more countries alarming public health authorities across 
the world. Countries around the world have the most cases and deaths are USA, Russia, Brazil, 
India, Spain, Italy, UK, Germany, Iran, Mexico, S.Africa, Chile, Pakistan, Turkey, China, Peru 
etc.  Present study attempts to assess the impact of corona pandemic on foreign trade of India 
considering the trade relation with these countries. In order to measure the share of one country`s 
trade with other country as a proportion of the latter`s share of world trade Trade intensity index, 
Export Intensity Index and Import Intensity Index have been used. Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
(HHI) has been used in order to measure the degree of market concentration and the product 
concentration of imports at the country level. The study finds that there is a decline in exports and 
imports due to the ongoing global slowdown, which got aggravated due to the current Covid-19 
crisis. This crisis hampers the supply chain throughout the world and affects the demand resulting 
in cancellation of orders. 
 
Key words: Coronavirus, Foreign trade, Trade Intensity Index, Export Intensity Index, Import 
Intensity Index, Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). 
 
1.1 Introduction 
In early January 2020 a new coronavirus disease, now known as COVID-19, was first detected in 
Wuhan, People’s Republic of China (PRC).The disease has risen rapidly, first in the China and 
then it has spread to 216 more countries alarming public health authorities across the world. In 
order to provide advice to the countries about precautionary and preventive measures WHO is 
working closely with global experts, different governments, NGO’s and other health 
organizations. Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India called a nationwide lockdown on 24 
March 2020, for 21 days, limiting movement of the entire 1.3 billion population of India as a 
preventive measure against the COVID-19 pandemic in India. Lockdown and social distancing 
are able to break the chain of transmission and prevents spread of the disease. At the end of the 
first lockdown period Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 14 April, extended the nationwide 
lockdown until 3 May considering the grave of the situation. On 1st May, the Government of 
India extended the nationwide lockdown further by two weeks until 17 May. Lock down, social 
distancing and travel restrictions measures drive a fall in consumer and business spending which 
causes a recession. The IHS Markit India Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), an 
indicator of the economic health of the manufacturing sector, fell to an all-time low of 27.4 in 
April 2020 from 51.8 in March 2020.(Economic outlook, CMIE). The pandemic and consequent 
lockdown have hit various sectors, including MSME, hospitality, civil aviation, agriculture, 
tourism, foreign trade and allied sector. ,.In March, 2020, Adar  Poonawalla, CEO of  Serum 
Institute of India said that "the economic danger of the outbreak was exponentially greater than its 
health risks" .On 29 April NR Narayana Murthy said that if the lockdown continues, India may 
see more death due to hunger than from the pandemic. According to Acuité Ratings, a RBI 
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approved credit rating agency, the Indian economy is expected to lose over 32,000 crore every 
day during the first 21 days of the lockdown. According to Barclays  study the cost of the first 21 
days of shutdown as well as the previous two shorter ones will be total to around 8.5 lakhcrore. 
FICCI, said, "The Covid-19 pandemic is causing deep economic harm and could reverse the gains 
made in the industrial economy over many decades. There is a need to render immediate and 
sizable support to industry to protect people, jobs and enterprises." The effect of coronavirus 
pandemic begins to show up in India's foreign trade numbers .According to a Estimates published 
by United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) ,the slowdown of 
manufacturing in China due to the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak is disrupting world trade 
and could result in a 50 billion dollar decrease in exports across global value chain .  UNCTAD 
said because China has become the central manufacturing hub of many global business 
operations, a slowdown in Chinese production has repercussions for any given country depending 
on how reliant its industries are on Chinese suppliers (Economic Times). The COVID-19 is 
affecting 216 countries and territories around the world. Countries around the world have the 
most cases and deaths are USA, Russia, Brazil, India, Spain, Italy, UK, Germany, Iran, Mexico, 
S.Africa, Chile, Pakistan, Turkey China, Peru etc. In the era of globalization and liberalisation 
international trade has become the backbone of any economy. Present study attempts to assess the 
impact of corona pandemic on foreign trade of India with relation to above mentioned countries. 
India's Foreign Trade Policy also known as Export Import Policy (EXIM) in general, aims at 
developing export potential, improving export performance, encouraging foreign trade and 
creating favourable balance of payments position (AICAR Business School). 
1.2 Review of literature 
Bhuyan. P (2004), analyses performance of India in international trade in goods with a few 
important economic in South and East Asia for the period from 1980 to 2003. Different trade 
indicator has been used in this paper. In order to measure the market concentration Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index (HHI) has been used. In order to determine the share of one country’s trade with 
other country as a latter’s’ share of the world. Trade Intensity Index (TII) has been used in this 
study. The study reveals that India managed a less trade concentrated trade structure on products 
exported. However in imports, the country faces more concentrated trade structure. The study 
observed that share of India in international trade (both export and import) remain very low in 
comparison to other countries under reference. 
Sundar Raj, P, Ambrose, B (2014) attempts to measure the strength and nature of trade link 
between India and Japan for the period from 2001 to 2011. The Export Intensity Index (EII) 
between India with respect to Japan, Export Intensity Index (EII) between Japan with respect to 
India and Import Intensity Index (III) has been used in this study. The study observes that the 
trade intensity between the countries is not satisfactory. 
GhoshNilanjan, Pal Parthapratim, Ray Ronjini, ChakrabortyJayati (2018), attempts to assess the 
economic relationship between India and China at the bilateral, plurilateral and multilateral levels. 
They also assess the China-India relations in various forms like WTO, BRICS, Regional 
connectivity projects and Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP). In order to 
measure the trade relationship between India and China they have used Trade Intensity Index 
(TII), Export Intensity Index (EII), and Import Intensity Index (III). With the help of these indexes 
they concluded that trade relation between two countries is slightly lower than China’s share in 
world trade. As the Import Intensity Index (III).with China is greater than 1 they argues that there 
exists India’s high dependence on imports from China. But as the EII with China are less than 
1they concluded that China’s dependence on imports from India is comparatively low. They 
suggest that in order to understand the possible impact of RCEP on India there are the needof 
costs –benefit analysis. Bilateral economic co-operation are needed to meet the interest of the 
stakeholders of the countries. 
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A Goyal Krishn and Vagid Abdul (2018) examine the trading links between India and UAE for 
the period from 2006 to 2016. In order to measure the trade intensity between the countries they 
have used Trade Intensity Index (TII). After using the Export Intensity Index (EII), and Import 
Intensity Index (III) they concluded that India’s trade link with UAE is in the good flow. 
Erkan Birol (2019) measures the export concentrations in industrial sector of Usak province for 
the period 2008 to 2018.In order to measure the product concentration in the export of the country 
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), Concentration Index and Entropy Index has been used. The 
study observed that overall the export concentration of the industrial sector of Usak province has 
decreased during the study period which may positively affect the competitiveness among the 
provinces. He suggests that product export portfolio of the industry in different provinces needs to 
be renewed and increased. 
1.3 Research Methodology 
 In order to assess the impact of Covid 19 on foreign trade of India, secondary data are collected 
from Director General of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, Government of India,, Ministry 
Of Commerce. RBI, CMIE, World economic forum, Money control, ICMR etc. Different charts 
and diagrams have been used with the help of daily newspaper such as Economic times, The 
Hindu, The Indian Express etc. India’s foreign trade data of March, 2020, April, 2020 and May, 
2020 are collected from press release by Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Government of 
India. The study covers the trade relationship with those countries around the world have the most 
cases and deaths in Covid 19 such as USA, Russia, Brazil, Spain, Italy, UK, Germany, Iran, 
Mexico, S.Africa, Chile, Pakistan, Turkey China, Peru etc.. Direction of Export and Import with 
fifteen countries and trade data of India are considered in this study during the period 2010-11 to 
2019-20.In order to measure the trade relationship between India and those Countries under study 
Trade Intensity Index (TII), Export Intensity Index (EII), and Import Intensity Index (III) have 
used. 
Trade Intensity Index (TII) 
The simple technique called trade intensity index developed by K. Kojima (Kojima, 1964) has 
been used to measure the share of one country`s trade with other country as a proportion of the 
latter`s share of world trade. It is defined as the share of one country’s exports going to a partner 
divided by the share of world exports going to the same partner.The formula used is as follows: 
Tij= (xij/Xit) / (xwj/Xwt) (1) 
Where, xij = the values of country i’s exports to country j,,xwj = the values of world exports to 
country j, Xit = country i’s total exports, Xwt = total world export. 
The value of Trade intensity index ranges from 0 to 1 If the value is 0, it implies no trade 
relationship between partner countries. On the other hand, if the value is 1 indicates high trade 
relations  
Export Intensity Index (EII) 
Export intensity index is the ratio of a trading partner's share to a country/region's total exports 
and the share of world exports going to the same trading partner. The formula used is as follows: 
XIIij=   (Xij /Xi)/ (Ij/Iw-Ii)       (2) 
Where Xij = value of exports of country i to country j, Xi = value of the exports of country i to the 
world, Ij = total imports of country j, Iw = total imports of world, and Ii = total imports of country 
i. 
The value of Export Intensity Index (EII) ranges from 0 to 1 if the value is 0 or nearer to 0, it 
implies export link between these two countries is negligible and if the value is nearer to 1 that 
indicates that performance is significant and if it exceeds 1 it indicates that country i is exporting 
more to country j than might be expected from that country's share in world 
trade.(Dr.KrishnAwatarGoyal, Abdul Vajid). 
Import Intensity Index (III)  
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Import Intensity Index as the ratio of import share of a country to the share of world imports from 
a partner country. The formula used is as follows: 
IIIij = (Iij/Ii) / Xj/(Xw-Xi)(3) 
Where Ij = value of imports of country I from country j, Ii = Value of imports of country I from 
the world, Xj = Total exports of country j, Xw = Total exports of the world, Xi = Total exports of 
country i. 
 If the value of import intensity index is more (or less) than 1, it indicates that country i is 
importing more (or less) from country j than might be expected from that country's share in total 
world trade. 
Export Product Concentration Index 
 Market concentration index measures the degree to which a country’s exports are dispersed over 
various products and is called index of market concentration or Herfindahl-Hirschman Index 
(HHI). It tells us if a large share of a country’s exports is accounted for by a small number of 
commodities or, on the contrary, if its exports are well distributed among many products. The 
index reveals the degree of market concentration and is computed according to the following 
formula: 

 
where Hj is the product concentration index of exports for country j, Xi,j is the value of exports of 
product i by country j, Xj is the total value of exports of country j, and N is the number of 
products exported .This index ranges from zero to one, with a larger value denoting a higher 
concentration of exports. For example, a value of Hj equal to one indicates that all exports of 
country j come from a single commodity, while a value of zero means that the country’s exports 
are homogeneously distributed among all products ((UNCTAD).Countries with lower export 
concentration have a well diversified trade structure and thereby reduce the impact of 
international trade risks due to possible price fluctuations of specific products. 
Concentration index have been categories in following way as per Statistics Canada:  
• Diversified (unconcentrated) exports or markets: HHI < 0.15 
• Moderately concentrated Exports or markets: 0.15 ≤ HHI < 0.25 
• Highly concentrated exports or markets: HHI ≥ 0.25 
 (Birol Erkan)  
 
Import Product Concentration Index 
This index measures, for each country, the degree of concentration of imports of goods. It tells us 
if a large share of country’s imports relies on a small number of commodities or conversely, if 
imports are well distributed among many types of product. (UNCTAD). 
This indicator defined as a normalized Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of the product 
concentration of imports at the country level. It is calculated according to the following formula. 
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where Hj is the product concentration index of imports for country j, Mij is the value of imports of 
product i by country j, Mj is the total value of imports of country j, and N is the number of 
products imported .This index ranges from zero to one, with a larger value denoting a higher 
concentration of imports. For example, a value of Hj equal to one indicates that all imports of 
country j come from a single commodity, while a value of zero means that the country’s imports 
are homogeneously distributed among all products (UNCTAD).Countries with lower import 
concentration have a well diversified trade structure and thereby reduce the impact of 
international trade risks due to possible price fluctuations of specific products. 
 
Hypothesis of the study:  
For better analysis of the impact of Covid 19 on foreign trade of India the following hypotheses 
are framed:  
H01:Influence of corona pandemic on Import of goods in India during the month of March,19 and 
March, 20 is insignificant. 
H02 :Influence of corona pandemic on Import of goods in India during the year 2018-19 and 2019 
- 20 is insignificant. 
H03 :Influence of corona pandemic on Export of goods by India during the month of March,19 
and March 20 is insignificant. 
H04 :Influence of corona pandemic on Export  of goods by India during the year 2018-19 and 
2019 - 20 is insignificant. 
H05 :Influence of corona pandemic on Import of goods in India during the month of April,19 and 
April 20 is insignificant. 
H06 :Influence of corona pandemic on Export of goods by India during the month of April,19 and 
April 20 is insignificant. 
H07 :Influence of corona pandemic on Import of goods in India during the month of May,19 and 
May 20 is insignificant. 
H08 :Influence of corona pandemic on Export of goods by India during the month of May,19 and 
May 20 is insignificant 
1.4 Objective of the study: 
   Keeping in view the importance of foreign trade in India’s economic growth present study 
assesses the impact of corona pandemic on foreign trade of India. More specifically the objectives 
of the study are: 
1) To study the trend of foreign trade of India from 2010-11 to 2019-20. 
2) To measure the share of one country`s trade with other country as a proportion of the latter`s 
share of world trade 
3) To discuss about the India's foreign trade dependence on China. 
4) To measure the Export Product Concentration Index and Import Product Concentration Index 
5) To analyse the impact of corona pandemic on India’s foreign trade. 
2.1 Trend of foreign trade of India from 2010-11 to 2019-20. 
  Trend of foreign trade of India are presented in table 1.  From the table it is observed that there 
was a positive growth in exports in our study period except for the year 2014-15, 2015-16 and 
2019-20.Cumulative value of exports for the period April-March 2018-19 was Rs. 23,14,429crore 
as against Rs. 19,56,515 crore during the period April-March 2017-18, registering a positive 
growth of  18.29 per cent . But cumulative value of exports for the period April-March 2019-20 
was Rs. 22,26,567 crore as against Rs.23,14,429 crore during the period April-March 2018-19 
registering a negative growth of 3,79 percent. 
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Environmental ethics studies the relation of human beings and the environment and 
describes the role played by ethics in it.  Environmental ethics believe that humans and 
other living creatures’ i.e. plant and animals are a part of society. These items are a very 
important part of the world and are considered to be a functional part of human life. 
Thus, it is very important for every human being to respect and honour the existence of 
others as well. 

According to Wikipedia, “Environmental ethics is the part of environmental philosophy 
which considers extending the traditional boundaries of ethics from solely including 
humans to including the non-human world. It exerts influence on a large range of 
disciplines including environmental law, environmental sociology, ecotheology, 
ecological economics, ecology and environmental geography. 

As per Nature.com, “Environmental ethics is a branch of applied philosophy that studies 
the conceptual foundations of environmental values as well as more concrete issues 
surrounding societal attitudes, actions, and policies to protect and sustain biodiversity 
and ecological systems.” 

Issues which are making our earth suffer are global warming, global climate 
change, pollution, etc. As we know that environmental ethics is a key feature of 
environmental studies, that establishes relationship between humans and the earth. With 
environmental ethics, we realise the importance of keeping our environment safe and 
protected. Every time that a tree is cut down to make a home or other resources are used 
we are using natural resources that are becoming more and sparser to find. It is essential 
that we should do our part to keep the environment protected and free from danger. It is 
not difficult to do if we are willing  to make a few simple and easy changes. We all 
should realise that natural resources are very difficult to replenish so their judicious use 
is must .Extreme care should be taken to protect them. 

As we know the population is increasing at a very fast rate, with the result consumption 
of natural resources is increasing at the same pace. Rate of consumption is much higher 
than the rate of replenishment. This has degraded our planet’s ability to provide the 
services we humans need.  
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The role of Environmental ethics is to make everybody understand scientifically the 
importance of human values in conservation of resources. This is important because the 
ethics of the environment are of major concern these days. 

We all are aware of the fact that the main cause of environmental pollution is 
population. This results in excessive demand of natural resources. The stronger demand 
for resources is also a factor that contributes to the problem as we all need food and 
shelter. When these things are so desired and need the natural balance of the 
environment is disturbed. Engineering developments are resulting in resource depletion 
and environmental destruction. There are several environmental issues that have created 
havoc on our environment and human life. If ignored today, these ill effects are sure to 
curb human existence in the near future. 

The major environmental issues include pollution, overpopulation, Industrial 
and household waste, acid rain, Climate change, ozone layer depletion etc, , We can see 
the effect of these environmental changes in the form of ill health of  humans, rise in sea 
level, depletion of non-renewable resources, melting of glaciers, extinction of species, 
polluted landfills, toxic dust, decreasing soil fertility, rise in air and water pollution and 
many more. 

As we, the Humans, consider ourselves to be the most intelligent species living on earth 
so it becomes our moral responsibility to take care of this issue. We should use the 
natural resources judiciously. We should find out alternatives for wood, fossil fuel etc 
with the help of technology as it is the only species on earth which has civilized itself 
over the decades to a large extent. Today, human beings boast as being superior to all 
other animals but what is the use of such great intelligence when environment ethics are 
not followed. 

Cutting down of trees is something that many humans do for their own benefit, without 
any concern for the animals which are dependent on trees for survival. Using fossil 
fuels erratically, industrialization, pollution, disturbing ecological balance, all these are 
attributable to human activities. Just because we are in possession of all of these natural 
resources does not mean that we can use those resources in any manner in which we 
choose without keeping anything for the future generations. 

We all agree to this fact that industrialisation has given way to pollution and ecological 
imbalance. As we are getting advantage of industrial development we should also 
realise that it is not only the duty of that industry to make up for the losses. All of us 
have to play an important role in this, but how long an artificial and restored 
environment will able to sustain, Will it be able to take the place of the natural 
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resources. Environmentalists are trying to find answers to these difficult questions and 
all these together are termed as environment ethics. 

It is our responsibility to ensure that environmental ethics are being met. It is not an easy 
task to follow all environmental ethics. Ethics plays an important role in somewhat 
difficult to make adjustments that are necessary to ensure that you are following our 
society today, and environmental ethics and business ethics must be considered. This 
has become more prevalent in today’s society. 

We should ensure that you are doing your part and following all environmental ethics 
that are out there. Environmental ethics considers the moral and ethical relationship of 
human beings to the environment 

We all agree to the fact that human activities are changing the climate, depleting 
biodiversity, destroying habitats and poisoning the earth, the water and the air. We are 
also aware of the fact   that natural resources are limited and that their use should be 
sustainable. Time to time many awareness campaigns are organised to make people 
understand the reality yet, humans continue to degrade the biosphere and deplete natural 
resources at an unprecedented rate. 

It is proved that there is disconnect between knowing that our life style is unsustainable 
and doing nothing to change it. There is lack of international coordination to address 
global problems. People are reluctant to change their lifestyles as they g do not 
experience the impact of global environmental problems on our daily lives. This 
disconnect also applies to other problems such as poverty, public health issues and 
hunger. Everybody dislikes the consequences, but nobody is willing to make the 
necessary sacrifices to address the issue. 

Now the question arises that are we really interested in preserving nature for future 
generations and civilizations. In other words, do we care about the future of our species? 
Just by organising campaigns or talking about these issues on various platforms we 
cannot say that we are really bothered about them. 

It has been realised that humans are not yet sufficiently evolved to leave this self-
destructive path as there is no evidence that humans are evolving toward a more 
environmentally conscious state.  

 We already have the tools for dealing with environmental decline but whether we are 
willing to use these abilities to build a better future is the main question. We have used 
our intelligence to try to understand the world and human existence, to prolong our 
lifespan and improve our lifestyles, to become richer, and to assemble ourselves into 
groups and societies. We have developed the disciplines of science, philosophy, 
medicine, economics, politics, engineering and technology, but we have failed utterly to 
apply these effectively and consistently to deal with environmental issues. As a result, 
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our behaviour as a species is little different from other animals whose destinies are 
determined by ecological laws. 

Those who care about conservation advocate applying our unique intelligence to deal 
with our wasteful use of natural resources. It is neither a matter of being right or wrong, 
nor of human destiny or superiority; the point is whether we are willing to survive as a 
species on the planet. The conservation of nature should involve not only the current and 
future preservation of the biosphere and biodiversity, but also the proper continuation of 
the evolution of every species on the planet. 
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Abstract: 
 
Saratchandra is a genius in depicting the intricacies and subtleties of human emotions. He excels 
in portraying the nuances and finer shades of individual temperament. The charm of 
Saratchandra's heroines’ lies in their complexity, in the interplay of different emotions, each 
struggling for supremacy in their heart. In short, it is the individual peculiarities in Rajlakshmi, 
Sabitri, Kiranmayee, Bijaya, Bharati and Achala that constitute their greatest attraction. 
 
Keywords:, Highly emotional , pure love, deeply rooted, lovers' infidelity, delicate and refined 
emotion, lovers' infidelity, preternatural love 
 
Introduction 
 
The novels of Saratchandra Chatterjee abound in women characters who are steadfast in love, 
remain faithful to their lovers in the most adverse circumstances and silently endure their 
injustices and cruelties. Their love is too deeply rooted to be dislodged even by the lovers' 
infidelity or indifference with them. 
 
It is interesting to study such female characters in the novels of Saratchandra and his treatment of 
them in this distinctive manner. Saratchandra has a deep attachment to the Vaishnav sect. The aim 
of Vaishnav sect is to delve deep into the nature of love between Radha and Krishna. He did not 
enter into this complex theory, but is mesmerized by natural and preternatural love and romance 
and this kind of love and romance reverberates in his women characters. 
 

Saratchandra's heroines have greater inwardness. Their conflicts are internalized. It is not a 
struggle between an individual and the impersonal forces of destiny. It is a conflict between 
contending emotions, between the maternal instinct and love for the beloved or between faith in 
an accepted social order and love, as in Rajlakshmi, or between love and the social well-being of 
the beloved, as in Sabitri, or between love on one hand and hurt pride and a passion for revenge 
on the other as in Kiranmayee. The heart of the heroines is a battle-ground of warring passions.  

It is true that Saratchandra's heroines do not have the youthful vivacity and zest for life. They do 
not have their romantic – recklessness and gay abandon. Some of Saratchandra's heroines are 
supposed to be extraordinarily beautiful but none of them, with the possible exception of 
Kiranmayee, is sexually provocative. They are not creatures of sudden impulse and passion. 
Saratchandra's heroines have an inner glow, a spiritual beauty. Since their love is less physical 
and more spiritual in its essence, it is remarkable for its constancy, stability and flickering 
devotion. It never suffers from caprice or waywardness. In Saratchandra's novels the love has a 
building quality; it sustains and transforms. Saratchandra's heroines are embodiments of selfless 
love, their exclusive concern being the well-being of the beloved. Their love is a glow with 
idealism which exercises restraint on unbridled emotionalism. His heroines show a surprising 
maturity, much beyond their years. 
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Saratchandra's greatest artistic achievement lies in his delineation of forbidden love, love which 
does not have the sanction either of religion or society. This generally relates to love cherished in 
their hearts, often unconsciously by widows to whom it was taboo. The tragedy, in their case, was 
heightened by the fact that many of them had lost their husbands when they were little more than 
children and had scarcely known their old decrepit husbands. Under the social laws then 
obtaining, they were required to observe celibacy all their life. Nature, however, cannot be 
suppressed for long. Love would enter their soul with noiseless steps. 

In Shesh Prashna, however, Saratchandra breaks away from his customary presentation of love, 
highly emotional but pure and untainted by grossness. It is true thatAbhaya and Kiranmayee do 
defy society and its iniquitous laws but they were pushed into it by the cruel treatment they 
received from their husbands.  Abhaya is out and out an intellectual; her personal experiences 
have nothing to do with her rebelliousness. She ridicules the concept of satittva and is an advocate 
of free love. Saratchandra chose to dwell on the sentimental aspect of love which he represents as 
a delicate and refined emotion, as a spiritual longing unsullied by carnal desires. Saratchandra 
abstains from portraying sexual relationships and stresses the chastening influence of selfless 
love. 
 Saratchandra in his novels is much more interested in the subtler and deeper shades of love which 
is hardly ever physical. What attract him are the intricacies of the human sentiments and feelings 
of love, its conflicts and resolutions, its varying and varied dimensions. It is less dependent on the 
physical good looks of the beloved than on her innate goodness. The animal passion is 
conspicuous by its absence. Some of the romantically portrayed heroines of Saratchandra are as 
follows: 
1. BIJAYA (Datta) 
“Datta” can be ranked among Sarat Chandra’s flawless piece of art. It is a romantic story, 
influenced by the Victorian notion of 'romantic love’; it dwells on the growing attachment, despite 
all odds, between an affluent Brahmo woman and an indigent but brilliant young Hindu man. 
With a deep understanding of human psychology combined with flashes of humour, with 
occasional barbs at religious bigots, skillfully woven with respect for women, Saratchandra has 
created a delightful story that cannot grow old in its appeal.  

The novel opens with the death of Bijaya’s father. After his death, Bijaya, who has been brought 
up in a liberated Brahmo society and is a lady with her own mind, shifts to the village to look after 
her father’s property and was shocked to learn the evil desire of Rasbehari and his son, which is to 
consume the huge property, of which Bijaya is the only heir. After Banamali’s death, his old 
friend Rasbehari, a very crafty fellow, becomes Bijaya’s guardian. Rasbehari claims that 
Banamali had betrothed her to his son Bilas for whom Bijaya, too, in the beginning has some 
liking. It is thus, settled that Bijaya will marry Bilas. 

 But one day, Bijaya meets Narendra, an attractive but absent minded young man and is drawn 
towards him. She at first does not know his identity but later when she comes to know of it, her 
compassion turns into deep love. There is however, one great difficulty. Both Bijaya and Bilas are 
Brahmos and are therefore, supposed to have greater affinity by virtue of a common faith whereas 
Narendra is a Hindu and so beyond the pale.*** For Bijaya the choice is not an easy one. She is 
naturally inclined towards Narendra but his seeming indifference coupled with Rasbehari’s 
machinations pushes her inexorably into the trap so artfully laid by Rasbehari. At the last moment, 
however, the intervention of Dayal, the Brahmo priest and his niece Nalini, saves the situation for 
her and she is married to Narendra who too loved her but who could not, in his wildest dreams, 
imagine the possibility of his marriage with her partly because of the separate faiths  but largely 
on account of his poverty. 
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The character of Bijaya is drawn by SaratChandra with fine insight into a woman’s psychology. 
Bijaya’s feelings, alternately inclining towards Bilas and Narendra are portrayed with great skill. 
Initially it is Bilas whom Bijaya before her meeting with Narendra chose as her life partner. And 
when she is irresistibly drawn towards Narendra, some external pressure makes her turn around 
towards Bilas. Again, when the scales tilt in favour of Bilas, Narendra suddenly appears on the 
scene, and she is stirred profoundly in the innermost depths of her heart. Prof Sengupta rightly 
comments, 
 “It is in this way that SaratChandra unravels, with the help of small incidents, the mysterious 
workings of a woman’s heart.” 1 
Saratchandra very adroitly prepares the ground for Bijaya falling in love with him. When she 
meets Narendra for the second time as a stranger fishing all by himself near the bank of the 
village river and has brief conversation with him about Narendra little knowing that she is talking 
to Narendra himself she feels naturally drawn to him. The author’s comment is, 
 “Those who think that many days are needed for a real attachment to develop-it is necessary to 
remind them that it is not always so.” 2 
Seeing her concern for him Narendra says with utter simplicity that, 
 "What greatly surprises me today is that you did not allow me to go in the hot sun, did not leave 
me without feeding me and felt pained on my eating a little less – how has it happened?  I am a 
total stranger to you. You are in no way concerned with my sorrows or discomfort. Even so, no 
outsider, observing your behavior, can say I am not one of your very own."3 
Unfamiliar with expressions of a woman’s love, Narendra fails to understand the import of her 
speeches and behavior.Partly because of Narendra’s simplicity and apparent indifference and 
partly because of her fear of incurring the wrath of Rasbehari and Bilas to whom she was 
supposedly betrothed and a good deal because of her native shyness, she cannot articulate her love 
for Narendra. She is exasperated at his lack of response. It is only when she lies ill that on a 
sudden impulse she says to Narendra, even in the presence of Rasbehari and Bilas, 
 “Do tell me that you will not go away until I am fully recovered I will not survive if you go 
away.” 4 
Bijaya’s situation becomes increasingly more complicated. She has reason to suspect that 
Narendra is indifferent to her because he is in love with another girl. It is this misunderstanding 
that pushes her away from Narendra. She is smitten by suspicion when she sees Narendra with 
Nalini, Dayal’s unmarried niece. Her suspicions receive a confirmation when she learns that 
Narendra comes almost every day from Calcutta to teach Nalini. And then when one day she sees 
Nalini and Narendra sitting together and talking with great familiarity, her heart is afire with 
jealousy. Her love is suddenly blasted. She does not even glance at Narendra. On his remarking 
that perhaps she could not recognize him, she curtly replies, 
 “Just to recognize does not make it necessary to indicate one recognizes.” 5 
Embittered by what she conceives to be unforgivable treachery on the part of Narendra she agrees 
to accept Bilas as her husband. And just when Bijaya’s marriage with Bilas seems imminent the 
story takes a sharp turnabout. Bijaya makes at this moment, two discoveries—her father’s 
betrothal of her to Narendra expressed in a letter and the hollowness of her suspicions regarding 
Narendra’s liaison with Nalini. These discoveries however seem to be of little avail. She is 
already committed to marry Bilas and the way out of the crisis appears to be blocked. With a 
broken heart and in sheer despair she cries out2,“No, no, now there is no way out but death.” 
But when the anger abates, she feels ashamed of her rudeness. Stung by Rasbehari’s implied 
allegation of philandering with Narendra she speaks harshly to the elderly gentleman and openly 
expresses her doubts regarding his honesty. She does not hesitate to tell Bilas that all he and his 
father are interested in her property. She is shocked to see Narendra and Nalini on easy familiar 
terms and can condemn wholesale all men as dishonest and faithless, 
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“All the men in the world are cast in the same mould. Rasbehari, Dayal, Bilas, Narendra – in truth 
they are no different from each other. Whatever appears on the outside in relation to their age and 
intelligence, that alone is the difference, otherwise for the sake of their own happiness and 
comfort, they are all alike for a woman in meanness, ingratitude and heartless cruelty.” 6 
Thus seen, Bijaya appears to be of an unstable character. It is therefore difficult to agree with 
Prof. Sen gupta when he observes in regard to her that “she possesses a strong will” for she yields 
to Rasbehari and Bilas too readily even when she knows that their intentions are impious. 
However, the general tenor of his comment is largely valid when summing up her character, 
 “She possesses a strong will and a passionate heart, but she has more than normal share of 
maidenly shyness, she is in the tentacles of an octopus and the man she loves is too unworldly to 
see through her reserve. The delicate see-saw between her shyness and the impulse of her heart 
constitutes the principal charm of the novel.” 7 
2. RAJLAXMI (Srikanta) 
Srikanta, a memorable work by Saratchandra is a series of scattered memories. The novel covers a 
period of roughly 20 years in which Srikanta, the hero of the novel encounters various characters 
and situation. Rajlakshmi is the centre character of the novel who is forced into prostitution but 
whom later reclaims her life and love. She is beautiful, wealthy and charming and her idolization 
of Srikanta since childhood binds Srikanta in golden shackles.With reference to the role of 
Rajlakshmi in Srikanta, Prof. S.C. Sengupta has rightly observed 
, “Although Srikanta is the narrator of the epic novel and although the experiences recorded here 
all happen to him, Rajlakshmi and not Srikanta is the protagonist of the story.” 8 
It is the character of Rajlaxmi that illumines the entire story by its myriad-hued incandescence and 
suffuses it with tender pathos and bewitching sweetness. She is the sweetest, the most lovable and 
the best-known of Saratchandra's female characters. Rajlakshmi’s love for Srikanta is a many-
splendored, many hued abiding passion and is central to her character. It runs through her life like 
a thread and lends to it its chief motivation. 
The beginning of her love has .a touch of mythology or fairy tale about it. She fell in love with 
Srikanta when she was little more than a child and a fellow pupil at the village primary school. 
She used to make garlands of berries and throw them round Srikanta's neck. Srikanta initially 
attributed it to her girlish timidity but later, in retrospect, realized that it was something deeper. 
Even as a nine-year old child she had silently accepted him as her husband. Ever since then, she 
nurtured this love through all the vicissitudes of fortune. Instead of the years dimming its 
luminosity, it gained in depth and maturity as the years rolled by. 
When only nine years old, she was married, along with her elder sister, to an old Brahmin cook 
who was already married and had children and had one foot in grave. Just two days later he 
returned to his village and was never seen again. He had no physical intimacy with his child-
bride. Rajlakshmi became a widow when she was barely twelve years old. She too was believed 
to have died at Kashi which was not true. The rumour of her death was deliberately spread by her 
maternal uncle.  It was at Benares that she received her training in the art of music and dancing 
and became a professional dancer. 
It is as Pyari Bai, a glamorous singer and dancer from Patna that we first meet her at the camp of 
an old landowner classmate of Srikanta. Srikanta too was there as an honorable guest. When they 
are thus brought together, by pure accident, she is not surprised. It had been an article of faith with 
her that sooner or later she was bound to find him again though nothing seemed more far-fetched. 
The meeting, in her eyes, was ordained in fulfillment of her abiding love, something which simply 
had to happen. Though Srikanta fails to recognize her, for he had known her at school only as a 
plain, rickety, altogether unattractive fair--complexioned girl, Rajlakshmi recognizes him at once. 
As She says, 
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“If something happens to you, these princes and courtiers will not be of any help, it is I that will 
have to take care of you. You could not recognize me and now boast of your manliness before me. 
But I have a woman‘s heart. In your hour of trouble I cannot say that I do not recognize you.” 9 
How great her concern for Srikanta is clear from her moving appeal in her letter to him,  
“If not in times of happiness, think of me at least in moments of sorrow; this is my only prayer to 
you.” 10 
In the course of his wanderings, Srikanta falls critically ill at Arrah. Before losing consciousness 
he somehow manages to have a letter sent to Rajlakshmi at her Patna address. When the fever 
abates and he regains consciousness, it is Rajlakshmi whom he finds by his bedside. She takes 
him with her to Patna where she nurses him back to health. After he is sufficiently recovered from 
his illness, though still quite weak, Rajlakshmi is keen that he should leave at the earliest. She 
points out to him that her son, actually step-son, Banku often comes to Patna and may 
misinterpret his presence.How great and deep Rajlakshmi love for him is, Srikanta now knows. 
He realizes, 
 “A great love does not merely draw people close; it also has the power to push them apart and 
away. An ordinary love would not have allowed me to advance one step, even for my own good, 
out of that heaven of happiness and affection.” 11 
Srikanta tells her that he intends going to Burma in search of a decent job. He cannot accept her 
request to take her with him but promises to come back whenever summoned by her. 
“I will not take you with me, but I will come back whenever you send a message for me. 
Wherever I may live, I shall always be yours, Rajlakshmi.” 12 
One day in Burma, after many months of his stay there, Srikanta receives a letter from her praying 
to him to come as early as possible as she has to discuss many important things, with him. On his 
arrival he is lodged in a flat specially rented for them. On waking up from sleep Srikanta is 
pleasantly surprised to find Rajlakshmi sitting on the edge of the bed and wiping with the end of 
her sari beads of perspiration from his face and shoulder.  When Banku, her step son enters the 
room she is found fanning Srikanta who is taken aback at this change in her. There was a time 
when she had insisted on his leaving her house, though he was far from well, because she did not 
want her adopted son to see how intimate she was with him. Now she seemed to take pride in 
openly expressing her tender feelings for him. 
The latter two parts of the novel are of comparatively little interest. The third part is entirely taken 
up with their sojourn in Gangamati, a village which had been purchased by Rajlakshmi. Here she 
immerses herself into a rigorous course of penance to make her worthy of her beloved, to reduce 
to ashes the sinfulpast . She has, therefore, little time to attend to Srikanta personally. Srikanta, 
tired of his loneliness, disappears for, sometime more by accident than by design. She thinks that 
Srikanta had left in a huff. She says,  
“At least you should have understood that I did not have to make any sacrifice. The stone that 
people had put on my chest has been removed. All through my life I have loved you. I have 
received the recompense a hundred times on finding you.... My greatest sorrow is how you could 
ever think that I was so much intoxicated with the med desire for Punya that I could neglect you. 
Before leaving here, couldn't you think that to Rajlakshmi there is no gain weightier than having 
you?” 13 
The fourth part of Srikanta, though sentimentally sweet, is artistically the poorest. The conflict in 
Rajlakshmi is over. The Pyari Bai in her is dead for ever. A new Rajlakshmi, shorn of all 
defilement, pure in the body and purer in the spirit emerges and Srikanta’s joy is complete. He 
now loves Rajlakshmi more than ever, and feels that all these years he had an imperfect notion of 
her wonderful qualities. One may legitimately surmise that they lived happily ever after. 
Saratchandra, however, does not have the courage to show them as a married couple either 
through artistic timidity or lack of conviction in widow remarriage to death about his indifferent 
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health. She says with every justification to Srikanta, “No one has ever loved anyone in the world 
as much as your characterless Rajlakshmi loved you at the age of nine.” 14 
No less true is her assertion, 
 “If I had done even half of what I have done to win you, I would have probably attained God.” 15 
Srikanta may sometimes waver but she remains steadfast in her love and devotion.However, her 
love for Srikanta, although the most dominant trait in her character, does not sum it up 
completely, despite the fact it runs through all her life and lends it a purpose and unity. Her heart 
is a battleground of two warring forces—her love for Srikanta and her subservience to the moral 
code of a conventional Hindu society. She is a child-widow, widowed at the age of twelve, and 
this fact pursues her all through till the end, casting a thick shadow over her relations with 
Srikanta. She cannot marry him because she is shackled to a marriage which is a mockery. She 
was married at the age of nine years to an old Brahmin cook who did not know her physically, 
lived with her for a couple of days and died soon after. But according to the Hindushastras a 
marriage is marriage and cannot be annulled at will. Widow-remarriage, in Saratchandra's time, 
was unknown amongst the Hindus and did not have either religious or social sanction. Rajlakshmi 
cannot repudiate or defy the tradition. She and Srikanta are drawn to each other by ties of human 
love but such love has no social legitimacy. Nowhere in the novel is this iniquitous position 
presented more forcefully than when Srikanta, as he lies ill in his village home, introduces her as 
his wife to the doctor and the village elder, who withdraw their feet when Rajlakshmi on 
Srikanta's instruction tries to touch them. She sadly comments,  
“Why did you ask me to do it? It wasn’t needed. A widow remarried does not occupy a higher 
place than a prostitute---gets even a lower place.” 16 
Prof. Sengupta rightly says, 
 “One of the reasons for which she cannot be united to Srikanta is that as a Hindu widow, she 
cannot love him or any other man, but her passion for him is the most fundamental trait in her 
character; it is deeper than the wifely fidelity enjoined by religion. The conflict and interaction 
between these two forces that co-mingle like two powerful streams is part of the mystery of her 
soul.” 17 
Not only does her early widowhood pursue her relentlessly but her past occupation as a dancing 
girl also shadows her. There is a continuous tussle going on within her between Rajlakshmi and 
Pyari Bai. Srikanta refuses to touch her money because it is tainted money earned through her 
depraved profession. He prepares to leave her because he accuses her of her attachment to power 
and wealth that her profession gives her. She too considers herself unworthy of Srikanta because 
in the eyes of the world she is a 'fallen woman'. All her efforts are directed to one end, the 
complete annihilation of Pyari Bai in her. All her observances of fasts and rituals are meant to kill 
the impure in her, to wash off the stain of her ugly past and thus make her worthy of her love. She 
realizes in the depths of her soul, 
 “Although she has not defiled her body in the way of an ordinary woman of the town, she has 
used it to fascinate others. She is certain that her love is pure but she cannot make the same claim 
on behalf of herself.” 18 
As she herself says to Srikanta, “The hand that has forged documents cannot make a genuine deed 
of gift.”19 
There is another conflict too to which she is subject, but that is confined to the earlier stages of the 
novel only. There is a collision between the instinct of love and the instinct of maternal affection, 
although it is felt for a child not her own. 

But as has been said earlier, this phase lasts only for a short time. As she gains in 
confidence in her relations with Srikanta and is assured of Srikanta's love, the mother in her, so 
far as Banku is concerned, weakens. She has him married off, gifts her house at Patna to him and 
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establishes him separately. Later Srikanta learns from Ratan that the boy proved ungrateful and 
had begun to speak ill of her. The bond was broken and Rajlakshmi becomes a free bird again. 
Rajlakshmi is a traditional Hindu woman. The irony of her life, however, is that her love for 
Srikanta does not have the sanction of Hindu religion and Rajlakshmi is a profoundly religious 
woman, having full faith in God and his beneficence. As Prof. Indranath Madan observes, 
“Rajlakshmi is caught in a terrible conflict between tradition and revolution. She oscillates 
between love and duty, between the claims of the heart and the demands of society.” 20 
But this conflict brings out in her the limitless shades of love. There is a ceaseless effort at the 
reconciliation of the irreconcilables, in which the subtlest filaments of love are revealed. But 
whatever importance may be given to these forces pressing from the outside, the novelist 
illuminates the character from within. lt is the inner conflict and the inter-play amongst emotions 
equally fundamental that make the portrait a masterpiece. 
3. ACHALA (Grihadaha) 
Achala, the heroine ofGrihadaha, is by no means a very lovable character but she is the most 
fascinating of Saratchandra's heroines. In comparison to Rajlakshmi and Kiranmayee and she is 
considered to be the greatest creation of Saratchandra. Despite the fact his characters are wider 
spread and touch life at many more points, simple, Achala, on the other hand, is a very complex 
character made up of many under-currents that cause imbalances and quite often send out wrong 
signals. Speaking of Grihadaha, Prof. Sengupta rightly observes, 
 “In its heroine, Achala, there is an attempt at fathoming the mysterious depths of the human 
heart, at revealing the contradictions and intricacies of love, in which Saratchandra surpasses all 
his other endeavors and achievements.” 21 
Apparently, Grihadaha is the story of two friends, Mahim and Suresh who are diametrically 
opposed to each other in temperament. But, in essence, it is Achala who is at the centre of the 
story and provides the tension that holds the reader's attention in a painful grip. Both Mahim to 
whom she is betrothed and Suresh love Achala and she, too, in her turn is attached to both of 
them. Apart from the moral question involved, it is primarily a psychological problem. Is it 
possible for a woman to love two persons at the same time and be unaware of her feelings in 
respect of at least one of them? It is this mystery of a woman’s heart that the novel is concerned 
with and it is the divergent pulls operating in her heart that make her such a fascinating character. 
Achala is not an exceptionally beautiful girl but she has a charm of her own. She is, “charming, 
dark-complexioned and slim. Her cheeks chin, and forehead--her entire face is soft and beautiful. 
In her eyes there is a sparkle of confident intelligence.” 22 
Thus, it was her total personality and not individual features that cast a spell on the beholder. But 
this strength of character is perceptible only in the initial stage of the novel, thereafter it gives way 
to much uncertainty and lack of confidence in herself.Her love for Mahim seems to be too deeply 
entrenched to be shaken out of its moorings. Kedar Babu,  Achala’s father is heavily under debt. 
He is keen that Achala should marry Suresh, a wealthy young man rather than Mahim who is poor 
and makes do with a few tuitions.  She is in a fix; she has to choose between Mahim whom she 
loves and Suresh whom, at this stage she does not but who alone has the means to help her father 
out of an unpleasant situation. She wavers for some time but, in the end, she yields to the pressure 
of circumstances and agrees to marry Suresh. She tells,  
“I never disobey Babuji's orders. He has handed me over to you.” But she does not affirm her love 
for him. 
This, however, seems to be a temporary aberration. She soon regains her lost moorings. She says 
to Mahim with tears in her eyes, 
 “Why are you leaving me to be butchered by your butcher friend? What makes you hand me over 
to a person who can be so ungrateful to you?” 23 
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And then she herself pulls Mahim's right hand towards her and taking off her gold ring from her 
finger puts it on his. 
Achala is married to Mahim and they move to his village home. The day she enters her husband's 
home strains begin to develop between them. Achala finds the free and jolly nature of Mrinal, her 
uninhibited jesting vulgar and annoying. She gets suspicious of Mrinal's actual relation with 
Mahim when she comes to know that they used to live under the same roof-- her father and 
Mahim's were great friends--and that at one time there was every possibility of Mahim's marrying 
her. Her suspicions are reinforced by the fact that despite saying everyday that she had to go back 
home at the earliest to look after her ailing mother-in-law, she did-not seem too eager to go and 
delayed her departure on one pretext or the other. 
It was at this moment that Suresh, like e bolt from the blue, appeared to disturb whatever little 
peace there was.  Suresh persistently asks her if she were happy with Mahim. She in the end 
breaks down and, despite herself, blurts out, “Am I a stone, Suresh Babu?” 
. This almost amounts to a confession that she was not happy and regretted her marriage with 
Mahim. It is these wrong signals, sent out in moments of great agitation that ultimately lead to her 
tragedy. The same night the house is set on fire, an event from which the novel takes its title and 
which symbolically represents their marital happiness burning to ashes. The next evening, after 
bitter recriminations, Achala left with Suresh for her father’s home in Calcutta. 
Mahim, soon after the incident, falls seriously ill. He is taken by Suresh to his home in Calcutta. 
Mrinal, now a widow, accompanies them to nurse him. Achala is summoned to take over charge 
of her husband. She now admires Mrinal for her selfless service to her husband and suggests to 
Suresh that he should marry her. What surprises her--in fact she piqued is the reason he gives for 
not doing so. To this Godless man, who had, as she believes set fire to a friend's house and had his 
eyes on his friend's wife, Mrinal stood as the embodiment of the highest womanly virtue and he 
felt honoured to remain her ‘brother’. Achala asserts that she too could be a sati like Mrinal but 
how tall and ironical this boast proves, one realize only towards the end of the novel. She realizes 
her true status in the eyes of Suresh who seemed to use, by implication, the word ‘a sati’ for her. 
“Her whole soul cried out in heart-rending anguish.” 
Thus seen, Achala's is a very intricate character. Her heart is tormented by a fundamental 
perplexity of which she is herself but dimly conscious. She truly loves her husband whose calm, 
unruffled nature and equipoise in all circumstances she greatly respects and appreciates in the pre-
marital period but smitten by jealousy and baseless suspicion she views the same qualities after 
marriage as cold indifference to her. In sharp contrast to Mahim's deep emotions is Suresh’s 
impetuous, impulsive passion. Like all normal women, Achala, hungers for a more overt 
demostration of affection which is not forthcoming from Mahim. She is at once repelled by 
Suresh's treachery to Mahim and the savagery of his courtship but, as Prof. Sengupta says, 
 “She is overwhelmed by the elemental energy of a passion that is careless of all other 
considerations and reckless of consequence.” 24 
She is torn between her love for Mahim and the satanic ascination that Suresh exercises on her. As 
to her love for her husband we have the testimony of the dying Suresh, 
 “I am exceedingly sorry for only one thing. How greatly did Achala loved you (Mahim), I did not 
understand, nor did you, nor, for that matter, Achala herself.... I ruined such a beautiful thing.” 25 
It is further borne out by the fact that she took meticulous are in refusing to misguide either 
Rakshasi or Ram Babu about her relationship with Suresh. How, then, is one to explain her fall 
from grace? She is not promiscuous like Kiranmayee or acts by trusting mere instinct as Kamal 
does almost on a principle. 
“Achala's responses,” as Umashankar Joshi points out, “come from a more complex nature and 
appear....plausible, being reinforced by psychological and circumstantial factors.” 26 
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Achala was brought up in the free atmosphere of a Brahmo family. She has not shed all traditional 
Hindu values but is still modern enough to choose the way of her life and take crucial decisions 
pertaining to her worldly as well as inner life. She is intellectually well-equipped to think for 
herself. Sarat Babu shows with his characteristic subtlety that she had been thinking about Suresh 
even before she had actually met him. She had learnt from Mahim that Suresh had twice saved his 
life, and that he was opposed to his marriage to a Brahmo girl. She is, later, impressed by Suresh’s 
heroism in risking his life for others--his reckless passion is matched only by his boundless 
compassion. She feels almost flattered that he had left home only because of the frustration he met 
with regard to her. She, along with her father, is invited by him to pay a visit to his house, before 
her marriage with Mahim takes place there. Her ego is gratified to learn from Suresh’s aunt how 
the rich house missed the ownerless that Suresh had promised but could not bring. Achala had no 
difficulty in guessing who that bride-to-be was. Mr. Uma Shankar Joshi is right when he 
comments, 
“As she finds that it is impossible to marry him, she also realizes that it is equally impossible to 
ignore him, to forget him. This is the tragic predicament which is responsible for her undoing.” 27 
Her situation is further compounded by the fact that her bringing up in a social climate, conducive 
to hedonism rather than the spirit of self-sacrifice exposes her all the more to Suresh's status. She 
is not avaricious like her father, but at the same time is not blind to Suresh's wealth either. At 
Dihri, she alights from the horse-carriage specially bought for her by Suresh laden with gold and 
jewellery. It is, again, the dying Suresh how hints at this weakness in her character, when he says 
to Mahim, 
 “Her love got so much baffled because of your poverty...”28 
It may be remembered, in this connection, that she could even toy with the idea of marrying 
Suresh in case she became a widow. She could not dismiss all this show of prosperity as ‘nothing’ 
or by saying ‘I don’t need it’. 
To this has to be added a more basic urge, an emotional urge to respond to his passionate reckless 
love for her. Was it just an emotional urge or a more compelling biological urge for sexual 
gratification too, is left unanswered? As Prof. Sengupta aptly comments, “Achala only half 
understands the forces that torture her soul... Achala's love is subject to an inherent contradiction. 
She is in the grip of a duality that is a part of the riddle of life.” 29 
Indranath Madan, too, rightly observes, “hers is a tragedy of a divided personality.” But he strays 
far afield when he holds that 
, “She must have argued with herself that the social law was silly. She should be able to marry 
both since she loved both of them.” 30 

 He speaks of her elopement when he should have spoken of her abduction by Suresh. 
4. BHARATI (Pather Dabi ) 
Another of Saratchara's non-Hindu heroines and one, who has little or no roots in India, is Bharati. 
She is a Bengali Hindu girl brought up as a Christian in an Anglicized home. She falls in love 
with Apurba, a fellow-hoarder who is an orthodoxHindu. Bharati is drawn to him by his childlike 
simplicity and helplessness, one may say, by his utter dependence on her. On Apurba’s saying, 
 “My mother is not here. What will you do on my falling ill? In that case, you will have to stay 
here.”31 
 Bharati asks if his friend Talwalkar won't do. Apurba emphatically says, 
 “No, this can never happen. Either you or my mother. I will not survive if I don’t get either of 
you. If I catch small pox don’t you ever forget it? ” 32 
This may not be the beginning of her love for Apurba but is the first clear manifestation of 
it.Many days pass before they meet again.  Bharati has taken the job of a teacher and was working 
as Secretary of an organization called ‘Pather Dabi’. Its objective was to teach men to assert their 
right to walk fearlessly on the path of humanity, brushing aside all kinds of obstacles on the way. 
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Bharati induces Apurba to enroll himself as one of its members. It is here that Apurba makes 
acquaintance of Sabyasachi popularly known as Doctor, the revolutionary hero of the novel. 
Bharati and Apurba are drawn close to each other.  She feels thrilled when Apurba, with heart-felt 
admiration, compliments her, 
 “I have seen many women--but I haven't seen any one with your all-observing and caring eye. I 
am speaking the truth; people in the house in which you will be the mistress, will spend their lives 
with their eyes closed and will not have to face any trouble.” 33 
Apurba expresses a doubt that there may not be any girl from high class Brahmin family willing to 
marry him just to serve his mother and be with her always. Bharati quietly comments, 
 “It is not true, that there is altogether no such girl. Even if not belonging to a decent Brahmin 
family, there may possible be one who can sacrifice herself completely for your sake. But how 
will you find her?” 34 
And when Apurba asks who would look after his mother if, by chance, she comes down to Burma, 
Bharati, without a moment’s hesitation, says, “I will.” There could not be a more articulate 
expression of love on the part of a girl. But Apurba likes her, admires her, has great affection for 
her, feels grateful to her for what she did for him  but is not in love with her. Being an orthodox 
Hindu and very much his mother’s child he could not, even in his wildest imagination, entertain 
the possibility of a marriage with a Christian girl.And yet such is the heart of a woman that she 
cannot forget him. She says to Sabyasachi, “Apurba babu also could not love me but I could. It is 
my loving him that alone has meaning. If the wasp doesn’t have the capability to collect honey, 
whom should I quarrel with? But today I tell you, if there is a god who makes the world dance to 
his tune, he will have to bring Apurba babu and deliver him to just to repay the price of the 
overpowering love in a woman's heart.”35 
In the end Apurba decides to devote his time, energy and resources in the service of the people of 
Indie by opening schools in the countryside and Bharati assures him of her cooperation in this 
noble effort. 
In the end of the novel Bharati rejects Sabyasachi cult of violence. She refuses to accept that 
bloodshed is the only means to achieve freedom 
 “Can bloodshed alone be the answer to bloodshed? After all, answer to bloodshed you get 
nothing but more bloodshed.” 36 

  She believes not in destruction but in construction, in social service. She prefers to work among 
the poor, helpless, illiterate peasants and farm labour. It is to this end that she agrees to join and 
assist Apurba in setting up and running schools in villages in Bengal. She makes a complete break 
from Path Dabi, saying to Sabyasachi, 

“I had never thought that your right of road would lead to such a sinful path.”37 
And she avers further, “I know it for certain that the path of your ruthless, cruel destruction can do 
no good. My path of love, my path of compassion, my path of faith that alone is noble, that alone 
is true.” 38 
Here Bharati stands nearer to the Gandhian ideal of non-violence and freedom from hate, of 
forgiveness and love even for the enemy. 
Bharati is richly emotional but also knows how to keep her emotions in check. She is not deficient 
in intellectual sharpness and by her well-thought out and reasoned arguments she can disarm even 
Sabyasachi. She refuses to accept that just because paths and faiths are separate and different, they 
are exclusive. There can be more than one way to truth and all of them equally true and valid this 
large-heartedness. This tolerance of the opponent’s view is a distinguishing characteristic of 
Bharati and renders her so adorable. 
. LALITA (Parineeta) 

Set in early twentieth century Kolkata, Parineeta is the unforgettable story of a child-woman’s 
intense and bittersweet romance...It is a beautiful love story that tugs our hearts strings. It is a 
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novel of social protest which explores the issues of that time period related to love class and 
religion. The story centers around a poor thirteen-year-old orphan girl, Lalita, who lives with the 
family of her uncle Gurucharan. The 13-year-old Lalita is resigned to her fate and she is mature 
beyond her years. When her uncle’s wife falls ill she efficiently takes over the household 
responsibilities. We can describe her as a child without childhood. As Reeta Banerji comments, 

“Lalita, the character, comes across not like a person but a piece of furniture. Her uncle, 
Shekhar and all the other male characters in the novel ponder over questions like, Where 
can she be put? What is to be done with her? Who will take charge of her? Who can she be 
married to? Which house can she be moved to next?  And this is exactly how girls and women are 
viewed in India even today. It is as if to be female is to be a non-entity – with no voice, 
opinions and choices. Her life is not hers to decide what to do with. She does not decide who she 
wants to be or not be, what she wants to do or not do, and where she wants to go or not go”. 39 

Gurucharan has five daughters, and the expense of paying for their weddings has impoverished 
him. He is forced to take a loan from his neighbor, Nabin Roy, by mortgaging a plot of land with 
him. The two neighboring families share a very cordial relationship, although Nabin Roy does 
covet Gurucharan's mortgaged plot. Nabin Roy's wife, Bhuvaneshwari, dotes on the orphan Lalita 
and showers love upon her; the latter reciprocates even to the extent of addressing Bhuvaneshwari 
as 'maa' (mother). Roy's younger son Shekharnath (Shekhar), a 25-26 year old man, lately turned 
attorney, has a joking, bantering relationship with Lalita, his mother's protégée. The young girl 
adores him like her mentor, and for some strange reasons, ratifies and accepts his possessive 
attitude towards her. 

With the advent of a supportive Girin in Lalita's life, a certain jealousy transpired within Shekhar 
which tended to moderate Lalita's increasing associations with Girin who has now extended his 
helping hand to Gurucharan's finances and also assisted him in finding a match for Lalita. These 
situations seemed to stir the instinctual passions of Shekhar and somewhat Lalita for each other 
and one evening before Shekhar's tour to the west, Lalita, while helping Shekhar to get dressed, 
playfully places a garland around Shekhar’s neck. She secretly gets married with a dramatic 
exchange of garlands formed of marigolds. But a newly married Lalita had to conceal herself in 
the veil of her spinsterhood as her uncle Gurucharan quits his fight with the law and orders of 
Hindu society and embraces Brahmanism inspired from the angelic words of Girin. The society 
abandons them and the same is followed by Shekhar towards Lalita upon his return (though mixed 
with covetousness over Girin’s influence on her family). His jeopardizes in introducing his wife 
amidst the society because of the differences in wealth, religion and more importantly due to 
marrying an under-aged woman made him harsh and arrogant towards Lalita who, drowned in 
agony, decides to accompany her family to Munger as a means of healing her psychologically 
tormented uncle anguished by the sense of isolation. Girin aided them all through his journey to 
which Gurucharan had his dying wish of marrying his daughter (suggestively indicated to his 
niece Lalita) which Girin accepts wholeheartedly. 

Years pass with the passing of both Gurucharan and Nabin Roy and an eighteen year old Lalita 
visits her old place one last time for the sake of selling Gurucharan house to Nabin Roy's heirs 
since the deceased desired the plot for a long time. Shekhar has his marriage fixed in a week but 
Lalita's advent questions him over his real wishes but he has heard of Girin’s promise to marry 
Lalita which must have been fulfilled by now. Tables turn as Girin visits Shekhar with the legal 
documents of Gurucharan's plot and amidst the conversation reveals that he indeed became 
Gurucharan's son-in-law as per his promise but never married Lalita but married her cousin 
Annakali upon her suggestion as Lalita claimed herself to be already married. Shockingly pleased 
by this, Shekhar regains himself and realizing his love for Lalita goes to his mother and confesses 
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about his marriage with Lalita. The novel ends with consent for this marriage a declaration of 
union for Shekhar and Lalita. 

The novel essentially speaks about the powerful society we are living in. The society is powerful 
than the individual. But the traditions in India, the customs , the family systems we developed and 
love to continue are all more powerful than an individual but more particularly a gigantic task for 
a women to defeat this. Sarat Chandra always sympathized with women who are ''bonded'' and 
mired deep in our strong traditions and values. 

Some criticize Sarat Chandra and particularly his novel 'Parineeta' by saying that he was 
influenced by western religions that 'sex is a sin', while a Hindu society do not believe sex 
essentially as a sin. The truth is (they say) sex is not a sin for a Hindu. And Sharat simply brought 
this so called ''Puritanism'' into his novels and particularly more in to Parineeta. 
Conclusion 
Saratchandra's greatest artistic achievement lies in his delineation of forbidden love, love which 
does not have the sanction either of religion or society. This generally relates to love cherished in 
their hearts, often unconsciously by widows to whom it was taboo. The tragedy, in their case, was 
heightened by the fact that many of them had lost their husbands when they were little more than 
children and had scarcely known their old decrepit husbands. Under the social law then obtaining, 
they were required to observe celibacy all their life. Nature, however, cannot be suppressed for 
long. Love would enter their soul with noiseless steps. It would rise spontaneously and possess 
them but would never sweep them off their feet. It has depth rather than turbulence; serenity 
rather than stormy passion. Saratchandra's heroines feel intensely and suffer intensely, for by the 
very nature of it, their love can seldom achieve consummation in a union with lovers. It is bound 
to end in frustration as it could never win the sanction of society. There are a few exceptions no 
doubt. In Chhabi, Parineeta and Datta it does achieve fulfillment and is suffused with a delightful 
sweetness for it is not forbidden love has the sanction of both religion and society. 
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Abstract  

Baddam Yella Reddy was an Indian communist politician and forefront leader of 
Telangana. He was one of the prominent leaders in the Telangana armed struggle against 
the Nizam regime. Yella Reddy became influenced by the socialist ideas of Jawaharlal 
Nehru, he belonged to the more militant sector in the Andhra Maha Sabha, that deplored 
the non-confrontational policies of the leadership of the organization. This tendency 
became attracted to communism in the late 1930s. Yella Reddy took part in the 1938 
satyagrah, he was amongst those jailed during the protest campaign. In 1939 
the Communist Party of India established its organization in the Hyderabad State, 
Baddam Yella Reddy worked with D. V. Rao and Raavi Narayana Reddy in building 
grassroot networks of the party in the region. From 1941 Yella Reddy's communist 
group came to dominate the Andhra Maha Sabha. Yella Reddy became the general 
secretary of the Andhra Maha Sabha. Under Yella Reddy's leadership the Andhra Maha 
Sabha moved from being a liberal organization into a militant anti-Nizam united front. 
Baddam Yella Reddy  was not merely concerned with political activities only. He also 
took a keen interest  in the upliftment of weaker sections of the society. He organized 
Harijan Sevak  Sangh as well as several other forums to work for improvement in the 
living conditions of the Harijans and other weaker sections of Hyderabad State. his 
research paper to be discussed about the Role of Baddam Yella Reddy in Leftist 
Movement in Telangana – A study. 
Key Words:  Leftist Movement, Armed Struggle, Nizam Era, Bhagela System, 
 Agrarian Relations, Communist Party of India, Forefront leadership. 
 
Statement of the Problem 
 

“Men Make their Own history”.  
 

---Karl Marx 
 
 The historical biographical research studies of revolutionary leaders have an important 
place in the field of research. For they yield deeper insight of a given time. What they 
have said and done. The decisions they took the way this faced the various situations 
and overcome the pulls and pressures. Biographical research also light on major events 
contributions and development that have to be taken place during the period of the given 
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study. Baddam Yella Reddy was born in the year 1906 at Galipally Village, Siricilla 
Taluqa, yet present this village is in (Ellanthakunta Mandal of) Karimnagar, District.  
His father and mother was Hanmantha Reddy  and Lachamma. He was belongs to 
middle class agricultural peasant family. 

Yella Reddy became influenced by the socialist ideas of Jawaharlal Nehru, he 
belonged to the more militant sector in the Andhra Maha Sabha, that deplored the non-
confrontational policies of the leadership of the organization. This tendency became 
increasingly attracted to communism in the late 1930s. Yella Reddy took part in the 
1938 satyagrah, he was amongst those jailed during the protest campaign. In 1939 
the Communist Party of Indiaestablished its organization in the Hyderabad State, 
Baddam Yella Reddy worked closely with D.V. Rao and Raavi Narayana Reddy in 
building grossroot networks of the party in the region.  

Baddam Yella Reddy was an Indian communist politician from Telangana. He 
was one of the prominent leaders in the Telangana armed struggle against 
the Nizam regime. Yella Reddy became influenced by the socialist ideas of Jawaharlal 
Nehru, he belonged to the more militant sector in the Andhra Maha Sabha, that deplored 
the non-confrontational policies of the leadership of the organization. This tendency 
became attracted to communism in the late 1930s. Yella Reddy took part in the 1938 
satyagrah, he was amongst those jailed during the protest campaign. In 1939 
the Communist Party of India established its organization in theHyderabad State, 
Baddam Yella Reddy worked with D. V. Rao and Raavi Narayana Reddy in building 
grassroot networks of the party in the region. From 1941 Yella Reddy's communist 
group came to dominate the Andhra Maha Sabha. Yella Reddy became the general 
secretary of the Andhra Maha Sabha. Under Yella Reddy's leadership the Andhra Maha 
Sabha moved from being a liberal organization into a militant anti-Nizam united front. 
 
Rural Life in Telangana 

 
The following agrarian classes may be identified in the rural Telangana. 

Telangana as well as  the same feudal atrocities and agrarian relations to the prevailed in 
the North Telangana, Karimnagar District. All these features to be understood to be 
known social equations in Telangana and as well as the leaders including Baddam Yella 
Reddy came out to the forefront of the Telangana Movement.  
 
Landlords: These were the most dominant section of the village. These lords were 
having more land holdings than all others in a village. The big land lords had huge land 
holdings scattered at different places, but whereas the small landlords bad a very few 
acres of land holdings limited to a particular village. Most of the feudal lords confined to 
a particular village which was deemed to be his official headquarters. His residence in 
that village known as "Ghadi", the nodal point of administration. The big land lords 
were Jagirdars, Mukthadars, Deshmukhs and small land lords were patels and 
patwaries. All the people belonged to different castes were to render their services to 
the, lords with or without nominal wages. The villagers provided all the essentials 
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compulsory to the feudal lords on demand. Most of the land lords illegally occupied 
lands of the poor and ultimately became owners. 

 
Rich peasants: These were the farmers having more agricultural lands and income. 
They work along with palerus (servant to look after the farming) and agricultural 
labourers in their fields. Due to the involvement of rich peasant in the fields they made 
the labourers to  work hard in their fields. They used to lend their surplus grain on 
Nagulu and even the cash for interest to the poor and the needy. Thus they increased 
their income and purchased lands and they became rich. But they led a simple life. They 
were not accustomed to tea or coffee or any such drinks. Except the traditional dishes 
prepared on festive occasions they had simple food habits. They used to wear the cotton 
handloom, course clothes, many of them did not wear the shirts. They were also 
exploited by the feudal lords with their power. Feudal lords created many hurdless for 
them, while they were purchasing the agricultural lands and mortgaging the lands of the 
debtors. They were compelled to par (provide Nazaranas as) Mamullu (Habta) and even 
sometimes share in their agricultural product. Sometimes they spent some amount out of 
their incomes for favour of the feudal lords. Though they internally hesitated and 
opposed the lords but never openly revolted any time against them. They always 
compromised with the lords for their existence. The feudal lords were inaccessible for 
all but whereas the rich peasants maintained cordial relationships with all the farmers, 
agricultural labourers and even with every villager. 

 
Among certain castes of the rich peasants all most all women worked in 

agricultural fields and in some castes stayed in their houses to look after domestic works 
and other economic operations like dairy, poultry farms and lending business to raise the 
families income. Certain rich farmers who were having both wet and dry lands, reared 
cattle and harvested chilli, tobacco and other commercial crops etc., Generally these 
people stationed in their own fields day and nights during the days of the farming their 
lunch was brought by their ladies from their houses called "Saddimuta" some people 
constructed pucca houses or thatched huts in their fields and stayed for ever with their 
families there only. A group of such few houses of the rich farmers is called Glidem 
(Hamlet). These farmers having black soils and irrigation facilities used to go to the 
fields at dawn and return to house at dusk, after finishing the farm work of that day. 
Ordinary peasants:  The entire family members were hard workers. They worked day 
and night in their agricultural fields. They were unable to educate their children, hence 
all the children and other dependents were compelled to work in the agricultural fields. 
Instead of engaging agricultural labourers on wages his entire family members usually 
did all the works pertaining to their own fields except at the times of the transplantation. 
But they engaged a child labourers for grazing their cattle for a period of one year by 
providing food for them. The frequent droughts, prolonged sickness, less agricultural 
output, exploitation by fetidal lords,  patels, patwaries and made them overburden with 
loans, which made them bankrupt and deprived of their lands, and became tenants.Joint 
family system was more useful to middle peasants. They cultivate the commercial crops 
and maintained cattle even though they had marginal land. Some of the middle peasants 
became rich when they had good crops for three or four years continuously. Most of the 
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middle peasants were degraded to the status of poor farmers due to uneconomic 
landholdings. 
 
Poor peasants:  The farmers having very small land holdings which is in fact not 
sufficient for their livelihood, compelled to do agricultural works in other fields on 
wages were called poor peasants. In addition to farming of their own lands, they 
undertook the farming of other agricultural holdings as tenants to get more income. 
They were also exploited and harassed by the feudal lords and by other rich peasants 
taking advantage of their financial needs. Due to lack of investment they leftout their 
agricultural fields barren and worked in other fields on daily wages.They were forced to 
work in the agricultural fields of feudal lords and other high caste people of the village 
with top priority in preference to their own agricultural works. As a result the ripen 
crops of the poor peasants were neither protected nor cut off at the appropriate time, 
putting them in financial doldrums. The output of the agricultural production, especially 
of the food grains were insufficient to eat hence they took the grains on Nagulu and 
money at high interest rate and became defaulters and lost their lands lost their cattle etc. 
Lack of irrigation facilities fields, lack of cattle, lack of fertilizers, lack of quality seeds 
and lack of investment made them poorer and poorer. The aggravated economical 
conditions turned them to be tenants or labourers throughout, and some left for towns 
like Hyderabad or Vijayawada or Madras. or Bombay (Mumbai) some others to 
Singareni coal mines and other to potential areas in guest of employment. 
 
Tenants: The tenants were  mostly poor farmers and the yieldings were very less. But 
they continued on the same field for a long time and they worked day in and day out to 
increase the output. But due to lack of irrigation facilities their efforts were not yielding 
expected returns. Even though the crops failed they had to pay the full rent to the 
landlord.The rate of tenancy varied from place to place on the basis of fertility of the 
land. It. was 50 to 100 rupees per acre for wet land and 5 to 10 rupees or little more for 
dry lands. For short period tenancy amount is more than the tenancy amount period in 
the form of Mukta of  4 to 8 bags of paddy per acre. Some times the expenditure 
incurred for cultivation was borne equally by both the tenant and the owner inturn the 
owner would get 50 percent of the produce of the harvest. for the lands irrigated under 
wells one part of the produce was to the owner as tenancy and the two parts to the 
tenant. But the entire expenditure of the cultivation was born by the farmer alone. After 
harvesting the trend of prices of the agricultural products were generally very low in the 
market.Some of the land owners exploited their tenants by all ways for example 
Gummadavally was a village near by a Jangaon of Erstwhile Nalgonda district. In this 
village about 75 percent of the land holdings belonged to the feudal lords and other 
village officers and 25 percent to the poor peasants. The land owners who leased their 
lands never pay the land revenue from their pocket. The official of the Tahasil office 
instead of collecting the revenue from the owners, they collected the amount from the 
tenants. Whenever tenants failed to pay the revenue, their cattles were forcibly taken 
away by the revenue officials. Tenants were exploited by the owners with their influence 
and power. 
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Agricultural labourers: The poor farmers in possession of very small land holdings 
like half to one acre steadly bankrufted due to over burdened dues and exploitation, 
resuited them to become agricultural labourers. They thrived their life throughout 
rendering service particularly to the land lords and other influenced personalities of the 
village for meagre wage. Some times they were paid only 20 seers of inferior paddy per 
month or 10 seers Jawar or Bajra in the backward areas. In developed areas 4 annas and 
40 seers of inferior paddy was paid per month and in addition, per annum they were 
provided with a pair of chappales and some quantity of grains and a woolen blanket to 
those who put in two to three years of service. In Huzurnagar areas they were provided 
daily with stomach full meal and also, paid 2 hundred to 6 hundred rupees per annum. 
Thus who were getting such type pay had to work hours together for a long stretch. In 
some other area the work done by 2 to 3 labourers, but in Huzurnagar area that work 
must be done by a single labourer. Thus, they were exploited by the owners. 

 
In 1936 Government of Nizam proclamated an act for the welfare of the 

agricultural labourers but however it was not implemented in total due to 
highhandedness of hierarchy. The salient features of the act were that  

 
1. The agricultural labourers should be employed for a period of one year  
2. The rate of interest on the loans taken by the agricultural labourers should not 

exceeded 6 percent  
3.  The agricultural labour should be limited to do only the works related to 

agriculture and domestic works of the employee (Vetti). 
 
Atrocities and Exploitations by Feudal Landlords  
 

All the Doras led a luxurious life. The expenditure incurred not only to 
celebrate the marriages, festivals and other functions held on auspicious days and 
funeral expenses were also borne by the people. Whenever the Dora wanted to build 
houses, the construction materials like, stones, bricks, lime, wood etc., were supplied 
freely by the villagers. The doras never used to pay the charges to the cartpullers, who 
brought the materials. The wages of the masons, carpenter the other skilled persons 
engaged in the construction work were borne by the villagers. But the unskilled 
labourers had to work either free or for meager wages. 

 
Some of the landlords were also engaged in money lending business and 

exploited the villagers by charging exorbitant interests. The rate of interest ranged from 
0.50 paise to 0.95 paise per hundred rupees per annum depending on the size of the 
amount borrowed by business people and the other such people. But the rate of interest 
for the poor borrower ranged between Re.1/- and Rs.5/-. The women of harem were also 
engaged in money lending business. All the Doras recruited rowdies whose main duty 
was to collect money by hook or crock from the villagers. The number of rowdies of the 
Doras varied according to the status of the Dora. Generally one or two or even scores 
were employed and paid some share out of their collections. These persons were very 
helpful, faithful to their masters but they were Ghosts in the eyes of the public. 
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The Doras patronized goondas in the villages. They were also known to 

maintain dacoit gangs, like pindaries to rob the travelling public, with the support of 
village officers. The dacoit gangs used to handover the looted amount to the landlords. 
Doras used to give a part of the looted property to dacoit gangs as their remuneration. 
The Deshmukhs and landlords exploited the public in many. ways like tenant 
exploitation, Nagu jhutti and gadem etc. The normal rate of interest charged was Rs.5/-
per hundred. Taking the undue advantage of the illiteracy of the villagers, the money 
lenders manipulated the promissory notes by writing more amounts than actually 
borrowed in the promissory notes. The interest was calculated annually and the interest 
was added to the principle amount and a fresh promissory note used to be taken from the 
borrower. As most of the borrowers were small farmers or labourers they used to pay the 
loan in the form of agriculture produce. Even at that time also, the money lender tried to 
exploit the borrower by fixing his own price for the produce. Usually the money lenders 
never returned the promissory notes to the borrowers even after the complete repayment 
of the loan. If any borrower revolted. against the money lender, these promissory notes 
were shown to threaten him. 

 
During the period of Depression (1930-33) the lands of the poor village farmers 

were grabbed by feudal lords illegally. During plantation period, land lords, Deshmukhs 
etc. lent money to poor farmers on higher rates of interest. Failure of rains, damaged the 
crops rendering the farmers penny less. Taking undue advantage of their economic 
helplessness, the landlords took away the lands forcibly rendering them landless. The 
landlords who leased their lands to tenants, used to get many nazaranas in many ways 
from them. They never provided ploughs and other farming facilities to the farmers but 
frequently enhanced the land rent indiscriminately and the farmers who could not remit 
the land rent, were replaced. 

 
The sikham lands and vast waste lands (Banjar lands), the lands under water 

tanks, lower lands and ponds were occupied illegally by feudal lords of the village. 
When the tanks and ponds became dry, they used to lease them out to Telaga caste 
people for growing Bengalgram and misappropriated the collected land rents. They 
never remitted the actually collected land revenue to the Government and embezzled 
some of the amount. The water tanks and ponds were leased to Telaga people for 
fishing. The income coming out of it went into the pockets of Deshmukhs. The trees, 
fruit bearing trees etc. growing in Government lands, kuntas, tanks and also in the fields 
and houses belonging to villagers were the sole property of Deshmukhs. The villagers 
had no right to fell them or to pick the fruits without their permission. If any villager 
violated these unofficial rules, he was punished not only with a fine but also put to 
physical torture. There used to be pens in every village where the cattles which entered 
other's field's were put in. The owner of the cattle had to pay fine of two to three rupees 
to the feudal lords for release of their cattle. The income got from the pens was never 
remitted to the Government account. Every Deshmukh and feudal lord of a village 
continued his dominance and maintained law and order by adopting various crooked 
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methods through his agents. The agents were of four categories. There are 1. Goondas, 
2. Police Stations, 3. Advocates, 4. Government officials. 
 

There are innumerable instances of atrocities and exploitation on the have nots 
and downtrodden by the haves and high caste people. The poor man never were good 
"Dhothi". The women folk never combed their hair properly and the Scheduled castes 
took out the chappals from their feet and carried them in their hands whenever they 
passed by the house of high caste people of the village. In villages, the lords were the 
uncrowned kings. The rules, self framed by them were not found any where in the 
constitution. The head of a particular caste had control over entire people of his caste 
and his life was full of pomp and vanity. The land lords never tolerated other persons. 
The sight of big houses built by other people of the village, people wearing good and 
neat dresses, people passing by in front of their homes with open umbrella's made their 
hearts burn with anger. 

 
All the above Telangana geographical atmosphere and various gross roots 

structure agrarian  relations has been influenced to emergence as a Communist to 
Baddam Yealla Reddy. He  one of the key leaders of the Telangana armed struggle. As 
the Nizam declared Hyderabad as an independent state in September 1947 Baddam 
Yella Reddy was one of the signatories of a joint declaration of the Communist Party, 
Andhra Maha Sabha and the All Hyderabad Trade Union Congress calling for armed 
struggle against the Nizam's rule and for the integration of Hyderabad in the Indian 
Union; the Telangana rebellion was one of the largest armed peasant uprisings in 
modern India, which lasted until 1951. Yella Reddy served as secretary of the Telangana 
Provincial Committee of the Communist Party of India and was a member of the 
secretariat of the Vishalandhra Provincial Committee of the CPI. In the first 
parliamentary elections in independent India Yella Reddy was elected to the Lok 
Sabha in 1951 from Karimnagar as a People's Democratic Front candidate, defeating 
theIndian National Congress candidate P. V. Narasimha Rao. In 1956 he became 
a Central Committee member of CPI. In 1958 he won a by-election to the Andhra 
Pradesh Legislative Assembly in the Buggaram constituency. 

As CPI went through a major split in 1964, Baddam Yella Reddy joined 
the dissident Communist Party of India. He was the sole prominent CPI leader in 
Karimnagar district to do so. However, he only stayed in the CPI for three months 
before returning to CPI. In 1972 he won the Indurthi seat in the Andhra Pradesh 
Legislative Assembly elections. 
Ideological Changes 

In the ideological sequence Baddam Yella Reddy considered that Gandhiji’s 
emphasis on morality in action was needed by all activists especially the Communists 
who generally thought not of the best way to reach their goal but what seemed to be the 
quickest way of so doing. In his view, this was one of the main reasons for the grave 
setback suffered by the Communists all over the world. At the same time his opinion 
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was that the communist philosophy and methodology combined the highest idealism and 
strictest scientific approach to an understanding of society as well as the way to change 
it. That grave and damaging mistakes were committed by the Communists in India and 
elsewhere he readily admitted. But he stressed two other points in this regard. First of 
all, the Communists had pioneered in fighting national injustice and social exploitation 
and in organising the toiling people. Apart from the macro examples of the Russian, 
Chinese and Vietnamese revolutions as well as contributions to the Indian revolution 
made by the CPI, there was the micro but important emphasis of the new inspiration and 
impulses imparted, by the Communists, to language and culture. In Andhra Pradesh 
Telugu and Urdu language and literature were transformed by the Communists as well 
as traditional folk forms like the Burma Katha were revived and given a new content. 
Second, the philosophy and method of Marxism-Leninism provided a worldview and 
standpoint that was matchless. It gave purpose to life and opened up nature and history 
to national scrutiny in an unparalleled manner. It made possible greater sovereignty and 
power for man. It helped one to both interpret and change the world. Of course, there 
was sectarian abuse of the strength of Marxism-Leninism. The contributions and 
insights of other philosophies were disregarded. The need for learning from new 
experiences and fresh knowledge was derived. Above all, what Lenin emphasised that 
truth was always concrete or Mao Zedong stressed that one had to seek truth from 
concrete facts tended to be ignored. Additionally, of course, there was the dogmatic and 
authoritarian influence of Stalinism. The latter was particularly strong in the CPI as well 
as in the subsequent breakaway formations from it since most of its leaders identified 
Marxsian-Leninism with Stalinism. Only P.C. Joshi and S.A. Dange were original 
thinkers who had their roots in Indian thought and the national revolution. To the end he 
retained his historic optimism that Marxism-Leninism would become again what it had 
been and at the same time reinforce itself by new truths and closer integration with the 
thought systems of the great civilisations of the past. 

Emergency as a Revolutionary 

Baddam Yella Reddy was, of course, a passionate thinker. He was equally a 
leader of revolution. In fact, history will place him among the great makers of our 
national revolution. He tried hard and even up to the last years of his life to make the 
CPI ally with the Congress while retaining its identity. And its critical approach to such 
policies and actions of the Congress which it considered wrong. He wanted the CPI to 
boldly experiment and function as a pathfinder as it had done in the 1920 and then again 
in the mid-1930s. He wanted it, of course, to avoid the wrong understanding of 
internationalism which led it to oppose the 1942 August Revolution. But he was proud 
of the fact that it was in this period that the CPI, under the dynamic leadership of P.C. 
Joshi, became a nationwide organisation. It was in those years that the CPI published 
journals in all the Indian languages in which serious political, economic and natural 
scientific topics were discussed, internal developments were featured and analysed. 
Literature, too, was brought out in all these languages. The basic works of Marx Engles, 
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Lenin and Stalin were translated in all major Indian languages. Prominent cultural 
personalities, including scientists, either joined the CPI or became its friends. P.C. Joshi 
corresponded with Mahatma Gandhi in which he termed him the “nation’s father” while 
the latter, even while disagreeing with the CPI’s ‘people’s war’ strategy, expressed his 
admiration for the Party. Sarojini Naidu, C. Rajagopalachary, B.C. Roy were among 
those who had affection and love for the Communists despite their errors. Baddam Yella 
Reddy’s life was a glorious tragedy. He lived his ideals and he lived for his ideals. 
Neither the ideals let down the man nor the man the ideals. He accomplished much. He 
left a rich heritage of ideas and deeds. Yet he could have done much more. He was let 
down by companions he never forsook but who found him and his fame inconvenient in 
his last four decades. 

This is one of the reasons why what can best be described as fragments of an 
autobiography should be carefully read and made known what stands out about Baddam 
Yella Reddy’s consistency and adhering to the truth as he saw it. It began with the start 
that he made. Personally there was no reason for him to give up the life of cultured ease 
that his birth entitled him to. Within the life of comfort he could also have done political 
work and made his contribution to the political activity of the Hyderabad State. 

As a Warrior and Patriot of Telangana. 

There were two reasons which made him do otherwise. One was his passion for 
the freedom of India. The other was his passion for justice and equality. It was the 
contribution of these two passions that drew him to being a leader of the Congress in the 
erstwhile State of Hyderabad with Gandhiji as his chief inspiration. It was the further 
pressure of the same two passions that brought him into the communist movement and 
Communist Party. Baddam Yella Reddy stressed that the austere lives, simplicity, 
dedication and high intellectual qualities of the Communists impressed everybody 
except the diehard anti-Communists. Moreover, despite all the differences there was the 
common bond of battle against the British colonialists. He never forgot to remind 
persons that it was during this period when the supposedly “anti-struggle” P.C. Joshi 
was the General Secretary of the CPI, that some of the most powerful militant mass 
actions were headed by the CPI, including the Telangana armed struggle. But these were 
not struggles for the sake of struggle. Nor were they struggles which broke out at the 
command of the Party. They were struggles of the masses themselves in which the Party 
played a leading and organising role. Least of all were these struggles intended to 
expose the so-called “treachery” of the Congress or to turn the masses against the 
Congress especially at a time when the British colonial rule was the chief obstacle to 
Indian’s progress. At the same time such struggles were intended to and did increase the 
power and organisation of the toiling people as well as their weight and influence in the 
general national struggle. The approach was of regarding the national struggle itself as 
the conglomerate of class struggles. 
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Another distinctive feature of Baddam Yellareddy’s outlook was expressed in 
his approach to production and productivity after India became free. To increase 
national production and national productivity was a continuation of the national anti-
imperialist struggle in the new conditions. In this sphere, too, the Communist Party 
should be in the forefront of the effort to increase national production and productivity 
as well as in the forefront of the struggle to ensure that the gains from production and 
productivity were used for the benefit of the nation and to improve the conditions of 
living and enhance the opportunities of the working people and the downtrodden. He 
was one of those Communist leaders who wholeheartedly supported the Nehruvian 
strategy of the 1950s and thereafter. What he strongly emphasised was that this 
strategy’s success required the unity of all nationalist and Left parties, forces and 
persons. In concrete terms this, above all, meant the unity of the Congress and the 
Communists. 

`Baddam Yella Reddy  was born in the landlords family. Naturally, he too was 
brought up under the influence and atmosphere of the same. But when he grew up to be 
a young man, he diverted himself from the common flow of life, since he witnessed the 
socio-economic, political and cultural oppression of the people at the hands of cruel 
rules. At the same time, he had an opportunity to read Gandhian and Marxist literature, 
books on forced labour which shaped his mind and determined his attitudes to different 
political events. Under Gandhian influence he became a social worker. Right from his 
school days he exhibited a skilled capacity for leadership. When the principal of 
Chadarghat School refused to declare a holiday for a Hindu festival, he organized a 
boycott of all the classes and could obtain a holiday. 
 
 The socio-economic and political conditions prevailing in the Nizam State were very 
much conducive to radical thinking among youth like Baddam Yella Reddy  to come to 
the conclusion   that only through organizing the poor farmers and landless agricultural 
labourers, the then existing feudal and jagirdar system could successfully be overthrown 
through violent peasant armed struggles.  
 
Baddam Yella Reddy – School of Thought 
 
 Right from his student life, Baddam Yella Reddy  was against oppression of landlords 
and social evils of the society. These unbearable elements of the feudals and miserable 
conditions of the downtrodden people left their deep impression on his mind and thus, 
Reddy organized depressed classes with the intention of changing the society. Since no 
political organization was allowed to function in Hyderabad State. Baddam Yella Reddy  
took shelter under the Andhra Mahasabha. When the Andhra Maha Sabha could not 
fulfil his ambitions, he preferred organizing Hyderabad State Congress. His motive 
political career started with his participation in the satyagraha movement led by 
congress against the Nizam Government. At a time when to make a public protest 
against Nizam, none was coming forward, lest one may face persecution and torture by 
the Nizam Government, he was the first person who was bold enough to participate in 
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Congress Satyagraha movement inspite of many odds. This clearly reveals the fact that 
he was carried out by his convictions. At a time when the National Movement was at the 
lowest web in Hyderabad State by boldly participating in Congress led satyagraha 
Baddam Yella Reddy  gave a stimulus to the masses so that they could take cue from his 
actions and jump into anti-Nizam struggles when the situation so demanded. But when 
congress satyagraha  was suspended by its leadership, Baddam Yella Reddy  was 
disgusted with that decision and decided to plunge into agitational politics. Precisely for 
the same he took a more active part in the Andhra Maha Sabha with a view to radicalize 
its programmes and activities. As Gandhian methods failed to deliver the goods, he 
turned to the other alternative – Marxism. It was only after the Andhra Maha Sabha 
came under the leadership of Baddam Yella Reddy  that the organization became both 
and militant in agitating for the demands  of those sections which it represented. But for 
Narayana Reddy, Andhra Maha Sabha would not have become radical and militant as 
he successfully driven away the moderate elements from that organization which till 
that time only followed moderate methods such as prayer and petitions. By this time he 
came to the conclusion that unless the organization was made radical it would be futile  
to continue the agitation for the realization of any demands. He also saw that side by 
side Communists of Telangana were brought under the Andhra Maha Sabha as all 
political activities were banned by the Nizam. In the absence of these great efforts put in 
the Baddam Yella Reddy  Communist movement in Telangana would not have gained 
any consolidation. He was one of the founder members of the communist Party in 
Hyderabad State. 
 
 When every thing is said and done one has to admit that the major contribution of 
Baddam Yella Reddy  was to convert the Andhra Maha Sabha into a militant 
organization and providing the ready made infrastructure in the form of active cadre to 
the Communist Party Unit of Telangana to launch on all out assault on the feudal 
Jagirdari and oppressive regime of the Nizam. But for the efforts of Baddam Yella 
Reddy  Communist Party could not have launched so successfully and vigorously the 
peasant movement in Telangana that reminds even today one of the golden chapters of 
the Indian Communist movement. Once the CPI decided to launch peasant struggle 
against the feudal regime of Nizam Baddam Yella Reddy  played a leading part. In fact, 
he was the key figure in organizing the struggle against the Nizam as well as the feudal 
system. He was one of them who gave a call for peasant armed struggle in Telangana. 
 
After September 17th 1948…… 
 
 Until the Nizam had surrendered, Baddam Yella Reddy played a very crucial role for 
the successful conducting of the struggle against the Nizam as well as the Razakars by 
maintaining mass contacts and expanding the Communist organization. But once Nizam 
had acceded to Indian Union his role became more critical as well as controversial. 
Much against the attitude of a section of his party, he has bold enough to present his 
draft for the withdrawal of the armed struggle against the Union Government. Whether 
the reasons given by him were ideologically appropriate or not, the fact was that 
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ultimately the CPI officially declared the withdrawal of the armed struggle sufficiently 
vindicated his stand. He was so courageous that he did not hesitate even to risk his life 
and carry out his campaign for the withdrawal of the struggle. This reveals his firm 
convictions. The various arguments forcefully put forward by Baddam Yella Reddy  for 
the withdrawal of the struggle indicate the facts that he know the Telangana situation so 
thoroughly as well as what was happening outside the Hyderabad State.  His 
pragmatism was very much in evidence when he pursued various interpretations given 
to the Telangana Armed Struggle by the subsequent Communist factions in India. While 
Baddam Yella Reddy  was more convinced of the futility of carrying out the struggle 
against the Union Government, the other faction were only made use of the situation in 
Hyderabad state to indulge in more  ideological policies. 
 
 Baddam Yella Reddy  believed in the policy of ‘Unity and Struggle’ with Congress 
Government. He proposed that the Communist Party should support Congress 
Government for the implementation of leftist programmes and struggle against the 
Government if the Government ignored them. Neither he wanted Russian model 
revolution nor Chinese specifically. He wanted to apply Marxism in India to suit the 
Indian conditions in general and Telangana in particular. 
 
As a Role Model Politician 
 

Once the C.P.I. decided to give up agitational politics and embrace 
parliamentary line, his contribution as a member of Lok Sabha as well as State 
Assembly was no less significant. A careful analysis of his legislative as well as 
parliamentary proceedings indicate his abiding interest as well as concern for not merely 
the interests of Andhra Pradesh, but also the entire country. He ably projected public 
grievances as well as offered suggestions and effectively made use of the legislative 
forums to project not only his own image but that of party as well. 
 
 During the Parliamentary career of ten years, Baddam Yella Reddy  had a distinction of 
playing a leading role, participating in the debates on matters of national importance, 
such as states Reorganisation bills, Agrarian reforms  and the cause of Visalandhra etc., 
The wide  ranging interests of Baddam Yella Reddy  can be seen in his questioning of 
various Ministers on such varied issues like the state of economy, of Railways, 
Education, and on the working conditions of employees. He equally displayed his 
understanding of the dynamics of foreign policy by way of raising questions on various 
issues. aving been elected to the State Assembly in 1957, Baddam Yella Reddy  took a 
keen interest in the Assembly proceedings and displayed his legislative skills in 
providing solutions to the problems of the people. His participation in the various 
debates ranging from land reforms to law and order, closure of mills to decaying 
political values, reveal his multi-dimensional understanding of various situations. He 
was also a Deputy Leader of the C.P.I. in the Assembly. As Chairman of Public 
Accounts Committee, he distinguished himself by unearthing a number of scandals 
involving crores of rupees. 
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Idealistic Leader 
 
 Baddam Yella Reddy  was not merely concerned with political activities only. He also 
took a keen interest  in the upliftment of weaker sections of the society. He organized 
Harijan Sevak  Sangh as well as several other forums to work for improvement in the 
living conditions of the Harijans and other weaker sections of Hyderabad State. He 
campaigned vigorously against child marriages, dowry system and forced labour, etc., 
which clearly indicate his progressive thinking. He stood for Hindu-Muslim unity.  
 
 Although Baddam Yella Reddy  belonged to C.P.I. his Marxist Orientation did not make 
his dogmatist. In fact, he was a nationalist pragmatist, as well as a Marxist. This is 
indicated by the fact that he wanted his party to work in alliance with the Indian 
National Congress for transforming India into a socialistic society through peaceful and 
democratic process. His pragmatism is also revealed from his appeal for the unifications 
of all the Communist factions in India, not on the basis of convenience but by 
conviction. By all means, Baddam Yella Reddy  was a Moderate among Communists in 
the sense that he knew when to agitate militantly and when to apply peaceful and 
constitutional means. That was the reason why he advised the Naxal groups to give up 
their militant and terrorist activities and joint he mainstream of parliamentary 
democracy. He believes that democracy should not be confined to politics only but 
should extend to every sphere of the society including the thinking process as well. This 
clearly indicates that as age  advances Narayan Reddy’s ideas are becoming not only 
more and more progressive but also humanistic. 
 
Summing Up 
 
 Despite his retirement from active politics nearly two decades back, his services 
continue to receive public recognition. In fact, in the year 1978, Baddam Yella Reddy  
was honoured with an horary Degree of ‘Kala Prapurna’ by the Andhra University. 
Inspite of his fragile health he continues to take active part in public life. He helped the 
genuine freedom fighters to get pension, particularly for all those who had participated 
in the nationalist as well as anti-Nizam struggles. Presently he is working as the 
Chairman of a trust for he construction of memorials in memory of thousands of 
martyrs. This indicates his abiding interest and concern for the improvement of the 
conditions of his fellow citizens. The life and thought of a great leader like Baddam 
Yella Reddy  are no doubt influenced by the socio-economic and political-environment 
then prevailing in Hyderabad state. In turn, he had undoubtedly inspired his followers 
and moulded their thoughts and led them in the movement and made an undelible 
impression on them. Thus, the lives of greaten have both the characteristics of readiness 
to receive from the society and inspiring the contemporary generation with their thought 
and leadership. Therefore, the study of a great leader involves a deep insight into the 
socio-economic and political setup in which he lived and the process of transformation 
of society in which he himself is a part. Baddam Yella Reddy  fought his way to his vast 
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responsibilities with rare courage of conviction and put into practice what he believed 
would be useful to the people. 
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Abstract: 
 
The current pandemic of COVID 19 has become so special that it has shaken the entire 
world. Earthquakes, Tsunamis, hurricanes, or riots are confined to a city, region, or 
country, but the microscopic corona virus has caused such a shock that the entire human 
race has been stunned.The closure of schools, colleges and other educational institutions 
due to the Corona pandemic has affected the education of approximately157 crore 
students in 191 countries. This number is 91.3 per cent of the total students enrolled in 
different standards. This information has come to light in a research by the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).The aim of this 
study is to know the possibilities and challenges of the impact of COVID 19 across 
education. So, the government has to adopt different strategies to overcome these 
impacts.  
 
Key Words: COVID 19, Education, Possibilities, Challenges 
 
Introduction: 
 
COVID 19 will always be recognized in the education field as the year when nearly all 
the world’s schools and colleges shut their doors. On March 24, nationwide all schools 
and colleges closed due to the lethal coronavirus pandemic, and by the end of the month, 
191 nations had closed all educational institutes, affecting ninety percentage of the 
world’s students. The velocity of these closures and the speed has allowed little time for 
planning or reflection on each possible danger that might happen.  

We are residing amidst what is potentially one of the greatest threats in our lifetime to 
global education, a gigantic instructional crisis. The COVID-19 pandemic has caused 
more than 1.6 billion children and youth to be out of schools and colleges in 191 
countries. This is nearly 80% of the world's selected students.We were already 
experiencing a global leaning crisis, as many students have been in school, but were not 
learning the essential skills needed for life. The World Bank’s “Learning Poverty” 
indicator – the percentage of children who cannot examine and understand at age 10 – 
stood at 53% of children in low- and middle-income countries – before the outbreak 
started. This pandemic has the viable to worsen these outcomes even more if we do not 
act fast like(1) Loss in learning(2) Increased dropout rates (3) Children lacking their 
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most important meal of the day. Moreover, most countries have very unequal education 
systems, and these negative effects will be felt disproportionately to poor children.  

Aims of this research paper: 

1. To know the possibilities of the impact of COVID 19 across education 
2. To know the challenges of the impact of COVID 19 across education 

 
 

Possibilities for the impact of COVID 19 across education: 
 
1.Loss in learning  
 
Beginning the school year late or interfering with it (in the event that they remain in the 
southern or northern half of the globe) totally upsets the lives of numerous kids, their 
parents, and educators. Significant attempts should be made to lessen the effect through 
remote learning systems. Many developed nations are better composed to move to web-
based learning systems, despite the fact with much exertion and difficulties for teachers 
and parents. Developing countries like ours also need to move to such online learning 
systems. Numerous youngsters don't have a work area, books, web availability, a PC at 
home or educated parents. Few may have these facilities. So, there are many disparities 
in such situation in nation like India.   
 
2.On-line encouraging systems must be actualized 
 
Luckily, we are seeing a great deal of inventiveness in numerous nations which is all 
well and good, numerous services of instruction are concerned that depending solely on 
online systems will infer arriving at just youth from rich families. The suitable system in 
many nations is to utilize all conceivable transportation modes with the framework that 
exists today. Utilize online instruments to guarantee that exercise plans, recordings, 
instructional exercises, and different resources are accessible for certain students and 
likely, most educators. Yet in addition, utilization of digital broadcasts and different 
assets should be made available for study purpose. Zero or lower rate internet  rate  by 
providers can furthermore encourage learning material to be downloaded on a cell phone 
by students.  
 
3.Appropriate arrangement for training must be executed  
 
Radio and TV are likewise useful assets. The preferred position we have today, is that 
through interpersonal organizations, WhatsApp, Webinars, and video lectures services 
of tutoring we can discuss viably with parents and educators with flexible rules, 
guidelines and structure about the learning procedure. Remote learning isn't just about 
on-line learning, yet about blended media learning, with the target of coming to 
whatever number of students as could be expected under the circumstances, today.  
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4.The children need to be engaged 
 
Commitment of students is essential and necessary. Dropout rate in study is still high in 
numerous nations including India. Going to class isn't just about picking up information 
on math and science, yet in addition about social connections and distributed 
collaborations. It is tied in with figuring out how to be a good individual and creating 
social aptitudes. That is the reason it is fundamental to remain associated with the 
school. For all students, this is additionally an opportunity to create socio-enthusiastic 
abilities and learn more prominent about how to add to society as a good individual. The 
job of parents and family, which has consistently been remarkably significant, is basic in 
that task. Along these lines, the assistance services like to give training and working 
through broad communications to parents are needed. Radio, TV and SMS would all be 
able to be utilized to give tips and counsel to them. 

5.The facility of food should be continued in schools which they were providing 
previously 

In numerous parts of the world, schools were already running projects to provide 
nutritious food to the students. They are very important for mental development and 
overall growth of the students. This is challenging in such crisis to continue such 
projects but countries should find different innovative ways to continue these services. If 
food delivery is not possible logistically, money should be transferred by different 
means to the concerned parents. For this planning is required and it also should be 
flexible because of uncertainty of path of this pandemic. The reopening process of the 
schools and colleges is unsure and might be gradual; because government won’t take 
chance to spread this pandemic in institutes and there is a possibility of second wave of 
pandemic. This decision should also be made assuming long lasting effects of this 
pandemic. 
6.Teachers need to prepare for on-line educating 
 
A few nations will be able to build their teachers' digital skills. Radio and TV stations 
will identify how to support nation’s educational goals. Parents will be much worried 
about their children’s education, and government might be knowing the gaps and 
challenges which exist in using digital skills. On a brighter side, all of this might 
improve the future academic system in a nation.  
7.Equal opportunities for quality education must be given  
 
The goal of all education systems must be same. Our aim should be to overcome this 
crisis which we all are facing today. Our goal is to lessen the impact of this crisis on 
learning and schooling and get back soon on better improvement. Government should 
also think how to come out and recover from this crisis much stronger with renewed 
sense of participation and responsibilities of all concerned. And with a newer improved 
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sense of understanding to close the gap in opportunities and assuring that all students get 
the equal chances of good and quality education.  
 

 Challenges of the impact of COVID 19 across education: 
 
1.Distance learning approaches of teaching and learning that we know now do not 
work well 

 
Many nations including India are shifting to distance learning approaches by different 
ways like distributing physical packages of materials for students or through the use of 
advanced technology to facilitate digital learning. But there are real issues due to this 
because many of these approaches are very individualistic fixed and boring when school 
is just asking students to sit at home quietly and see videos, study materials online, or 
watch presentations which is really frustrating. The worst part of it is that students who 
are already poor in study, they lag behind further. Another important matter is that 
students who don’t have smartphones, laptops or PC and internet facility at their home, 
they will lose classes which had already been covered in lockdown phase.  
 
2. Teachers will be overwhelmed, unsupported and confused to do their work 
properly 
 
During this lockdown period, teachers got little notice regarding their schools and 
colleges shut down and shifting to digital learning. Many teachers have shared that they 
have been provided with lots of materials and asked to teach by newer ways which got 
them confused. They have to filter out the quality materials from those to study to the 
students. In this difficult time, it is challenging time for the teachers to balance their own 
home as well as academics.  
 
3. The protection and safety of students will be more difficult in this crisis 
 In the developed countries, they have strict and vigilant processes of checking who has 
access to students at what time in school and in after-school period, which is not there in 
country like India. Schools have standard and safeguard things in place to ensure that 
predators can’t access students. Now in this crisis, once students move to digital 
learning in a home environment, it is difficult to safeguard them against this even for 
developed nations. School, parents and all have to be conscious about this newer way of 
online learning so that predators don’t get access to students particularly in country like 
ours.  
 
4. School closures will cause inequality gaps wider  
 
In the last ten years or so, many parents and students have smart phones, other digital 
gadgets and internet access and through which they can learn online. But in our country, 
many families are there who can’t afford these digital devices. So, even if schools or 
colleges move on digital way of teaching, many students will lose their class and study 
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materials. So, it’s the government’s responsibilities also to ensure that such resources 
make available to all. Otherwise, this crisis situation will widen the inequality gaps.  
 
5. Poor past experiences with technology makes use harder during the pandemic  
 
Little or no use of technology experiences will make on line learning difficult for many 
students. Students might get poor scores in tests conducted during this crisis. And this 
may impact them emotionally. So, students overall wellbeing might get affected 
negatively.   
 
Conclusion: 
There are many possibilities and challenges across education in this difficult crisis of 
COVID 19. It can impact institutes, schools, teachers, parents and students significantly. 
Emotional aspects of this crisis also can’t be underestimated. That is the reason all 
concerned individuals presently need to compose another educational plan.There may be 
new opportunities which we can grab like digital and distance learning which we may 
not have think about.   
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Abstract 
 
Wind speed plays a vital role for rainfall and all other atmospheric conditions like air 
fitted three regression models i.e Log Regression model, Trigonometric Regression 
model, Multiple regression model by taking dependent variable as wind speed and 
maximum temperature, minimum temperature, time and visibility as independent 
variables. For choosing the best model among these three, we are using Root Mean 
Square Error (RMSE}  criteria.The best fitted model for data is Log Regression Model 
when compared with  Multiple regression and Trigonometric regression models. 
 
Keywords: Multiple Regressions, Logarithmic regression, Trigonometric Regression, 
wind speed, Temperature, visibility, RMSE. 
 
1. Introduction 

Time series and Forecasting methods plays a vital role in meteorological department 
having multiple parameters like humidity, rainfall, temperature, precipitation, 
windspeed, atmospheric pressure, solar radiation and so on. Among these, we took wind 
speed, maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation, and visibility as parameters. 
The environmental conditions produced by different weather parameters have an impact 
on quality of surrounding ecosystem. Weather elements form a chain reaction as the 
impacts do not remain solely in the atmosphere. Temperature, pressure and humidity 
can interact to form clouds. These clouds in turn can reduce solar radiation for plants or 
increase precipitation which can run off into water. Consistently high temperatures can 
increase heat transfer to local bodies of water in addition to heat the air. Similarly, lack 
of precipitation affects not only weather conditions but also soil moisture and water 
levels due to evaporation. Wind speed can be indicative of a front moving into the area 
or it can create waves. Weather monitoring can establish a database of typical 
conditions. When one or more weather elements deviate from their standard, the 
information can be used to explain or predict weather events. Regressions are of many 
kinds 
 
Simple Linear Regression 
 
Linear Regression models are used to show or predict the relationship between two 
variables or factors. Regression analysis is commonly used in research as it establishes a 
correlation exists between variables. This simple model, a straight line approximates the 
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relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable. The adjective 
simple refers to the fact that the outcome variable is related to a single predictor. 
 
Multiple Linear Regressions 
It is the most common form of Linear Regression analysis. As a predictive analysis, the 
multiple linear regressions is used to explain the relationship between one continuous 
dependent variable and two or more independent variables. The independent variables 
are not too highly correlated with each other. 
 
Stepwise Regression 
     In Statistics, Stepwise Regression is a method of fitting regression model in which 
the choice of predictive variables is carried out by an automatic procedure. In each step, 
variables considered for addition to or subtraction from the set of explanatory variables 
based on some prespecified criterion. Usually, this takes the form of a sequence of F 
tests or t tests, but other techniques are also possible such as adjusted R2, Akaike 
information criterion, Bayesian information criterion, Mallow’s Cp and false discovery 
rate. 
Logistic Regression 
     Logistic model or logit model is used to model the probability of a certain class or 
event existing with two events. This can be extended to several classes of events such as 
determining whether an image contains a cat, dog, lion etc…Each object being detected 
in the image would be assigned a probability between 0 and 1 and the sum adding to 
one. It is the appropriate regression analysis to conduct when dependent variable is 
dichotomous (binary). Like all Regression analysis methods, the logistic regression is a 
predictive analysis. 
Quantile Regression 
 It is a type of regression analysis used in statistics and econometrics whereas the 
method of least squares results in estimates of conditional mean of response variable 
given particular values of the predictor variables, quantile regression aims at estimating 
either the conditional median or other quantiles of response variable. Essentially, 
quantile regression is the extension of linear regression and we use it when the 
conditions of linear regression are not applicable. By supplementing estimation of 
conditional mean functions with techniques for estimating an entire family of 
conditional quantile regression is capable of providing a more complete statistical 
analysis of the stochastic relationships among random variables. 
 
Weighted Regression 
     Weighted least square regression is an extension of ordinary least square regression 
by the use of weights. Generally, weighted least squares regression is used when the 
homogeneous variance assumption of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression is not 
met. 
Kalman Fitter Regression 
     The Kalman filter is a linear state-space model, that operates recursively on streams 
of noisy input data to produce a statistically optimal of the underlying system state. The 
general form of the Kalman Filter state-space model consists of a transition and 
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observation equation.  The Kalman filters are based on linear dynamic systems in 
discrete time domain. It is a next step in the evolution, which drops the stationary 
criteria. 
Ridge Regression 
It is a way to create a parsimonious model when the number of predictor variables in a 
set exceeds the number of observations, or when a data set has a multicollinearity. By 
adding a degree of bias to the regression estimation, ridge regression reduces the 
standard errors. It is hoped that net effect will give estimates that are more reliable. 
Bayesian Regression 
     It is an approach to linear regression in which the statistical analysis is undertaken 
within the context of Bayesian inference. This is a frequent approach, and it assumes 
that there are enough measurements to say something meaningful about the parameter. 
Here data are supplemented with additional information in the form of a prior 
probability distribution. 
Lasso Regression 
     It is a type of linear regression that uses shrinkage. Shrinkage is where data values 
are Shrunk towards a central point, like the mean. The Lasso procedure encourages 
models with fewer parameters. This regression analysis method that performs both 
variable selection and regularization in order to enhance the prediction accuracy and 
interpretability of the statistical model produces. 
Random Forest Regression 
     Random Forest is a bagging technique and not a boosting technique. It is a 
supervised learning algorithm which uses ensemble learning method for classification 
and regression. It has an effective method for estimating missing data and maintains 
accuracy when a large proportion of the data are missing. 
2. Methodology 
     Among these various kinds of Regression, we selected Multiple Regression, 
Trignometric regression and Logarthimic regression models. For forecasting the wind 
speed, we take time, minimum temperature, maximum temperature and visibility as 
independent variables. Among thethree fitted regression models, first one is Multiple 
Regression Model: 
YR= θ0 + θ1x1 + θ2 x2 + θ3 t + θ4 x4 
where YR is windspeed 
X1is minimum temperature 
X2 is maximum temperature 
t is Time in Daywise 
x4 is visibility 
θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3 and θ4  are constants. 
The constants are estimated using the OLS Method.  
ER is error, difference of original and estimated values. 
The second regression model is the Trigonomteric regression model by taking wind 
speed as dependent variable and all other variables such aa time, minimum temperature, 
maximum temperature and visibility are independent variables. 
The second model is the Trigonometric Regression model and  is 
YR = δ0 + δ1 sinx1 + δ2 cosx2 + δ3 t + δ4 cosx4 
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where YRis wind speed 
x1 is minimum temperature 
x2 is maximum temperature 
t is Time in Daywise 
x4 is Visibility 
δ0,δ1, δ2, δ3  and δ4 are constants. 
Constants are estimated using Ordinary Least Squares Method. 
The estimated fitted model for the data is 

0 1 1 2 2 3 4 4      RY sinx cosx t cosx    


      
Error for the model is the difference of observed and estimated models i.e 

 –  TT TE Y Y


  
In the third model (Logarithmic model), we are taking log for minimum temperature, 
maximum temperature and visibility, the logarithmic model is as follows by taking wind 
speed as dependent variable and minimum temperature, maximum temperature, time i.e 
day wise and visibility as independent variables. 
YL = λ0 + λ1 logx1 + λ2 logx2 + λ3 t + λ4 logx4 
x1 is minimum temperature 
x2  is maximum temperature 
t is Time in Daywise 
x4 is Visibility 
λ0, λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are constants estimated using Ordinary Least Squares method. 
The fitted Logarithmic Regression model is 

LY


= λ0 + λ1 logx1 + λ2 logx2+ λ3 t + λ4 logx4 
The Residual error for the model is differences of original Log Regression value and 
estimated log values are 

 –  LL LE Y Y


  

Where EL is error log regression model and YL and LY


are original and estimated 
models. 
Root Mean Square Error(RMSE): 
      RMSE is used for choosing the best model among three models i.e Multiple 
Regression model, Trigonometric Regression model and Log Regression model using 
error criterion. The formula for Root Mean Square Error is 

RMSE 
 2

1

ˆ
n

i i
i

y y

n



, i=1,2,3…n 

S= R,T,L 
By observing RMSE values, Least value among three models is the best model. The 
table given below consists of five parameters with calculated estimates and  
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RMSE for the three models respectively. 
3. Empirical Investigation: 
The table-1 consists of five parameters with calculated estimates and RMSE for the 
three models respectively. 

Table-1 

 
 
By taking time, minimum temperature, maximum temperature and visibility as 
independent  variables and wind speed as dependent variable. The fitted three models 
for Multiple Regression, Trignometric Regression and Logarithmic Regression is shown 
in Table-2. 

Table-2 
 

Sl.NO MODEL NAME FITTED MODEL 
1 Multiple regression y =2.033+0.075x1-0.023x2-0.001x3+0x4 

2 
Trigonometric 
regression y =5.401+0.1sinx1+0.1sinx2-0.001x3- 2.279x4 

3 
Logarithmic 
regression 

y =10.165+9.524logx1-11.753logx2-
0.001x3+3.776log x4 
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For choosing the best model among the three, we use Root Mean Error Criteria. The 
table-3 gives model names with the RMSE values  

Table-3 
 

Sl.NO Model Name RMSE 

1 Multiple 
regression 1.9792 

2 Trigonometric 
regression 2.1279 

3 Logarithmic 
regression 1.3646 

 
Among three RMSE values, the least value is for logarithmic regression model. 
Therefore Logarithmic regression mode is the best model for the data compared with 
Trigonometric regression and Multiple regression. The forecasted wind speed for the 
month of September 2019 is given in table-4. 

Table-4 
 

 
 
4. Summary and Conclusion:  The fitted three Regression models are Multiple  
Regression, Trignometric Regression and Logarithmic Regression for wind speed as 
dependent variable and maximum temperature, minimum temperature time, visibility as 
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independent variables are by observing the following table, we conclude that the best 
model is logarithmic model . 
 

SL.NO Model Name RMSE 

1 Multiple regression 1.9792 
2 Trigonometric regression 2.1279 
3 Logarithmic regression 1.3646 

 
 
In this paper, we fitted three Regression models for data i.e. wind speed as dependent 
variable and maximum temperature, minimum temperature, time, visibility as 
independent variables as follows               
    yR =2.033+0.075x1-0.023x2-0.001x3 +0 x4 
    yT =5.401+0.1sinx1+0.1sinx2-0.001x3- 2.279x4 
    yL =10.165+9.524logx1-11.753logx2-0.001x3+3.776log x4 
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ABSTRACT  
 
The investigation was conducted to study the “Study viewing behaviour of televiewers 
regarding Assamese channels” with the objectives (i) to study the personal and 
demographic characteristics of viewers, (ii) to analyse the viewing behaviour of the 
respondents, (iii) to rank different programmes that preferred by the respondents. The 
study was conducted in Jorhat district of Assam. A purposive multi stage sampling 
method was adopted for selecting the representative sample of the study. Two urban and 
two rural areas were selected for the present study. Total sample was 180. The study 
revealed that a large percentage of the respondents’ belonged to nuclear family followed 
by joint family. A sizable percent of the respondents’ family size was between 2 to 4 
followed by 5 to 7 members. Majority (68.33 %) of the respondents had high level of 
viewing behaviour. Men (91.67%) and (86.67%) women both had high viewing 
behaviour than youth (26.67%). It was seen very clearly in all the channels News 
programme got the first rank followed by discussion and lastly entertainment 
programmes. 
  
Key words: Channels, Televiewers, Viewing Behaviour. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Television, sometimes known as TV or Tele is a telecommunication medium used for 
transmitting moving images and sound. Television became commercially available in a 
crude experimental form in the late 1920s. After World War II an improved form was 
popularized in the United States and Britain, and television sets became commonplace 
in homes, businesses, and institutions. During the 1950s, television became the primary 
medium for moulding public opinion. Doordarshan is the channel that brought 
television  fir st  in  India,  establ ished in  1959 and a part  of All  India  
Radio til l  1976. In 1992 there were sixty-three high-power television transmitters, 
369 medium-power transmitters, seventy-six low-power transmitters, and twenty-three 
transposes. Regular satellite transmissions began in 1982 (the same year colour 
transmission began). The world of today is changing fast. India is no exception. India 
is wide diver sity,  offer s a  fascinating scope to study the host  of  changes, 
which developmental activities have brought about in its social and economic 
fabric.Television in India is a huge industry which has thousands of programmes in 
many languages. Like in all other states of the country, it was Doordarshan which 
brought television to Assam. Doordarshan Kendra Guwahati started functioning with 
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the launch of Evening Regional News Bulletin – “Oxomia Batori” on March 24, 1985. 
Doordarshan had given high priority for the development of TV services in the North 
East. The hilly terrain in this part of the country made it necessary to have a very large 
number of transmitters. There are 132 transmitters in the North East. Assam is well 
known place for natural beauty and its culture. Numerous people of diverse culture and 
community inhabit Assam. All these factors make the state a favourite with the media. 
No wonder the Assam Media with all its forms is working to serve the people with 
information, education and entertainment.  
 In 1975, Rothenberg's Special Communication in JAMA, "Effect of Television Violence 
on Children and Youth," first alerted the medical community to the deforming effects 
the viewing of television violence has on normal child development, increasing levels of 
physical aggressiveness and violence. According to National Crime Record Bureau’s 
latest report, Crime in India 2012, the highest rate of violent crimes was reported from 
Assam (54.2 per cent) compared to other states of the country. The negative effect of 
television might be the cause of these crimes. The study carried out by Bleakley A. and a 
policy research scientist (2013) found that children mimic their parents’ viewing habits 
based on how much TV parents consume, and that has even more of an effect than 
where a television is located or what viewing rules parents (try to) enforce. On average, 
parents watched about four hours of TV, while children watched three hours. Out of the 
total number of child participants, 46 per cent had a TV in their bedroom. 
 Dr. Tomar S. (2013) study revealed that the duration of TV viewing does not affect the 
adjustment of TV viewing children if they are allowed to watch wisely selected 
programmes under parents’ supervision. Jacobs T. (2013) research on “Reality TV May 
Warp Viewers’ Perception of Actual Reality” found that reality television programs that 
purport to show celebrities’ everyday lives impact viewers’ beliefs about human 
relationships. It found heavy viewers of a specific sub-genre—programs such 
as “Keeping up with the Kardashians”, which purportedly reveal the reality of 
celebrities’ day-to-day lives—are more likely to believe that the heightened theatrics of 
such shows reflect real-world behaviour. Sher Juni M. et al. (2014) findings showed that 
story, music, set design, songs, violence, romance, comedy, dialogue, and suspense used 
in PTV prime time dramas significantly attract the viewers. Moreover viewers are of the 
view that modern dresses used in PTV prime time dramas largely affect the native rural 
culture. On the other hand, viewers significantly prefer to adopt new cultural trends 
presented in PTV prime time dramas respectively. The findings reveal that PTV prime 
time dramas also influence the language, dresses, life style, festivals, music, food habits 
and traditional games of the native cultural trends. Priyabrot Bordoloi (2006) did 
research on “Effectiveness of Agriculture Programme Telecasted through Doordarshan 
Kendra, Guwahati” and he found that majority of the farmers viewed television for 
infotainment purpose. Higher proportion of respondents was not benefited by the 
television programme so far duration and suitability of the time of telecasting it. 
 Now a day through TV we quickly get the recent news and also get lots of new 
information. So, we cannot say which impact is more or which less. A feedback from 
viewers drawn systematically through a research study will be contributing a great to the 
channels so that the various channels will look into the public views and opinion and 
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design/changed accordingly. Keeping this in view, this study is particularly designed to 
know the “Study viewing behaviour of televiewers regarding Assamese channels.” with 
following objectives: 

 (i) To study the personal and demographic characteristics of viewers. 
(ii) To analyse the viewing behaviour of the respondents. 
(iii) To rank different programmes that preferred by the respondents.  

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 The present study was carried out in the district Jorhat of Assam. A purposive multi 
stage sampling method was adopted for selecting the representative sample of the study. 
Two urban and two rural areas were selected for the present study. 45 respondents were 
selected from each area to carry out the present study and thus the total sample was 180. 
The respondents for the study were women, men and youth. A structured interview 
schedule was prepared for collection of data from the respondents .Personal interview 
method was used both individually as well as in group for collection of data. One and 
only government channel Doordarshan and two private channels established before 
2009: New live and DY365 were selected for the study.  
Criteria of selecting the sample: 
Following criteria were considered while selecting the sample of the sample of the 
study. 

1. 50 per cent respondents from rural area and 50 per cent respondents from urban 
area. 
2. Respondents having dish TV connection at home. 
3. Respondents who watched all the selected channels. 

 All the respondents were interviewed by the investigator herself at the residence of the 
respondents. During the interview, all efforts were made to clarify the questions to the 
selected respondents so as to elicit the most specific and relevant information from 
them. Methods and analysis was adopted according to the objectives of the present 
study. The following statistical techniques and tests were used for analysing the data. 

• Frequency and percentage 
• Mean 
•  Standard deviation 

RESULTS 

 The present investigation on “Study viewing behaviour of televiewers regarding 
Assamese channels” was undertaken on 180 respondents of Jorhat District. The findings 
have been categorized under the following sub-heads: 

Personal and Demographic characteristics: 

This section deals with the information of respondents on selected personal and family 
variables of the respondents which are presented below: 
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Age and sex of the respondents 

                In the present study age of the respondents was purposively selected as 33.33 
per cent each from men, women and youth comprising a total of 180 respondents.  Sex 
of the respondents was 48.33 per cent male and 51.67 per cent female. 

Type and size of the family 

 A large percentage (62.78 per cent) of the respondents’ belonged to nuclear family, 
32.78 per cent were from joint family and only 4.44 per cent were from extended 
family. The findings describe that distribution of the respondents family was mainly 
between nuclear and joint family where nuclear families were predominating. Result 
also showed that fifty percent of the respondents’ family size was between 2 to 4 
followed by 5 to 7 members (41.67 per cent). 

Type of the respondents 

   Result revealed that a sizable percentage (31.11%) of the respondents had 
salaried job, 23.33 per cent were student followed by 21.11 per cent were businessman 
and housewives. Only 3.33 per cent of the respondents were engaged in cultivation.  

Educational qualification 

Form result it can be inferred that sizable percentage(41.11%) of the 
respondents were higher secondary passed from which  42.22 per cent were youth who 
were in college and some discontinued their study followed by 31.11 per cent had 
completed their graduation.  

Viewing behaviour of the respondents: 

Viewing behaviour of the respondents was analysed for the present study which is 
presented in table 1and 2. To assess the viewing behaviour of the respondents some 
statements expressing the viewing behaviour of a respondent on selected channels were 
put into 4 point continuum, viz., daily, often, sometimes and never and were then scored 
4, 3, 2 and 1. 
Table1. Distribution of the respondents according to their   levels of viewing behaviour 

of different channels                       
Sl no. Viewing 

Behaviour 
Total 
N=180 
f    (%) 

    Men 
   N=60 
f    (%) 

Women 
N=60 
f    (%) 

Youth 
N=60 
f    (%) 

 
1. 

 
High(>37.5) 

 
123(68.33) 

 
55(91.67) 

 
52(86.67) 

 
16(26.67) 
 

 
2. 

 
Medium(30.5-37.5) 

 
57(31.67) 

 
5(8.33) 

 
8(13.33) 

 
44(73.33) 
 

Mean= 34, SD =3.53 
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Table2.Distribution of the respondents according to their viewing behaviour of 
selected channels of Assam 

Sl 
no 

          Statements    Daily 
f    (%) 

Often 
f   (%) 

Sometimes 
f    (%) 

Never 
f   (%) 

Total 
Viewed 
f     (%) 

1. I prefer to watch on 
 • News live 59(32.78) 38(21.11) 83(46.11) - 180(100) 

 
 • Doordarshan 11(6.11) 10(5.56) 159(88.33) - 180(100) 

 
  

• DY 365 
 
39(21.67) 

 
20(11.11) 

 
121(67.22) 

 
- 

 
180(100) 
 

2. I prefer to watch programmes on television 
 

 • Discussion 22(12.22) 47(26.11) 99(55.00) 12(6.67) 168(93.30) 
 

 • News 89(49.44) 42(23.33) 49(27.22) - 180(100) 
 

 • Entertainment 10(5.56) 49(27.22) 67(37.22) 54(30.00) 126(70.00) 
 

3. I like to watch television  
 

 • with family - 102(56.67) 50 (27.78) 28(15.56) 152(84.44) 
 

 • alone 21(11.67) 56(31.11) 101(56.11) 2(1.11) 178(98.89) 
 

 • with friends   64(35.56) 116(64.44) 64(35.56) 
 

4. I watch TV in  
 • morning - - 107(59.44) 64(35.56) 107(59.44) 
 • afternoon - - 58(32.22) 122(67.78) 58(32.22) 
 • evening - 9(5.00) 164(91.11) 16(8.89) 164(91.11) 
 • night 94(52.22) 82(45.56 17(9.44) - 180(100) 
5. I watch TV 

 
 • 1- 2 hours 159(88.33) 

 
21(11.66) - - 180(100) 

 • 3-5 hours 3(1.67) 
 

34(18.89) 56(31.11) 87(48.33) 93(51.67) 

6. I watch TV  
 

 • to time pass 10(5.56) 
 

54(30.00) 67(37.22) 39(21.67) 141(78.33) 
 
 

 • to update 
     knowledge 

 
60(33.33) 
 

 
62(34.44) 

 
58(32.22) 

 
- 

 
180(100) 

7. I discuss the 
programmes with 
others 

 
- 
 

 
- 

 
45(25.00) 

 
135(75.00) 

 
45(25.00) 
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• Ranking of programmes that preferred by the respondents  

 Result clearly revealed that viewers’ preferences of programmes of the selected 
channels of Assam reflect very clear cut findings. It can be seen very clearly in all the 
channels (News live, DY365 and Doordarshan) News programme got the first rank 
followed by discussion and lastly entertainment programme particularly in news live but 
in DY365 “Asinaki Axom” and in doordashan “Sambhawana” an entertainment 
programme rank fourth position. Swasth Bharat of doordashan was secured second 
position. It is a health programme launched in April 7, 2012 and the objective of the 
programme is to empower citizens with information on health related issues. Krishi 
darshan of doordarshan channel was ranked fifth position in the preference list of the 
viewers.  

DISCUSSION 

From the findings, it can be concluded that a large percentage of the 
respondents’ belonged to nuclear family followed by joint family. Singh H. (2012) on 
his article wrote that these days families are dividing into smaller ones. Joint family has 
been successful in many ways. Now it is believed nuclear family has more opportunities 
for success than joint families. A sizable percent of the respondents’ family size was 
between 2 to 4 followed by 5 to 7 members. India Times (2014) also wrote about “Size 
of Indian Families: 5 Interesting Facts” and said that Country’s average is 4.8 people per 
household. A large percentage of the respondents had high level of viewing behaviour. 
Men and women both had high viewing behaviour than youth. Youth had medium level 
of viewing behaviour. It may be due to the fact that today’s youth seems to be engaged 
more with mobile and internet rather than watching Television. Brian Stelter (2012) 
article on “Youths are watching, but less often on TV” also said that Young people are 
still watching the same shows, but they are streaming them on computers and phones to 
a greater degree than their parents or grandparents do. Most of respondents watched 
News live followed by   DY365 daily whereas the respondent watched Doordarshan 
daily was less. This can be interpreted that News live being an older private channel in 
Assam could attract more viewers due to its high quality sound, picture and other 
technical advancement over government channels. 

CONCLUSION 

It can be seen very clearly in all the channels (News live ,DY365, 
Doordarshan) News programme got the first rank followed by discussion and lastly 
entertainment programme; particularly in  News live but in DY365 “Asinaki Axom” 
and in doordashan “Sambhawana” an entertainment programme rank fourth position . 
Rupam Barua a senior journalist and media observer also wrote on internet (2011) that 
“The news channels in regional languages may have influenced circulation figure and 
the readership index of local newspapers in Assam, as everyone prefers channels for 
prompt and brief news”.  
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Abstract 
 
The Anglo Indian community treated as ‘minority’ means a cultural, religious, ethnic or 
racially distinct group characterized by a sense of separate identity, and awareness of its 
living within a larger society. In fact, the Anglo-Indians perceive that they are hardly 
treated as equal as no one cares about their aspirations and participation in the 
socioeconomic and demographic life of the nation. Primarily the purpose of the research 
is to describe the Historical background, socio-cultural patterns of Anglo Indian. Also, 
analyzed some major complexities coiled the community which face the threat of 
extinction aroused the curiosity to go deep in to their life in its totality. 
 
Keywords: Anglo Indian, Identity Crisis, Social issues, British raj 
 
Introduction 
 
The Government of India Act Section 366(2) 1935 describes “An Anglo Indian means a 
person whose father or any other of whose male progenitors in the male line is or was of 
European descent but who is domiciled within the territory of India and is or was born 
within such territory of parents habitually resident therein and not established there for 
temporary purposes only”1. Indian independence posed a serious threat to the 
sustenance of this minority community. Fears and insecurity about their future led to the 
first three major waves of migration from India. From 1949, tens of thousands left for 
England, which they had always considered as some sort of homeland. The second 
major migration wave was in the early sixties coinciding with a move in India to replace 
English as the national language. The destination this time had been Canada and 
Australia. The reason for the third wave, from the seventies onwards, is referred to in 
India as the “Family reunion” wave.2 
 
History and Genesis of Anglo Indian 
There were various travails undertaken for the nomenclature of this particular 
community and its history. A close insight into the history shows that except for a short 
spell, their history is one tragedy, injustice and indifference and a story of intra 
community strife. This together has resulted in the social alienation faced by them. The 
many complex and perplexing problem with which the community is faced today is the 
direct outcome of its historical development as a “minority community” within the rich 
and conflicting diversity of the Indian national scene and its close connection with the 
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British people who were not directly responsible for its advent but for many of its 
characteristics which distinguish it from the other elements of which India is composed. 
The community is said to have owed its genesis to the advent of the Europeans, the 
British in particular, in India. When the Portuguese came to India, they followed a more 
or less conciliatory policy in respect of the local people. To sub serve their commercial 
interest and to strengthen their newly acquired territory in India, the British encouraged 
the marriage between their men folk and the native women. Accordingly under the 
supervision of some high officials of British Government namely Alphonso De 
Albuquark, such marriages were conducted, the main objective of which was 
consolidation of British rule in India20.  
 
Present Communities 
The aforesaid discussion in brief, shows that the small and scattered Anglo-Indian 
community is urban, casteless and relatively better educated than most other 
communities in India. Moreover, the Anglo-Indians, mostly having a nuclear structure, 
have no preference for a male child which is clearly reflected in the higher ratio females 
than males. The Anglo-Indians serve in various categories like school teachers, office 
secretaries, telephone operators, receptionists, travel agents etc. and ironically most of 
them live in rented accommodation because of their non-viable economic condition 
which can sustain them but cannot generate surplus to enable them to make or buy a self 
owned settlement. The occupational patterns of the Anglo-Indians also dictate their 
economic condition, and due to lack of resources, they do not venture in professional 
courses like medicine, management, engineering etc. However, it may be mentioned 
that the Anglo-Indians enjoy teaching and it 'would not be an exaggeration to say that 
they have made themselves indispensable teachers in the private English medium 
schools by their dedication and hard work though they may not be remuneratively 
compensated. The above discussions make it evident that the Anglo-Indians of the 
selected towns feel alienated and deprived for which they curse their identity itself, on 
account of its numerical insignificance. It was a situation of distress and deprivation that 
manifested their behavior. In the absence of recognition by the other communities, the 
Anglo-Indians have reconciled with their way of life, secluded, as it appeared to be, 
with no complaints21.  
 
Review of Literatures 
The present review work does not claim to be a ground-breaking research on the 
problems of the Anglo-Indian community. However, the researchers who have worked 
in this area have paid skimp attention to matters like the socio-economic and political 
life of the Anglo-Indians and their attitudes towards the political process. Most of the 
authors on Anglo-Indians have dealt with issues such as history, language, culture and 
contribution of the community to education.  
Robyn Andrews3 (2005) in her theses describes about who are actually called the Anglo-
Indians and their culture and lifestyle. Her literature gives a close insight about the 
origin of Anglo-Indians, their arrival in India and the places they have built their 
settlements. Andrews et al has depicted this community mainly as born out of alliances 
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formed between Englishmen and the local Indian women. End of British colonialism in 
India blew a death knell for this minority community. Thinking that their days were 
numbered many flew back to Britain, which they considered as their homeland. This 
resulted in three waves of migration between mid fifties and early seventies to various 
countries namely United Kingdom, Australia, Canada and New Zealand. The 
description of Bow barracks which is considered to be the hub of Anglo-Indians is given 
very clearly. Places in Kolkata like Picnic Garden, Tiljala, also has small communities 
of Anglo-Indians. The structure of their home, interiors and life styles are also 
mentioned. The theses further describe the Anglo-Indian clothing which is mainly 
Western and their food habits resemble that of the western countries. The Anglo-Indians 
in general believe in the principles of Christianity and their mother tongue being 
English. They also observe the ritual of praying five times a day and visiting the church 
every day. They celebrate the festival of Christmas with great pomp and pleasure. Other 
religious festivals like Good Friday, Easters etc are also celebrated. The education 
system of the Anglo-Indians show elite chain of schools, modeled on British system, set 
up for them and the medium of instruction being English. There are other types of 
schools as well ranging from morning to evening sessions and various other educational 
centres set up across the country. 
 
Professor Wright5 (1960), in his paper titled “Shattering of cultural identity: The Anglo-
Indian community in Rural India”, throws a light on the problems that is being faced by 
the Anglo-Indians in upholding their culture and identity in rural India. In this paper, the 
author has tried to convey an image of the Anglo-Indian community, its members and 
the impact of the social forces on them in Dumka, a small hamlet in Bihar. Wright et al5 
has indicated Indian subcontinent as a perfect example of ‘multi culturalism’. Several 
external forces like Aryans, French, Dutch and most significantly the British invaded 
India at different times and tried to dominate the social, cultural and political life of the 
indigenous communities. The history of India was therefore, a blend of all these 
cultures, each having brought with them different patterns of dressing, diet, customs etc. 
The most significant outcome was many European males forming alliances with local 
ladies and some having sexual liaisons even without the formality of marriage which 
attracted varied responses ranging from acceptance to ostracism. This seclusion from 
the established social order over time led to the formation of this minority group- The 
Anglo Indians. They tried to imbibe those customs and traditions which were 
independent of two major communities- the British and the Indian. With the exodus of 
British from India after 1947, a mass of Anglo-Indians also started returning to Canada, 
Nigeria, Great Britain which they considered to be  their ‘safe shores’ as described by 
the author. Those who stayed back in India constantly suffered from the problem of 
identity crisis. They were never considered as Europeans even though they emulated all 
aspects of European lifestyle. On the other hand, they were not absorbed well into the 
indigenous culture of rural India because of their ‘westernized’ living. So their condition 
has rightly described by the author as “Marginal”, living on the periphery of both the 
communities. The picture of Dumka, which Professor Wright brings before us shows 
that this community which once had a membership of nearly seventy five has dwindled 
to only one or two. Dumka now has William as the only Anglo-Indian living in that 
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area. The author concludes his writing saying that this community will totally disappear 
from this place when the descendants of William cease to accept their Anglo-Indian 
identity. With the Anglo-Indians migrating to different places their number dropped 
significantly which ultimately led to the “shattering of cultural identity”. 
 
James et al6 has portrayed an overview of Anglo Indian and their identity crisis. Warren 
Hastings was first introduced the term “Anglo-Indian” in 18th century to depict an 
English person or Indian from English ancestry. During British era, they enriched with 
all facilities by East India Company. Special institutes were established in various 
metropolitan cities for anglo children, even they were sent to England for better 
education and for making them as a right candidate for public service department. 
During expansion of British Empire, intermarriage between English person and native 
women was promoted widely but after establishment of british government the scenario 
changed totally. They had to survive in this condition and pink-slipped from all top rank 
of army and civil service department. These “half-caste” members were discriminated 
by their skin colour in 19th century, other than fairer people known as “Eurasian”. A 
critical problem experienced after the independence of India and these minorities leave 
India for safer shores like Australia, Canada, England etc . 
 
Ranka7 et al has studied on reservation of Anglo Indian community under Indian 
constitution. After 1947, democratic people began to obviate Anglo-ancestors and their 
lineage, Anglo people felt existence crisis to stay in India. Anglo Indians are the 
minority community and they get chance to represent in the lower house of Parliament 
of India i.e. House of the People by nominating two people from their side. Indian 
constitution also renders special provision for this community in certain services and 
educational grants for their benefit. Such type of special privileges is not available to 
any other minority community under the Constitution because this kind of reservation 
requires that the community needs to be educationally and economically backward with 
years of social sufferings. Anglo Indians are not only economically well off but have 
been the pioneers of English medium education in India. During pre independence, they 
became privileged community and specifically recruited into railway, Post and 
telegraphs, Customs and excise, Teaching profession and forest department etc. There 
are several articles that facilitated Anglo community of present India. Article 331 gives 
the power to President to nominate, not more than two members of the Anglo-Indian 
Community to the Lok Sabha, if he is of the opinion that they are not adequately 
represented. Similarly, Article 333 provides the same power to the Governor for a 
Legislative Assembly of the state as enlisted in Article 331. Article 334 provides the 
duration of special reservation available to Anglo-Indian along with the Scheduled 
Caste and Scheduled Tribe. Article 334 says will not exist after a period of seventy 
years from the onset of this Constitution. That expiration period is 2020. Article 336 and 
337 provides special concession in certain services and educational grants to Anglo-
Indian Community. Article 336 is related to special provision for Anglo-Indian 
community in certain services. It provides that after the commencement of the 
Constitution, for a period of two years, appointments of members of the Anglo-Indian 
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community to posts in the railway, customs, postal and telegraph services. Article 366 
(2) of the Indian Constitution provides the definition of Anglo-Indian. The definition is 
anti-women and gender biased. It places the male and female Europeans on different 
footing. It recognizes the offspring of only male European with the female Indian. It 
does not recognize the offspring of female European with the male Indian. Similarly, on 
the basis of this definition reservation is given to a particular community which is also 
racist in nature. It distinguishes between European and other foreign nationals. 
Recently, political parties are very much aware to give them position from their side 
because it can play a major role in vote bank during election. The importance of Anglo-
Indian member in fractured mandate can be understood better with the example of NDA 
government which lost the vote of confidence in 1999. If NDA government had 
nominated the two Anglo-Indian members, then it would have won the vote of 
confidence by a margin of one. So, there is no wonder that ruling parties used to 
nominate Anglo-Indians as they can help in crisis. 
 
Dey8 et al has portrayed wonderfully about socio-cultural history of the Anglo-Indian 
community of Calcutta in general and Bow Barracks in particular. His work focused on 
a brief history about the origin and position of Anglo-Indian women in Bow Barracks. 
Through the path of the Central metro station in Kolkata, rushes through the 
Chowringhee crossing and lands straight into the chaotic pandemonium of Bow Street, 
one cannot ignore the tall red-bricked buildings on the left, with their dark patches of 
ancientness. These red bricked buildings are located in one corner of Bow Street called 
Bow Barracks and they belong to the Anglo-Indian community that has resided there 
since the First World War. Around 1912 the American troops arrived in Kolkata and 
settled in the Barracks. During colonial era, they enjoyed a superior socio-cultural and 
economic status as compared to non-Anglo-Indians. After 1947, they were deserted by 
the colonizers and on the other hand they were not accepted by the Indians and were “ 
labelled as Angrez”. The residents of Bow Barracks were mostly employed as cabaret 
dancers, jazz musicians, hockey players, personal assistants, telegraph officers and 
railway men. After India’s independence, cabaret dancing was condemned as socio-
culturally demeaning and was discouraged in Kolkata. As a result of all of these 
changes, many Anglo-Indians lost their jobs. A major section of the financially 
flourishing Anglo-Indian community migrated to the suburbs of UK, US and Australia. 
Currently women residents of Bow Barracks struggle to preserve their Anglo-Indian 
habits and challenge the patriarchal structured definition of being an Anglo Indian. 
According to Article 366, those individuals whose mother was European and whose 
father was Indian were never accepted within the Anglo-Indian community. For the 
residents of Bow Barracks the situation has always been critical as the current Anglo-
Indian residents are orphans whose parental origin is unknown and they were brought 
up by their near and distant relatives. During a conversation about Bow Barracks with 
an Anglo-Indian curio shop owner in Calcutta, he said that the Christian residents of 
Bow Barracks can never be regarded as Anglo- Indians because they are mostly 
orphans. So, Bow Barracks is nothing more than a Christian slum and the residents of 
Bow Barracks continue to live in a neglected state. Currently, some of them are 
nostalgic about their long-forgotten past; some of them still fight hard to keep their 
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cultures and traditions alive through food, dance and fashion; some are less bothered 
about their glorious past. Author also studied upon some of the present residents of bow 
barrack to analyze their crisis. 
 
Catherina Moss9 in her paper “Anglo Indians and the Problem of Marginality” describes 
the impact of marginality on both Anglo Indians and their foreign and Indian 
counterparts. Slyvia Straub has remarked that the Anglo Indians were the largest and 
most interesting experiment in genetics between East and West. This term was first used 
by Warren Hastings in the 18th century to describe both the domiciled Europeans as well 
as those of mixed heritage. But later in the 19th century this term described the fair 
people of mixed heritage while the darker ones were termed as Eurasians. The Anglo 
Indian community had its origin from the inter caste marriages that took place between 
the British employees and the indigenous women of India. This was promoted by the 
British Raj during the period 1600-1750 so as to strengthen their foothold in India as the 
newly emerged race would act as levers of the colonizers in India. However the Anglo 
Indians after 1750 were looked upon with suspicion because of the prevailing political 
instability. In spite of the marginalized condition that the community was forced into, 
they still adhered to western lifestyles, values, religion and language. These people were 
labeled as ‘Half Blood’ by the British and had several restrictions imposed on them for 
attending any social gathering. The Britishers never considered the Anglo Indians as 
part of them even though they emulated them in almost every aspect. Haslam10 revealed 
that certain Anglo Indian women who possessed beauty were seen as objects by the 
Britons and some were even forced to conceal their identity for starring against 
Britishers in Hollywood industry. Despite such marginalization imposed on them, this 
community still managed to prosper by remaining faithful to the rulers. With the exodus 
of British after independence, the very Angloness of the Anglo Indians proved to be 
deleterious in the newly developed province. They were disregarded by the native 
communities for their reservations in various jobs and for their loyalty towards the 
British. Thus they were marginalized both socially and culturally in their own country. 
Cressey11 has delineated their condition as an “unstable equilibrium between foreign 
and indigenous civilizations of India.” The Anglo Indians felt betrayed by the British 
who abandoned them as human leftovers and Indians who declined them. However in 
reality they had a unique and healthy culture of their own.  The marginality imposed on 
them a painful struggle and many Anglo Indians became unemployed as the 
reservations were lifted in the sectors of railways, police etc. The partition riots which 
followed afterwards provided a final sign for them to live India because they suffered 
from the insecurity of the Indians venting their resentment against the British on this 
minority community. Those who could not migrate to England felt trapped while those 
who returned to England were treated as “social outcasts” in their promised land. Bell12 
et al has described in a piece of work that according to Bhaba, the position of the Anglo 
Indians may be described as the ‘third party’ and are neither the self nor the other. 
“They belong neither here nor there.” Therefore they must provide for themselves and 
create their own identity. 
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In the late 1960s Anglo-Indians were tried to migrate themselves in Britain. However, 
the introduction of the ‘British Immigration Act’, which placed restrictions on all 
persons seeking entry into Britain, made it difficult to migrate to the United Kingdom. 
During 1960s, some Anglo-Indians looked to Australia and went there for better 
settlement. When the Anglo-Indians immigrated to foreign lands, they did not have to 
modify their culture or their behavior to any great extent, perhaps they were 
distinguished only by the traces of an Indian accent in their speech. Many Anglo-
Indians changed or modified their accent. According to deefholts13, “The Anglo-Indians 
have successfully made the transition from emigrants to accepted residents of the 
respective countries. However, there seems to be a cultural carry-over from the 
occupations of the community in India as most of them are in service jobs”. 
 
There are an estimated 500,000 Anglo-Indians throughout the world – including 
in Britain, Canada, Australia and Pakistan – but in India itself their population has 
dipped to an estimated 150,000. Grimshaw et al14 has reported the growth of the Anglo-
Indian population has been marginal as compared to the other communities in the 
country. The reasons are firstly, the Anglo-Indians being nuclear families and a service 
class community; usually prefer late marriages, which also affect the population of the 
community. They usually get married after attaining some degree of economic stability. 
Secondly, the women of the community are by and large working women. Since the 
community is dependent on the job sector, the women are also compelled by 
circumstances to take up jobs and other remunerative work for sustenance. 
 
Melvyn Brown15 et al has presented an account of the community’s origin and 
development. The author stated that his work was an introduction to the history of the 
Anglo-Indians, not a dissertation on the ramifications of the fate of the community. The 
piece of writing was a portrait of a race of people, offspring of the English who were 
used as mediators, only to be forsaken and disowned later. However, the formulations in 
the book are solely based on the impressions of the author about the Anglo-Indian 
community. The book also sketches the leaders and other celebrities of the community 
in music, cinema and sports. 
 
Evelyn Abel16 has explored the evolution of the community. The author provides a 
comparative picture of the post and pre -independence period. Abel finds that the form 
and pattern of behavior, dress, language, educational and cultural contribution to India 
etc. has led to the emergence of the Anglo-Indian community as a distinct identity. This 
work also focused on the role of author regarding the constitutional safeguards for the 
community to get representation in the Lok Sabha and the state legislatures. The work is 
also an account of the writers fight for getting job reservations for the Anglo-Indians in 
the central services like the Railway, Customs, Posts and Telegraphs department. 
Singh17 et al has reported a study of the Anglo Indians of Kolkata is significant since the 
city has virtually evolved with the community. The five hundred odd years of its 
evolution has witnessed the early years of the community, its growth and survival 
amidst changes. The Anglo Indians of Kolkata also take pride in their city. It is the 
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space in which they are accustomed to live in. There are many Anglo-Indian families in 
Kolkata who are in the city for three generations or more. Moreover, most of them think 
that they have remained true to the spirit of the “Anglo-Indian culture” than any other 
Anglo-Indian group in the country. They distinguish themselves from Anglo-Indians of 
the railway colonies at Kharagpur or from those of South India and other small towns 
and metropolises of India. There is another angle to this local pride. The city Anglo-
Indians think that in Kolkata they can be more easily identified as an Anglo Indian than 
in any other place in India. They think their identity, especially their ethnic identity, can 
readily be upheld here in Kolkata: they can remain as Anglo-Indians. The Anglo-Indians 
of Kolkata mostly trace an Irish and British descent and therefore consider those Anglo-
Indians with Portuguese or Spanish descent as non-Anglo-Indians. Moreover, the 
Anglo-Indians of Kolkata can seldom speak in Bengali, the local language, unlike the 
Anglo-Indians living elsewhere in the country. The Anglo-Indian’s attachment to their 
language is very strong in Kolkata. It is their belief that by “keeping their language” 
they have retained the very “spirit of their culture more close to their heart” than any 
other Anglo-Indian group in the country. 
 
Andrews18 et al has reported a detail analysis of governmental role and growth of 
community in her recent work. In the late 1970s, the political environment underwent a 
change. The Left Front government came to power in West Bengal and the community 
entered a new kind of relationship with the state. Before this, the community had 
encountered either the colonial rulers or Congress-led governments at the centre or state 
levels. But due to its political docility, the community had not felt significantly 
threatened by the state. With the new government all this was set to change. The 
community had gradually come to realize that Anglo-Indian children failed in schools 
because of their inability to learn Hindi or Bengali as a vernacular and subsequently this 
led to an increase in the drop-out rate. This dilemma was sought to be resolved through 
the Open School system introduced in the later half of 1990s. In 2006, the Left Front 
government further announced that it would from then on look into the matter of 
recruitment of teachers in Anglo-Indian schools. The crisis aggravated. The Anglo-
Indian Association issued a declaration in protest against such a move. However, the 
members of the community had to come to terms with the fact that times had radically 
changed. They had to learn a vernacular in order to study in schools in India, be it an 
Anglo-Indian school or otherwise. Secondly, they realized that they had either to fight to 
sustain their long association with their schools or leave the schools in capitulation to 
the policies of the government. This was a decisive juncture in their history because 
many Anglo-Indians were associated with their schools either as teachers or in the 
capacity of members of the committees that ran these schools. In both situations, they 
found themselves threatened. The recent declaration of the state government in 2010 
that all minority institutions ought to show that thirty percent of the total student 
strength is from the minority population, which would act as a guarantee of their status 
of a minority institution, is also a threat to “Anglo-Indian schools”. Since the majority, 
more than ninety percent of the students that enroll in Anglo-Indian schools are from 
other communities, such policies would mean the death of the system of schooling they 
had been associated with. 
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A study of Indian democracy in the context of the basic principles of democratic theory, 
as well as contemporary debates about the relationship of democracy with civil society, 
cultural diversity, and development are very important to sketch the basic demographic 
and social life of any community. Niraja Gopal19 has analysed the state and democracy 
and addresses the crucial question- has the state contributed to the decline of 
democracy, or has democratic politics undermined the capability to govern? Democracy 
faces difficult challenges in plural societies, and the study discusses India’s rather 
unique experience of negotiating cultural diversity through democratic institutional 
mechanisms. The study also examines how democracy is experienced at the local level, 
especially through institutions of local self-government. 
 
 Conclusion 
 
These reviews of literature have been helpful in formulating any regulations or 
framework for analysis of the present condition of Anglo-Indian. The insights provided 
by them have been useful in analyzing the interaction between the various layers of 
socio-economical study and its bearings on the socio-psychological outlook of a small 
minority like the Anglo-Indians. There is sufficient amount of literature available on 
Anglo-Indians in general apart from the literature mentioned on the social issues and 
identical crisis. However, most of the literature available is in the form of novels and 
invariably written by Anglo-Indians themselves. Of course, most of the literature 
available in the form of novels glorifies the community with reference to the white race 
culture and practices. For the benefit of analyzing, the literature in totality is broadly 
categorized into subheadings of distinctive features, occupation, education, migration 
and their status. It is also observed that many researchers worked on the present 
community status and socio-economic condition. There are several study can be done on 
their social problem or financial drawbacks. Even the educational structure can be 
analyzed by detail evaluation of various factors. As other minority communities are in 
lime light but still Anglo Indians are not so much discussed about their development or 
growth, so this issues or area can be solved by several studies.  
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शॊधसारः 

गुः पूः इित त ुपामराणा ंपिडताना ंच सपुिरिचतम ् तम।्सव साधकाः गुकणा ंकां।ॆपरं त ुगुः 

कः?शाीयगरुवः कीशाः?तषॆा ं िकं लणिमित ातमुिप न यत ॆ।य ॆपिकाया ंिसाः,रदशनात ् समीपता ं

ााः,धनधाभिूमराजकीयभावािदिभःलौिकककाय सकुराः त ॆएव  

गरुवः इित  िनि  जनाः जीवनसव ं,समय ंच यीकुवि।किलयगु ॆ 

 यथा तीथ ॆािण किषतािन,, नः नगरीकरणात ् नपावनशयः, एव ंगरुवॊऽिप गणुहीनाःय।ॆअतः 

गुलण ंसक ् पिराय सवॆया पतूाकरणः सन ् ान ंसा भा ाननॆ मिुभाजः भव ु इित 

शािविधः।अतः शापिरृत ं गुलण ं िवाय िववकॆॆन गु: अॆः।अतः ालीपलुाकायनॆ 

गुराजिॆत रारािजत ंराघवॆगंु उिय त जीवनतमालॊिकतम ् ।अ अणाचय कृत ंराघवॆॊ,ं 

नारायणाचाय िवरिचतराघवॆिवजयः  इािद सामितया सगंहृीतम ् ।त लण ं तदनसुारणॆ त 

ानवभैवम ्,,,संदायसरणपटु,ं 

भजनानुहकातरुता,गुभिः एतॆशंषॆ ुलॆखनिमद ंतुम ् ।त मिहमा,सचंारमः,नााकमुशॆः। 

जीवनमणॆ ायमानगुिचनमाम  समिुम।्  

कूटशाः 

गुलणम ् ,साथ कगुः,दवॆबलादिप गुबलं बलवरम ्,अपवूः गुः,गुराजः, 

गुः,िशचडूामिणः,दयाळुः,,िवािथ दॊषिवनाशकः,उपसहंारः। 

ावना- 

गुिरितलणसमयनॆ गरुॊः गिरमा गणनीया।मुतः सः शः ानदान ॆवतत।ॆ 

यिद ान ं न दीयत ॆ तदा िशाय  बौिकमाग ः न लत।ॆअतः ानदान ं मखुम ् अदमखुम ् ।अ 

ानदानिवषय ॆ राघवेतीथ  ु  सदा साः एव।ि.शक.१५९५तम ॆ वष ितणभ,वकटाा दपंॊः 

जिनतः एषः “वकटनाथ” इित नाा िसः आसीत ् ।सकलशाािण सम िवशषॆाऽयनाथ 
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सधुीतीथ सििध ं समपुाजगाम।िदन ितणमिप साथ कता ं नयन ् गरुॊः ियतमः 

अभवत।्िवाासदशायामवॆ ितराौ तनॆ  रिचता,  “पिरमला” इित िटणी गंु सादिया तॊरीय ं

िवशषॆासाननॆ लॆभ।ॆसः पचशदिधकान ् िनम म।ॆाकरणशा ॆसािधतवै ंा,गुः त ंमहाभा ं

वकटनाथाचाय ः इित शि ंादात ् ।िटणीपच ॆ 

सः”िटणाचाय चवत” इित िसः।पवू मीमासंाशा ॆ त ः भासंहः गज उपिर आरॊ 

राजसान,ंिवनगौरव ं च िरीचकार।सः पवूा मादिप वीणावकटः इित िविदतः आसीत ् ।त 

वीणावादनकौशलं जनाना ं िजावत आसीत ् ।त तपःशिः भॆशान ्  वारयत।्त 

कणा,ीराघवॆगरुव ॆनमॊऽदयळव”ॆ इित ाथ न ॆसंयत।ॆत गुभिः,िनामकमजीवन ंगु 

शॊभावहम।्अतः िवरः,िवुः,शािनपणुःभानकुी गुभ िवतमुहित।त दवॆभिः,कदािप गुः 

ाान ंदवॆिमित सभंा जनान ् न वचंयित इित सचूयित।अतः सः गुः,गुराजः इिप था ंपदॆ।ॆत 

िवषॆण ंउर िवत।ॆ 

१.साथ को गुशः 

अ) गुलणम ् िकम?् 

गुः- एषः शः सव युत ेलोके ।पर ुगुः नाम कः? शाीयपिरिधष ुत चचा  आवयकी। 

""गशुकार ुकारिवतकः|अकारिवरोिधात ् गुिरिभधीयत”े।१. गःु नाम अकारः, तत ् 

रावयित रीकरोतीित गुिरितशने पूत ेानदाता |ानदाता यः कोऽिप भिवत ु ंशॊित|   

तनॆ अानमिप रतोsपाम ् भवते|्तनॆ चािरणॆ ाानािदना  िशकूटगतसशंयः नायः|तने साकं 

पाठाथ कृतनॆ दीघा यनने  यमिप  गुःिनशंयः भवते|् अतः तदवॆ िवृ ितपािदतम ् ।  

असशंयः सशंयित ् गुो मनीिषिभः।२. 

यः य ंिनशंयः तथा परसशंयानिप पणू तया पिरहता   स एव गुिरित 

गौरवपद ंाॊित।  

धीरेतीथ  ुाान ेएवमाह”गु ंचानकेधा- 

संदायवत कने उपदशेकनॆ  अनुाहकनॆ इित.।३.   यिद यः कन सदाय ंवतयित,िशकॊिटष ु

सृंितिवषय ॆा ंभिं च जनयित सः गुः भवित।यिद शााथा न ् उपिदशित तदाऽिप स गुिरित 

गणनीयः।यिद उभौ माग िवहाय कॆवलं  तपः कृा, तपः शा जनाना ंक ं  पिरहरित तदािप सः गुः 

भिवतमुहित। 
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 तािप राघवेतीथ  ुीय ेटीकािटया ंिववृवन ् इदमाह “शाभवािदना गुिेत भावः”|य ुशा ं

सिललतया समुादयित 

सः गुःइित तावः।गःु नाम, ान,ंतत ्,  श ॆइित धातॊः,शसमहूािदना शारचनात ्,सः गुिरित गयत।ॆ 

अानाकितिमरः मनुान ् ामिया महापुषाथ लाभने वचंयित। पशव ुअानात ् आहार े िमित ं िवष ं

मॊहने  भुा िय।े तषेाम ् अानम ् वरम ् ,यतः पशजुनः मिुभिवित तषेा ंिवषिमिताहारभणात।् 

मनुाणा ंत ु-तािप मन ुअवबोधन ेइित धातोः ानाथ म ् -ानसाराथ जाताना ंअान ंन कदािप सम।्ताश ं

अान ंरावयित, िरकरोित ।ततः सः गुिरित ॊत।ेबिुमान ्   मानवः महापुषाथ पमोात ्  विंचतः नवै 

भवेाम गुािरावयकी| 

िवषयचडमातः तलंू िवा ,लघभुतूमुा य कु वा पातयित।गुभतू ंन चालयित।गुः ाननॆ लघभुतू ॆ

िश ॆभारं ापयित।तदा सः रितः भवित।अतः गौरव ंभारं ात ॆअननॆ इित रीा च सः गुः इिप 

कत।ॆपरं त ु राघवॆतीथ ः सवरीािप गुरवॆ। सः संदायवत कनॆ ,ाचीनःैअनसुतृ ं विैदकमाग 

यमनसुाय , िशाणा ंताग दय  गुरभतू ् ।एवमवॆ शाानिप  िनमा य भािवजनागंाऽिप माग  

दशयामास।त ाः सवकािलकॊपदशॆं सवषा ं  सदा ारयि।एवमवॆ तपसा जनानुहकािर ं त ु

अनभुविसिवषयः।तानुहणॆ  कुािदरॊगाः अिप रया िनविृमपुगि। 

“त कुािदरॊगाणा ं िनविृरया भविॆदित” ॊ ॆसमुािरतम ् ।अतः सः सवािप साथ कः गुिरित 

ममवॆ। 

आ) गुािः परमावयकी 

यथा अः पुषः अमाि साग चलित,ग ंाॊित एवमवॆ साधकः गंु ा अ सहायनॆ  दवॆं 

पयतॆ।् अथा तदसामवॆ। 

वदॆॊपिनषदॊsिप तामवॆॊदघोषयन ् "आचाय वान ् पुषो वदे"५.”तिानाथ स गुमवॆािभगतॆ ्  सिमािणः 

ॊिय ंिनम ्  ” इित।६.मुडकॊपिनषदिप वि। त ं -परत ंजगिददमिप ागुः िशः एव विे –

अतः गुपसिः शािविधः|भगवानिप लॊकिशणाथ गुमवॆ शरण ंजगाम।रामः िवािममनसुसार।कृः 

साीिपिनम ् समपुाजगाम।  

सकामः दवेेः बोिधततोsिप मानषु ंगंु ा तनेवै त ं 

िजािमित गुसिधौ िनवदेयित| तथािह-तु ंवे म े 

भगवशेो,आचाया दवे सिधता िवा सािध ंापयित|७. 
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 तािप िवषयिवरेन गंु ा परत ं ा ं इित,शाोिः।अतः गंु ा,तानुहात ् तिववचेन ं

कथमिप ा ंमानषु ेजिन|तदवॆॊम ् --- 

गरुोरनुहात ॆ साधन ंन हरःे ियम|् 

गुपदशेा ुपरं ाोवे न सशंयः।८. 

 अतः गुः आवयकः।त ंसवॆया सादिया  िवा ाा।तदवॆॊम ् -- 

 सलणसपंः याुसधीः। 

 िशाय स ंभवित तव ना सशंयः।९. 

अतः गरुोः सीकरण ं िशकतम|् एव ं गुः नाम अानिनवत कः-गणृाित िशगत ं अानम ्, कृपया 

गणृाित ीकृ रावयित नाशयतीित गुः -ताय मिप पाठवचनािदना िशमनोगतॊरदाियनॆ  

करोित।अतः गरुोः काय महरम-्वै ुजीवन म ेवातवरणासने ाान ् रॊगान ् नाशयित। कमा िदना 

ाानिप तान ् नाशयते ्  ।जतः ाम ् जजातंरतः  जाादवे िनिबडतया घनीकृतम ् अान ंयदि  

गुः तदिप नाशयित।अतः गुः नाम वैादिप पूतमः।एताशलयकािरगणुसावत ् अाननाशकात ् गंु” 

गुदवो महेर” इित मानयि।तॊम-्  

अानितिमर ानाजंनशलाकया। 

चुीिलतम ्  यने त ैीगरुव ॆनमः।१०. 

अाननॆ अः,वतुः जाः िशः ानपशलाकया िचिकितः िदचःु लभत।ॆचःु कदा 

उीिमित ,कथमुीिलतिमिप न जानाित जःु मानवः।गुणा ताय िशिहताय समाचिरतम ् । 

जातः मानवः  शशैवात ्, बाात ्, यौवनात ्, लॊकम ् िदःु नयन ंउिषित-जगत ् पयित-परं त ुजगाथ ंन 

पयित।इियात ्  रित ंदवॆ ंगुबलादवे पयित। अतः चुीलन ं गुणा भवित|. 

ताशपरलोकतपिरचायकः एव गुः भवित।लौिकक गरुवः, सहायकाः माग दशका इित भवरेन ्! नवै गुपद ं

लभ।े यतः “अािवा िवाना”ं.११.इित भगवानवॆ भगवीताया ंबभाण। 

 हिवािप तथवै वि-- 

“य दवे ेपरा भिः यथा दवे ेतथा गरुौ| 

ततै ेकिथता था ः काश ेमहानः||१२. 

 इित अतः िवादातरुवे गुात ्   गुः नाम  अामाग दशकः| सूमिप तमवॆमवॆ 
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बभाण”दानवदवॆ िह तम” ीा गुपिदतमवॆ ससंाराीव ंमॊचयतीित। 

३.दवॆबलादिप गुबलमवॆ बलम ् 

सविप कायष ु ॊितष ॆ थम ं िकमपुलत ॆ इित त ु कुतहूलकरः िवषयः।हबलाबलिनण यऽॆिप सवथमं 

गुबलमवॆ गयत।ॆयिद गुबलं िवत ॆनाि त सकंटसरिणिरित सवंद ॆॊितिवदः।दवॆबलगुबलयॊः 

म ॆगुबलमवॆ गणुावहम ् ।यिद ारवशात ् जातकॆ दवॆः ुः इित ातऽॆिप िचा न बाधत।ॆगुमखुनॆ 

तुः दवॆः शापमिप वरनॆ पिरणमित।अत एव शापानुहशः  इित गुः िनगत।ॆयिद गुरवॆ कुिपतः तदा 

कॊऽिप त ंरित ु ंभवित। तॊम-् 

“हरौ  ॆगुाता गरुौ  ॆन कन” इित। 

अॊदाहरणमकंॆ पिरपोषकं िवत।ॆ दवॆाः चवित न ं बिलं जतॆ ु ं नवैाुवन ् ।कृतऽॆिप यु ॆ दैाः एव सदा 

जयशािलनःआसन ।गंु शुाचाय यदा बिलःन बमनॆ ॆतदवै दवॆाः वयमवॆ जतेारः इित हसःु।ुः गुः 

ॊिहणः  िश दवॆबलमिप नाशयित।सवलॊकजतॆाऽिप िनिखलजनिनीमियतरॊऽिप कणः न कदाऽिप 

सखुीित यम ् मनॆ ॆ ,यतः स गुशापः।अतः गंु सा दवॆदशनाथ शामसनीयिमित वदॆाः  पनुः 

पनुः ितपादयित। 

 २.अपवूः गुः 

  अधनुा त ु गरुवः बहवः सि।िशा ु केचन!तािप कलौ यगु े िवापहारकाःगरुवः सि।त ेसमीप ं

आगतषे ु िशषे ु अानम ् पॊषयि,तने सह भयमिप जनयि।िशा ु स ु सदा अान-े इित  

लौिककगरुवःभावयि।वैाः रोिगिवषय े.गहृपाठकाः िशिवषय ेपिवषय ेएवमवे सि। 

कालॆज ् समय ेन पाठयि , िवािंतसमय ेगहृ ेपाठयि.तानिधकृ सभुािषतमि. 

गरुवॊ बहवि िशयिवापहारकाः। 

गरुवॊ िवरळाि िशिचाssपहारकाः॥१३. 

िवालयः-िविवालयाः-नतूनिशणिवधयःnew technical courses-सविप धनाथ मवे पाठयि।केन 

कारणे धनम ् आहतम ् इित अनिुदनम ् िचा तषेाम।्ताशाः गरुवः,िवािथ न।तािप िशम ् मधेािवनम ् 

कत ु यतमानाः गरुवःिवरळाः!राघवेादयः त िति थम पिंष।ु िशाणा ं ानदान.ंतषेा ं

अिभविृःविैदकलॊके एव यत।ेअतः राघवेः गुणा ंगुः। तेॊ गुॊ नमः। 

३.गुराजः 

अपवूा ः गरुवः ःु कॆचन। पर ुगुराज इित नाम किन ् अथः?गुणा ंराजा गुराजः इित त  नाम, 
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सवषा ंगुणामिप सावकालीनमाग दशकः।ताशःगुः  कीशः? 

"गरुवॊsतीव िवरळाः  िशिचापहारकाः"। 

िश िच,ं िचचाच,ं अप त ं ाःै िनपियतारः गरुवः िवरलाः।तािप िश िच े

ताप,ंक,ंसकं,ंॆश ं यदि, तदि तदप बोधकाःबिवरळाः।कुवॊsिप काय विधसमय े

ियरेन।्अहिन शम ् कता रो नाम विैदकगरुवॊ एव। 

पर ु गुकुले गुः िश समीप े अहॊरा ं वसित।अयनम े समागतान ् ॆशान ् पिर त ेयम ् 

धाता ं अभवून।्िश  नाम "अवेासी’ गुसमीप े वसतीित अथकम ् शा।ेताप ं त े

िनवारयामासःु।न तावा।ं िशाणा ंभौितकॆश ंपिरहत ु त ेय ंअकुवन।्य तः सा,ं त अय ंगुः 

दशपदािन परुः गा   तिवारण ेकाय परः भवित । त ेख गरुवः-गुराजाः इित ाित ंलभ।े 

सवषाम ् िविदतमवॆतैत ् गुराजो नाम   ीराघवेभिुरित। पामरः अिप गुवासर रणादवे गंु 

राघवेभ ुं  ु ंधावित राघवेमठम।् पिडताना ंपामराणाण ् अिप गुः नाम राघवेभःु ख।तािप गंु 

सधुीतीथ,त िशवा ं तावियामः। 

४.बोधकमिणः-िशचडूामिणः 

  सधुीतीथ ः िवजयी िशॊ भूा राघवॆ गुःआसीत।्एषः वकटनाथः (राघवॆ 

आमीकारात ् पवू नामधये)ंताशिशचडूामिणरवे गुान ंलभत।े 

हमेः शैने सवा न ् बाधत।ेवकठनाथ ु  शैपीिडतॊsिप नायन ंजित । राौ सम ं  अयन ं

परूिया शयनम ् कत ं इित त दीा। पिठत ंिृतपथः रम ्  न गत ु इित भावनया सःपिठत ं  सव 

लेखनपणे ढीकरॊित ।मधेया एव िशः िवा ंलभत े इित शानीितः।  तिन ेगुकृतः पभागः 

किठणतमः आसीत।्त सहााियनॊासन ् नवै।राि ु चलित  ।वकठनाथ दीा त ुनवै कुिठता 

भवित ।स त ुमराि  कारणात ्,अाहारा  ाो बभवू ।अयन ंकुव वे  म ंम ंिशलोपिर िशरॊ 

िनधाय सुाप।दहेः  शैम ्  असहन ् िनतराम ् कंपत े। दाः परर सघंषा त ् कटकटश ंकुव ि । 

ऒ ु कतः शैकथा ं कथयि ।समीप ु दीपः िश कथाम ्,काप य.ं  दीा ं च म ं मं 

मरााविप काशयित । 

 सधुीतीथा  ुमराौ सचरः सः, इतः तः पय टः भगहृ े,ाचीनतम ॆवातायन ेम ंलमान ं 

दीप ंदशःु।मराौ तमः ात।्दीपः कुतः?इित कुतहूलः गुमनिस जातः।त ेत पय धावन।्अः िवय 

सु ं िश ं अपयन।् ादहे ु अतीव ािकारणात ् तथवै सुाप। गरुोः अःकरणः 
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वीभावमापः।पुकराशीनाम ् म े सुः िशः।ह े लॆखनी,िशरोपाधीनकं पुकं-कमान ं शरीरं 

आादकरिहत ंशरीरं। गु ुत िशिलिखत ंिटणंीपुकं अपयत।्शरीरं राौ शीतवातने सचुिलतमिप 

दीा नवै चािलता, गु ुसक ्सचुािलतो बभवू।कीय ंउरीय ं व ं िशॊपिर िनधाय िनतरा ंसुः 

िनज गाम। 

भात ेसयू उदयन ् आ।े िशॊ पवू मवे उदतेमु ् उुः।दहेॊपिर ित ंउरीयाकम ् गुणा ंव ंा 

िवितः। मनिस लोकापवादभयात ् ॊभः सजंातः।  शी ंगुसमीप ेधावन ् उरीय ंगुपादयोः सम मम 

अपराधः नाीित उवाच। गुः सित ंा अर,े शैनॆ  बाधमानम ् ा ंवी मयवै मराौ समिप तम।् मा 

भषैीः।िवयाय नावकाशः।अतॆःु िश उपिर गरुोः सवकारोनुहःवत त े एव।िशॊ सुोिप, 

गवुनुहो जागित ! वमा ं िकम?्सकलमिप सपंत ् िशाणा ं कृत े -इित जहसःु।अर ेवकटनाथ, या रिचता  

िटणी मम समीप ेवतत,ेसा सावकिलक माग दिश नी। 

गुकणा महती,ताशगरुोः वाभागी वकटनाथः ायुादवे गुराजः-इित नाम।सुाविप छा ेगुकणा 

छिमव िश ंसदा रित।य ुगुकृपाभागी 

िवाथ सतत ंयतत ॆसः एव पात ्  उमगुः भवतीित म।्ताश गुभिः िवासपंादनदीा 

राघवॆतीथ सदा आसी।्“सधुीगुपादाना ं िशणे ीशतुय।ॆ राघवॆॆण यितना कृतये ंतदीिपका”।१४. 

इित गंु ौित ा ॆराघवॆतीथ ः ।  

५.उमः गुः-िवािथ दॊषनाशकः 

राघवेगरुव ु न कॆवलं वारः।नािप केवलं पाठकाः,इतर िवसृान ् िान ् भागानिप सलुिलत शैा 

िवशदीकुवि। न तावा,ंथमागताय िशाय  पीडकान ् ुसहेान ् अःै शःै पिरहरि। 

ुटीकुवि। न तावदवे,िशाणा ंमनिस जातान ्  तथवै जायमानान ्   अयन िवकरानिप दोषान ् पिरहरि-

तथा च  ॊकः|  

गीती-शीी- िशरःकी- यथािलिखतपाठकः| 

अनथ ोSकठ षडते े पाठकाधमाः।१५. 

िवना कारण ंगािप वृाािप गात ु ंविृः,शीमवे पठन ंयथा ोतःु नावबोधः भवित तथा पठन,ं-यथा 

िलिखत ंतथवै पाठन,ं-अथान ंिवना पठन,ंपर ेदोषान ् परी वदयेुिरित भीा रणे पाठन,ंपठन,ं एत ेसव 

अानसभंवाः िवािथ दोषाः |एतबै ः पुषः पाठकाधमःइित उत|े राघवे ुतान ् सवा न ् दोषान ् पिरहरित 

ढं ान ंदा|तॊम-्    
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 “अानिविृताि सशंयापिृतयाः 

ताकवचःकौामखुाः य ेचिेयोवाः 

दॊषा ेनाशमायाि राघवेसादतः”।१६, 

१.- अान ं अपसरित-:--केषाचंन िशाणा ं अते ं िकिमित ानमिप नवै ात-्ताश ं अान ं गरुवः 

पिरहरि।पीिठकायामवॆ  ॆिकमुत ॆ इित कैिदवॆ वाःै िवशदयित िविशाा गुः। 

२.िविृत ं  िवनाशयित:- केचन शी ं पठि-शीतरं िवरि।ताश ं अयनम ् समयापहािर िक ु 

अानापहािर न ।अतः कथ ंमधेोपयोिगतया अयन ं काय इित लेखननेवै  ापयि राघवॆयितचरणाः। 

३.ाि ं िभनि-ािः िधा-मयॆ ं िवपरीततया यः िवजानाित सः ाः।अमधी सव-हिमित 

भावयमानः सॊऽिप ाः इुत।ॆएक िवमान ंिवषय ंार ॆगिदतिमित िवशकिलतया िविदतः पुषः 

सॊऽिप िवशषॆतः ाः इित बधुःै भयत।ॆ   

अ).केचन अयन ंकुव ि।तषॆाम ् अयन ंायन,ंिवपरीततया   ंअधी तदवॆ तिमित तकयि।  

राघवेगरुवः ितपदमिप िवि िववृवि। तनॆ ािः िनवािरता भवित। 

आ) कॆचन अमधी सव समािमित ाान ं िवषः म।ेअ त ु िचगत ंअान,ंतमहंकारं 

बिहरिप िवजृभंत।ेािरषेा िनवारणीया। राघवेगरुवः शाान ्  िवमतान ् िविवतया िवि साध ु

साधयि। तनॆ अधीत ंिवत ॆबिित िवाथ िवनयसॊ भवित। 

इ)  ं सम ं िन किन ्  ॆ  िकमुम ्,तषॆा ं सामर ं कथिमित सिललं सरसम ् िनपयित।तनॆ 

िवपॆजिनतमः िवरीतः भवित। 

४) सहॆसॊहं समलंू समुाटयित:-ाःे सहोदरः सशंयः।अयनकाले समााविप सशंयाः 

भवि बहवः। राघवेगरुव ु॒  पवू तनिटणीः दय  ााय सशंयानिप पिरहरि। 

५)अपारं अपसरित:-कॆचन अपारं नाम मछूा , गुसदात ् सा नयतीित िनगदि। 

त ॆ मॊिहताःएव ।स त ुबिुदॊषः नवै।अतः अपारः नाम िवतया रण।ं ाःे ाता अः अपारः-

इित त नाम |एकिन ्  े िवमान ं  अिन ्  े िवत े इित म,े|एषा अपिृतिरित कत े

|तभावणे िवाथ  उभयमिप िवरित|यिद सभाया ंत ेतथवै  उिखि तदा सभाम ॆमानभगंात ् बिुशंॊ 

भवते ् वुम।् इित बिुमणमिप ात-्अतः िविृतिनवारण ं राघवेादवे साम ् ।ताशी शिैलः 

सरळा,िवमशा िका,ॊेखी,ितपदाथ िवविॆचनी,ाकरणुटताितपािदनी ,सूतया 

िवनमॊिदनी,िवािथ सवंािहनी समुसित। 
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६.यः - यः नाम कन रॊगः भवतॆ ् ।स त ु ना िववितः।त गरुॊः पाता तावती नाि।यः नाम 

उाहयः। 

आरशरूाः ख दािणााः इित वादः एवाि।आरभ ॆयाशी उाहः मनिस नृित कितििनषे ुसव 

नयित।अॊाहनॆ  िवा ंन कॊऽिप िवित।अधीताः ाः पिरचायककाले फलदाः, िवतृा ुनवै 

फलदाः। वषा रंभकाले वदेॊोषकाणा ंपिरपािठः िविदतवै, केचन ार ेउकठाः। -म ॆमािमकाः , अ ॆ

सूािकाः,नाम, संू सुपणे संपेतया समाि ं कुव ि। दीघ चते-्तवै समा मौनमागण शूवािदन 

इव भवि नाम िनशशाः भवि।  पारायण ंितिदन ंकत।ं तािककिवषय ेसिूरि “ णा 

न तािककाः”इित।   ।िवलासाथ तकशा ंण ंं चते ् तदनरम ् त ेतािककाः नवै।सवंरं तक ं

िवासं ं ,तक ः सणू जित,एषः एव यनामक दोषः।एत े दोषाः भवरेन ्  अयनकाले- 

कालारsेिप।गुरणात ् पठनपारायणयोः नाशाकः यदोषः सवनाशाकः  नयित िसम ् । 

७.अॊपकरणात ् यः-केचन िशाः कुव यन,ं न त ुमतः,-तषॆाम ् पिठतमिप नवै भवेपयॊगाय-।का ं

पिठा वदॆाायनाय धावि।  ाकरणिववचॆन ं नाि। वदॆिववकॆः सतुरा ं नाि।तषॆा ं सौकया य 

ाकरण ं िववृ  तकशामिप िनवॆ मीमासंाशामिप िविव िशाणा ं वदेााायन ं अथवरं इित 

दशयि |इदमवॆ िशॊपकारकं। तनॆवै गुपद ंसाथ कं भवित िवषा ंिवािथ ना ंमखु।ॆ 

८.अयनकाले िवािथ घातकुाः  िवशषेदोषाः सि। “िनाताभयॊधाः िवानाशकरा मताः” त े सव 

राघवेगुरणात ् नयि। 

अ) “शतषे ुजायत ेशरूः सहषे ु च पिडतः। वा दशसहषे ु ॊता भवित वा नवा”।१७. 

वण ंबककरम ् ।िवषयािथ नः काया ं  कॆवलं वण,ंतऽॆिप यदा नाथा वबॊधः, तदा सहजतया िना िनतरा ं

िवािथ नमिलंगित।सा िना िवािथ नः िवशषॆतः शःु।य ुयॊिगन ंगंु रित तदा िना िनरित िनतराम ् 

आ) ता-िनायाः पवूा वा ता इित उत।ेिनायाः पवु िशरःकािद जनकं आल ं

ता।अितभोजनात ् िना,ववैयात ् वा सखुासीन पुष ता जायत।ेतदनरं िनािप भवते।्" " एत ेसव 

गुरणात ्  नयि। 

९.कः-शरीरकनात ् िनाळुात ् दहेोsिप कत।ेआसनभंया ंअशं शरीरं पततेािप समीप ेले! तने 

मनःकः अिप भवित-तात ् आिवासः नयित। िनायेु िश ॆ गुकृपा िशिथला 

भवित।दोषसचंयनाशकः ख गुमंः। 

१०,वचःकौ-ं-ातमिप िकिचत ् वंु शकं।एतिषय ेसभुािषतमि।  
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शतषे ु  दहेािसष ुएकः शरूः भवित,।सहषे ुएकः पिडतः भवित।दशसहपिडतषे ुएकः भवते ् वा। न 

जानीमो सभाया ंितविदवाद ंॊता कन  भवित वा न वा !  

एव ंवृदोषाः वणदोषाः िवािथ न ंिवसंीकृ त िवा ंिवशषेतः नाशयि।केचन  िवाासकाले एव 

िवा ं जि ,केिच ु िवनरम ् पाठवचनाभावात ् िवतृिवाः भवि, त े सव अािसिभः 

अपह।े "शामाणे पिडतः" इित नाम त, शा ्दशनादवे िवा ऊतेा, वचन वचनाा ंन इित। 

एत ॆसव ख सव समपुलमनाः इियदॊषाः।िवषयिनहिनपणुः,इियजतेा  यॊगी  राघवॆः 

कणया तान ्  दॊषान ् खडयित।दािरमिप ावयित।त नाम तात ् कारणादवॆ राघवॆः इित ईिरतः। 

मकूॊऽिप यसादनॆ मकुु शयनायत।ॆ 

राजाराजायत ॆिरः राघवंॆ तमाय॥ॆ१८. 

मकूः अिप मकुु शयनिमव नाम सहवदनःअत एव  िसहिजःशषॆः इव वाचालॊ िवजृभंत।ॆदिरः अिप 

राा ंराजा इव राराजत।ॆचवित िरव चकासित।  

राघवेगुणा ं रण े दवेतानुहलाभारा गवुनुहसादनमखुने मखुदोषाः    आिप मलूोािठताः 

भवि।िवावत कहयीवसािभतूने ोणॆ िवालाभः िवालाभः  अिप ससुाः एव। 

“ कीित िदिविदता िवभिूतरतलुा साी हयाोऽ िह”|१९. 

इित हयीवदवे एव ोफले साी कृतः ॊकारणॆ अणाचायण।हयीव ुत ुानामयः, 

तोम-्- 

ानामय ंदवें िनम लिटकाकृितम|् 

आधारं सविवाना ंहयीवमपुाह|े|२०.) 

 अतः तपासक  राघवेगरुोः “गुराजः”-इित था नाितशयोिः ,अिप त ुवावम ् एव।      

  अत एव राघवेिवजय ेसु ुितात ं" अुणा ंआिध ंकिवः कोवाsनवुण यते"् इित । 

उपसहंारः 

धीरॆतीथा ः गु ंिववृवन ् त बकरान ् बभाण।संदयवतकनॆ,उपदशॆकनॆ,अनुहकनॆ इित।  

अयनसमय ॆएव वदॆा ंाकरण,ंमीमास ंतकशा ं,पवूमीमासमिप पणू तया 

समधीतवान।्तथा समायन ॆएव  समलंू ान ंसत ॆपुषणॆ।यद ्वॆ ंततदित   इित वचन ंत 

िविदतवॆ ं िवशदयित।ाकरणचचा या ं गुणा “महाभा ं वकॆटनाथाचाय ः” इित शि ं सादपरुरं  

ावान।्मीमासंािवषय ॆ त भासंहः इित ः नीलकठिदितमहािवषा गज उपिर संा साध ु
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सािनतः।नपृः त ंरागौरवःै समपजूयत ् ।िटिणपच ॆत ुसः िटयाचाय चवत इित गिरमा ंलॆभ।ॆत 

अनूानितिरशिैलः िविथ ना ं िवशषॆतः मदुावहा।तनॆ िवरिचतः रािशः पचाशतािधकः।त 

नतूनॊािण,परुातनपरुाणरहािन,नवीनायॊदाहरणािन,िवतृकृतःॆ संपॆकरण,ंसिं 

िवरण,ंवदेाथ िववरणम ्,दशॊपिनषदा ं ितपदाथ िववचॆनम ्,गुणा ं ाना ं टीका,टीकावृतीना ं िटणीः 

,ताः, सवमिप िवत।ॆगुणा ं िवषय ॆ िवनयभवः िवशषॆतःिवलसित त सवा िप 

िवृितषिुवािथ ना ंकृत ॆतनॆ रिचताः ाः सवदा सवपकारकाःएव ंानसपंात ् राघवेगुणा ं  गु ं 

सकलणसितनॆ नजैः गु ं िनपयित।यथा उपदशॆकनॆ गुः,तथा संदायमिप सः ावत यत ् 

।शा रह ं सदय ं ित साध ु पादयत।् पिरशुसासधम  सदा सः समवसत ् ।त 

संदायवत कं सामाजनरैिप साध ुसािनतम ् ।राॆमठः इित तावै िवतत ंबधा भकवलय।ॆपूाय 

राघवॆाय सधमरताय च इित वचन ंसः सदा स ॆधम िनरतः इित िनतरा ंउॊषयित।तथा तपःकरणनॆ 

अनुाहक ंत ुसावजनीनम ् ।तनॆ अनगुहृीताः जनाः त ंपजूयि।“पूाया राघवॆाय” इित सः पिडताना ं

पामराणा ंच शसंाभागी।त तपःशिं  “अॊऽिप िदिः ात ् एडमकूॊऽिप वाितः”इित ॊ ंब 

शसंित।सः तपसा ादशवष  ं वृ िपीिडत ं तजंावू दशॆं  तपसा घॊरविृ ं समा सवजनाना ं

अपानािददानान ् िवतनॆ।ॆ“त कुािदरॊगाणा ं िनविृः रया भविॆदित” वचन ं त तपःसाम 

ाौत।्अतः अनुाहकिमित त िवत।ॆएव ं च  सः सवकारणॆ गुः।त दया 

जनिजावत।“ीराघवॆगरुव ॆ नमॊऽ दयाळव”ॆ इित भाः वुि।त िनामकममाग ः 

भगविः सिः सादरं पालनीया।राघवॆिवजय ॆउम ् - 

दवॆानािमव दवॆॆॊ यॊ द इव यॊिगनाम ् । 

धाििरव िसनूा ंगुणािमव पणू धीः॥२१ 

यथा दवॆाना ं अिधपितः दवॆॆः मखुः,यॊिगष ु दायॆः थमः,ीरसमुः िसनूा ं ेः ,गुष ु मः 

माः,एवमवॆ राघवॆः सवदा सवः माः इित।अतः िवषयािथ ता ंिवहाय िवाथ भवन ्  समासी 

गुभ वित।तदथ य ंकत ं।  
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Abstract  
 
Coccydynia is disabling painful condition resulting from various factors and often not 
given serious importance. The chronic or recurrent pain affects activities of daily living 
and overall quality of life. Not only it is a poorly understood disorder with newer 
findings related to its anatomy, radiology, and the management periodically 
supplementing the medical literature but also it is managed in casual manner in clinical 
settings. There are various treatment options in both conservative and operative methods 
of its treatment and knowledge of which is important for its optimal management. 
 
 Keywords: Coccyx Pain, Conservative Management, Physical Therapy 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Coccydynia or coccygodynia is a debilitating disorder of multifactorial origin. Various 
methods of treatment are described and recommended for this disorder. There is a 
growing body of literature suggesting newer updates on morphometry of this enigmatic 
and poorly understood disorder along with newer methods of treatment. A crisp and 
relevant topical review regarding the therapeutic advances in the last 10 years is 
presented here. 
 
PHYSIOTHERAPY MANAGEMENT 
  
Various conservative methods have been described for the management of coccydynia. 
However, due to scant good quality literature support, no one particular modality can be 
recommended as the most effective one.  
In a recent and probably only systematic review of literature, comprising of articles 
between June 2002 and June 2020, authors found seven articles (2 randomized trials and 
5 observational) and results were inconclusive with authors insisting upon further 
studies to know about efficacy of various modalities in order to better recommend the 
most effective one.[1] 

 
Injection or manipulation 
 
In one report, the cause of coccydynia was identified as associated lumbar radiculopathy 
and somatic dysfunction of the lumbar and sacral vertebrae. Following sessions of serial 
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epidural injection, manipulation of coccyx under anesthesia along with osteopathic 
mobilization of lumbosacral spine resulted in good outcome.[2]  
In another study, fluoroscopically guided coccygeal injection with triamcinolone acetate 
and 1% lidocaine (80 mg and 2 mg, respectively) were given in a patient pool of 14 
cases following which more than 50% relief of pain was seen in cases with <6 months 
of symptoms.[3] 

Acute cases thus fared better than chronic cases. Stretching of remote muscle groups 
such as piriformis (P) and iliopsoas (I) has been tried for 3 weeks in a study involving 
48 cases in three groups (Group 1 with stretching of P and I, Group 2 with stretching of 
P and I along with Maitland's rhythmic oscillatory thoracic mobilization, and Group 3 
with conventional methods such as Sitz bath, cushions, and phonophoresis). In both 
Groups 1 and 2, significant improvement in pain pressure threshold and pain-free 
setting.[4] 
 
Manipulation/massage 
 
In a comparative study involving large number of patients (51 each group) of chronic 
coccydynia who underwent low-power external physiotherapy and intrarectal 
manipulation, found intrarectal manipulation as more effective modality of the two. This 
study, however, had moderate risk of bias. The study also highlighted important 
prognostic factors. The results were better in posttraumatic cases, recent-onset cases and 
those not associated with instability of coccyx or any psychosocial factors.[5] 
 Mobility testing can also be done to assess hypermobility of sacrococcygeal joint, and it 
may also serve as a provocative testing for coccydynia. In an interesting observation 
between two cases, one with traumatic and another nontraumatic one, who underwent 
manual therapy to sacrococcygeal joint resulting in complete resolution in posttraumatic 
case, whereas other one required further interventions.[6]  
In an another comparative study between cases of transrectal manipulation combined 
with single steroid injection (21 cases) to those undergoing only steroid injection (23 
cases) concluded that better results were found in combined therapy, and this can be 
viable option before surgical intervention in chronic cases.[7] 

A prospective pilot study with 2-year follow-up compared three manual therapies in 
randomized group of levator ani massage, joint mobilization, and mild levator stretch, 
respectively. Patients with normal mobile coccyx fared well and levator anus massage 
and stretch was more effective than joint mobilization alone. The authors, however, 
advocated a placebo-controlled study in this regard for better evidence.[8] 

 Inconclusive evidence, however, for recommendation of any particular manipulation 
technique for the treatment of coccydynia was found in a recent evidence report.[9] 
 
Peripheral nerve field stimulation 
 
Other notable therapy with promising results, not necessarily for coccydynia related to 
coccyx fracture, include peripheral nerve field stimulation which was also fund 
beneficial in one case with chronic coccydynia.[10] 
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Dorsal root ganglion stimulation 
 
Dorsal root ganglion stimulation has also been tried in one article with promising 
results.[11] More literature support, however, is required on this topic that has scant 
advances in recent times. 
 
Extracorporeal shockwave therapy 
 
Extracorporeal shockwave therapy (ESWT), an effective method in various other 
musculoskeletal disorders was tested in chronic nontraumatic coccydynia in a quasi-
interventional study involving ten individuals and was found to improve early pain 
intensity.[12] In another study that was a randomized trial comparing 20 patients with 
ESWT and 21 with physical therapy measures, ESWT was found to be more effective 
than physical therapy methods such as short-wave diathermy and interferential 
current.[13] Favorable outcome with majority of cases having partial relief was noted in a 
series when ESWT directing the most painful area was given in three sessions (one per 
week) and followed up for 6 months.[14] 

 
Ganglion impar blockade 
 
Injections for recalcitrant pain, in an elderly female, not responsive to physical therapy 
measures have been tried with good results in one report.[15] Failure of conservative 
methods such as use of cushion, avoidance of provocative activities, and injection of 
local anesthetic to ganglion impar led to 100% pain relief without recurrence. 
Ganglion impar, a solitary retroperitoneal structure formed from terminal fusion of 
lowest paravertebral sympathetic cannels, supplies nociceptive and sympathetic supply 
to perianal structures.[16] The ganglion impar is also known as “ganglion of Walther” is 
described to lie variably between the sacrococcygeal joint to first coccyx. It is more 
commonly found in upper coccygeal region.[17] 

 
Ganglion impar injections with corticosteroid and local anesthetic agent were found to 
decrease pain and disability in chronic coccydynia patients. The injection route in this 
study was through sacrococcygeal junction.[18] 

 
Other routes, however, are also advocated for this block such as transcoccygeal, 
intracoccygeal, or coccygeal transdiscal. The rationale for this is based on the fact that 
sacrococcygeal joint is fused in majority of cases and its location as stated above may be 
more likely in upper coccygeal area.[19] Ganglion impar blockade under computed 
tomography (CT) guidance involving thin section CT-guidance for needle placement 
followed by injection of bupivacaine and triamcinolone in a series of eight cases showed 
pain relief in 75% cases. Accurate placement within ganglion impar and less risk of 
inadvertent injection into adjacent structures were proposed advantages of this 
technique.[20] Use of magnetic resonance imaging as guidance for the percutaneous 
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perineural ganglion impar injection is believed to provide higher soft-tissue contrast and 
direct, radiation-free approach.[21] 

 
One study involving 50 cases from India evaluating the effectiveness of fluoroscopically 
guided ganglion impar injection with lidocaine and triamcinolone found the technique to 
be effective and worth recommendation.[22] 

 
Radiofrequency therapy 
 
In another study, results of the trans-sacrococcygeal approach on ganglion impar 
followed by radiofrequency therapy in 41 cases, was effective and safe. The authors, 
however, pointed out that patient selection and experience are critical for the success of 
this technique.[23] 

 
Radiofrequency thermocoagulation (RFT) was used to destroy the ganglion impar in 10 
patients with chronic coccydynia and 90% success rate was seen in midterm evaluation 
(6 months). Strict patient criteria and technique were advocated by authors for the good 
results.[24] Radiofrequency theromocoagulation (RFT) of ganglion impar, in a 
retrospective study of 19 cases covering an year of follow-up, recorded effective 
outcome, and lower pain scores.[25] 

 
Pulsed radiofrequency 
 
Twenty-one patients with, failed conservative treatment, were managed with caudal 
epidural pulsed radiofrequency (PRF) with most cases being posttraumatic. The method 
was found to be satisfactory, and authors regarded it as an alternative to surgery after 
failed conservative care.[26] PRF is neuromodulative therapy useful in various chronic 
pain syndromes. The use of fluoroscopic guidance, through sacrococcygeal disc, in one 
report has been fund to make these procedures more effective.[27] PRF of ganglion impar 
in a series of 20 cases, resulted in successful results in 75% cases.[28] 

 
Radiofrequency ablation 
 
Recognizing intercoccygeal disc as source of pain in coccydynia, radiofrequency 
ablation (RFA) through first intercoccygeal disc was attempted in one case report with 
70% pain relief up to 6 months.[29] RFA of sacrococcygeal nerves was fund a viable 
therapeutic option in an another series of 12 patients.[30] 

 
CONCLUSION 
A proper education of coccyx and chronic pain is important to demystify the often 
underappreciated conditions that is disabling and requires proper recognition and better 
management. A recent survey of primary care physicians revealed lack of proper 
knowledge about the incidence and management of coccydynia. Most did not refer the 
patients to pain specialist despite chronicity of symptoms and many considered surgical 
intervention and absurd option. Despite the treatment various factors affect the overall 
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outcomes such as exact pathology, neurotic personality, BMI, associated disc lesions, or 
coccygeal mobility. 
 
Conservative care is mainstay of the treatment, and operative intervention is reserved 
for recalcitrant cases. The future should see better treatment protocols as the current 
literature is scant of robust, high-quality studies in good number. 
 
This review comprises of recently published relevant articles for educative purpose. The 
review may, however, be not comprehensive, and many articles might have been left for 
want of space. The coccydynia requires high-quality research for better understanding 
of its morphometry, pathological variations, and treatment methods. 
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Abstract  
 
The first and foremost human disaster of 2020, the COVID-19 has left the entire world 
stunned and stirred. The outburst of COVID-19 points out the flaws in global trust, the 
drawbacks of global interdependency and the challenges in global governance.Though 
there is an improvement in the condition of environment, the toll on economy due to 
this lockdown is enormous. The economy of underdeveloped and developing countries 
is badly hit by this crisis. The lockdown measures hit several businesses and industries 
especially in terms of revenue and employment.India, which is one of the most 
emerging economies in the world, has been adversely affected by this crisis. The 
damage happened to different sectors which contributes majority to GDP is devastating. 
This paper attempts to focus the impact of COVID 19 on various sectors of the Indian 
economy. 
 
Keywords:Covid-19, Indian Economy, Different Sectors of the Economy. 
 
Introduction 
 

The complex novel Coronavirus which created several radical changes and 
abnormalities in different sectors of Indian economy is unprecedented as well as 
debilitating. This pandemic which has entirely changed the shape of the world still 
necessitates large alterations in the norms of administration, business and on human 
conduct and values. India is widely affected by this pandemic. The countrywhich was in 
the grip of a recession now slid into the coronavirus crisis. A nation-wide lockdown and 
stringent restrictions which was announced in the late march halted most of the 
economic activities. Though there is an improvement in the environment, the toll on 
economy due to this lockdown is immense. The uncertainties that arise with this 
announcement created widespread panic especially among people belong to lower 
classes and migrant workers who were left stranded and jobless. 
 
Objective 
The main objective of this study is to analyse the impact of COVID-19 crisis on 
different sectors of Indian Economy. 
 
Methodology 
This is a descriptive type of research. The data have been collected from secondary 
sources such as books, articles in journals, websites, newspapers etc. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
“India’s fourth recession since independence, the first since liberalisation and perhaps 
the worst to date, is here.”-“CRISIL” 
 

India is considered as one of the fastest growing economies in the world. 
Nowour country is suffering severelydue to this pandemic. When the existing 
institutional frameworks fail to contain the deadly spread of COVID-19, the impact it 
create on our economy is devastating. According to the provisional estimates released 
by National Statistical Office recently, the economic growth of our country slowdown to 
an11 year low of 4.2 per cent in 2019-2020.The nominal GDP (real growth + Inflation) 
growth rate of 10 per cent which had estimated in the financial bill for the year 2020-
2021 by the Union Government now seems far from reality. 

 
Indian economy which was already experiencing a demand slowdown has now 

disrupted with both demand and supply constraints. The global recession, disruptions of 
global supply chains as well as domestic supply chains, and decline in domestic demand 
all together contribute towards reduction in output growth. This economic shock will 
have impact on both formal and informal sectors.The closure of production activities, 
fall in the price of crude oil, slowdown in demand, decrease in the prices of 
commodities such as metals, fertilizers, energy etc. and restrictions on international 
trade and travel together exert a downward pressure on the inflation and thus adversely 
affect our economic chart. The Investment Bank Goldman Sachs had predicted a 
massive 45 per cent economic decline for the period between April to June and now 
they released a statement regarding the economic growth of India which has been 
estimated at 1.6 per cent. World Bank and credit rating agencies have downgraded 
India's growth for fiscal year 2021 with lowest figures. During the lockdown, an 
estimated 14 crore (140 million) people lost their employment. More than 45% 
ofhouseholds across the nation have reported an income drop as compared to the 
previous year. India's growth in the fourth quarter of the fiscal year 2020 went down to 
3.1% according to the Ministry of Statistics.According to the research predictions of 
State Bank of India there will be a contraction of over 40% in the GDP in Q1 FY21. For 
the states, the total loss due to COVID-19 is estimated at 13.5% of the total Gross state 
domestic product. 

 
Most of the sectors in our economy (Except essential services, Public 

Administration and Defence) were brought into a cessation. Private consumption, 
investment and external trade which are major contributors to GDP growth had 
significantly reduced due to COVID 19. This also affects our GDP growth rate. 

Now we can see how different sectors of our economy hampered due to this: 
 
Industrial Sector 

Most of the production activities in the country remained stationary during the 
lockdown period. This not only lead to the loss of jobs of millions, but also created 
negative impact on India’s balance of trade. India’s industrial production dropped 
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sharply in April when the country went into lockdown. The production index of mining, 
manufacturing, electricity etc. contracted by almost 55.5% compared with the same 
period in the last year. Manufacturing of consumer durables saw the sharpest decline for 
the month. The government said that the majority of industrial establishments reported 
no production for April. In chemical industryit was found that around 20% of the 
production has been impacted due to the disruption in raw material supply. Coronavirus 
outbreak has impacted the business of cargo movement also. As per the sources, per day 
per vessel has declined by more than 75-80% in dry bulk trade. 

 

   
    Figure 1:Industrial Production 
 

In addition to the unprecedented collapse in demand, there are supply chain 
disruptions also. The main reasons for this are the unavailability of raw materials, 
exodus of millions of migrant workers from urban areas, slowing global trade, and 
shipment and travel related restrictions etc. It will take a quite long time to come back to 
the early normal situation. Already several industries are struggling owing to lack of 
imports from china. The longer the crisis lasts, the more difficult it will be for firms to 
survive. This will negatively affect production in almost all domestic industries. This in 
turn create spill over effects on investment, employment, income and consumption 
which in turn exerts downward pressure on the aggregate growth rate of the economy. 

 
Tourism, Aviation and Hospitality Sector 
 

One of the other sectors that had adversely affected due to this global crisis is 
the aviation, tourism as well as the hospitality sector. The states such as Rajasthan, 
Kerala, Goa, and Maharashtra are the ones that mainly depend on tourism sector for 
their revenue. During last year, it is estimated that nearly 10.89 million foreigners had 
visited India. Now the shutdown is bound to push India's fast-growing aviation industry 
into threat. According to The Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation (CAPA) the Indian 
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aviation industry losses has estimated at worth $4bn this year.  There will also be large 
scale cascading effects for the hospitality and tourism industries.The World Travel and 
Tourism Council has projected that travel could fall by 25 per cent. This will create a 
huge threat to around 12-14% of the jobs in this sector. According to the estimates of 
CMIE’s Consumer Pyramids Household Survey, travel and tourism accounts for five 
per cent of total employment in India (nearly 20 million jobs) while hotels and 
restaurants account for another 4 million jobs.Apart from the organized sector, tourism 
alsogives income to small traditional shopsas well as to street vendors which will also 
take a major hit.The food delivery platforms such as Swiggy and Zomato have also 
taken a big hit. It is estimated that orders on Swiggy and Zomato have dropped 60 per 
cent during this period.They are unlikely to witness a pick-up in demand even when the 
lockdown is relaxed. So it is a big question how long they can survive like this. 

 
Building and Construction Sector 

This sector is one of the largest employment generating sectors in the Indian 
economy.The construction work has almost shut down during lockdown. An increase in 
the cost of raw materials that are imported from china also worsened the situation. Since 
the workers physical presence is required, work from home is also not possible in this 
sector.The construction and building sector is a labour-intensive sector. It had a share of 
8% in GVA in 2018-19. But its employment share, according to the 2018-19 Periodic 
Labour Force Survey (PLFS) was 12%.So, for an equal value of loss in output, job 
losses in construction would be also very high.  

 
Automobile Sector 

The onset of covid-19 has a negative impact on India’s automobile industry.As 
the nationwide lockdown imposed to check the spread of the coronavirus pandemic the 
production and distribution has brought down to a standstill. Vehicle sales in India fell 
to almost half in March from a year earlier, it is estimated that there will be an overall 
revenue impact of at least $1.5 -2.0 billion per month across the industry.The Auto 
sector contributes 7.1% in GDP and also provides employment to millions of people. 
The tensions in countries like China, Germany as well as Japan also affected the import 
of raw materials in this sector. This has been coupled with transition to BS-VI norms 
which increases the cost of ownership. Customers have already postponedtheir 
purchase.Though the supply chain is expected to adapt quickly, the demand constraints 
will have a long-term impact on the Automobile sector. 

 
Pharmaceutical Sector 

Pharmaceutical Industry in India is a leader in both domestic and global 
market. It is highly remarkable in terms of its quality and safety. The demand and 
supply of pharmaceutical products in India has increased rapidly. Even the developed 
countries like USA, UK, Japan etc. depends on us. Though India is one of the top drug 
exporters in the world, the domestic pharmaceutical industry relies heavily on import of 
bulk drugs. As per reports, India imported around Rs. 24,900 crore worth of bulk drugs 
in FY19, accounting for approximately 40 per cent of the overall domestic consumption. 
In recent years, India has seen an increasing competition from China. With India’s API 
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(Active pharmaceutical ingredient), imports from China averaging almost 70 per cent of 
its consumption by value, importers are at the risk of supply disruptions and unexpected 
price fluctuations. For many critical antibiotics and antipyretics, dependency on imports 
from China is close to 100 per cent. Due to continuous lockdowns, distributers are also 
facing transportation issues for supplying medicines in other states. In short, the 
pharmaceutical industry in India faced positive as well as negative impacts during this 
pandemic period. 

 
Oil & Gas Industry 

The curbs on inter-state road transport, decrease in the sales of automobiles, 
contracted household budgets due to job losses and pay cuts etc. had decreased the 
overall demand of petrol and diesel. Crude oil prices have fallen almost 20% to $55.14 
per barrel in a month. The decrease in the demand from China enabled our refiners to 
purchase from Mediterranean regions at discount rate. On other hand approximately 34 
per cent of petrochemical output which were exported to China hardly hit due to this 
outbreak. Our domestic fuel prices depend on global oil prices. So the fall in global oil 
prices still about 45 per cent lower than 2019 closing levels will lead to some inventory 
losses for Indian oil refiners while there is a possibility of benefits among consumers. 
The overall revenue prospects of Central Government have come under severe strain 
due to the lockdown measures. Therefore the Government has decided to raise excise 
duty on petrol and diesel. This also raises several concerns. 
 
Agricultural Sector 

Majority of the population of our country depend on agricultural sector for 
their livelihood. Earlier, the agricultural GDP experienced an average growth rate of 
3.2% per year during the period 2014-2020. The second advanced estimates of National 
Statistical Office (NSO) show that GDP growth in agriculture has increased from 2.4% 
in FY19 to 3.7% in FY20. The outbreak of Covid-19 significantly affected this sector. 
The main problems faced by agricultural sector currently includes the non-availability 
of labours, inability to access markets for produce due to issues in transportation etc.The 
operation of markets for agricultural produce also came to a standstill in majority of the 
cities. The activities such as input distribution, harvesting, procurement, transportation, 
marketing and processing were adversely affected by this lockdown measures. Closures 
of restaurants, transport bottlenecks, misinformation particularly on social media that 
chickens are the carriers of Covid-19 etc. reduceddemand for fresh produce, poultry and 
fisheries products. Due to the locust attacks and these stringent lockdown measures the 
agricultural sector is likely to witness a 2.5 per cent growth in 2020-21according to the 
report by CRISIL Research.  
 
MSMEs  

Micro, small and medium enterprise sector which was already suffering 
because of demonetisation and poorly implemented GST is now followed by the 
prolonged economic slowdown and finally, the biggest of all - the COVID-19 pandemic 
which aggravates thesituation.India is currently home to over 75 million MSMEs. Thus 
it provides employment to over 114 million people and contributes to more than 30 per 
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cent of the GDP. MSMEs which forms the backbone of the Indian economy is now 
going through one of the toughest phases. Over 97% of MSMEs can be classified as 
micro firms and 94% are unregistered with the government. Many of the micro 
enterprises are small, household-run businesses. The announcement of lockdown 
created bottlenecks such as unavailability of raw materials, transportation difficulties, 
exodus of labourers, closures of markets etc. which causes a huge blow to the 
production process of many of the MSMEs. Despite the economic package introduced 
by the government recently there are strong measures required for the upliftment of this 
sector. 

 
Employment 
 

One of the major cascading effects of this pandemic is the problem of increase 
in the rate of unemployment. According to the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy 
showed that the unemployment rate in both rural and urban areas rose sharply in late 
March. It remained relatively high in April.  The latest data from the Consumer Pyramid 
household level survey of the CMIE shows that the overall unemployment rate 
increased from 8.4% to 23.8% where 30.9%  in urban areas and around 20.2% in rural 
areas. As per India’s periodic labour force survey, the unemployment rate fell to 5.8% 
which is a four-decade high. 

 

 
           Figure: 2 Unemployment Rate 
 
Suggestions 

In the current scenario, there are significant challenges in fiscal, monetary and 
financial policies which have to be taken into consideration by the policymakers. The 
proper coordination between central and state governments is very necessary. Different 
methods that can be adopted in the present condition as follows:- 
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 In order to take care the migrant workers, the government must use the network of 
Anganwadis, Gram Panchayaths, railway stations, community halls, block offices, 
district headquarters, self-help groups etc. to arrange cooked food, medical care and 
sanitation freely. 

 For industry, moratorium or restructuring of loans may beneeded.   
 The initiatives taken by some state governments such as advance payment of 

welfare pensions are advisable. 
 Initiatives such as PM-Kisan which considers only land owners should have 

provisions for including tenant farmers. 
 Most MSMEs primarily operate on cash.The three month deferral of loan 

repayments as announced by the RBI will help the MSMEs in the immediate short 
term. In addition to provisions for cheaper loans, increased limits on NPAs etc. 
more measures for direct transfer of liquidity should be taken. 

 There should be provisions for the proper distribution of excess stock of grains and 
cereals. The declaration of free rations in addition to the present entitlement of 
buying five kg at subsidized prices is highly remarkable.The distribution of at least 
10kg free ration per person per month should be given for a period of three months. 
The incorporation of food kit including necessities such as oil, pulses, and cereals 
can be also taken into consideration. 

 Government has to make sure that the prices of essential food items are under 
control.  

 Given the widespread loss of jobs and incomes and no certainty about when the 
situation may normalise, the informal sector workers would need cash income 
support. The government has provided Rs.500 per month to women through their 
Jan DhanYojana accounts. Experts argue that a higher amount of cash transfer as 
compared to the government announcement is needed as a one-time measure. The 
optimal design of the cash transfer programme needs to be figured out in terms of 
targeted recipients. 

 More emphasis should be given for priority sector lending in order to rejuvenate the 
most weakened sectors including tourism, hospitality etc. 

 Relaxations should be given for the delayed projects in real estate sector. 
 Income tax reduction, postponement in the date for the payment of GST etc. will 

enable to increase the purchasing power of people which in turn create positive 
impact on the demand side. 

 The efficient implementation of programmes such as MGNREGAs with increased 
number of working days and proper precautions help the people in the rural areas to 
get a descent amount of income in their hands. 

 
Conclusion 

The coronavirus has entirely changed the world and split it into two phases 
such as pre-covid world and post-covid world. Much has changed and continuesto. The 
role that India plays in the post-pandemic world order will be determined by how we 
deal with the crisis now, and how we emerge from it.The impact of coronavirus on 
different sectors of our economy is devastating. The hampered economic activities 
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brought most of the sectors to a standstill condition. Unavailability of raw materials, 
bottlenecks in transportation, closure of markets, exodus of millions of migrant workers, 
rise in price of petrol-diesel etc. are the major challenges which create supply as well as 
demand distortions.In order to deal with the health and the economic consequences 
created by the crisis, a comprehensive plan is required. Despite the so announced 
economic packages, strong measures should be taken for the revival of the economy. 
The appropriate implementation of proper plans through the effective coordination of 
centre and state is quite inevitable. The investments in universal health care, education 
and social security will create strong impacts in the long run. The measures for the 
improvement of millions of our people who are in the edge of poverty are not merely 
welfare measures, but they are fundamental to our socioeconomic transformation. 
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dksfoM&19 egkekjh esa jkstxkj ds ?kVrs volj 

 
Jherh izse ifjgkj] 

Lkgk;d vkpk;Z] bZ,,Q,e] jktdh; ckaxM+ LukrdksÙkj egkfo|ky; MhMokuk ¼ukxkSj½ 
 
lkjka”k 
fo”o esa f}fr; fo”o;q) ds ckn dksfoM&19 ,slh ?kVuk gS ftlus leLr fo”o dks izHkkfor fd;k gSA dksjksuk 
egkekjh dh otg ls djksM+ksa  yksx jkstxkj xaok jgs gSA lEiw.kZ fo”o esa gkykr ,d tSls gh gSA vesfjdk esa 
gksVy] jsLrjka esa ukSdfj;ka [kRe gks xbZ gSA csjkstxkjh nj 16 izfr”kr rd ig¡qp xbZ gSA fczVsu  esa Hkh gkykr 
,sls gh gSA ;gka¡ Hkh  dkfeZdksa dks QykZUx Ldhe ds rgr~ jkf”k nh tk jgh rkfd dkfeZdksa dh ukSdjh u tkus 
ik,A ,lsDl fo”ofo|ky;  ds “kks/k ds vuqlkj fczVsu esa gj ik¡ap esa ,d O;fDr dh ukSdjh tk jgh gSA tkiku 
ds Hkh jkstxkj voljksa esa deh vk jgh gSaA 6-50 yk[k m|ksxksa us ljdkj ls vkfFkZd enn eka¡xh gSA nf{k.k 
dksfj;k esa Hkh 1-95 yk[k ukSdfj;ka xbZ tks fd ebZ 2009 ds ckn lcls vf/kd gSA ;gk¡a 4-20 yk[k vLFkk;h 
ukSdfj;ka lekIr gks xbZA Hkkjr esa csjkstxkjh nj 26 izfr”kr jgh gS ftlesa egkekjh ds nkSjku 14 djksM+ yksxksa 
us jkstxkj xaok fn;k gSA lsUVj QkWj ekWfuVfjax bf.M;u bdksukWeh us crk;k gS fd vizSy 2020 ds rhljs lIrkg 
esa csjkstxkjh nj 26 izfr”kr gqbZ tks fd ekpZ 2020 esa 8-4 izfr”kr FkhA bl izdkj yxHkx fo”o ds lHkh ns”kksa 
esa jkstxkj ,oa vkenuh ds volj de gks jgs gSA Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk vkt Hkh rqyukRed :i ls vU; ns”kksa 
dh vis{kk dgha vf/kd ?kjsyw gSA blfy, lS)kfrad rkSj ij ge nwljh vFkZO;oLFkkvksa dh rqyuk esa tYnh okilh 
dj ldrs gSA fo”o ds 44 izeq[k ns”kksa esa Hkkjr mu “kh’kZ 4 ns”kksa esa gS tgk¡ ds yksxksa dk jkstxkj dks ysdj 
ldkjkRed :[k gSA 
eq[; “kCn%& egkekjh esa jkstxkj] oSf”od n”kk]  mik; 
ys[k&i= 
izLrkouk%& 
fo”o esa f}fr; fo”o;q) ds ckn dksfoM&19 egkekjh ,slh ?kVuk gS ftlus leLr fo”o dks izHkkfor fd;k gSA 
fo”o ds lHkh ns”k blds izHkko ls Mjs ,oa lges gq, gSA blls ns”kksa ds dk;Z LFky] O;kikj fofuekZ.k] i;ZVu] 
lsok vkfn lHkh {ks= izHkkfor gq, gSA fo”o Lrj ij ik¡p esa ls pkj O;fDr bl egkekjh ds izdksi ls izHkkfor 
gqvk gSA dksjksuk egkekjh dh otg ls djksM+ksa  yksx jkstxkj xaok jgs gSA lEiw.kZ fo”o esa gkykr ,d tSls gh 
gSA  
“kks/k ds mn~ns”;%& 
1- dksjksuk egkekjh dk jkstxkj ij izHkko dks tkuukA 
2- egkekjh ds nkSjku fo”o ds fofHkUu ns”kksa dh fLFkfr ,oa izHkkoksa dks tkuukA 
3- ns”k esa  vuykWd&1 ds ckn  jkstxkjh dh orZeku fLFkfr dks tkuukA 
4- egkekjh ds ckn dh Hkkoh fLFkfr dks tkuukA 

“kks/k fof/k& 
izLrqr “kks/k i= fooj.kkRed “kks/k fof/k ls fy[kk x;k gSA “kks/k i= fy[kus esa f}fr;d lzksrksa dk iz;ksx fd;k 
x;k gSA  
“kks/k leh{kk%& 
os.kq ds- ,l- 2020 us vius ys[k esa fy[kk gS fd ns”k esa fngkM+h etnwjksa vksj Lojkstxkkj esa yxs gq, yksxksa ds 
fy, vk; LFkkukUrj.k ljdkj dh igyh izkFkfedrk gksuh pkfg, D;ksafd ykWdMkmu ls xjhcksa dh vkenuh gh 
lekIr gks xbZ gSA Jfedksa dks rRdky vkfFkZd enn nsuh pkfg,A bl nkSjku ljdkj }kjk izk;ksftr turk 
dQZ;w] Fkkyh ctkus vkSj fn;k tykus tSls dk;ZØeksa esa bl oxZ dh ux.; Hkkxhnkjh jgh D;ksafd ;g oxZ rks 
bl ckr dks ysdj fpafrr Fkk fd vkxkeh le; esa mudk [kuk ihuk dSls gks ik,xk] cPpksa ds Ldwy dh Qhl 
dSls Hkj ik,axsaA vukSipkfjd {ks= ds dkexkjksa ds ikl Hkh dqN gh ekg rd dk xqtkjk djus yk;d lqfo/kk jgh 
gksxh vkSj oks Hkh vius jkstxkj dks ysdj fpfarr gh utj vk;kA 
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vUrjªkZ’Vh; Je laxBu dh fjiksVZ 2020 ds vuqlkj Hkkjr] ukbthfj;k vkSj czkthy mu ns”kksa esa “kkfey gS tks 
egkekjh ls fuiVus ds fy, vis{kkdr̀ lcls de rS;kj FksA fjiksVZ esa izoklh etnwjksa ds fjolZ ekbxzs”ku ij Hkh 
ppkZ dh xbZ gS vkSj crk;k gS fd Hkkjr ds izoklh vius xk¡o ykSV jgs gSA bl dkj.k Hkh Jfedksa dh vkenuh 
ij izHkko iMsxk vkSj csjkstxkjh ds nq”pØ esa of̀) gksxhA 
fo”o ds fofHkUu ns”kksa ij egkekjh dk izHkko%& 
vesfjdk& vesfjdk esa Hkh gksVy] jsLrjka esa ukSdfj;ka [kRe gks xbZ gSA csjkstxkjh nj 16 izfr”kr rd igq¡p xbZ 
gSA vesfjdk esa 1933 ds ckn lokZf/kd gSA ftlds vHkh vksj vf/kd c<+us dh vk”kadk gSA ih;w fjlpZ lsaBj ds 
vuqlkj gj rhu esa ls ,d vesfjdh ds osru esa dVkSrh dh tk jgh gS ;k mldks ukSdjh ls fudkyk tk jgk gSA 
;fn ;g ekgekjh yach pyh rks rhu djksM+ ls vf/kd yksx csjkstxkj gks tk,axasA dksfoM&19 ds ckn ftl 
j¶rkj ls vesfjdk ds LVkWd cktkj esa fxjkoV vkbZ gS vFkkZr flQZ 18 fnu esa 32 izfr”kr rd fxjuk] ;g 
oSf”od eanh 1929 ds igys dh fxjkoV ls esy [kk jgh gSA  
fczVsu& fczVsu  esa gkykr ,sls gh gSA ;gka¡ Hkh  dkfeZdksa dks QykZUx Ldhe ds rgr~ jkf”k nh tk jgh rkfd 
dkfeZdksa dh ukSdjh u tkus ik,A ,lsDl fo”ofo|ky;  ds “kks/k ds vuqlkj fczVsu esa gj ika¡p esa ,d O;fDr dh 
ukSdjh tk jgh gSA ;gka¡ csjkstxkjh dh nj c<+dj nqxuh gks xbZ gSA ldy ?kjsyw mRikn esa 35 izfr”kr rd dh 
deh dk vuqeku yxk;k tk jgk gSA bruh fxjkoV rks fo”o;q) 1920&26 ,oa egkeanh dky 1929&33 ds 
nkSjku Hkh ugha gqbZ FkhA 
tkiku& tkiku ds Hkh jkstxkj voljksa esa deh vk jgh gSaA 6-50 yk[k m|ksxksa us ljdkj ls vkfFkZd enn ek¡axh 
gSA ljdkj us Hkh eqvkotk dk;ZØe dqtkZjcsV dh ?kks’k.kk dh gSA blds rgr~ dEiuh dh vkenuh ?kVus ij 
deZpkfj;ksa ds dk;Z ?k.Vs de djus dh ,ot esa vfrfjDr Hkqxrku ds fy, jkf”k nh tkrh gSA tkiku esa Hkh 
Hkkjr dh gh Hkk¡fr vkVks eksckby {ks= lcls T;knk izHkkfor gqvk gSA ftlls dkj mRiknu gh 15 izfr”kr rd 
de gks x;k gSA ftlls yk[kksa jkstxkj ds volj de gks x, gSA  
nf{k.k dksfj;k& nf{k.k dksfj;k esa Hkh 1-95 yk[k ukSdfj;ka xbZ tks fd ebZ 2009 ds ckn lcls vf/kd gSA ;gka¡ 
4-20 yk[k vLFkk;h ukSdfj;ka lekIr gks xbZA 
;gk¡ Li’V gS fd bu ns”kksa dh LokLF; lqfo/kk vU; fodkl”khy vkSj vYi fodflr ,oa fiNM+s ns”kksa ls dbZ xq.kk 
csgrj gSA fQj Hkh ;s ns”k dksfoM&19 ds lkeus ?kqVuksa vk x, gSA bl egkekjh ls fo”o ds lHkh ns”kksa dh 
vFkZO;OkLFkk iVjh ls uhps vk xbZ gSA jkstxkj ds volj de ls de gks jgs gSA ykWdMkmu us gkykr vksj Hkh 
Hk;kog cuk fn, gSA 
Hkkjr& Hkkjr esa csjkstxkjh nj 26 izfr”kr jgh gS ftlesa egkekjh ds nkSjku 14 djksM+ yksxksa us jkstxkj xaok 
fn;k gSA lsUVj QkWj ekWfuVfjax bf.M;u bdksukWeh us crk;k gS fd vizSy 2020 ds rhljs lIrkg esa csjkstxkjh 
nj 26 izfr”kr gqbZ tksa fd ekpZ 2020 esa 8-4 izfr”kr FkhA “kgjksa esa csjkstxkjh nj 25-1 izfr”kr Fkh tcfd xk¡oksa 
esa 26-7 izfr”kr jghA xk¡oksa esa csjkstxkjh c<+us dk eq[; dkj.k d̀f’k xfrfof/k;ksa dk [kRe gks tkuk jgkA lcls 
T;knk csjkstxkj vlaxfBr {ks=ksa esa gqvkA ukscy iqjLdkj fotsrk bLFkj MQyksa vkSj vfHkthr csuZth dk ekuuk 
gS fd Hkkjr esa jkstxkj ds voljksa dks c<+kus gsrq ljdkj dks izHkkoh rjhds ls jkgr igq¡pkus dh vko”;drk gS 
rkfd jkstxkj dh ryk”k esa ?kj NksM+ pqds ,oa jkstxkj ds vHkko esa “kgj NksM+us okys Jfedksa dks vklkuh ls 
lgk;rk fey ldsA 
dksfoM&19 vkSj dk;Z dh nqfu;k&izHkko ,oa izfrfØ;k,¡ “kh’kZd okyh viuh izkjfEHkd ewY;kadu fjiksVZ esa 
vUrjkZ’Vªh; Je laxBu us dk;Z LFky ij Jfedksaa dh lqj{kk O;oLFkk djus] vFkZO;oLFkk dks izsjd ,oa jkstxkj 
iznku djus okyh cukus ij tksj fn;k gSA  fjiksVZ ds vuqlkj ljdkj dks lgk;d ukSdfj;ksa ,oa vk; òf) ds 
mik;ksa ij /;ku nsus dh vko”;drk ij tksj fn;k tkuk pkfg,A blds fy, vko”;d gS fd lkekftd lqj{kk] 
jkstxkj cuk, j[kus dh “kfDr ftlesa de le; dk dke] odZ ÝkWe gkse] oSrfud vodk”k@vuqnku] y?kq vkSj 
e/;e m|ksx dks foŸkh; lgk;rk ,oa dj jkgr tSls mik; viukus ij tksj nsuk pkfg,A ljdkj dks ekSfnzd 
,oa jktdks’kh; uhfr;ksa dks bl izdkj viukuk pkfg, ftlls dh vke miHkksDrkvksa ,oa Jfedksa dks vf/kd ls 
vf/kd ykHk fey ldsA fjiksVZ esa ;g Hkh dgk x;k gS fd ;fn bu mik;ksa ij /;ku ugha fn;k tkrk gS vkSj 
egkekjh vf/kd le; rd cuh jgrh gS rks blls mRiUu vkfFkZd vkSj Je ladV ds dkj.k oSf”d csjkstxkjh 25 
djksM+ ls Hkh vf/kd gks tk,xhA izk;% fodkl”khy ns”kksa esa Lojkstxkj ds volj ,sls cnyko ds izHkko dks de 
djus esa dkjxj gksrs gSA ij ykWd Mkmu ds dkj.k rks Lojkstxkj ds volj gh de gks x, gSA NksVs dkjksckj 
laxfBr vkSj vlaxfBr {ks= esa  yk[kksa djksM+ksa dks jkstxkj ds volj miyC/k djokrs gSA jkstxkkj esa fxjkoV 
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dk lh/kk lk vFkZ ;g Hkh fudkyk tk ldrk gS fd 2020 ds var rd 860 vesfjdh MkWyj vFkkZr 3-4 fVªfy;u 
ds yxHkx vk; dk uqdlku gksuk gSA 
lsUVj QkWj ekWfuVfjax bf.M;u bdksukWeh vFkkZr lh,evkbZbZ ds miHkksDrk fijkehM ?kjsyw loZs ls ;g Kkr gksrk 
gS fd ek= vizSy 2020 ekg esa gh fu;ksftr Jfedksa dh la[;k esa 12-2 djksM+ dh deh vkbZ gSA tcfd jkstxkj 
dh ryk”k djus okyksa dh la[;k 7-7 djksM+ ls c<+dj 8-9 djksM+ gks xbZ gSA 25 ekpZ 2020 dks ns”kO;kih 
ykWdMkmu ls blesa rhoz xfr ls of̀) gqbz gSA ykWdMkmu ds le; ns”k ds fofHkUu jkT;ksa esa dsUnzh; Je vk;qDr 
dk;kZy; dh fjiksVZ  ds vuqlkj 26-17 yk[k izoklh etnwj FksA ljdkj us  bu etnwjksa dh n”kk vkSj fn”kk ij 
/;ku fn, fcuk gh ykWdMkmu dh ?kks’k.kk dh tks fd ckn esa vusd vO;oLFkkvksa dk dkj.k cuhA izoklh etnwj 
jkstxkkj ds vHkko esa lM+dks ij vk x,A jktuSfrd ny viuh jksfV;ka¡ lsdus esa yxs jgsA bl ?kVuk esa 
bf.M;k dk Hkkjr lkQ utj vk;kA 
ykWdMkMu ds dkj.k fiNys 40 o’kksaZ esa igyh ckj futh miHkksx dh nj _.kkRed gqbZ gSA ns”k esa  O;kikj vkSj 
m|ksx dh n”kk ,slh gks xbZ gS fd fuos”k ugha gks ik jgk bl dkj.k csjkstxkjh c<+ jgh gS vkSj etnwjh ds 
vHkko esa miHkksx esa Hkh Bgjko vk x;k gSA fdlh u Hkh ;g ugha lkspk fd vukSipkfjs {ks= esa dk;Z djus okys ;s 
etnwj rc D;k djsaxas tc ykWdMkmu ls budh vk; gh “kwU; gks tk,xhA izeq[k jkstxkj iznkrk “kgj tc 
dksfoM&19 ds ,ihlasVj cu x, rks ifjfLFkfr;ka¡ vksj Hkh foijhr gks xbZA rc bu etnwjksa ds eu esa ;g Hk; 
O;kIr gks x;k fd dgha os Lo;a ;k mudk ifjokj Hkh bl chekjh dh pisV esa u vk tk,A muds lkeus Hkw[ks 
ejus ls cpus ds fy, ?kj iyk;u djuk gh  fodYi ds :i esa viuk;k tks ckn esa ?kkrd lkfcr gqvkA xjhc 
dY;k.k dks’k Hkh buds fy, okafNr lgk;rk ugha miyC/k djok ik jgk gSA dj vuqnku vkSj jkgr dk;ZØeksa 
dh ?kks’k.kk ls Hkh izHkkoh urhts lkeus ugha vk jgs gSA ykWdMkmu  ,oa vuykWd&1 ds ckn csjkstxkjh nj dk 
izfr”kr fuEu rkfydk ls Hkh Li’V gksrk gS fd bl nkSjku jkstxkj ds voljksa dk vHkko gks jgk gS ijUrq tSls 
gh vuykWd dh ?kks’k.kk gqbZ  mlds ckn csjkstxkjh nj esa deh vo”; gks jgh gSA csjkstxkjh nj dk izfr”kr 
bl izdkj gS& 

ekg csjkstxkjh nj izfr”kr esa 

ldy Hkkjr “kgjh {ks= esa xzkeh.k {ks= esa 
twu 2020 10-99 12-02 10-52 

ebZ 2020 23-48 25-79 22-48 

vizSy 2020 23-52 24-95 22-89 

ekpZ 2020 8-75 9-41 8-44 

Qjojh 2020 7-76 8-65 7-34 

tuojh 7-22 9-70 6-06 

lzksr%& lsUVj QkWj ekWfuVfjax bf.M;u bdksukWeh dh csclkbV fnukad 8 tqykbZ 2020 
vuykWd&1 ds izFke lIrkg esa gh “kgjh csjkstxkjh nj esa fxjkoV vkbZ gSA ;g igyk volj gS tcfd egkekjh 
ds ckn igyh ckj csjkstxkjh dh nj de gqbZ gSA “kgjh csjkstxkjh jk’Vªh; vkSlr vkSj xzkeh.k csjkstxkjh nj ls 
de gqbZ gSA ;|fi Lojkstxkjh ifjokjksa esa deh vo”; gqbZ gSA xzkeh.k csjkstxkjh dh n”kk esa T;knk lq/kkj ugha 
gqvk gS ;gka¡ ek= eujsxk gh jkstxkj dk lgkjk cuh gqbZ gSA 13 ebZ 2020 dks la;qDr jk’Vª la?k dkWUQzsal vkWu 
VªsM ,.M MsoyiesaV }kjk izdkf”kr fjiksVZ esa ;g crk;k gS fd ;g egkekjh 4&6 djksM+ yksxksa dks Hkh’k.k xjhch 
esa /kdsy nsxh vkSj oSf”od xjhch 8-2 izfr”kr c<+ tk,xhA fjiksVZ ds vuqlkj bruh vf/kd xjhch 1998 ds ckn 
ugh ns[kh xbZA blls iwoZ 1997 esa vk, ,f”k;k foŸkh; ladV ds le; Hkh xjhch esa of̀) gqbZ FkhA ,slh gh 
fjiksVZ la;qDr jk’Vª fo”o [kk| dk;ZØe us nh gS fd fo”o ds yxHkx 265 fefy;u yksx [kk| vlqj{kk dk 
lkeuk dj ldrs gSA tks igys 135 fefy;u gh yksx [kk| vlqj{kk dk lkeuk dj jgs FksA 
csjkstxkjh dks nwj djus ds mik;& 

1- csjkstxkjksa dks “kh?kz gh jkstxkj ds mfpr volj iznku djus pkfg,A 
2- ljdkjksa dks lkeqnkf;d dY;k.k dh ;kstukvksa dk lapkyu bl izdkj ls djuk pkfg, fd fcuk 

dke fd, fdlh Hkh ykHkkFkhZ dks fdlh Hkh ;kstuk ds ykHk ugha nsus pkfg, dsoy v”kDr O;fDr;ksa 
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,oa o)̀ksa dks NksM+djA blls ;g ykHk gksxk fd ;qok oxZ tks vuqnku Lo:i jkf”k fofHkUu ;kstukvksa 
esa izkIr djrs gS muds Je dk leqfpr mi;ksx Hkh gks ldsxk vkSj ljdkj ij budk vfrfjDr Hkkj 
Hkh ugha gksxkA 

3- dsUnz ljdkj dks Hkh vuqnku ,oa fu%”kqYd lqfo/kk ;kstukvksa dh ?kks’k.kk djus ls iwoZ ;g vo”; /;ku 
esa j[kuk pkfg, fd djnkrkvksa ds ilhus dh dekbZ ;w¡ gh tk;k u gksA dj }kjk izkIr jkf”k dk 
leqfpr mi;ksx gksuk pkfg,A 

4- Lojkstxkj ds voljksa esa c<+kok djuk pkfg,A 
5- dj jkgr ,oa iquZ fuekZ.k iSdst tkjh dj lkoZtfud O;; esa òf) djuh pkfg,A 
6- fuos”kdksa ds fo”okl dks c<+kus dk ljdkj dks iz;kl djuk pkfg,A 

fu’d’kZ%& 
Hkkjrh; vFkZO;oLFkk vkt Hkh rqyukRed :i ls vU; ns”kksa dh vis{kk dgha vf/kd ?kjsyw gSA blfy, lS)kafrd 
rkSj ij ge nwljh vFkZO;oLFkkvksa dh rqyuk esa tYnh okilh dj ldrs gSA gekjs ;gk¡ vkcknh ds fglkc ls 
ekSrksa dh la[;k de gSA ;fn blh rjg fLFkfr fu;a=.k esa jgh rks ge O;kikj] vkenuh] jkstxkj vkSj miHkksx ds 
ekeysa esa nwljs ns”kksa dh rqyuk esa tYnh gh iVjh ij vk tk,axas vkSj pgq¡eq[kh fodkl djsaxasA vkRe fuHkZj Hkkjr 
vfHk;ku ds ek/;e ls Hkh 20 yk[k djksM+ :i;s dk vkfFkZd iSdst tkjh fd;k x;k gSA blds }kjk Jfed] 
e/;e oxZ vkSj m|ksaxksa lfgr gj oxZ ds fy, izko/kku fd, gSA ijUrq izoklh etnwjksa dh varghu leL;kvksa dk 
lek/kku vc Hkh ugha gqvk gSA fo”o ds 44 izeq[k ns”kksa esa Hkkjr mu “kh’kZ 4 ns”kksa esa gS tgk¡ ds yksxksa dk 
jkstxkj dks ysdj ldkjkRed :[k gSA ;gka¡ ds ukxfjd Hkfo’; ds izfr vk”kkfUor gSA vc gesa dksfoM&19 ds 
lkFk thuk lh[kuk gksxk vkSj fodkl djuk gksxkA 
lanHkZ& 

1- nSfud tkxj.k] 20 ekpZ 2020 
2- os.kq ,l- ds-] n ok;j] 25 ekpZ 2020- 
3- vej mtkyk] 26 vizSy 2020 
4- iatkc dsljh] 11 twu 2020 
5- izfr;ksfxrk niZ.k] twu&tqykbZ] 2020 
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Abstract:  
 
The Covid19 pandemic has shuddered the entire world. The virus was initially identified 
in a cluster of cases in Wuhan China at the end of December 2019.The calamitous virus 
spread throughout the world like wildfire in a very short period of time. Countries have 
declared lockdown and it indeed has an adverse effect on the global economy as well as 
countries across the world which are stuck in this lockdown due to the Covid19 
outbreak. Developing countries like India is not an exception to this outbreak. There are 
numerous economic challenges India is facing during this pandemic viz. huge losses 
with reference to income, employment and manufacturing. Factories have been shut 
down, production is completely decelerated except pharmaceutical industries, 
agricultural products have no demand due to this lockdown which decimate the 
economy and therefore this downturn needs to be tackled by the government. The 
present study throws light on the impact of covid19 on Indian economy, the challenges 
before government and their people during this lockdown. It also highlights the efforts 
that government is taking to cover up all the losses in order to revive the economic 
fallout. The study suggests that Indian economy can come out of this downfall scenario 
and uplift itself from this plight after lockdown with certain herculean measures which 
needs to be taken by the government. 
 
Keywords: Covid19, Pandemic, Lockdown, GDP, Income, Recession, Economic 
downfall, downturn 
 
Introduction: 
On 30th of Jan 2020 the World Health Organisation (WHO) declared Covid19 as public 
health emergency. The corona virus disease was initially identified in Wuhan China on 
31st of December 2019.It is a highly communicable disease which can be transmitted if 
a healthy person is within close proximity of an infected person. This made the virus to 
spread rapidly across the countries and continents and when it was declared pandemic 
by the WHO, countries started imposing the complete lockdown as a first and foremost 
preventive measure against Covid19. 
 
As novel corona virus continues to proliferate, countries across the world have started 
implementing the world’s largest and most rigorous mass quarantines. This result in 
downfall of economic activities throughout the world. Borders have been closed, 
external trade has stopped and global economies started affecting badly and economic 
crises arose due to this covid19 pandemic. 
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The government of India announced a nationwide lockdown on 24thMarch 2020 which 
further kept extending up till 30th June 2020. As soon as restrictions have been put forth, 
production across the country has been decelerated, factories have been shut down, 
unemployment issues arose, demand supply chain disrupted, consumption and 
investment have been affected, external trade is standstill and therefore downfall of the 
economy has begun. The real GDP growth rate of India is declining since past few years 
and the Corona outbreak posed a new challenge in front of the nation. 
 
A study says that, ‘Complete lockdown means a complete disruption of supply chains 
which was already affected by shutdowns in other countries, now this has become a 
supply shock of inconceivable magnitude for economy which was reeling under a 
severe demand shock for a significant amount of time’ (Chakraborty and Thomas, April 
2020). 
 
The rigorous lockdown put economy in troublesome situation. Keeping crowd free 
streets, imposing restrictions on people to make them self-quarantine at home, shops 
and e-businesses are shut down, people are not being able to buy even vegetables which 
is a staple food for Indians after pulses and grains which creates animmense supply 
disruption for consumers and even businesses across the countries. This results demand 
shock in economy & It will turn worst if not tackled by herculean measures. 
 
Another study depicts that, ‘At present nations are competing among themselves to 
announce the largest possible bounty to boost demand and revive the economy’ (Harilal 
K. N., May 2020).  
 
The above said statement is indeed true in case of affected countries which are mired in 
unbeatable challenges posed byCovid19 outbreak. It requires to increase internal 
demand to revive economy. 
 
Hence, there is a need to find out, the challenges India is facing during Covid19 
outbreak. This article gives an insight about the difficulties before government and their 
people during lockdown. It also highlights the actions that government is taking to cover 
up all the losses in order to revive the economic fallout. The study tries to find out the 
ways for Indian economy to come out of this downfall scenario and uplift itself from 
this predicament with certain herculean measures which ought to be taken by the 
government. 
 
Sectoral Impact of Covid19: 
Agriculture Sector:  
            In case of developing country like India, agriculture sector has majorly fallen 
victim of this economic instability. The essential tasks like harvesting and irrigation 
activities require labour force. Now, approximately 50 million migrant labourers have 
returned to their respective villages from cities following the nationwide lockdown from 
March 24th due to which there has been hindrance in the harvests of the Rabi crops in 
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state like Punjab & Haryana due to scarcity of labour and restrictions in movement. (Put 
reference)  
 
            Horticulture being a crucial branch of agriculture and contributing around 29.5% 
of agricultural GDP is currently facing delay in transportation and also there is 
disruption of demand and supply chain in the markets. 
 
            Forestry & logging contributes to 1.2% of India's GDP (Economic Survey, 
Ministry of Finance, 2011).The non-timber forest produce is the basic earning source of 
majority forest dwellers, but as lockdown began the markets got closed which forced the 
tribal to sell their products at lower prices added to the fact that there was restriction in 
transportation.  
 
            The Agriculture Produce Market Committee (APMC), or wholesale mandi, in 
Maharashtra's Vashi which is responsible for feeding vegetables and fruits to Mumbai 
has seen a fall of 30-40 per cent in its supplies in the last one week. (Ndtv.com Written 
by Purva Chitnis, Edited by Ridhima Shukla Updated: April 07, 2020 04:39 pm IS) 
Maharashtra witnessed dumping of fruits and vegetables in some parts due to fall in 
prices. The litchi farmers in states like Punjab and Bihar face loss due to drop in demand 
and curb on international trade. 
 
The fisheries sector which contributes 5.23% of agriculture GDP is also fall under crises 
due to obstruction in transport of seeds from Bengal to other states like Andhra Pradesh, 
Bihar, Jharkhand etc. the scarcity of labour is holding up the supply of the marine catch 
as the stocks needs man power for loading and unloading, cleaning, preserving and 
transportation. According to a report of Central Institute of Fisheries (CIFT) there has 
been daily loss of 224 crores since the lockdown.  
 
There is drastic fall in the consumption of meat, eggs and milk caused by the rumours of 
transmission of Covid19 by animals as well as due to shutting down of malls, 
restaurants, sweet shops has made loss for the dairy and poultry industries which 
employed nearly 2 crore people as said by Vijay Sardana, an agriculture economist and 
adviser of poultry federation of India. “Union minister of Animal Husbandry, dairying 
and fisheries Giriraj Singh has admitted the effect on Poultry industry, adding that 
poultry industry was losing 1,500-2,000 crore daily” (economictimes.com .march 
09/2020,11:03AM) 
 
Industry Sector: 
Textile industry contributing 2% of GDP which employed around 45 million people are 
facing crises due to shortage of labour, scarcity of raw materials and decrease in 
demand. According to CMAI there will be around 1 crore job cuts if no assistance will 
be provided by the government. “The Punjab textile industry has pegged around Rs.2, 
000 crore so far”(The Hindu, 03 may 2020). 
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Cotton Association of India (CAI) stated that cotton prices are currently the lowest in 
the world at Rs.33, 000-36,000 per candy. Usage of cotton has decreased due to shutting 
down of spinning mills."Raw cotton is available in Gujarat and Maharashtra. As the 
spinning mills are closed due to the lockdown, production of yarn has been greatly 
affected" stated hosiery manufacturing company Dollar Industries MD Vinod Kumar 
Gupta told PTI.As a result, there will be a large stock piled up as farmers unwilling to 
sell crops at recent price which has been decreased upto 15%. 
 
The country's apparel industry could take a hit of around Rs. 1 trillion due to 
the lockdown and the slowdown in the economy later, says the Clothing Manufacturers 
Association of India (CMAI). CMAI’s members employ around 400,000 people. The 
survey says there could be a drop in demand after the lockdown of at least 40 per cent 
(business-standard.com T E Narasimhan  April 1, 2020 02:03). 
 
Due to the economic stress created by the pandemic many apparel and brands started 
firing employees as a cost-cutting measure.  The most popular and largest producer of 
apparels has cut-off about 15% of workforce. There will be economic loss of 10 million 
dollars in food and beverage industry said the head of National restaurant Association of 
India in an interview with Times of India. 
 
The department of MSME report says around 11 crore people are dependent on 
MSME’s sector and more than 95% of enterprises comes under micro category which 
are mostly unregistered as they are very small which can turn out beneficial for them as 
they do not have to pay tax, maintain accounts etc. But now in such difficult time it is 
turning out against them as it is blocking the financial aid from the government which 
means there will be massive job losses in this micro enterprise sector. 
 
Service Sector: 
 
The service sector is the largest sector and the most crucial one which contributes 54.3% 
of the GDP. The real estates have faced loss of almost one lakh crores due to nationwide 
lockdown.(realtyeconomictimes.com April 13 2020). 
 
"Real sector is the second-largest employer after agriculture and provides for both blue 
and white - collar jobs. Construction and other allied workers comprise a very important 
segment of the Realty Sector. There might be job losses and pay cuts," CREDAI 
(National) Chairman Jaxay Shah said. 
 
The corporate and professional sector is under pressure of job cuts, salary cuts.Most 
recently, Book My Show laid off or put on furlough 270 employees in India and abroad, 
out of its total 1,450 employees. Book My Show CEO Ashish Hemrajani added that the 
remaining team had voluntarily taken salary cuts ranging from 10 percent to 50 percent 
at the leadership level, given up their bonuses, and all salary raises. But that's far from 
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the biggest impact of the coronavirus related lockdown taking place right now. 
(Gadgets.ndtv.com by Gopal Sathe | Updated: 30 May 2020 18:33 IST) 
 
The food delivery company Zomato has done job cuts of 13%. Similarly, the OLA cab 
services company has laid off nearly 14,000 employees due to pandemic crises. 
The hospitality and tourism sector have undergone both financial as well as job loss. 
“Hotels and tourism are the worst affected industries which will have a knock – on 
effect on allied industries such as processed food, beverages and transport” (Raj Rajesh, 
April 2020) 
 
The Federation of Associations in Indian Tourism & Hospitality (FAITH) and the 
Confederation of Indian Industry had previously estimated total direct and indirect job 
losses due to Covid-19 on the tourism value chain - hotels and restaurants, airlines, tour 
operators, transport providers and other allied businesses - to be between 38 million to 
50 million.(economictimes.indiatimes.com Anumeha Chaturvedi Last Updated: May 21, 
2020, 01.04 PM ) 
 
The hospitality and tourism sector, which majorly has small and mid-sized businesses, 
accounts for 12.75 per cent of India’s employment out of which 5.56 per cent is direct 
and 7.19 per cent indirect employment.  The Federation of Hotel & Restaurant 
Associations of India(FHRAI) said around 38 million employees could likely lose their 
jobs which is 70 per cent of the total workforce due to the Coronavirus crisis. 
While interaction with IANS the vice president of Hotel Association of India's (HAI) 
said that if immediate measures are not taken to support the sector, around 3.5-4 crore 
employees in India's hospitality sector may lose their jobs. According to him there will 
be revenue loss of around 5 lakh crores. 
 
Among the all sections of the tertiary sector the transport and aviation industry had a 
tough financial breakdown. A report from IATA states that the global airline industry is 
forecast to lose a record $84 billion this year, which is 3.2 times higher than in the 
Global Financial Crisis and also their research said there will be 25 million of job loss. 
Air India has been suffering losses up to 30-35 crores per day as they have to close 
commercial flights as per government’s order. “Airlines will be the worst-affected 
segment, contributing more than 70 per cent to the losses (around Rs 17,000 crore), said 
Jagannarayan Padmanabhan, Director and Practice Leader, Transport and Logistics, 
Crisil Infrastructure Advisory. Crisil estimates indicate that the Indian aviation industry 
will “crash-land this fiscal”, witnessing a revenue loss worth Rs 24,000-25,000 crore. 
"With the lockdown extended to May 3, the cumulative loss estimate is as high as Rs 
50,000 crores with the highest loss coming from the Aviation Sector, followed by the 
Roadways, in terms of lost Toll Taxes and Goods wasted on the road due to a sudden 
lockdown, grinding to a halt fully loaded truck" (ICC). 
 
The Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation (APSRTC) has suffered a loss of 
about Rs.700 crore due to the lockdown, said Transport Minister Perni Venkataramaiah 
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(Nani).The(KSRTC) undergone loss of 46 crore in Vijaypura (thehindu.com). Union 
transport minister Nitin Gadkari held a meeting via video conferencing with all the state 
transport ministers. He was intimated about the Rs.945 crore loss suffered by 
MSRTC(timesofindia.com)(economictimes.indiatimes.com May 07, 2020, 03.26 PM 
IST) 
 
Challenges &Actions Taken by Government During This Lockdown: 
 
Covid19 outbreak resulted in nationwide lockdown in India since March 2020. There 
are many weaker sections of the society got affected. They faced huge losses in terms of 
food, shelter and public health facilities. India is a country having a mass population, 
where labourers play a crucial role in informal workforce. Among them, most of the 
labourers are from Chhattisgarh, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh states in India. As the 
lockdown imposed, labourers muddled & they started returning to their villages as there 
is no employment & shelter available in cities. This interstate migration put labourers in 
a vulnerable situation, many of them died lacking food. 
 
            Government of India announced relief package for poor but this weaker section 
of the society seems to be ignored and abandoned. Public Health, food and shelter are 
basic needs of human being, as it’s a subject matter of the state but during this rigorous 
lockdown, government failed to provide basic needs to the migrants. As per the World 
health organisation norms, it’s an injustice happened with the interstate migrants. On the 
other hand, under the MGNREGA, state assured interstate migrants a daily wages job 
after returning to their villages but yet labourers have no work to do, no work means no 
wages, no wages tend to starvation. 
 
Many employees and workers are getting their regular income though they are working 
from home. Their efficiency is getting low as well as their private demand also reduced 
due to the forced closure of production units resulted in supply chain disruption. When 
this pandemic will be over, the private demand will automatically increase in the market 
and this will result in the inflationary situation rather than stimulating growth. Another 
challenge is that during lockdown, certain products prices have been raised in a very 
short period of time. 
 
“Across the World, authorities are grappling to contain the virus with degraded or 
underfunded public health system. It is a race against time with containment the only 
option before a viable cure is invented and make available on a large scale” (Zorawar 
Singh, 2020).  
 
           As mentioned above, creating a proper and strong supply chain of crucial 
materials like Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) kits is a challenge before the 
government during this pandemic. While fighting against covid19, health workers, 
cleaning staff and police are working hard. They scared of treating patients as there was 
shortage of PPE kits. They were working wearing raincoats and scarves as exports were 
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banned as lockdown started. Despite that, though government have announced PM relief 
fund and CM funds for the betterment of their people, government is unable to provide 
PPE kits to the health workers, cleaners and police. Therefore, it is needed to 
manufacture the kits and provide it to public health workers is an essential task before 
government. 
 
Actions Taken by Government to Revive the Economy: 
Atmanirbhar Package (Self Sufficient Package): 
 
            On the day of May 12th2020, Prime Minister of India announced an economic 
package (Atmanirbhar) to mitigate the Covid19 crisis. As per the package, this will 
provide an adequate relief to the most vulnerable and weaker sections of the society. It 
will give a better push to the economy to become self-sufficient during this pandemic. 
The package is about Rs. 20 Lakh Crore which is equal to 10% of India’s GDP growth. 
Further the self-sufficient package will be based on five core pillars which will 
strengthen under this package. Those five pillars comprise Economy, Infrastructure, 
System, Vibrant Demography and Demand. If these five parts will get strengthen, it will 
give the stimulus to the economy. Economy which will bring a quantum jump, 
infrastructure will become an identity of India, system will completely technology 
driven. Demographic dividend is our strength and source of energy for becoming 
Atmanirbhar nation. Demand is our strength of demand supply chain and therefore it 
has to be utilised to the full of its dimensions. 
 
AsIndia is now the 4th largest country in the world having Corona infected people. In 
which Maharashtra state has crossed 1 lakh number of patients. Therefore, Mission 
Begin Again is a crucial step taken by the government of Maharashtra in which state 
government extended lockdown up till 30th June 2020 with certain relaxations. As per 
the revised guidelines for the citizens, the first phase involved allowing outdoor physical 
activities and activities related to self-employed people, including garages, plumbers etc 
while the government allowed markets and shops to open up during the second 
phase.This is the way to gradually open up economic activities in the state. 
 
Kerala is the most effective to fight this pandemic & the state setting an ideal example 
for the policies they have initiated during the lockdown. State government has primarily 
focused on strengthening the medical & healthcare system. When there was an outbreak 
of Corona virus, a consistent tracking of people with symptoms was done. Also tracking 
system for positive patients was developed. There were maximum number of testing 
done and the isolation period planned is 28 days along with the facilities like Wi-Fi. The 
health care system prioritizes on mental health of people, hence hotline for counselling 
was developed as well. Provision for home delivery of mid-daymeals, breaking the 
chain campaign which encouraged the sanitized hands, production of hand sanitizer by 
state pharmaceuticals as well as masks for prisoners were supplied. 
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Conclusion & Suggestions: 
 
Agriculture being the backbone of Indian economy has been adversely affected. Around 
70% of Indian population is dependent on agriculture for livelihood, majority of the 
population in under loss hence, firm actions should be taken by the government to avoid 
the downfall in agriculture sector. 
 
The reverse migration has snatched employment from millions of labours working in 
industries, also there is disruption in the activities of manufacturing which has resulted 
in causing loss of industrial sector. There is even a risk factor that some industries may 
not survive due to the financial downturn & shut down forever. There are high chances 
even if the govt provides financial assistance to the MSMEs, the section falling under 
micro category may remain unreached to the funds as they are unregistered. 
 
The rigorous lockdown has put the economy in the worst situation as GDP growth rate 
is consistently declining. The government has taken few actions during this lockdown 
viz. PM Relief Fund, Atmanirbhar Package and now recent one is Operation Begin 
Again by Maharashtra State. Manufacturing has started, slowly relaxing lockdown in 
various parts of the country, production has started, still people are starving, 
employment issues are still remained unresolved. The government is taking baby steps 
towards reviving the economy, though it seems sturdyto revive economy to its previous 
stage but not an impossible task to overcome this plight. Kerala is the best example for 
lessons to be learnt. 
 
            Corona infection is increasing day by day. India has to give priority to 
aggressive testing and provide better public health services to their people rather than 
implementing rigorous lockdown. Vigilance is necessary requirement in this delicate 
time for the betterment of the nation. 
 
Government needs to take herculean measures to tackle the problems of demand supply 
chains which disrupted due to this lockdown. Indian Government needs to augment 
internal demand & supply chains to meet up the level of production. Government should 
give money in the hands of public so that they can spend to regenerate the liquidity in 
the market. We wish not only Corona free India but a nation with full employment to 
their people, two times meal a day to poor people and a democracy without extremism. 
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Abstract: 
 
Some heavy metal and their salts are considered as essential component when taken in 
limited quantities and act as a protective food that help to keep the body fit and healthy. 
This class of metal encompasses manganese, selenium, molybdenum, chromium, 
copper, zinc, cobalt and iron, and which act as nutritionally essential elements that plays 
very important role in different biological and physiological processes. On the contrary 
little, some others metals like like arsenic (As), mercury (Hg), lead (Pb), cadmium(Cd), 
zinc(Zn),  are deliberated as the potentially toxic elements when taken in larger 
quantities or in specific  chemical forms. Among these toxic metals some metals like 
Mercury (Hg), Arsenic (As) Zinc (Zn) & Lead (Pb) works reflects their immediate 
poisoning effect while the consequences of some metals reflect over a period of time. 
Currently, several usages of heavy metals in agriculture, industries, pharmaceuticals, 
cosmetics, and technology has emerged as a terrible problem due to its widespread 
distribution in nature that effect the environment and human health.Though, the 
detection of these metals has become a need of an hour. Advancements in the analytical 
chemistry with invention of sophisticated tools enable the researchers to detect the 
presence of these metals in more precise ways. Current review is based on the toxicity of 
metals and their methods of detections using appropriate mode of analysis.  
 
Keywords: Heavy metals, Zinc, Poison, Analysis, Toxic, Developed techniques, etc. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION: 
 
Heavy metal poisoning can be stated as the disproportionate exposure to a heavy metal 
that adversely affects the normal function of the living body. This can be explain as the 
accumulation of toxic metals on to the soft body issues and their interference with many 
biological and physiological processes.Indicators and physical signs linked to acute 
metallic poisoning fluctuate in keeping with all a metal collected. On the basis of the 
impact of their presence these metals can be broadly divided into two categories. 
Category 1 involve several metals like zinc, copper, chromium, iron are the essential 
elements that are necessary for body functioning when present in considerably little 
quantities amounts but their higher concentration leads to the lethal results to the 
humans and other animals even to the plant kingdom. Another class as category 2 
involves metals like  lead, mercury, arsenic and cadmium impart toxicity to the humans, 
even in trace amounts. Metal poisoning due to second category of metals could occurs 
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as a consequence of industrial exposure, pollution or air, food, drugs, badly covered 
meals containers, or even so the uptake of lead-based paints.[1] Metals are thought of as 
inorganic thorn poisons that causes metal poisoning or metal toxicity. Metal poisoning 
results in the unusual symptoms appears in the living organism once when organism 
come in contact with a toxic metal substance.  
 
This metal toxicity poses a true and substantial danger to human health that depends 
upon the chemical nature of the compound eaten as well as on the   route of its 
administration.[2] Metallic salts possess toxic properties of varied intensity. The signs 
and symptoms of moderate to acute poisoning may vary with the chemical nature of 
metal itself. Some metallic substances bear intensive metabolism once uptake while 
some has long lasting or acute poisoningThese factors have a big influence on analytical 
investigations applied to biological materials and their interpretation. Several death 
cases are according frequently which are investigated forensically to see the cause and 
manner of death therefore on establish them because the cases of bloody, self-
destructive or accidental metal poisoning and to know whether or not poisoning resulted 
from acute, chronic or acute-on-chronic exposure.[3]  

 

Heavy metals have been located within the ground. They eventually become 
concentrated as being a consequence of both human-caused pursuits and could input into 
the plant, creature, and individual cells through inhalation, dietary plan, and even 
manual management. Afterward they will bind to interfere with the performance of 
crucial cell components. The hazardous consequences of mercury, arsenic, and lead 
were more mythical into the individuals, but coordinated scientific tests of this toxicity 
of several substantial metals seem to be.  
 
In people, important Metallic poisoning is generally handled with the administration of 
chelating agents. Some components otherwise thought to be poisonous significant 
Metals are crucial, in tiny amounts, for individual wellness.[4] Heavy metals at doses that 
are high will probably Be Damaging to your body, Whereas many others such as 
Cadmium, mercury, lead, chromium, arsenic, and silver at the minute amounts have 
adverse consequences inside the entire body sparking severe and chronic toxicities in 
people. Significant metal toxicity will have many consequences within the soma. It will 
have an effect on the central nervous operate resulting in disorder, Harm the 
bloodstream components and certainly will harm your lungs, liver, kidneys along 
various other essential organs boosting most malady problems. Additionally, the long-
term accumulation of metals that are significant within your system may lead to 
deceleration of the development of bodily, muscle, and drug long-term processes that 
mimic positive maladies such as Parkinson's malady and Alzheimer's disorder. More 
thus, continuing long-term contact with some Substantial metals or their chemicals may 
even damage nucleic acids, which lead to mutation, mimic hormones consequently 
interrupting the endocrine and reproductive system and finally cause cancer.[5]  
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1. TOXICOLOGY OF SOME SELECTED HEAVY METALS[6] 
Table No.:- 01  
 Fatal dose Form entering 

body 
Major route of 

absorption 
Distribution Major clinical 

effects 
 
 
Arsenic 

 
 
120-200 

mg 

 
 
Inorganic arsenic 

salts 

 
Gastrointestinal, 

respiratory & 
skin 

Predominantly 
soft tissues 
(highest in 

liver, kidney). 
Avidly bound 
in skin, nails, 

hair. 

Cardiovascular; 
shock, 

arrhythmias, CNS, 
encephalopathy, 
gastroenteritis, 

cancer 

 
 
Mercury 

 
 

1-2 g 

 
Elemental 
mercury, 
Inorganic 

mercury & 
organic mercury 

 
Respiratory tract, 
gastrointestinal 

& skin 

 
Soft tissues, 
kidney, CNS 

CNS, 
gingivostomatitis, 

acrodynia, 
pneumonitis, acute 
tubular necrosis, 

CNS effects 
 
 

Lead 

 
 
0.5-50 g 

 
Inorganic lead 
oxides & salts 
and organic 

tetraethyl lead 

 
Gastrointestinal, 

respiratory & 
skin 

 
Soft tissue; 

redistributed to 
skeleton, soft 
tissues, liver, 

CNS 

CNS deficit; 
peripheral 

neuropathy; 
anemia; 

hypertension; 
reproductive 

toxicity, 
encephalopathy 

Zinc 15 g Zinc picolinate, 
zinc glycerate 

Small intestine & 
Gastrointestinal 

tract 

Body tissues, 
fluids & 
plasma 

Nausea, diarrhea, 
& abdominal 

cramps 
Cadmium 20-30 

mg/kg 
Enters through 

smoking 
NO Liver & 

kidneys 
Tracheo-

bronchitis, 
pneumonitis & 

pulmonary edema. 
 
HEALTH EFFECTS OF HEAVY METALS IN OUR BODY 
ARSENIC 
 
It occurs naturally in various forms in the environment, Processes such as geologic and 
activities of human results in arsenic contamination. The process of mining and ores are 
such major causes for release of arsenic to air. Arsenic can also be release through 
smelting process. Another source of arsenic are sedimentary and metasedimentary bed 
rock. Product such as dye, soap, paint, and drug also contain arsenic.[7] 
 
Health effects 
 
In-organic arsenic is referred to as a carcinogen and will lead to cancer from the lungs, 
skin, liver, and kidney. Ingestion of the higher level of arsenic could potentially induce 
death. Longterm Low-level exposure may Create the shadow of the skin as well as also 
the Look of Modest'corn' or'' warts' on the palms, soles, and chest. Symptoms include 
nausea, vomiting, reduce production of erythrocyte, cricking sensation in hands and legs 
and abnormal heartbeat.[8] 
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LEAD 
It is present in various forms in nature &Because of individual actions, including fossil 
fuel burning, mining, producing, lead, and lead chemicals are seen in every section of 
their surroundings. An item like components such as pipes, batteries, and cosmetics are 
all manufactured together with a lead. That Is Remarkably poisonous in character, 
consequently, its Usage in Some Specific products like petrol/gasoline and paint are 
being reduced these days. The major source where a person is exposed to lead 
compound is through cosmatic, lead based paint, gasoline, household dust and industrial 
emission.[9] 
Health effects 
Lead is just a likely human carcinogen. The lead will influence every system and organ 
within your system. Exposure to elevated lead levels may seriously harm the kidneys 
and brain and cause loss of life. In pregnant ladies, a high amount of exposure to lead 
can lead to miscarriage. Signs and symptoms include loss of appetite, nausea, 
hypertension, and stomach pain, and tiredness, insomnia, constipation, hallucination, 
and vertigo.[10] 
MERCURY 
The Absolute Most Hazardous heavy Metal within the natural environment will be 
another compared to simply mercury. Its own poisoning is Offered as pink disease. 
Various industrial factors lead to release of mercury into environment- Pharmaceutical, 
agricultural Industry along with the caustic & chlorine manufacturing industry. A 
uncommon ability of mercury Is the fact that It unites with Different components and 
formed In-organic and organic mercury.[11] 
Health effects 
The nervous system is extremely sensitive to most kinds of mercury. Exposure to higher 
levels may permanently harm the kidneys, brain & growing fetuses. Effects on brain 
function can lead to irritability, shyness, tremors, changes in hearing or vision loss, 
along with memory Issue. The symptoms include fatigue, hairloss, headache, memory 
problem and depression.[12] 

CADMIUM 
Cadmium is a byproduct of zinc production. Some amount of cadmium is also present in 
mineral fertilizers, rock, soil and coal. Cadmium is widely used for electroplating. It is 
also used in batteries and its application include plastic and metal coating. Natural 
activities lead to the discharge of cadmium into the natural environment by means of 
river transportation, climatic and volcanic eruption, individual activities additionally 
contribute to the discharge of cadmium by mining, melting, burning of municipal waste, 
tobacco smoke and fertilizer manufacturing. Both acute and chronic intoxication are 
caused by cadmium.[13]   

Health effects 
Cadmium and cadmium compounds are known human carcinogens. Smokers become 

exposed to higher cadmium levels than nonsmokers. Ingesting quite high levels 
severely irritates the stomach, resulting in nausea, vomiting, and stomach ulcer. Long 
Term exposure to lower amounts Results in a buildup from the uterus and Potential 
kidney disorder, lung disease, and fragile bone. The symptoms include food poisoning, 
bronchitis, pulmonary edema, interstial pneumonitis and hyperuricemia.[14] 
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ZINC 
Natural and anthropogenic sources results in release of zinc to the environment. The 
zinc is present in nature as zinc carbonate, zinc oxide, zinc sulfide, zinc silicate, zinc 
sulfate, zinc chloride and zinc phosphide (Rodenticide: Rat killer). Concentration of zinc 
can be determined to geological and anthropogenic influences.[15] 
Health effects 
Breath in Zn dust might Cause tingling over the throat, coughing, general weakness and 
aching, chills, nausea, fever, and vomiting. Gastrointestinal disorders include 
cardiovascular  collapse, Cardio Vascular disorder, shock symptoms, myocarditis, 
pericarditis, severe pulmonary edema, and congestive heart failure.[16] 

 
1. MISCELLANEOUS 

Fruit seeds poisoning 
 
Apple, Cherries, peaches, apricots have amygdalin (organic and natural cyanide and 
glucose chemical) that divides into chemical compound hydrogen cyanide (HCN) 
formerly metabolized. Cyanide itself can function as the toxin that kills denying 
bloodstream that the capability to transmit oxygen and thus induces its sufferers to 
expire. The content of cyanide in raw apricot seed is an average about 432 milligrams of 
hydrogen cyanide (about 48 seeds), raw peach seeds contain 204 milligrams of 
hydrogen cyanide, raw cherry seeds also contains about 117 milligrams of hydrogen 
cyanide (about 200 seeds) and apple seed contain approx 1-4 mg amygdalin (about 1 g 
seed). Cyanogenic glycosides are organic plant toxins that exist in a lot of plants, so 
most of them are absorbed by most human beings. Cyanide was created accompanied by 
the result of poisonous glycosides which exist through the duration of the devastating of 
this raw substance either all through ingestion or through the duration of the procedure 
for this foodstuff harvest. Contact with cyanide from accidental or deliberate ingestion 
of poisonous glycosides Could Lead to severe intoxications, characterized by growth 
retardation and neurological disorders Caused by tissue harm inside the central nervous 
system (CNS).[17]Cyanide toxicity happens once Cytochrome oxidase enzyme a3 
inhibits the final protein inside the lymph series and halts electron transfer and oxidative 
phosphorylation (that are key towards the forming of adenosine triphosphate nucleotide 
(ATP) and also for that reason the continuation of cellular respiration).  
 
Cyanide poisoning transpires being an outcome of ingestion of raw peaches, apple seed, 
or raw apricot, cherry seed and their product while not proper processing. Clinical signs 
of cyanide toxicity includes nausea, vomiting, stomach aches, fatigue, headache, and 
periodically death.[18] Laetrile can be really semi-synthetic product of amygdalin. 
Amygdalin is derived from glucose by the chemical reaction. Much like glucose, laetrile 
is hydrolyzed one of the duodenum (alkaline) and one of the intestine (enzymatically) 
into D-glucuronic acid along with L-mandelonitrile; the latter hydrolyzes into 
benzaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide, which at enough amounts Brings about cyanide 
toxicity.[19] 
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2. DETECTION TECHNIQUES 
AAS (ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY) 
Atomic absorption spectrometry analysis (AAS) is broadly employed for its conclusion 
of trace along with immoderate trace components fully sorts of samples. Back in AAS a 
ray of light passes the sample. Based on the concentration of these elements, the specific 
amount of this lighting will be consumed. Assessing the high degree of the original 
beam and of this beam after passing the sample, the immersion of these elements could 
possibly be quantified. Considering every element absorbs light from a wavelength that 
is defined, the AAS instruments have different origins of lighting to every single 
element. Ordinarily, AAS may be a method for its conclusion of Simply a Single portion 
per analysis. The benefit Is that This analytical procedure enables the determination of 
components terribly mass concentration (μg–1-range). Based upon the mass 
concentration expected and thus the sample level reachable, the study could be 
Performed by flame AAS (FAAS) or graphite furnace chamber AAS (GFAAS). For the 
first, a sample quantity of a few milliliters Is Necessary, to get the Latter only small 
amounts of samples(10--30μ L) are required. AAS could be a single-element technique, 
operating during a successive mode. it's applicable for observation studies of an exact 
elements, such as Cd, Cr, As and Pb, which exhibit negative impacts on human 
wellbeing actually once in terribly mass concentration levels. AAS is In difference with 
TLC and also UV-VIS, an entirely fully-automated machine-driven method and thus 
less user friendly. The drawback of GFAAS could be that the lengthy test period each 
sample (10--15 minutes for four or three repeats ).  GFAAS supplies some advantages in 
comparison to other methods intended for its analysis of metals.[20] 

 
ICP-MS (INDUCTIVE COUPLED PLASMA-MASS SPECTROMETRY) 
The other Analytical the system employs rays from the ICP origin: by exposing a 
sample into the elevated temperatures of this plasmas, maybe not light is excavated yet 
conjointly ions have been formed. All these are examined by means of a mass 
spectrometer (MS). Mass spectrometers make use of the differentiation in mass-to-
charge quantitative terms (m/z) of ionized molecules or atoms such as separation from 
one another. Mass spectrometry can be employed for quantification of molecules or 
atoms. By employing ICPMS it is likely to test all elements of this regular program in 
one evaluation step with terribly Lower limits of detection. ICPMS is distinguished with 
the subsequent capabilities:-- substantial sensitivity analysis -- decrease detection 
limitations on the majority of elements (ppt or ppq-range) -- simultaneous multi-element 
analysis -- extensive dynamic variety -- isotope structure. The drawback of ICPMS is 
that the large working costs caused by this large volume of component employed and 
the elevated status to elevated salt concentrations within digest solution or even at 
perspiration and spit extraction alternatives, Resulting in interferences of their 
dimensions. So, ICPMS Has Been Usually utilized for its diagnosis of waste water. The 
determination of isotopes along with also their percentage/ratio of all-natural fibers give 
data in these proveniences. ICPMS is significantly more delineated like something for 
its identification of mordant and dyes on historical fabric samples. Maybe not merely 
mordant that contains copper, tin, iron, aluminum or Uranium may be successfully 
analyzed, yet organic and natural dyes using substitutional bromine. Coupling ion 
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chromatography using ICPMS allows the phylogenesis of the metallic component from 
wastewaters.[21] 
 
XRF (X-RAY FLUORESCENCE) 
An x ray fluorescence (XRF) the spectrometer is currently in Associate at x ray 
instrument utilized for regular, the relatively non-destructive chemical analyses of 
stones, minerals, sediments, and fluids. It performs on wavelength-dispersive 
spectroscopic principles which can be very similar to an electron microprobe.  XRF 
Brings Together maximum precision and exactness with directly forward and Fast 
response preparation to its evaluation of components in beryllium (Be) to uranium (U) 
within the concentration change in 100% straight down to the sub-ppm-level. The 
comparative simplicity and also the very low significance of sample preparation, and 
also additionally the equilibrium and effortless utilization of Xray spectrometers make 
that one at all their most powerful widely utilized system for analysis of both trace and 
major components in minerals, rocks, along with sediment. XRF was created achievable 
with the behavior of electrons as soon as they socialize with x radiation. An XRF 
spectrometer function like a Results of whether a sample is formed by A extreme X-Ray 
beam, also known as the incident ray, Lots of their electricity is still sprinkled, 
nevertheless, a few are also consumed in phases that the sample at an exceeding manner 
which Is Dependent upon its chemistry. The excited sample exerts generates Xrays to a 
range of wavelengths feature of the kinds of molecules present inside the sample. Even 
the power of the energy quantified with these sensors is due to the prosperity of this 
element contained in the sample. Xray fluorescence is particularly well-suited for 
analyses which involve majority compound analysis of important elements (Si, Ti, Al, 
Fe, Mn, Mg, Ca, Na, K, P) in sediment and rock. X Ray fluorescence is limited to this 
evaluation of relatively giant samples, so generally > one gram, substances That Might 
Be Ready in powder form and also efficiently homogenized materials which 
compositionally alike, well-characterized criteria are available, materials comprising 
Large abundances of components that absorption and fluorescence effects are moderate 
well-known.[22] 
 
XRD (X-RAY DIFFRACTION) 
XRD analysis may be that the study of the crystal arrangement, can be utilized to 
identify exactly the interrelated phases within a substance and hence show chemical 
makeup details. X ray diffraction is valuable for assessing nutritional supplements, 
polymers, corrosion goods, and as yet not known substances. Generally in the majority 
of instances, the samples examined in elements are examined with the XRD 
phenomenon establishes samples get ready finely ground powders. This technique is 
done by directing an Xray beam at a sample and then quantify exactly the dotted 
strength. Once the beam has been split, the scatter, also Regarded as a diffraction pattern 
that suggests that the sample's comprehensible structure. X-ray diffractometers contains 
3 Basic components: an Xray tubing, a sample holder, along with also an Xray sensor. 
Xrays are created within a cathode-ray tube by heating a filament to furnish electrons, 
accelerating the electron's target by employing a voltage, and also bombarding the target 
material together with electrons. As Soon as electrons possess comfortable power to 
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purify Interior shell electrons from this goal substance, feature Xray spectra Are 
Created. Xray powder diffraction is generally used for its identification of not known 
crystalline substances (e.g. nutritional supplements, inorganic compounds). Figure out 
crystal arrangements, establish massive levels of nutritional supplements (quantitative 
analysis). The advantages of the XRD technique are powerful and quick (< 20 minutes ) 
procedure for identification using an unidentified mineral, generally in the majority of 
court cases, it gives an unambiguous mineral determination, minimum sample 
preparation becomes necessary. XRD components Are Commonly accessible there, info 
detection is comparatively simple.[23] 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
The most useful results for sample analysis are all generally attainable by blending 
different techniques. For example, the XRF (X-RAY FLUORESCENCE) instrumental 
technique will be applied as quick and very expensive instrument that offer results at 
intervals 2 to 5 minutes and also the easy & cheapest technique thin layer 
chromatography is going to be implemented as a quick testing technique. At step one, 
the metals need to be ascertained qualitatively their concentration ranges estimated. 
Thereupon, the process to get a certain quantification May Also Be selected Based upon 
the analytic Endeavor. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper has made an attempt to analyze the socio-economic factors of 
sample respondent employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR 
Nellore District, A.P and to measure the level of job satisfaction among the sample 
respondent employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore 
District, A.P. The primary data has been collected from the respondent employees of 
Public and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district for the year 2018-19. For the 
purpose of primary data collection, 360 employees, 180 each from Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks were selected randomly. The primary data was collected through 
structured questionnaire and some personal interview Tools for measuring data mean, 
percentage and Chi-square test have been used. This paper reveals that majority of the 
105 respondents in Public Sector Banks (58.33 per cent) and 86 respondents of Private 
Sector Banks (47.78 per cent) who have expressed middle level of job satisfaction. 
However, the least number of Private Sector Banks 24 respondents (13.33 per cent) and 
27 respondents of Public Sector Banks (15.00 per cent) who have expressed that they 
have high level of job satisfaction. It is suggested that the public sector and private 
sector banks shall increase the employee’s strength of their respective banks so as to 
reduce the tensions of the sample respondent employee families. The study concludes 
that the job satisfaction levels are very high in Public Sector Banks, SPSR Nellore 
District. The younger people with higher educational qualifications have been 
associated with Private Sector Banks. Job satisfaction survey is the best way to know 
the employees job satisfaction in the current job situation. 

 
Keywords: Job Satisfaction, Public Sector Banks, Private Sector Banks, length of 
Service  
 
INTRODUCTION 

The success of an organization depends not merely on its technical efficiency, 
updated machinery, good plant layout and dynamic organization etc; but also depends 
upon its human resources. A satisfied, happy and hardworking employee is the biggest 
asset of any organization, including banks. So, for the success of banking, it is very 
important to manage human resources effectively and to find whether its employees are 
satisfied or not. One of the key factors of any organization is its employees. The success 
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or failure of the organization largely depends on their satisfaction and dissatisfaction. 
Job satisfaction of employees is important for both to the employees as well as to the 
organization. Human resources are the strategic resources that can make a difference to 
the organization in the positive direction. It is increasingly being realized that by 
properly managing human resources, organizations can reach their goals in a better 
manner. If the employees are satisfied, their commitment levels will be high and hence 
their contribution to the organization also will be high. When employees are satisfied 
with their jobs, the Quality of work improves and productivity increases. They tend to 
continue in the job and be more loyal to the job and to the organization. Lower 
employee turnover will further reduce recruiting and training costs for the banking 
organizations. 

Job satisfaction is the amount of overall positive effect or feeling that 
individuals have towards their jobs. It says that an individual has high satisfaction, it 
means that the individual generally likes and values his job highly and feels positively 
towards it. Customers often approach the banks for information and details of service 
and they look up to the bank employees for information and advice. It is for this reason, 
that the bank employees must adopt a professional approach that is combined with 
cordial relationship with the customers. Job satisfaction is an attitude which results from 
balancing and summation of many specific likes and dislikes experienced in connection 
with the job. Job satisfaction is an important indicator of how employees feel about their 
job and a predictor of work behaviour such as organizational citizenship, Absenteeism, 
Turnover etc. Employees of the bank are actually from different disciplines like science, 
economics, commerce and arts.  

 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Deepti Sinha & Somesh Kumar Shukla (2013) in their article entitled “Study 
of Job Satisfaction of the Employees of Private Sector Banks”, this paper has made an 
attempt to understand the measure of job satisfaction amongst the private sector banks; 
to identify various components contributing towards the job satisfaction and to 
understand the factors leading to job dissatisfaction. This study was selected from 
managerial and non-managerial staff of private sector banks from Greater Noida. It is 
revealed that the range of job satisfaction was between 20 to100. In terms of mean score 
and standard deviation, 64.44 per cent respondents are satisfied while 35.56 per cent 
respondents are dissatisfied from their job. It is concluded that the job security is one of 
the most important ingredients of job satisfaction. Secure job environment enhances the 
degree of job satisfaction. Management must create an environment of job security 
among employees.  

Shanmugapriya, S. (2016) in her article entitled “Determinants of job 
satisfaction of public sector bank employees”, has made an attempt to study the socio-
economic profile of public sector bank employees and to ascertain the determinants of 
job satisfaction of public sector bank employees. The employees taken are based on the 
probability, proportionate to the size of the population where responses from 25 
employees from each bank have been randomly collected. It is found to be significantly 
associated with employees' opinion on performance appraisal and their level of job 
satisfaction. It is concluded that the retirement benefits are given the first preference 
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wherein the monitory benefits is preferred the least. Hence, it is very appropriate that 
the bank management should have due concentration on improving the quality of the 
social and economic status of the employees to gain their increased level of satisfaction 
on their jobs. 

Poonam Devi (2017)in her article entitled “A comparative study of employee 
Job Satisfaction in Public and Private Sector Banks in Rewari”, has made an attempt to 
find out the Inter-personal factors which are affecting employee Job satisfaction in 
Public and Private Sector Banks and to study the Management and Employee 
Relationship of Public and Private Sector Banks towards Employee Job satisfaction. 
The Study found that about 85.71 per cent employees are satisfied from the incentive 
they got and 14.29 per cent are not fully satisfied in Public Bank. And in Private Bank 
57.14 are satisfied and 42.86 per cent employees are not satisfied from the incentive 
they got. The result of the study indicated that layoff threats, quick turnover, less 
welfare schemes, and less scope for vertical growth increase job dissatisfaction. On the 
other hand, secure job environment, welfare policies, and job stability increase the 
degree of job satisfaction.  

Junumoni Das & Jain. P.K. (2018) in their paper entitled “Level of Job 
Satisfaction in Private Sector Banks: A Comparative Study of Various Private Sector 
Banks of Guwahati”, has made an attemptto determine the factors that are important for 
the employees of private sector banks; to determine the impact of the identified factors 
on overall satisfaction and to analyze the level of satisfaction of the identified factors 
among the employees of various private sector banks of Guwahati. This study 
highlighted 35 per cent of the employees of YES Bank are showing satisfaction and 40 
per cent high satisfaction, 54 per cent of the ICICI Bank employees seems to be 
satisfied with 8.6 per cent highly satisfied. It is found that on the other hand employees 
of other banks which are not considered as the top ranking banks show more satisfaction 
towards the factors than the top ranking banks like ICICI, AXIS and INDUSIND. It is 
suggested that every private sector bank must try to maintain the job satisfying factors 
as identified in the study at an optimum level for greater interest of the organization.  
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

Banking sector is the most important sector of the economy of our country. For 
the developing country like ours, banking services and financial services play a very 
important role for the development of the country but banking in India for past few 
decades had been working liberally. In today’s era of computerization and competition, 
development of skill, expertise, competence, knowledge of employees to deal with 
various situations is inevitable. To cope up with the competition, banks have gone 
computerized, thus reducing the labour force. To survive, banks are now pushing the 
employees to work efficiently and to increase their productivity. Thus, for nationalized 
banks currently job satisfaction is the major concern.  
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
   The following objectives of the present study are: 

 To analyze the socio-economic factors of sample respondent employees of 
Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District, A.P and 
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 To measure the level of job satisfaction among the sample respondent 
employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District, 
A.P. 

 
HYPOTHESES 
 

The following hypotheses are formulated on the basis of the set of objectives for the 
present study: 
 There is no significant relationship between the age groups of sample respondents 

of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 
 There is no significant relationship between the gender classification of sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 
 There is no significant relationship between the marital status of sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 
 There is no significant association between the educational qualifications of sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 
 There is no significant association between the monthly income of sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District.  
 There is no significant association between the length of the service of sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District and 
 There is no significant association between the job satisfaction levels of the sample 

respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The data were collected from two groups, one group belonging to the Public 
Sector and the other group belonging to the Private Sector Banks. A total number of 305 
bank branches consisting of 257 Public Sector and 48 Private Sector Bank branches are 
operating in SPSR Nellore District. There are 2427 employees working in both the 
Public Sector and Private Sector Banks. For the purpose of primary data collection, 360 
employees, 180 each from Public Sector and Private Sector Banks were selected 
randomly. A proportionate random sampling technique was adopted to select employees 
from each bank under Public and Private Sectors respectively. Data was collected from 
both primary and secondary sources. The primary data has been collected from the 
respondent employees of Public and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district for 
the year 2018-19. The primary data was conducted through structured questionnaire and 
some personal interview and the secondary data was collected from books, magazines, 
internet and newspapers. Tools for measuring data mean, percentage and Chi-square test 
have been used. 
 
AGE  

Sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks are grouped 
under different age ranges. The age ranges of sample respondent employees of Public 
Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district are presented in table 1: 
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Table 1: Age-wise distribution of sample respondent employees of Public Sector 
and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district 

Age Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks 

Total 
 

Below 25 20 
(11.11) 

29 
(16.11) 

49 
(13.61) 

26-35 30 
(16.67) 

42 
(23.33) 

72 
(20.00) 

36-45 41 
(22.78) 

54 
(30.00) 

95 
(26.39) 

46-55 57 
(31.66) 

37 
(20.56) 

94 
(26.11) 

Above 55 32 
(17.78) 

18 
(10.00) 

50 
(13.89) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =13.6073**; df = 4 
Source: Field Survey 
Note: **significant at 0.01 level 

 Table 1 shows the distribution of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks over their age groups. It is observed from the table that majority 
95 out of 360 sample respondents (26.39 per cent) are in the age group of 36-45 years, 
followed by 94 respondents (26.11 per cent) are in the age group of 46-55 years, 72 
respondents (20.00 per cent) are in the age group of 26-35 years, 50 respondents (13.89 
per cent) are in the age group of above 55 years and 49 respondents (13.61 per cent) are 
in the age group of below 25 years.  

Majority of the 57 respondents of Public Sector Banks (31.66 per cent) are in 
the age group of 46-55 years, followed by 41 respondents (22.78 per cent) are in the age 
group of 36-45 years, 32 respondents (17.78 per cent) are in the age group of above 55 
years, 30 respondents (16.67 per cent) are in the age group of 26-35 years and 20 
respondents (11.11 per cent) are in the age group of below 25 years. Whereas in the 
majority of the 54 respondents of Private Sector Banks (30.00 per cent) are in the age 
group of 36-45 years, followed by 42 respondents (23.33 per cent) are in the age group 
of 26-35 years, 37 respondents (20.56 per cent) are in the age group of 46-55 years, 29 
respondents (16.11 per cent) are in the age group of below 25 years and 18 respondents 
(10.00 per cent) were in the age group of above 55 years.  

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (13.6073) is much higher than its 
critical value (13.277). Hence, the null hypothesis may be rejected at 1% level of 
significance. It can be inferred that there is a significant association between the age 
ranges of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in 
SPSR Nellore district.  
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From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 57 respondents 
of Public Sector Banks (31.66 per cent) are in the age group of 46-55 years, whereas in 
the case of Private Sector Banks most of the 54 respondents (30.00 per cent) are in the 
age group of 36-45 years. However, the least number of 18 respondents of Private 
Sector Banks (10.00 per cent) are in the age of above 55 years and 20 respondents of 
Public Sector Banks (11.11 per cent) are in the age group of below 25 years. This 
indicates that younger people with higher educational qualifications had been associated 
with Private Sector Banks. 
GENDER  

Sample respondents of Public and Private Sector Banks have been classified 
into male and female categories. The Gender-wise sample respondent employees of 
Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district are presented in table 2: 
Table 2: Gender-wise sample respondent employees of Public Sector and Private 
Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District  

Gender Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks 

 
Total 

Male 126 
(70.00) 

113 
(62.78) 

239 
(66.39) 

Female 54 
(30.00) 

67 
(37.22) 

121 
(33.61) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =2.104@; df = 1 

   Source: Field Survey 
   Note: @- Not significant  

It is observed from the table 2 that the sample respondent employees of Public 
Sector and Private Sector Banks have been distributed as male and female categories. 
Majority of the 239 out of 360 respondents (66.39 per cent) belong to male category and 
followed by 121 respondents (33.61 per cent) belong to female category. Majority of the 
respondents i.e., 126 out of 180 (70.00 per cent) of Public Sector Banks belong to male 
category, followed by 54 out of 180 (30.00 per cent) respondents belong to female 
category. Similarly majority of the respondents i.e., 113 out of 180 (62.78 per cent) of 
Private Sector Banks belong to male category and followed by 67 out of 180 (37.22 per 
cent) respondents belonging to female category. 

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (2.104) is much less than its critical 
value (3.841). Hence, the null hypothesis may be accepted at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is no significant association between the gender classification 
of sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore 
District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 126 out of 180 
respondents of Public Sector Banks (70.00 per cent) and 113 out 180 of Private Sector 
Banks (62.78 per cent) belonged to male category whereas 54 out of 180 respondents 
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(30.00 per cent) of Public Sector Banks and 67 out of 180 respondents (37.22 per cent) 
of Private Sector Banks belong to female category. The number of male respondents 
was significantly higher than the number of female respondents in both the banks. 
MARITAL STATUS 

The sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks are 
classified into married and unmarried categories. The details of Marital Status of sample 
respondent employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore 
District are presented in table 3: 
 
Table 3: Marital Status of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 

Marital Status Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks Total 

Married 156 
(86.67) 

149 
(82.78) 

305 
(84.72) 

Un- Married 24 
(13.33) 

31 
(17.22) 

55 
(15.28) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =1.052@; df = 1; 

  Source: Field Survey;  Note: @-Not Significant 
 

Table 3 presents the distribution of sample respondent employees of Public 
Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District over married and unmarried 
categories. Majority of the 305 respondents (84.72 per cent) belong to married category 
and followed by 55 respondents (15.28 per cent) belong to unmarried category. Majority 
of the 156 out of 180 respondents (86.67 per cent) of Public Sector Banks belong to 
married category and 24 out of 180 (13.33 per cent) are under unmarried category. 
Similarly 149 out of 180 (82.78 per cent) respondents of Private Sector Banks belong to 
married category and 31 out of 180 (17.22 per cent) belong to unmarried category. 

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (1.052) is much less than its critical 
value (3.841). Hence, the null hypothesis may be accepted at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is no significant association between the marital status of 
sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 156 respondents 
(86.67 per cent) and 149 respondents of Private Sector Banks (82.78 per cent) belong to 
married category. However, the least number of 24 respondents (13.33 per cent) of 
Public Sector Banks and 31 respondents of Private Sector Banks (17.22 per cent) belong 
to unmarried category. This indicates that Private Sector Banks could attract more 
unmarried people than in Public Sector Banks. 
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EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS  
The sample respondent employees of Public Sector Banks and Private Sector 

Banks are classified according to their educational qualifications into four categories 
viz., SSC, Graduate, Post graduate and Professional education. The details of 
Educational Qualifications of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District are presented in table 4: 
Table 4: Educational Qualifications of sample respondent employees of Public 
Sector  
and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 

    Source: Field Survey 
    Note: @-Not Significant 

Table 4 shows the distribution educational qualifications of sample respondent 
employees of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. It is 
understood from the table above that majority of the 149 out of 360 respondents (41.39 
per cent) possess Post Graduation qualification, followed by 109 respondents (30.28 per 
cent) having UG qualification, 65 respondents (18.06 per cent) having Professional 
qualification and 37 respondents (10.28 per cent) are of SSC qualification. Majority of 
the 73 respondents of Public Sector Banks (40.56 per cent) possess Post Graduation 
qualification, followed by 58 respondents (32.22 per cent) having UG qualification, 29 
respondents (16.11 per cent) having Professional Qualification and 20 respondents 
(11.11 per cent) are of SSC qualification. Whereas in the Private Sector Banks, majority 
of the 76 respondents (42.22 per cent) possess Post Graduation qualification, followed 
by 51 respondents (28.33 per cent) having UG qualification, 36 respondents (20.00 per 
cent) having Professional Qualification and 17 respondents (9.44 per cent) are of SSC 
qualification. 

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (1.507) is much less than its critical 
value (7.815). Hence, the null hypothesis may be accepted at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is no significant association between the educational 

Educational 
Qualifications 

Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks Total 

SSC 20 
(11.11) 

17 
(9.44) 

37 
(10.28) 

UG 58 
(32.22) 

51 
(28.33) 

109 
(30.28) 

PG 73 
(40.56) 

76 
(42.22) 

149 
(41.39) 

Professional 29 
(16.11) 

36 
(20.00) 

65 
(18.06) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =1.507@; df = 3; 
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qualifications of sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR 
Nellore District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 76 respondent 
employees of Private Sector Banks (42.22 per cent) and 72 respondents of Public Sector 
Banks (40.56 per cent) possess Post Graduation qualification. However, the least 
number 17 respondents of Private Sector Banks (9.44 per cent) and 20 respondents of 
Public Sector Banks (11.11 per cent) are having possess SSC qualification. Thus, it can 
be inferred that the Public Sector and Private Sector Banks could encourage more Post 
Graduates.  
MONTHLY INCOME 

The monthly income of the sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District are shown in table 5: 
     Table 5: Monthly income of the sample respondent employees of Public Sector  
and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 

 Source: Field Survey 
 Note: *significant at 0.05 level 
 

Table 5 reveals that the monthly income of the sample respondent employees 
of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. It is understood 
from the table above that majority of the 162 out of 360 respondents (45.00 per cent) 
drawing a salary between Rs.30,001 and Rs.40,000, followed by 90 respondents (25.00 
per cent) drawing a salary between Rs.40,001 and Rs.50,000, 64 respondents (17.78 per 
cent) drawing a salary of above Rs.50,000 and 44 respondents (12.22 per cent) drawing 
a salary of below Rs.30,000 per month. 

Majority of the respondent employees, who are working in the Public Sector 
Banks, 72 respondents (40.00 per cent) drawing a salary between Rs.30,001 and 
Rs.40,000, followed by 48 respondents (26.67 per cent) drawing a salary between Rs. 
40,001 and Rs.50,000, 43 respondents (23.89 per cent) drawing a salary of above 
Rs.50,000 and 17 respondents (9.44 per cent) drawing a salary of less than Rs.30,000 

Monthly Income 
Ranges 

Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks Total 

Below Rs.30,000 17 
(9.44) 

27 
(15.00) 

44 
(12.22) 

Rs.30,001-Rs.40,000 72 
(40.00) 

90 
(50.00) 

162 
(45.00) 

Rs.40,001-Rs.50,000 48 
(26.67) 

42 
(23.33) 

90 
(25.00) 

Above Rs.50,000 43 
(23.89) 

21 
(11.67) 

64 
(17.78) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =12.235*; df = 3 
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per month. Whereas in the Private Sector Banks, majority of the 90 respondents (50.00 
per cent) drawing a salary between Rs.30,001 and Rs.40,000, followed by 42 
respondents (23.33 per cent) drawing a salary between Rs. 40,001 and Rs.50,000, 27 
respondents (15.00 per cent) drawing a salary of less than Rs.30,000 and 21 respondents 
(11.67 per cent) drawing a salary of above Rs.50,000 per month. 

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (12.235) is much higher than its critical 
value (3.841). Hence, the null hypothesis may be rejected at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is a significant association between the monthly income of 
sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 90 respondent 
employees of Private Sector Banks (50.00 per cent) and 72 respondents of Public Sector 
Banks (40.00 per cent) drawing a salary between Rs.30,001 and Rs.40,000 per month.  
However, the least number 17 respondents of Public Sector Banks (9.44 per cent) 
drawing a salary of less than Rs.30,000 per month and whereas in the Private Sector 
Banks, 21 respondents (11.67 per cent) drawing salary of above Rs.50,000 per month. 
LENGTH OF THE SERVICE 
      The length of the services of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore district are shown in table 6: 
Table 6: Length of the services of sample respondent employees of Public Sector 
and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 

    Source: Field Survey 
    Note: *Significant at 0.05 level 
 

Table 6 shows the experience in the service of sample respondent employees of 
Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. It is revealed that 
majority of the 167 out of 360 respondents (46.39 per cent) having a length of service 
ranging from 16 to 25 years, followed by 101 respondents (28.06 per cent) having a 
length of service ranging from 6 to 15 years, 49 respondents (13.61 per cent) having a 
length of service of below 5 years and 43 respondents (11.94 per cent) having a length 
of service of above 25 years.  

Experience in the 
Service 

Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks Total 

Below 5 Years 18 
(10.00) 

31 
(17.22) 

49 
(13.61) 

6-15 Years 43 
(23.89) 

58 
(32.22) 

101 
(28.06) 

16-25 Years 92 
(51.11) 

75 
(41.67) 

167 
(46.39) 

Above 25 Years 27 
(15.00) 

16 
(8.89) 

43 
(11.94) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =10.221*; df = 3; 
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Majority of the respondent employees in Public Sector Banks, 92 respondents 
(51.11 per cent) having a length of service ranging from 16 to 25 years, followed by 43 
respondents (23.89 per cent) having a length of service ranging from 6 to 15 years, 27 
respondents (15.00 per cent) having a length of service of above 25 years and 18 
respondents (10.00 per cent) having a length of service of below 5 years. Whereas in the 
case of Private Sector Banks, majority of the 75 respondents (41.67 per cent) having a 
length of service ranging from 16 to 25 years, followed by 58 respondents (32.22 per 
cent) having a length of service ranging from 6 to 15 years, 31 respondents (17.22 per 
cent) having a length of service of below 5 years and 16 respondents (8.89 per cent) 
having a length of service of above 25 years. 

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (10.221) is much higher than its critical 
value (7.815). Hence, the null hypothesis may be rejected at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is a significant association between the length of services of 
sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 92 respondent 
employees of Public Sector Banks (51.11 per cent) and 75 respondents of Private Sector 
Banks (41.67 per cent) having a length of service ranging from 16 to 25 years. 
However, the least number 16 respondents of Private Sector Banks (8.89 per cent) 
having a length of service of above 25 years and 18 respondents of Public Sector Banks 
(10.00 per cent) having a length of service of below 5 years. 
LEVEL OF SATISFACTION 

The satisfaction levels of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District are presented in table 7: 
Table 7: Satisfaction levels of sample respondent employees of Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District 

Source: Field Survey 
Note: @-Not Significant 

Table 7 shows that the satisfaction levels of the sample respondent employees 
of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore District. It is understood that 
majority of the 191 out of 360 respondents (53.05 per cent) who have expressed middle 
level of job satisfaction, followed by 118 respondents (32.78 per cent) who have 

Satisfaction Levels 
 

Public Sector 
Banks 

Private Sector 
Banks Total 

Low 48 
(26.67) 

70 
(38.89) 

118 
(32.78) 

Middle 105 
(58.33) 

86 
(47.78) 

191 
(53.05) 

High 27 
(15.00) 

24 
(13.33) 

51 
(14.17) 

Total 180 
(100) 

180 
(100) 

360 
(100) 

χ2 =6.1682@;  p=0.0458  df = 2; 
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expressed low level of job satisfaction and 51 respondents (14.17 per cent) who have 
expressed that they have high  level of job satisfaction. 

Majority of the respondent employees in Public Sector Banks, 105 respondents 
(58.33 per cent) who have expressed middle level of job satisfaction, followed by 48 
respondents (26.67 per cent) who have expressed low level of job satisfaction and 27 
respondents (15.00 per cent) who have expressed high level of job satisfaction. Whereas 
in the case of Private Sector Banks, majority of the 86 respondents (47.78 per cent) who 
have expressed middle level of job satisfaction, followed by 70 respondents (38.89 per 
cent) who have expressed low level of job satisfaction and 24 respondents (13.33 per 
cent) who have expressed that they have high level of job satisfaction.   

The calculated value of χ2-test statistic (6.1682) is much higher than its critical 
value (5.991). Hence, the null hypothesis may be rejected at 5% level of significance. It 
can be inferred that there is a significant association between the job satisfaction levels 
of the sample respondents of Public Sector and Private Sector Banks in SPSR Nellore 
District. 

From the foregoing analysis one can infer that majority of the 105 respondents 
in Public Sector Banks (58.33 per cent) and 86 respondents (47.78 per cent) of Private 
Sector Banks who have expressed middle level of job satisfaction. However, the least 
number 24 respondents of Private Sector Banks (13.33 per cent) and 27 respondents of 
Public Sector Banks (15.00 per cent) who have expressed that they have high level of 
job satisfaction. 
FINDING 
 Majority of the 57 respondents of Public Sector Banks (31.66 per cent) are in the 

age group of 46-55 years, whereas in the case of Private Sector Banks most of the 
54 respondents (30.00 per cent) are in the age group of 36-45 years. However, the 
least number of 18 respondents of Private Sector Banks (10.00 per cent) are in the 
age of above 55 years and 20 respondents of Public Sector Banks (11.11 per cent) 
are in the age group of below 25 years. This indicates that younger people with 
higher educational qualifications had been associated with Private Sector Banks. 

 Majority of the 126 out of 180 respondents of Public Sector Banks (70.00 per cent) 
and 113 out 180 of Private Sector Banks (62.78 per cent) belonged to male category 
whereas 54 out of 180 respondents (30.00 per cent) of Public Sector Banks and 67 
out of 180 respondents (37.22 per cent) of Private Sector Banks belong to female 
category. The number of male respondents was significantly higher than the number 
of female respondents in both the banks. 

 Majority of the 156 respondents (86.67 per cent) and 149 respondents of Private 
Sector Banks (82.78 per cent) belong to married category. However, the least 
number of 24 respondents (13.33 per cent) of Public Sector Banks and 31 
respondents of Private Sector Banks (17.22 per cent) belong to unmarried category. 
This indicates that Private Sector Banks could attract more unmarried people than 
in Public Sector Banks. 

 Majority of the 76 respondent employees of Private Sector Banks (42.22 per cent) 
and 72 respondents of Public Sector Banks (40.56 per cent) possess Post Graduation 
qualification. However, the least number 17 respondents of Private Sector Banks 
(9.44 per cent) and 20 respondents of Public Sector Banks (11.11 per cent) are 
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having possess SSC qualification. Thus, it can be inferred that the Public Sector and 
Private Sector Banks could encourage more Post Graduates.  

 Majority of the respondent employees of Private Sector Banks 90 respondents 
(50.00 per cent) and 72 respondents of Public Sector Banks (40.00 per cent) 
drawing a salary between Rs.30,001 and Rs.40,000 per month.  However, the least 
number 17 respondents of Public Sector Banks (9.44 per cent) drawing a salary of 
less than Rs.30,000 per month and whereas in the Private Sector Banks, 21 
respondents (11.67 per cent) drawing salary of above Rs.50,000 per month.  

 Majority of the 92 respondent employees of Public Sector Banks (51.11 per cent) 
and 75 respondents of Private Sector Banks (41.67 per cent) having a length of 
service ranging from 16 to 25 years. However, the least number 16 respondents of 
Private Sector Banks (8.89 per cent) having a length of service of above 25 years 
and 18 respondents of Public Sector Banks (10.00 per cent) having a length of 
service of below 5 years.  

 Majority of the 105 respondents in Public Sector Banks (58.33 per cent) and 86 
respondents (47.78 per cent) of Private Sector Banks who have expressed middle 
level of job satisfaction. However, the least number 24 respondents of Private 
Sector Banks (13.33 per cent) and 27 respondents of Public Sector Banks (15.00 per 
cent) who have expressed that they have high level of job satisfaction. 

SUGGESTIONS 
 
 The public sector and private sector banks shall increase the employees strength of 

their respective banks so as to reduce the tensions of the sample respondent 
employee families. 

 The Private Sector Banks need to introduce special schemes related to pension, 
gratuity, retirement and other related benefits to enhance the employee's sense of 
security.   

 Job satisfaction level of bank employees should be evaluated periodically for 
making policies for organization’s growth and development. There should be 
employee’s participation in policy making so that they feel satisfaction with these 
policies and 

 Employees must be encouraged to join in decision-making. The employees giving 
valuable suggestions must be rewarded. Enough freedom must be given to the 
employees to take important decisions.  

CONCLUSION 
The study concludes that the job satisfaction levels are very high in Public 

Sector Banks, SPSR Nellore District. The younger people with higher educational 
qualifications had been associated with Private Sector Banks. Job satisfaction survey is 
the best way to know the employees job satisfaction in the current job situation. It is 
increasingly being realized that by properly managing human resources, organizations 
can reach their goals in a better manner. If the employees are satisfied and feel secured, 
their commitment levels will be high and hence their contribution to the organization 
also will be high. 
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ABSTRACT:  
 
Blockchain, popularly termed as the basis of the very foundation of Bitcoin, has been 
receiving lots of attention recently. The basic concept behind Blockchain is, that it 
functions as an immutable ledger, which enables many transactions to occur in a manner 
of decentralized functioning. There are lots of Blockchain-based applications that have 
been and are currently being developed in several fields like finance, Internet of Things 
(IoT), security, etc. With this paper, I aim to present a complete overview of what 
Blockchain is, some basic consensus algorithms that are used in blockchain, and some 
possible trends that could come up in the future in Blockchain.  
 
Keywords:Blockchain Has A Few Key Characteristics That Make It Unique From 
Other Technologies.  
 
 
Introduction:  
Nowadays, cryptocurrency has been increasingly becoming a very popular term, used 
often in both industry and academics. As one of the most established and successful 
cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin has garnered huge success, so much that its capital market 
reached a whopping 10 billion dollars in 2016. The structure of data storage is designed 
in such a manner that Bitcoin network transactions can happen without the help of any 
third party. The technology that has helped build Bitcoin is known as blockchain. This 
technology was first suggested in 2008 and implemented in 2009. Blockchain can also 
be understood as a public ledger and all the transactions that take place are stored in the 
list of blocks in the blockchain. This chain hence grows as new blocks are regularly 
added to it in a continuous manner. Distributed consensus algorithms and Asymmetric 
cryptography are also being popularly used for a while now for user security and to 
maintain ledger consistency. Some of the key characteristics of the blockchain 
technology are namely, decentralization, persistency, anonymity and audibility. With 
these characteristics, blockchain can help greatly save the cost applied and also improve 
the efficiency of work.  
 
• Decentralized: In most systems of centralized transactions, each payment needs to go 
through a central agency, and post the validation, the transaction takes place. This, in 
turn, results to the cost and the performance bottlenecks at the central servers. Thus, in 
Blockchain disintermediates the third party, and the transactions are carried out on the 
basis of the Consensus Algorithm, which maintains the overall data consistency in the 
distributed network.  
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• Immutability: One of the principal features of Blockchain is creating immutable 
ledgers. Blockchain keeps its ledgers in a never-ending momentum which is constantly 
moving forward. The reason behind immutable ledgers is data security, as it stands as 
proof that the data stored hasn’t been tampered with or changed.  
 
• Persistency: This means, that the transactions in Blockchain are corroborated quickly, 
and the transactions which are invalid are not accepted by miners. Due to Blockchain 
being an Immutable Ledger, it is nearly impossible to delete or tamper with data on a 
block once they've been included in a blockchain. Due to this, it becomes easier to 
identify invalid transactions.  
 
• Auditability: Any transaction that takes place in a new block, has to refer to some or 
the other previous unspent transactions. When the current transaction is recorded, the 
referred unspent transactions switch from being unspent to spent. Thus, it becomes 
easier to track and verify.  
 

1. Consensus Algorithm  
 

The main problem that we face in blockchain is how to reach consensus when there are 
multiple untrustworthy nodes, which is originally a transformation of the Byzantine 
Generals (BG) Problem. In the original Byzantine General problem, there are a group of 
generals, each of them commands a portion of Byzantine army circle the city. The 
problem arises when some of the generals prefer to attack whereas the other generals 
want to retreat. However, the attack would fail if only some of the generals attack the 
city. Therefore, all of the generals must reach a consensus to either attack or retreat. 
Likewise, this is also a challenge in Blockchain. In a blockchain, mainly because there 
are no central nodes that all the distributed nodes are the same. Therefore, the need for a 
protocol is important to ensure consistency among different nodes. Here are some of the 
most commonly used approaches to reach a consensus in the blockchain.  
3.1. Proof of Work (PoW): The consensus strategy of Proof of Work is widely used in 
the Bitcoin Network. Because of the lack of a centralized authority, somebody has to be 
selected to record all the transactions. Without being biased, the selection process is 
done on a random basis. But because the random selection process is vulnerable to 
attacks, a small proof is introduced in the equation. Whenever any node wants to add a 
block of transactions in the network, it has to perform some work to prove that the node 
is harmless and is highly unlikely to attack the blockchain network. The work for proof 
is computer calculations, where each node participating in the random selection process 
is calculating the hash value of the new block. Each block consists of a header 
containing a nonce, which the miners frequently keep changing to achieve the desirable 
hash value. The hash values must be either equal to or smaller than a certain given 
value. When one node achieves the target value of the required hash, it would broadcast 
the block to all the other nodes and all other nodes must mutually confirm the 
correctness and accuracy of the hash value. If the faultlessness of the block is validated, 
all the other miners would include this new block into their blockchains. In the 
Blockchain decentralized network, a situation may arise where multiple valid blocks 
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may be generated together simultaneously when multiple nodes find a suitable nonce 
almost at the same time. Under such circumstances, branches may be generated. 
However, let us remember that it is very unlikely that two competing blocks will 
generate the next new block simultaneously. PoW follows a very simple protocol, in 
which the chain that becomes longer thereafter, i.e. once the new block is added, is 
judged and recognized as the authentic one. These methods, however, waste too many 
resources. Therefore, to minimize the loss, some PoW protocols have been designed in 
which the work could have some side-applications too.  
 
3.2. Proof of Stake (PoS): Proof of Stake is a much more energy-efficient and saving 
alternative of PoW. In PoS, to add a block to the main chain, miners have to prove the 
ownership of the amount of currency in the block. It is considered that the more 
currency a miner has, the less likely he is to attack the network of blocks. However, a 
selection process which is based on the account balance is quite unfair because the a 
person who is the richest is most likely to dominate the whole network. Therefore, many 
solutions have been proposed, which include a combination of stake size, and next hash 
as a deciding factor. For instance, Blackcoin uses a randomization process to predict the 
next generator. It uses a formula, which looks for the lowest hash value combined with 
the size of the stake. At the same time, In Peercoin, sets of coins which are older and 
larger have a greater probability of mining the next block. When we compare PoW to 
PoS, the latter saves more energy and is more functionally more effective. 
Unfortunately, because the cost of mining is nearly zero, attacks might be consequential. 
Many blockchains usually adopt the PoW consensus at the beginning but transform later 
into PoS.  
 
3.3. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): PBFT optimizes the aspects of the 
original Byzantine Fault Tolerance and implements it with modern techniques. A new 
block is determined in each round. In every round, a primary is to be selected in 
accordance to some rules and the primary is charged with the responsibility of ordering 
the transaction. The process of adding a new block in the existing chain has been split 
into three steps or phases: pre-prepared, prepared and commit. In each phase, a node can 
only enter the next phase, if and only if it has received votes from over 2/3rd of all 
nodes. So PBFT’s main requirement is that each and every node must be known to the 
network.  
 
3.4. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS): The main difference there is between PoS and 
DPOS is that PoS is directly democratic, whereas DPOS is more representative 
democratic. That is, stakeholders themselves elect their delegates to generate and 
validate blocks. With significantly lesser nodes that are needed to validate a block, the 
block in question can be confirmed quickly, leading to the quick confirmation of 
transactions.  
 
3.5. Ripple: Ripple is a form of consensus algorithm that works on the principle of 
collectively-trusted subnetworks that are enclosed within a large network. In these 
networks, all the nodes are divided mainly into two types: server, mainly for 
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participating consensus process and client for only transferring the funds. Each server 
has its own Unique Node List (UNL), and it is important to the server. When we are 
trying to determine whether or not to put a transaction into the blockchain ledger, the 
server would query the nodes in UNL and if the received agreements have reached 80%, 
the transaction would be packed into the ledger, otherwise, if the percentage is lesser 
than 80%, then it would be considered faulty and be considered incorrect.  

 
1.6. Tendermint: It is a Byzantine Consensus Algorithm where a new block is 

determined in each round. In each round, a proposer is then selected to transmit an 
unconfirmed block. The complete process comprises of three phases. In the initial 
step, validators decide whether or not to broadcast a prevote for the proposed block. 
In the second step, if the node has up to 2/3rd of the votes on the block that has 
been proposed, it broadcasts a pre-commit for that block. If the node has received 
over or up to 2/3 of pre commits, only then the node is permitted to enter the 
commit step. In the commit step, the node validates the block and then broadcasts a 
commit for the same. If the node has received 2/3 of the total number of commits, 
the block is approved of and added into the chain. Whereas, comparative to the 
PBFT form of consensus, any potential node has to lock its coins in order to be 
considered as a validator. The protocol also dictates that once a validator is found to 
be fraudulent or corrupt, it would be punished.  

 
Figure 1: The longer branch would be accepted as the main chain while the branch that 
is shorter would be deserted. 

 
4. Comparison of Consensus Protocol 
 Since there are multiple consensus algorithms, each of them has a different set of 
advantages and disadvantages. To draw comparisons between the consensus protocols, 
we consider the following parameters:  
 
 
4.1. Node identity management: Tendermint needs to know all of its validators 
before the selection in each round, whereas PBFT requires to know the identity of each 
miner before it selects a primary in each round. However, in the case of other consensus 
protocols like the PoW, PoS, DPOS and Ripple, nodes can freely join the network. 
4.2. Energy Saving: In the PoW consensus protocol, miners who wish to add a 
block need to continuously keep mining in order to reach the target hash, thus, requiring 
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a lot of electricity. But, for the likes of PoS and DPOS, it is essential for miners to hash 
the block header to search for the target value, but the work that has to be put in has 
been reduced to a great extent as the search space is designed to be limited. Whereas in 
the case of PBFT, Ripple and Tendermint, no mining is required in the consensus 
process, thus saving a lot of energy. 
4.3. Tolerated power of adversary: Generally, 51% of hash power has been 
evaluated as the threshold if one wishes to gain complete dominance over the network.    
 
5. Recent Advances in Consensus Algorithm 
A good consensus algorithm can be described as one which is efficient and very 
convenient in application. Despite the previously existing consensus algorithms, many 
attempts have been made to improve and explore these consensus algorithms in the 
blockchain. New consensus algorithms have been designed, keeping in mind all the 
problems that w have to solve in the blockchain. One such algorithm is Peercensus. The 
main idea behind the devising of PeerCensus is to decouple block creation and 
transaction confirmation so that we can reach consensus much more quickly. Besides, 
Kraft proposed a new consensus method which stabilizes the speed at which the block is 
generated because it has been found that high blocks generation rate compromise the 
security of the Bitcoin. As a solution to this problem, a new rule has been proposed, 
known as the ‘So the Greedy Heaviest-Observed Sub-Tree’ or the GHOST chain 
selection rule. In GHOST selection rule, instead of the longest branch scheme, all the 
branches are weighed and the choice of which branch to follow is given to the miners.  
 
6. Potential in the Blockchain in Future 
Let us discuss the future of Blockchain the following areas of interest: 
6.1. Blockchain Testing: There are more than 700 cryptocurrencies that are 
currently available, and many different kinds of blockchain have appeared. But this has 
also led to many fraudulent activities. For instance, many developers often fake their 
performances in blockchain to gain clients. Besides that, when users want to combine 
blockchain into business, they have to know which blockchain fits their requirements. 
Which is why, a mechanism for testing blockchains needs to used/introduced in order to 
test different blockchains. 
6.2. Big Data Analytics: Blockchain and Big Data can be combined to gain 
optimum results. In the case of data management as well, Blockchain can be used to 
store important data because it is completely decentralized and more secure. When it 
comes to data analytics, transactions on a blockchain could be used for big data 
analytics. For example, the trading patterns of a user can be extracted. And using that 
data of the users, one can predict and analyse the trading behaviours of their potential 
partners’. 
6.3. Applications of Blockchain: In recent times, the most common implementation 
of Blockchain is in the financial domain. However, there’s much more to blockchain 
than just finance. Traditional industries can use blockchain in their businesses to 
enhance their systems. Smart Contract is a computer-based transaction protocol that 
carries out the terms of a contract, facilitated by Blockchain. The function of Smart 
Contracts is to help exchange money, shares, property, and other valuable data in a 
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much more transparent way without the involvement of a third party. These smart 
contracts can prove to be the basis of new foundations in the digitization of documents.  
7. Conclusion 
Blockchain has the potential to single-handedly revolutionize the existing data and 
industry management systems. In this paper, I have aimed to explain the overview of 
Blockchain technology starting from its key features. We went on to discuss the 
different consensus protocols that are still in practice and compared them with each 
other based on a few properties. Then we discussed some advancements that have been 
made in the field of consensus protocols. Some possible future directions are also 
proposed. Nowadays, applications which are based on Blockchain are rapidly being 
developed and we plan to study and draw conclusions from blockchain-based 
applications in the future. 
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